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E_D_IT_O_R_'S_N_O_T_E

Publication of the 1999 edition of the Welebaethan has been a challenging and rewarding
learning experience for all involved. With several years of professional editing experience
Wendy Elliott-Scheinberg stepped in as the new faculty advisor and instructor for the
historical editing class. With her guidance, as well as the essential advice and assistance from
former Welebaethan editors and staff members, we are proud to present a journal that we feel
measures up to the high standards that the Welebaethan has achieved nationwide.
The Welebaethan Advisory Board is made up of California State University Fullerton faculty
members, graduate students, and alumni. The Board reviewed forty-two submissions and
chose fifteen articles, review essays, and book reviews that were deemed worthy of
publication. The quality of the articles is a reflection of the high standards set by the various
University professors for which these papers were produced.
In choosing a theme for the 1999 edition, we searched for an idea that would adequately tie
together both the approaching of the millennium and our chosen articles. As the submissions
cover a range of topics and periods, we decided on a collage of graphics for our front cover
that represent the published articles, and the hourglass on the back cover which artistically
displays the passage of time. I would like to thank James C. Powell and Cheryl Eberly for
their ideas and hard work in producing such a dynamic cover.
While the Welebaethan is a student-produced journal it is also a collaborative effort between
student, faculty, and staff within the history department. I would like to thank the
Welebaethan staff for their overall effort and commitment to accomplishing the various tasks
assigned to them, and to the professors who volunteered their time to help in the editing
process. I would also like to thank the history department staff who provided the necessary
tools and information that enabled this edition to reach publication. I wish to extend my
gratitude to Allison Rubalcava, Alexandra Kindell, and Dr. Lawrence de Graaf for their
advice, encouragement, and commitment to the continued publishing of the Welebaethan
Journal of History.
As editor of the Welebaethan I have improved upon my writing skills, expanded my contacts
within the university, and have learned a great deal about editing and publishing a scholarly
journal. Iencourage all CSUF students to become more involved in educational pursuits by
joining Phi Alpha Theta, submitting papers for publication, and by becoming a part of the
Welebaethan
staff, as these efforts will greatly enhance your academic career here at
California State University, Fullerton.

Kelly F. Ewing
Chief Editor
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A -CARTOON IS WORTH A
THOUSAND WORDS:
From Bloomers to Ballots in the American Woman
Suffrage Movement
Sharon Evanshine

A message conveyed through em image often proves to be more powerful than written words.
Author Sharon Evanshine examines the changing roles of women portrayed in political
cartoons during the struggle for women's rights. These images both hindered and helped the
progress of the suffrage movement.

"One

effective picture in glaring color or bold black and white may bring home a political
lesson or point a moral far better than all the oratory of the platform or all the appeals of
the pulpit.t" In spite of this recognition of the power of imagery, the role of cartooning in the history
of woman suffrage has been neglected until recently, when historians specializing in subordinate
groups have included cartoons in studies of women's causes.i
During the nineteenth century, cartoons served as an effective medium of transport in the absence
of radio and television. Though literacy rates were markedly lower than today, many people observed
cartoons. Even if they were unable to read, they could understand the pictorial rhetoric. 3 Cartoons
were an effective form of propaganda that carried a .message along with laughter and entertainment.
Sending a simple vivid image and message, cartoons graphically displayed a point that persuaded
without rancor. For nearly a century, cartoonists took advantage of the emotions associated with wellI"The Poster in Politics," as quoted in Alice Sheppard, Cartooning for Suffrage (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1994), 121.
~he work of female cartoonists is absent from most studies of cartoons including the following books: A Cartoon History of
United States Foreign Policy; American. Presidency in Political Cartoons; Image of Amerka in Caricature and Cartoon, and
The Nineteenth Century in Caricature. For examinations of cartooning and suffrage, see Lisa TIckner, The Spectacle of
Women: Imagery of the Suffrage Campaign 1907~14 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988) and Monika Franzen and
Nancy Ethiel, Make Way! 200 Years of American Women in Cartoons (Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 1988). Alice
Sheppard offers a complete study of this distinctive but little understood aspect of the suffrage campaign in Cartooning for
Suffrage.
3As corrupt New York City politician Tweed put it, "I don't care so much what the papers write about me-my
oonstituents
can't read; but d-n it, they can see pictures!" Albert B. Paine, Thomas Nast: His Period and His Pictures (New York:
Chelsea, 1980), 179.
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established and easily recognized themes to
elicit strong feelings from their audience.
During the long struggle for woman suffrage,
defmitions of femininity were simultaneously
established, questioned, and re-figured. There
were many different concepts of womanliness
that served opposing purposes on both sides of
the suffrage issue. Thus, the woman suffrage
movement constituted a monumental debate
over the present and future identity of women.
Suffrage cartoons reflected and embodied
discourse about how to represent women in the
past and how to influence their role in the
future.
The origins of cartooning reach back to the
Middle Ages when allegory
and myth
developed that helped treat complex ideas
. symbolically rather than realistically.
During
the Renaissance, political images were printed
on loose sheets of paper called broadsheets and
sold to the public. Beginning in the fifteenth
century, these utilized humor, satire, and
symbols. By the close of the sixteenth century,
the use of symbolism was well-established.
After woodcutting or engraving, images could
be produced in quantities in black and white.
The drawing of a balloon containing speech
became prevalent in the seventeenth-century
and was used in American graphics. The basic
features of line drawing, symbolism, and verbal
identity continue to characterize the cartoon to
the present day."
The meanings of cartoons are communicated
through graphic representation and allusion and
must be apparent to the observer despite
distortion and transformation of subjects. The
characters
m cartoons
often
occur
in
exaggerated
size, simplified
apparel,
or
improper gender. Subjects and settings may be

modified, reversed, or depicted. by their
opposites. The mind must be able to accept
what Ernst H. Gombrich calls its "specious
reality." It does this because the image is visual
and appears real and undeniable. 5 William
Murrell defines a cartoon as "a topical political
or moral issue" that consists of "a forceful
presentation
by means of exaggeration"
executed
"with
or
without
humor."
Furthermore, Charles Press affirms that a
political cartoon incorporates within it "an
implicit appeal to do something political.Y'
The cartoon of the nineteenth century
usually included detailed labeling in order to
provide an explicit message.
It offered
commentary on abstract issues as well as on
specific people and policies. As one pair of
authors on nineteenth century caricature opined,
"The best and most telling cartoons are those
which do not merely reflect current public
opinion, but guide it.,,7
The dominant
American
cartoon
symbols
during
the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries derived
from both older traditions and from new ideas
created to serve current needs. Ad hoc symbols
devised for specific purposes included emblems
such as eagles, liberty bells, donkeys, and
elephants, in addition to the earlier established
icons of Uncle Sam and Columbia.
Part of the evolution of the political cartoon
involved a search for national symbols.
A
native male chieftain alternated with a female
Indian Princess in representing the American
continent.
Another symbol of America
included a goddess who depicted the untamed
continent.
Thus, male artists reflected their
own values and views, envisioning America as
5Ernst Gombrich, "Cartoonist's Armoury," in Gombrich,
Meditations on a Hobby Horse, and Other Essays on the
Theory of Art (London: Phaidon, 1963), 142.
6WiIliam Murrell, A History of American Graphic Humor,
vol. I, (New York: Macmillan, 1938), 3-6; Charles Press,
The Political Cartoon (Rutherford,
NJ.: Fairleigh
Dickinson University Press, 1981), 13.
7Arthur Bartlen Maurice and Frederic Taber Cooper, The
History of the Nineteenth Century in Caricature (New
York: Cooper Square, 1970), 2.

4See David Kunzle, The Early Comic Strip: Narrative
Strips and Picture Stories in the European Broadsheet
from c. 1450 to 1825 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1973); Martinus Joseph Schretlen, Dutch and
Flemish Woodcuts of the Fifteenth Century (New York:
Hacker Art Books, 1969); and Richard T. Godfrey,
Printmaking in Britain (New York: New York University
Press, 1978); Sheppard, 36, 37.
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an unconquered female body ready for man's.
conquest. Bare-breasted goddesses, powerful
and sensuous, symbolized the uncivilized land
for two hundred years. 8
In the world of cartoons created and
dominated by men, male symbols represented
power, and women were either excluded from
the public sphere or were depicted in positions
subordinate to men. From medieval times,
images portrayed the female as a temptation to
sin, as a distraction from religious piety, or as'
inferior to man. Women's images were also
limited to symbolic personification of abstract
ideas including the virtues Justice, Hope and
Charity as well as a variety of allegorical types
such . as angels, goddesses, temptresses and
harlots.
All of these abstract concepts
represented the values in men's lives, and none
presented realistic images of women.'
Nineteenth-century technology of the steampowered printing press and photography
contributed to the influence of the cartoon.
Firms such as Currier and Ives of New York
dominated the lithographic industry, while
Thomas Nast became the most important
American
cartoonist.
His illustrations,
appearing primarily
in Harper's
Weekly
between 1862 and .1886, continue to be
reprinted today. Using symbols that he both
invented and modified, Nast became the
. standard for American cartoonists of the future
because his skillful visual figures were
recognized
and understood by countless
Americans. Like other male cartoonists, Nast
preserved distinctions regarding male and
female icons; realistic leaders were always
male, while women were typically symbolic. 10

Society and tradition placed women at a
disadvantage in producing alternative images of
themselves because the occupation of artist was
monopolized by men and looked upon as
unsuitable for women. Artist's tools-wood
blocks, copper plates, printing presses-were
controlled by men, and printing skills and
training were unavailable to women.
Thus,
graphic images of women sustained a male-'
centered portrait of females that would not
change until women acquired the skills and
opportunity to challenge male dominance of
. an d present th err
. own perceptions.
.
11
cartoonmg
Toward the middle of the nineteenth
century, women began to challenge the
traditional historic male bastion of cartooning.
Tradition pronounced that women draw only
ladylike decorative objects and conventional
subjects such as children and flowers. Cartoons
appeared vulgar, unrefmed, and unsuited to
female sensitivities.
Although women who
assumed this role violated propriety and
threatened existing gender definitions, by the
tum of the century, female artists were using
their skills in cartooning to promote social
change.
The increasingly aflluent public of the
nineteenth
century
appreciated
cartoons
featured in popular humor magazines such as
Puck, Judge, and Life, and reform movements
including political reform, prohibition, and
socialism coincided with the rise of the cartoon.
Suffrage artists found employment
with
companies such as Currier and Ives and called
attention to female enfranchisement by creating
visual arguments that were impossible to
ignore. Nonetheless, most of society regarded
cartooning as a masculine endeavor, and
women artists were at a disadvantage because
men had established the cartoon form around
their own perceptions of femininity, which
deprecated the independent female. 12

8Sheppard, 39-40.
57. Carl Jung explains the polarity of men's
representations of women by writing that the female is
unconsciously glorified and feared by men and is crucial
to the young boy in providing either "a positive, favorable
meaning or a negative, evil meaning." See Carl G. Jung,
Four Archetypes: Mother, Rebirth, Spirit, Trickster, trans.
by R F. C. Hull (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1969), IS.
IOSheppard, 47.

~id.,

llIbid., 60.
12lbid., 25,28-9,50.
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this ideal as they created images intended to
persuade others to support or oppose woman
suffrage.
Beginning with the Seneca Falls convention
of 1848, opponents of the woman's rights
movement were quick to respond with negative
images of activists. 14 Cartoons against suffrage
drew on the doctrine of separate spheres and the
cult of true womanhood. They reflected a sense
of anxiety and fear that social relations might
change, and they used this fear in two ways.
First,
they
illustrated
the
undesirable
consequences to the family, to society, and to
women themselves of stepping outside the
proper boundaries of the traditional female
sphere of hearth and home.
Second, they
transformed women who did trespass beyond
accepted boundaries into objects of ridicule.
For more than a half century, "Anti" cartoons
used ridicule as a device to maintain male
predominance by persuading the public that
woman suffrage would be harmful to society.
The illustrations of the "Antis" aimed at
defeating suffrage and limiting public roles for
women.
Anti-suffragists argued that voting
constituted a departure from the female role that
would unsex women, resulting in a loss of
respect, influence, protection, and privileges. It
would disrupt the home and cause harm to
women themselves and society alike. Female
participation in politics would end segregated
spheres and expose women to the abuse of men
and to the loss of chivalry and courtesy.
Cartoon images reflecting these arguments

American suffrage cartoons illustrate more
than mere conflict over the vote for women;
they demonstrate a much broader confrontation
about the meaning of femininity and women's
place in society. Cartoons stimulated debate
over contested morality, responsibility, and
sexuality. To understand the debate that was
reflected and shaped .by cartooning during the
suffrage movement, it is necessary to consider
the "cult of true womanhood" and the "doctrine
of the two spheres," which developed in the
Victorian period.
At this time, the behavior of women was
severely prescribed by a code of conduct that
dominated the thinking of most Americans,
male and female.
According to this rigid
standard, the conduct of women was judged by
. society through comparison with the virtues of
piety, purity, submission, and domesticity.
Without these, all female behavior was
condemned, and only through them was
happiness for women considered possible. The
doctrine of separate spheres dictated that
women remain in the private sphere of the
home, performing their traditional roles as
homemaker and family nurturer. Most people
believed it was unfeminine for women to
exercise an active part in public or to participate
in politics.
Women
were
supposedly
represented by their husbands or fathers and
were expected to exert indirect influence on
them to achieve necessary change. In general,
women were not considered mentally or
emotionally
capable
of assuming
public
responsibilities.
Perceived as the moral
superior of man, society expected women to
provide
a beneficial
influence
without
participating politically, which posed a threat to
her purity.13 This view of womanhood became
an integral part of the nation's
ideals.
Cartoonists drew on different interpretations of

l'The official launching of the American woman suffrage
movement is usually dated from this convention. Its
purpose was to discuss "the social, civil, and religious
condition and rights of woman." Organizers lacked
agreement on suffrage, but this resolution proposed by
Elizabeth Stanton established the movement's direction
for nearly a century. Overriding the fear of ridicule of
Lucretia Mott, Stanton submitted the suffrage resolution
on "the duty of the women of this country to secure to
themselves the sacred right to the elective franchise,"
History of Woman Suffrage, 1:67; Ellen Carol DuBois,

13Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood,"
Quarterly 18, (Summer 1966): 152; Terri
Snyder, "Women in American Society," lecture notes to
American Studies 450, photocopy (California State
University Fullerton), 3.

American

Feminism
and Suffrage:
The Emergence
of an
Independent Women's Movement in America, 1848-1869

(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1978),40-1.
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depict emancipated women lounging in the
smoker car puffing on cigars while allowing the
attentions of strange men. They suggest that
voting would encourage women to be
disorderly
and
disruptive as well as
.-.~.,
exposing them to
ethnic,
immigrant,
and
lower
class
elements
in
•
15
society. C artoons
represent
female
juries
as doubly
negative to society.
On the one hand,
images established
jury
duty as a
danger to women
themselves,
imposing
an
unwanted
burden
and subjecting them
to the
troubling
situation of being
locked
up
with
strange
men
a]I
night. On the other
hand,
cartoons

a Primary," published in 1872 and "The
Declaration of Independence," printed in Life
both imply that women should remain at home
taking care of the children according to the
natural
order
of
things. 17
"Taking
Down the Barriers"
illustrates
harm to
women and society
through the death of
chivalry. The cartoon
projects a troubled
future by suggesting
the dismantling
of
courtesy and chivalry.
A woman standing on
a fence constructed of
beams of "courtesy"
and "chivalry" reflects
anxiously
. while
another
woman
impatiently dismantles
the beams in her hurry
to
surmount
the
obstacle to suffrage.
The prospect of
women voting aroused
fears of role reversal.

lampoon the female
This
predominant
"We
are
getting
there
fast.
Stern
Parent:
'Willy,
isn't
that
juror
as
too
theme
emphasizes
Miss Bloomers going soon? - It's nearly 11 0' clock.'
frivolous
to
be
women exhibiting the
Son: 'Yes, Momma: She's just saying goodnight!'"
capable of reasoned
worst,
most
Make Way! 200 years of American Women in Cartoon,
decision and thus
aggressive traits of
Monika Franzen and Nancy Ethiel.
as a threat
to
males,
while
men
•
•
16
dissolve
into inept
Justice.
passive weaklings.
This argument also
Cartoon
images suggest that woman
assumed the rhetoric of separate spheres and
suffrage and female participation in politics
implied that if women obtained the ballot, men
threaten the stability of the traditional family
must somehow lose an equivalent degree of
structure.
They portray female activists as
power. Thus, men opposed trading places and
apathetic toward their families. The counterpart
suffering the disadvantages
that women
to the neglectful housewife active in public
endured.
affairs is the stereotypical male, incompetent in
As early as 1869, Harper's published a
the domestic realm. Thus, "Wife and Mother at
cartoon representing role reversal in courting
15Snyder, 4, 7.
16Ibid.,7.

17Ibid,5.
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Women
who
threatened
masculine
activity. Instead of the male pressuring the
dominance became prime candidates
for
female, the woman, attired in feminist
ridicule. Men discouraged undesirable qualities
bloomers, presses the man while the female
through redefinition
parent intercedes
",."/.",.; ....,,......'·,;,n,,·r,
as
"unwomanly."
severely
to
Male
artists
depicted
protect the male.
women's
rights
Abundant cartoon
advocates
as
images
depict
unattractive,
women
embittered,
displaying
dominating
spinsters
stereotypical male
who smoked cigars
behavior.
and wore spectacles
Women lounge in
and
unfashionable
a male-type club
• 20
Ima.ges
crowded
with
attire.
feminists
portrayed
them
watching a silly
behaving
. in
a
. male performer.
haughty,
insolent,
Women engage in
dictatorial
manner,
..
,..
...:.'
typical
male
while
demanding
"Two of the Fe'He Males."
sexual
roles
rights rudely
and
Cartooningfor Suffrage, Alice Sheppard.
associated
with
aggressively.
For
mating
and
over a half century
extramarital
affairs.
The men in these
cartoons perpetuated the stereotype of woman's
illustrations complete the role reversal by
rights activists as "unsexed" and "unwomanly"
adopting stereotypical female behavior while
for daring to participate in the public sphere.
garbed in ridiculous feminine attire complete
This ridicule discouraged women and served as
with accessories. 18
a deterrent to suffrage reform. An example of
Cartoons
of the Antis predicted
an
this genre appears in a lithograph by Currier &
undesirable future as a result of women voting.
Ives titled "Two of the Fe'he Males."
The
Images not only present the unwelcome
subjects, garbed in bloomers, are mocked and
spectacle of emancipated, unsexed, unprotected,
derided as unfeminine
and masculinized
unreasoning women threatening the stability of
women.
Through
ridicule,
cartoons
society, but they project women of the future
transformed the feared object into something
looking back regretfully at the positive things
laughable and thus, less threatening.
By
lost-love,
marriage, children, and home. In
making women ludicrous, artists acquired
"Looking Backward," a lonely faded-looking
social control of the situation.
This classic
woman nears the top of stairs leading to fame.
device is described by French philosopher
As she glances remorsefully downward at the
Henri Bergson as the principle of comedy as a
fresh . flowers of fertility, children,
and
happiness, she realizes the price she has paid in
her climb up the steps of ambition, career, and
2°Sheppard, 181. Contrary to popular perceptions, most of
suffrage. 19
the early women's rights leaders were married. and raised
1

lIi'lltflf,/,"U,I!

~_/_--

18Ibid.,6.

19Snyder, 8; .Franzen and Ethiel, Make Wqy, 92.

_.J

_

families; these included Lucretia Mott, Amelia Bloomer,
Lucy Stone, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. See Elisabeth
Griffith, In Her Own Right: The Life of Elizabeth Cady
Stanton (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984).
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. 1 correctrve,
. 21 W omen wh 0 d eviated
.
SOCIa
from
the accepted norms of society were. ridiculed
into conforming.
Ridicule
is
also
apparent
in the
representation of famous women in cartoons
who are consistently depicted as shocking and
outrageous. Recognizable women portrayed as
radical in nineteenth-century cartoons included
Amelia Bloomer, derided for her views on dress
reform; Susan B. Anthony, disparaged as a,
woman's rights leader; Belva Lockwood,
satirized as a presidential candidate in 1884;
and Victoria Woodhull, mocked as a free love
advocate and promoter of women's political
rights.22 In Harper's Weekly, the cartoonist
Thomas Nast portrayed Victoria Woodhull as a
homed "Mrs. Satan" holding a sign that read
"Be Saved By Free Love" while a' ragged
mother struggles to carry her children and her
drunken husband on her back. 23

Anti-suffrage periodicals, commencing with
the Remonstrance in 1890, mocked suffragists
for more than half a century. The famous
popular magazine Life was overwhelmingly
negative on the subject of woman suffrage.
Seventy-three percent of Life's jokes and
.. 124
By
cartoons on su ffr age were critical.
convincing men and women that changing
gender roles caused harm to society, visual
rhetoric significantly delayed success of the
suffrage movement. Although woman suffrage
had won a few victories in the west by the start
of the twentieth century, most people remained
unresponsive or opposed to it.
About the tum of the century, women began
to employ the skill of cartooning to focus public
attention for the benefit of the suffrage
campaign. 25 Proponents of suffrage employed
two effective approaches in attempting to
influence public opinion favorably.
One
argument depended on principles from the
Enlightenment
written into the American
Constitution. It applied the powerful principles
of "natural, inalienable, inherent rights," and
"government by consent of the governed" to the

21Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of
the Comic, trans. by Cloudesley Brereton and Fred
Rothwell, (New York: Macmillan, 1911).
See also
William Frauenglass, "A Study of Attitudes Toward
Woman Suffrage Found in Popular Humor Magazines,
1911-1920" (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1967),
100-5.
22John Geipel, The Cartoon: A Short History of Graphic
Comedy and Satire (Cranbury, N.J.: Barnes, 1972), 56.
23During his famous trial for adultery, Henry Ward
Beecher's lawyers portrayed him as a victim of Victoria
Woodhull and her radical opinions about free love. The
NWSA leaders who testified against him were impugned
because of their association with Woodhull.
Beecher
attacked women's rights activists, calling them ''the centre
of loathsome
scandals,
organized,
classified,
and
perpetuated with a greedy and unclean appetite for
everything that was foul and vile." Woodhull advocated
far more than mere suffiage.
She declared war upon
marriage itself: believing it ''the most terrible curse from
which humanity now suffers," called upon women to "rise
and declare ...
yourself free," and threatened that if
Congress refused women all the legitimate results of
citizenship, women would "frame a new constitution and
erect a new government"; Barbara Goldsmith, Other
Powers: The Age of Suffrage, Spiritualism, and the
Scandalous Victoria Woodhull (New York: Knopf, 1998)
as quoted in The New York Review of Books, May 14,
1998 vol. 45, no. 8, p. 30.

24Frauenglass, 125.
25Suffrage art appeared earlier in Britain than in the United
States. British artists formed a league, sponsored contests,
and gave instruction in cartoon drawing.
American
women artists borrowed drawings from England, which
greatly influenced suffrage art in· the United States.
Suffrage periodicals created a female political network
that joined women, enabling them to share opinions, plan
strategy, and coordinate their arguments. Cartoons were
an important element in all of these papers, contributed by
editors Blanche Ames, Mayme B. Harwood, Ida Proper, as
well as cartoonists May Wilson Preston and Anne
Goldthwaite.
The first appeared from 1868 until 1870
founded by Anthony and Stanton under the title, The
Revolution. A more moderate counterpart, the Woman's
Journal lasted from 1870 until 1917, when it became the
Woman Citizen. Others included the Woman Voter in
New York City, the Maryland Sl{/frage News in
Baltimore, and the Western Women Voter in Seattle. Alice
Paul established the Suffragis: which featured the cartoons
of Nina Allender. TIckner, Spectacle of Women, 21.
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"Are Not the Women Half the Nation?"
Cartooning, Sheppard.

"No Vote Means No Remedy for Long
Hours and Short Pay."
Cartooning, Sheppard.

"Tearing off the Bonds."
Cartooning, Sheppard.

"Double the Power of Home-Two Good Votes
Are Better Than One." Cartooning, Sheppard
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Taylor, the image of Justice exercises her
authority over Uncle Sam, confronting him with
women's right to vote by invoking the words of
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address: "A Government
of the people, by the people, for the people,"
and captioned with the words, "Are Not the
Women Half the Nation?"
Blanche Ames
combined the personified Liberty garbed in
traditional robe, tiara, and bare feet with, the
idea of the Cradle of Liberty. She holds two
children, boy and girl and fuses her authority
with the principle of liberty. This underscored
the message that a woman suffrage amendment
was necessary to make the cradle of liberty
accommodate both children, male and feJ;Ilale.3o
Many effective cartoons argued that women
needed the vote for protection against a maledominated economic system that exploited
women and children.
A cartoon by Mary
Taylor portrays an exhausted female factory
worker lying collapsed from fatigue over her
sewing machine. The message implies that she
has no control over the conditions of her labor
and that her well being and health are seriously
threatened. Especially effective was Lou
Roger's image of a defenseless woman with
torn garments, shown bleeding and at the mercy
of the savage beast of "Exploitation." A male
figure observes the violent struggle holding the
sword of "The Vote," while the beleaguered
female attempts to ward off the attacking
animal with only a flimsy whisk broom of
"Silent Influence."
Withholding his weapon,
. the male insists, "No, she does not need my
sword."
The powerful message is that the
weapon of the vote is, indeed, needed.
Blanche Ames refuted the position that most
women did not want the vote by posing as a
male dandy refusing to toss a life preserverthe vote-to
a group of women and children
threatened
by waves of white slavers,
sweatshops, filth, and disease. He asserts selfrighteously, "When all women want it, I will

condition of women in society. 26 Thus, men's
weapons were appropriated to argue that
women required the vote to end female
exploitation. The second argument rested on
the view of women 's moral superiority and
presented woman suffrage as a beneficial
improvement to society and civilization.
It
stated that excluding women from active
participation as citizens operated as a detriment
to humanity and that feminine .abilities, virtues,
and potential would improve society and should'
be used for the salvation of mankind. 27
Cartoons using this approach create traditional
feminine images of attractive, matronly, white,
middle-class women who exhibit typical female
skills while expanding them into the public
sphere. They pursue idealistic, non-competitive
causes such as cleaning up corruption,
protecting women and children, and opposing
war.
These two techniques were effective
because' they drew on the dominant perception
of women that society already accepted-that
women were weaker and needed protection and
that they were morally superior to men-and
because they stressed' the essential differences
between men and women, thus alleviating fears
of role reversal. 28
The nineteenth-century justice argument for
suffrage was symbolized by the ancient
goddess, Justice, whose appearance varied from
the conventional figure attired in a classic robe,
accompanied by a sword, scales, and blindfold
to .an especially human-like figure interacting
with ordinary voters. 29 In a cartoon by Mary

2~irk H. Porter, A History of Suffrage in the United States
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1918), 140.
27The two foundations of common humanity and particular
experiences unique to women were not completely
compatible.
h required a risky balancing act to pursue
both of these arguments. See Nancy Cott, The Grounding
of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1987),20.

28gheppard, 6, 7, 76; Snyder, 9.
~or the origin of this idea, which traces the influence of
evangelicalism and the Enlightenment on nineteenthcentury feminism, see Olive Banks, Faces of Feminism: A

Study of Feminism as a Social Movement
Basil Blackwell, 1986).
JOSheppard, 123, 124.
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throw it to them," while the Anti-Suffrage
female
sits
passively,
. proclaiming, "We don't need
it." The caption: "Meanwhile
They Drown," brings home
dramatically the injustice of
this position.31
Suffrage
art ".
used
metaphors
of
blackness,
captivity, and subjugation to
illustrate
the themes
of
distress
and
exploitation
juxtaposed against symbols of
release, liberation, expansion,
and fulfillment to represent
success.
These metaphors
present the suffrage cause as
equitable
and fair, while
portraying its adversaries as
abusive, detestable, and base.

suffrage argument was that women would be
"unsexed" by stepping out of
their
proper
sphere
and
exercising the vote. Constant
repetition created the facade of
truth,
and
pro-suffragists
invested much time and effort
refuting
this
allegation.
Blanche Ames responded with
an illustration of a devoted
caring mother amusing her
young daughter and son while
cradling her infant.
The
inscription urges, "Double the
Power of the Home-- Two
Good Votes Are Better Than
One."
The image employs
several
symbols:
the
appearance of the traditional
home including a cat, knitting,
an old- fashioned stove with
whistling tea kettle, crowned
"His Mistake." Cartooning, Sheppard
by a sampler that supplicates,

Unless women obtained the
ballot, they would remain
afflicted
and
enslaved,
"God Bless Our Home." The
without the means to achieve
older children are typical in
deliverance and development.
that the boy is larger and
"T earing off the Bonds"
more actively engaged,
depicts the motif of
while
the girl remains idle
confmement and escape.
and passive.
The image
Lou Rogers conceived of
presents
a
conventional
the "Spirit of 100,000
mother who displays no
Women Voters" as a
trace
of dissatisfaction
classic
goddess
with her standard role as
restrained
by
ropes
wife
and homemaker. The
comprised
of
the
message conveyed is that
obsolete
adage
that
bestowing women with the
"Politics Is Not the Place
franchise will strengthen
for Women." In tearing
motherhood, society, and
off the old restraints, the
LOU
ROGERS
civilization by reinforcing
woman
demonstrates
female qualification for
the middle-class
male
33
"From
Force
of
Habit
She
Will
Clean
This
Up."
the political world, 32
vote.
Cartooning, Sheppard.
The most prevalent
Women's struggle for
and
powerful
antisuffrage took place in a
particular historical setting influenced by a
31Sheppard,30, 128-9, 152, 154, 171.
32lbid, 171.

33lbid, 134.
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prevailing world view. Suffrage imagery was
affected by these assumptions and perpetuated
some engrained stereotypes. One example is
the belief that women are natural housekeepers.
Images on both sides of the issue reflected this
assumption, but pro-suffrage artists found ways
to use the ascribed housekeeping stereotype for
·· 1
po1mea
a d vantage. 34
Cartoons
depict
government
as
a
kind
of
expanded
housekeeping to which women would bring.
their cleaning expertise, resulting in clean
honest legislation. "From Force of Habit She
Will Clean This Up" announces the caption of a
Lou Rogers cartoon featuring a tiny feminine
homemaker wearing an apron and holding a
mop and pail as she contemplates a decaying
municipal
ballot
soiled
with "Unclean
Bakeries," "Sweat Shops," and neglected
"Playgrounds for Children."
Suffragist
cartoonists
also challenged
through satire the cliche that "Woman's Place is
in the Home."
Jessie Banks highlighted the
potential disruption that would be caused by the
absence of women from each occupation.
Without female workers many occupations
would be crippled because "Woman's Place is
in the World.,~5
Supporters of votes for
women maintained that women already worked
outside the home in sufficient numbers to
redefme her sphere of influence and that having
the ballot would not cause disruptive changes in
society. The 1900 census listed almost five
million women as working to support their
families.i'' A cartoon by Lou Rogers created an

analogy of confining woman to her traditional
sphere to that of forcing a square peg into a
round hole.
She identifies education and
business skills as the reasons for the evolution
of woman's position in society, implying that
her expanded social role requires the vote along
with it.
As women challenged male dominance of
the social fabric, they appropriated historical
and cultural figures for their cause. Suffrage
artists sometimes used the technique of placing
women in famous men's roles from both history
and literature. The genie from Arabian Nights,
voluptuously female and rapturous at her
escape from the imprisoning "Urn of the
Centuries," is inadvertently released by an
astonished male who unwittingly removes the
lid
of
"Education."
Congressional
representatives
opposing
the
suffrage
amendment in order to preserve the status quo
are cast satirically in the role of the Roman hero
Horatius, who defended a bridge against
invasion. Nina Allender gives him a cobwebcovered shield, a cigarette, and an undignified
stance. Thus, she places men detractors of
suffrage in the posture of ridiculed warriors
from antiquity, fearing the loss of their
privileged advantage over women.
A gallery of. characters
derive from
nineteenth-century literature.
These include
Eliza of the best-selling Uncle Tom's Cabin and
Madame Defarge of A Tale of Two Cities. Eliza
. races across icy water to save the vote, while
Madame Defarge knits the Senate's disgraceful
record on suffrage, the failure of which is
certain to influence the next election. Examples
of women in famous men's roles include
suffragists supplanting the three wise men,
Hamlet, and Paul Revere. Allender's "Wise
Women of the West" depends on its biblical
theme to strengthen the sense of woman's
righteous cause, Roger's feminine philosopher
holds fast against "the grinning skull of dead
jests,"
that
represents
men's

Although housekeeping was a symbol of the female
sphere challenged by many women's rights advocates, it
was still utilized as an emblem of feminine virtue. See
Mabel Porter Daggett, "Women: The Larger
Housekeeping," The World's Work 24 (Oct. 1912): 664-

34

70.

3S"Woman's Place in the World," Woman Voter 6 (Oct.
1915): 16-7.
~.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistic of Women at Work,

Schedules a/tire Twelfth Census (Washington, D.C.: GPO,
1907), 32, quoted in Alice Sheppard, Cartooning for
Suffrage (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1907), 151.
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"Madame Defarge -1918 Model, or Tale of
Two Parties." Cartooning, Sheppard

"An Inevitable Fatality" Cartooning, Sheppard.

."The Steam Roller."
Cartooning, Sheppard.
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ridicule, banishing this often used and effective
technique against social change to the
graveyard in the form of the skull in a fool's
cap. "Pauline Revere," resembling a minuteman
for the Pony Express, gallops to spread the
news of election results in the West where
women voters exercise a degree of political
influence.
Sir Walter Raleigh and Abraham Lincoln
inspired cartoons in favor of suffrage.
Symbolic for Ohio, Raleigh lays down the coat
of equal suffrage to help women get through a
mud puddle of "prejudice, ignorance, and
discrimination."
Rogers quotes the words of
the famous symbol of democracy, Lincoln, "I .
go for all sharing the privileges of government
who assist in bearing its burdens, not excepting
women. " Under an arched tunnel bearing the
words, "Fit to Bear the Nation's Burdens, but
not its Highest Privileges," a woman appears
from the darkness. The unspoken message is
inescapable: If Lincoln accepted women's
citizenship, shouldn't she have the vote?
Another illustration alluding to the power of
Lincoln's memory juxtaposes his' image with
that of Woodrow Wilson, comparing Wilson's
opportunity to become women's liberator with
Lincoln's emancipation of the slaves.
The
cartoon
features two statues: Lincoln's
commemoration of Emancipation by Thomas
Ball and its parody of Wilson in a similar
posture, but withholding aloft the United States
Constitution. 37
A popular strategy in suffrage propaganda
drew on historical ideas from Charles Darwin
and Karl Marx. Both philosophers predicted
that society would progress to higher forms.
Women appropriated the idea of progress to
suggest that a government that included women
was an advancement for civilization. Suffrage
strategy portrayed victory as necessary,
inevitable, and well-deserved.
The course of
progress was viewed as irreversible, and
suffragists saw the triumph of their crusade fO,r

the ballot as one more step in the continuing
march forward.
The force of progress is
symbolized effectively in two cartoons created
by cartoonists, Mary Taylor and Laura Foster.
In Taylor's cartoon, a train, symbolizing
progress and the vote, thunders along the track
toward a small helpless dog, representing the
Anti-suffrage opponents.
The train, like
suffrage, is impossible to stop. Foster's cartoon
conveys a similar message by using the image
of a steamroller, identified as "Progress,"
driven by women symbolizing equal suffrage.
The women steer the powerful machine forward
crushing
the opposition
in their path.
Presenting a similar theme, Blanche Ames
designates the vote as one rung on a ladder
leading from a deep, dark chasm of
"Ignorance" and "Greed" up into the light of
"Progress." A woman climbs the rungs of the
ladder,
labeled
"Education,
Property,
Professions, Business, Votes for Women, and
True Democracy"
to escape her dismal
38
dungeon.
Just as the opponents of suffrage disparaged
activists in visual caricature, so did suffragists
target the anti-suffragist in cartoon rhetoric.
Both sought to define themselves through
contrast with the other. Each side attempted to
attribute positive characteristics of womanhood
to itself and to attach negative traits to the
other.
Cartoons were, therefore, far from
accurate portrayals of females and clearly
approached blatant propagandistic fabrications.
The "Anti" was often depicted in ludicrous
illustrations as silly, vain, and illogical, which
discredited her. May Wilson Preston's cartoon,
"Madame Anti Makes her Annual Report,"
ridicules her as a frivolous pampered highsociety dame with little depth or understanding.
Blanche Ames underscores
the opposite
definitions of the two female types by
juxtaposing them in a cartoon titled, "Two
Pedestals."
The Anti is displayed with silly
pets, ludicrously attired, perched on a frail

38Ibid., 130-2, 173.

37Sheppard, l61, 163-5.
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ANTI==5UFFRAGE

PARADE

"Anti-Suffrage Parade." Cartooning, Sheppard.

"The Type Has Changed"

"Our Hat in the Ring." Cartooning, Sheppard.

Cartooning, Sheppard.
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pedestal
labeled
"Sham
Chivalry,"
and
supported by "Inferiority,
Irresponsibility,
Idleness," and "Ignorance."
In contrast, the
pro-suffrage woman is portrayed as a devoted
mother with her two children and supported by
a sturdy platform of "Justice" founded on
"Education" and "Religion." The message is
clear. The woman who desires the vote will
contribute more to society.
The most farreaching cartoon attack on anti-suffrage was
created by Ida Proper in a cartoon titled "AntiSuffrage Parade." Utilizing satire and allusion,
Proper's caricature denigrates both women and
men opponents
of suffrage as absurd,
extravagant, irrational, and dishonest.39
When female suffrage artists first began
their crusade for the vote, they encountered the
stereotypical representations of women created
by men.
The popular press depicted the
suffragist as an aggressive shrew who neglected
her family and portrayed the ideal woman as a
delicate, passive, and subordinate creature. By
the turn of the century, new categories emerged.
Martha Banta distinguished three types of
females prevalent in the popular art of the time:
the charmer, the New England woman, and the
outdoor pal.
The New Woman combined
intelligence, athletic ability, and independence.
Thus, the early twentieth century abandoned the "cult of true womanhood" in favor of strength
and competence, and in the second decade of
the new century, attitudes toward woman
suffrage became more sympathetic. This shift
in attitude is evident by the radical change in
the appearance and characterization of the
suffragist in popular illustrations.
The
dramatically altered appearance of the suffragist
is clearly visible in Boardman Robinson's 1910
cartoon, "The Type has Changed." An elegant,
fashionable, feminine "New Woman" contrasts
sharply with the masculine, sour-faced, sloppyattired man-hating agitator of the past. Similar
is the "Allender Girl" suffragist, a stylish,
modern, wholesome young woman whose

3~id.,

142-4.

posture suggests determination and confidence.
Titled ·"Our Hat in the Ring," the cartoon
indicates an active commitment to achieving
political progress for women. A cartoon by
Mary Wilson Preston captioned "Votes for
Women," illustrates the evolution of the
pedestal argument once used by the Antis to
limit women' s sphere. The pedestal becomes a
soapbox-type platform from which a slender,
attractive, and confident female orator speaks
40
through a megaphone.
In their representations
of suffragists,
women artists provided a diversity of age and
social classes, including - mothers, wives,
workers, reformers, and activists.
They
comprised both attractive and plain, youthful
and matronly females so that all women might
identify with the suffrage crusade.
The
transition in the image of the suffragist allowed
artists to expand' the limits of the woman
suffrage movement. The diversity of characters
reflected the variety of arguments presented.
Pretty, passive, feminine figures answered
attacks that voting constituted an "unwomanly"
activity.
Devoted mothers within their
designated sphere dispelled fears that suffrage
advocates neglected home and family.
A
variety of images presented women as valuable
workers who deserved the right to vote because
of their service to society and to improve the
conditions under which they labored. Finally,
the progressive feminist demanded the vote for
self- fulfillment and to improve society as one of
its citizens. Gradually, voting was redefined
from a purely masculine behavior that would
"unsex" females to a feminine activity which
women may exercise without violating their
41
sphere.

MMartha Banta, Imaging American Women: Idea and
Ideals in Cultural History (New York: Columbia
University
Press,
1987), 46. William Frauenglass
documents this change by demonstrating that the negative
jokes pertaining to suffrage declined- by 1918, not long
before the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment; see
Frauenglass, 129. Sheppard, 178, 181-4.

41Sheppard, 184, 187-8.
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Images of militant and progressive women
Although cartoons played an important part
emerged last and were the least common. They
in the social conflict surrounding gender
provoked a reevaluation of gender roles in
roles-shaping
ideas, arousing debate, and
society and were the predecessors to today's
inciting action-and
gradually improved the
feminists.
The feminism of the' twentieth
milieu in favor of woman suffrage, cartoons,
century involved a change in goals from social
nonetheless, reinforced existing circumscribed
to personal,
from advancement
to selfconcepts about women's roles in the United
realization. Nancy Cotr identifies three major
States. In order to avoid the accusation that
components of feminism as: "sex equality," the
voting would unsex women., most pro-suffrage
idea that "women's
condition is socially
cartoons
carefully
portrayed
women
constructed," and the importance of collective
conforming
with traditional
standards of
action. By the end of the suffrage campaign.,
femininity. This meant that women behaved in
cartoon rhetoric mirrored this philosophy of the
the "decorative, nurturing, and moral roles
new
feminism.
Mary
society
expected
of
Taylor's
graphic
of the
them." The message was
Liberty Bell ringing out
clear: Allow women to
"Equal Rights" is an example
vote,
and
gender
of the first component. The
relationships
will
second is enacted by Lou
continue in much the
Roger's cartoon., "Breaking
same manner as before.
into the Human Race," in
Few cartoons attributed
which an attractive
and
to women characteristics
sensuous
young
woman
of strength or heroism or
creates
windows
of
placed them in situations
"Education" and "Suffrage"
where they challenged or
by tearing out the bricks of
competed with men. To
her dungeon with her bare
do
so
would
have
hands.
The
dung~on
reduced
their
symbolizes woman's social
effectiveness in winning
condition and the message is
suffrage by giving its
that social forces shape. it
enemies ammunition for
rather than God or nature.
retaliation: the argument
Cornelia Barns depicts the
that suffrage caused "sex
.... :.....:. ..
third
component-that
warfare."
women see themselves as a
Exercising the vote
social group-in
her cartoon
gave
women
the
titled "Waiting."
It shows a
opportunity to gradually
"Breaking into the Human Race. "
large assemblage of women,
change the stereotype, but
Cartooning, Sheppard.
one of whom carries the torch
cartoons failed to play an
of
enlightenment
while
important role in this
several hold babes in arms.
change.
Rather,
the
The collective group symbolizes strength and
cartoons helped to support the very attitudes
determination
as well as wisdom
and
that constrained women from active political
nurturin g.42
involvement.
One of the strongest of these
attitudes was the belief that a woman's greatest
strength---her idealism-must
be preserved
,~

'

~i:oz&~·

42Cott, 4, 5; Sheppard, 192,212-14.
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from corruption through contamination by
political involvement.
As long as women
believed this, even highly qualified and
experienced professional women refrained from
assuming political career positions. Cartoonists
never depicted women as strong authority
figures "in public positions even after suffrage
was achieved.43
Both men and women were influenced by
"gender socialization," and though cartoons
played an important role in molding opinion in
favor of woman suffrage, the well-established
attitudes about gender roles persisted. Active
women worked from within their own separate
organizations to achieve the vote and other
reforms, but their desires stopped short of
achieving real power for themselves. 44
Not only did suffrage cartoons fall far short
of overturning firmly established gender roles,
but they failed to disturb race and class
prejudices. Cartoonists did not serve well the
cause of democracy, which was supposed to be
the broader aim of the suffragists.
Instead,
many activists were ambivalent or openly
racist. They displayed less than democratic
ideals concerning new immigrants in the North
and argued for white supremacy in the South.
The cartoons of the suffrage movement
reflected these values and contributed to their
perpetuation.
Yet, suffrage cartoons exercised great power
in communicating information in a meaningful
lasting way and played an important historical
role in achieving reform. They presented vivid
understandable information about women and
gender issues. Cartoons that supported and
opposed
woman
suffrage
revealed
the
ambivalence as well as the hopes and fears of
the American public over the proper place of
women in society. The fact that even prosuffrage female cartoonists were so limited in
the vision of women's sphere indicates why the
vote alone did not bring absolute equality of

43Sheppard,

men's and women's roles in society. The role
of cartoons can continue in the field of
education, as they are used as a valuable
learning tool for presenting the ideals and aims
of the feminist cause. 45 For the greater part of
a century American
women battled to
participate in our nation's politics.
They
organized their suffrage crusade and struggled
to unify themselves. The final triumph of the
Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 made suffrage
groups obsolete, but the conflict served as the
groundwork for a new feminist ideology.l"

"Waiting." Cartooning, Sheppard.

10, 11.

4SIbid., 12-5.
~id.,
214.

44lbid., 12.
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AMERICAN AMAZONS:
Female Warriors of the Civil War
Mary Hardy

Looking at the Civil War from a different perspective, insightfully showing women
participants, author Mary Hardy discusses female spies, scouts, and soldiers as well as
women who provided inspiration to the troops.
Through primary sources, including
photographs, the author brings to light the true and often concealed roles women played in
the War between the States.

We are living the lives which women had led since Troy fell, wearing away time with memories
regrets and fears; alternating fits of suppression with flights, imaginary, to the red fields where great
principles are contended for, lost and won; while men, more privileged, are abroad and astir, making
name and fortune and helping to make a nation .... We are like pent-up volcanoes .... Now that there
is better work to do, real tragedy, real romance and history weaving every day, we suffer, suffer,
leading the life I do.
-Julia Lecirand'

omen are generally portrayed as having a passive role in American military history, especially
in the male dominated field of warfare. The image of the American woman has consistently
been subjected to stereotypes that embody socially constructed gender roles prevalent throughout
history. Women of the past were seen as the intellectually inferior, subordinate, and weaker sex who
should leave politics and warfare to the superior minds and bodies of men," However, with the growing
interest in women's history, attention is drawn to the emerging evidence challenging these docile and
meek portrayals. Numerous women sought to break through the barriers constructed by a male
dominated view of the world. For instance, during the Civil War, the actions of Loreta Velazquez,
Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, and Sarah Emma Edmonds, among others, alter the traditional image of
women during wartime.
Women are thought to have predominately held only socially acceptable, feminine positions during
the Civil War. Traditional roles included nurses, battlefield tenders, fundraisers, and morale lifters to

W

'Francis B. Simkins, The Women of the Confederacy (New York: Garrett and Massie, 1936), 74.
2Glenda Riley, Inventing the American Woman: An Inclusive History (lllinois: Harlan and Davidson., 1995), x .
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name a few." These were set apart as socially
permissible positions where women could help
further the war effort without jeopardizing their
"delicate" nature. The consensus had long been
established by Victorian society; men were the
fighters and the heroes, while women were to
take safe and less conspicuous roles during
wartime.
However, this depiction of women during the
Civil War is far from accurate. Many females
sought unconventional positions during this era
and demonstrated both heroism and bravery
through their actions.
Women were not
strangers to the battlefield whether it was to lead
a battle call, stop retreating troops and force
them to fight, or actually disguise themselves as
soldiers or spies and aid in combat and
espionage. 4 As many as four hundred women
are believed to have participated in combat on
either the Union or the Confederate side during
the Civil War. 5 Eyewitnesses such as Mary
Livermore,
a nurse during the conflict,
suggested that the number of female participants
on the battlefield was much higher. 6
The idea of ladies on the battlefield during
the Civil War was not an altogether foreign idea.
Many women who were not disguised as soldiers
still became familiar with the front lines. At the
start of the war, women of the North served as
nurses known as "Daughters of the Regiment."
These ladies paraded on the battlefields in
decorative uniforms in order to inspire soldiers
to perform acts of heroism. They also cared for
the wounded during battle, oftentimes getting
caught in the crossfire. 7

3Richard Hall, "They All Fought at Bull R~" Minerva:
Quarterly Report on Women and the Military 9, no. 3
(fall 1991): 49.

"Simkins, 77-80.
Thew Gilpin Faust, Mothers of Invention (Chapel Hill:

However, as the war proceeded, it became
clear that the conflict was not going to be a short
one. As the idea of a quick victory dissipated
and the number of casualties escalated, parading
acts of northern women subsided. This was not
because women had a fear of the battlefield, but
rather due to the loss of a romanticized vision of

Sarah Edmonds served two years in the Second
Michigan Infantry before malaria forced her
desertion. In 1886 she received a military
pension. "Women Soldiers of the Civil War,"
Prologue, De Anne Blanton.
warfare brought about by the death of their sons
and husbands in combat. 8
There were both Union and Confederate
women who did not disguise themselves as
soldiers but instead, performed acts of heroism
in .the midst of conflict. There are accounts of
southern ladies who stood on their porch
during battle, waving and encouraging
e
charging
soldiers,
many times exposing
themselves to a barrage of bullets. 9 Female

University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 202.

~ary
Elizabeth Massey, Women in the Civil
(Lincoln: Harvard University Press, 1994), 79.
7Simkins,3.

War
SHall, 49.
9Simkins, 76.
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scouts also provided vital information about the
wounded soldiers from both armies to safety."
local roads and geography, thus directing the
These courageous women motivated the soldiers
retreating troops to safety. Possibly the most
on the battlefield and later served as an
impressive were those ladies who led battle
inspiration in transforming the image of women
calls. One such woman was Virginia Wickham,
as pacifists.
who watched in dismay as her son's brigade was
Some women provided information vital to
forced to retreat. Wickham and her two
the theater of war through participation in the
granddaughters
age-old act of espionage.
remained on the porch
Women
such
as
watching the conflict,
Confederate sympathizer
thereby threatening their
Elizabeth
Carraway
own safety due to the
Harland used a ham
close proximity of heavy
bone to conceal and
gunfire.
Upon seeing
transport the details of
this, her son sent a
the Union occupation of
soldier to order the
New
Bern,
North
women to go inside the
Carolina.
Mrs. A. M.
house where it was safe.
Meekins
went
Wickham
responded
undercover
within
boldly, "[the General]
federal lines, disguising
can command the men of
herself as a country girl
the South, but he does
selling cotton. The goal
not command the women
of undercover spies like
of the South, and we
Meekins was to fmd the
will stand here and die
precise
location
of
with you until you whip
fortified Union troops
those Yankees. [Now]
"Disguised as a man, Francis Clatin served many
so the Confederates
go and do it."lo These
months in Missouri artillery and cavalry units."
could
accurately
women
fervently
Women Soldiers, Blanton.
estimate their strength
displayed
their
in order to plan a
enthusiasm and determination to risk their lives
decisive assault.
There were a variety of
to the same degree as their male counterparts.
ingenious
ways
the
ladies hid sensitive
The women of the town of Gainesville,
information, the most popular place being under
Florida, did not shy away from facing bullets in
their
huge hoop skirts. Others concealed secret
battle. Instead, they brought water to thirsty and
information inside items that they carried, in
wounded Confederates on the battlefield, all the
their hair, and in their undergarments.
while repeating the war cry, "Charge! Charge!"
Surprisingly, many of these women were caught
to the advancing soldiers.
In the state of
and released by the Union, some as many as
Georgia, women such as Allie McPeek
four
times! This leniency was given. because
demonstrated their bravery through similar
they were female, and were deemed incapable of
heroic actions. Under, bombardment, McPeek
doing much, if any, damage to the war effort.
ran in and out of the front line in order to bring
1

lon,id,72.

llIbid,71-2.
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questions than it answers.
The majority of
The underestimation of feminine capabilities
obituaries resemble Hunt's in their lack of
played to their advantage, and once released,
information. . The document simply states that
they repeatedly returned to acts of espionage."
she fought in the Civil War alongside her
At the forefront of feminine heroism and
husband in an Iowa regiment. However, the
bravery on the battlefield -were the women who
obituary of Mary Stevens Jenkins
ultimately
defied
their
is a bit more detailed. The article
traditional roles and actively
reports that she served in the
sought to fight disguised as
military for two years
and
men.
Some
diaries
and
recovered from wounds before
memoirs exist that detail this
being dismissed without being
sort of female involvement in
exposed as a woman.!"
the Civil War. Letters written
The National
Archives
in
by the female soldier Sarah
Washington,
D.C.
houses
Rosetta
Wakeman,
were
voluminous military and pension
recently discovered in a trunk
records including documents on
in a descendant's attic. This
Civil War service.
Several
correspondence
provides
a
accounts of women have been
wealth of primary
source
found among the United States
information on the activities of
Compilation of Military Service
female soldiers. Nurses such
(CMSR).
young female
as Mary Owens, Clara Barton,
soldier, enlisted as John Williams
and Mary Livermore reported
from St. Louis, was reportedly
discovering women soldiers
released from military service
among the wounded carried
because he "proved to be a
in from the battlefield.
"Woman soldier who served in Civil
woman."
Private Freeman
Mary Livermore, in her
War. Albert Cashier, of Company 6, 95th
was
discovered
when treated
memoirs, retells an incident
Illinois Regiment. Photographed
for a fever while in the hospital
when she was asked to
November, 1864." Women Soldiers,
and was later discharged for
validate the suspicions of a
Blanton.
"sexual
incompatibility. "15
commanding officer who
Others, including Sarah Emma Edmonds,
believed that one of his soldiers was a woman.
received congressional approval to obtain a
Upon close examination she reported that the
military pension. Another pension was paid to
soldier was in fact female."
Jennie Rodgers (a.k.a. Albert Cashier); her file
Obituaries
and
articles
printed
in
contains stories from former comrades that
contemporary newspapers also reported details
validate her military service. 16
on women who fought in the Civil War. The
Moreover, there are anonymous accounts of
obituary of Satronia Smith Hunt documents a
women who fought during the Civil War, died in
woman who fought alongside men, but like so
battle, and were buried under their male names.
many. sources of the genre, it raises more

One

12Ibid., 78, 80.
Janet Kaufinan, "Under The Petticoat Flag," Southern
Studies 23, no. 4 (1984): 374, and Wendy A King, Clad
in Uniform: Women Soldiers of the Civil War (New
13

Jersey: C. W. Historicals,

1992), 5.

"Deanne

Blanton, "Women Soldiers of the Civil War,"

Prologue 25, no. 1 (1993): 27.
15Ibid.
I~ugene M. Meyer, "The Soldier Left a Portrait of Her
Account," Smithsonian 24, no. 10 (1994): 96.
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A few of these women were
women were not considered
later discovered through
heroic in Victorian society. 19
archaeological excavations.
There were various reasons
In 1934, a gravesite was
that motivated women to enlist
uncovered
at
Shiloh
as soldiers and fight on the
National Military Park and
battlefield. The vast majority
the bodies of nine Federal
joined to be close to their loved
soldiers were recovered, one
ones. These women followed
of these turned out to be a
husbands,
boyfriends,
and
woman who had died from
brothers into battle to be near
a gunshot wound.'?
those who were dear to them;
Other female soldiers
many of which had no other
served their country and
i
family to speak of.
Amy
never sought recognition for
Clarke, a female private, joined
their actions. Due to the
the Confederate cause on the
impropriety of being a
battlefield in order to stay in
soldier,
many
women
close
contact
with
her
simply returned to their
husband." Some women; such
previous
lifestyles
and
as Sarah Emma Edmonds,
never again spoke about
signed up for the simple reason
their experiences.
Mary
of patriotism. As the poem at
Livermore,
through
the beginning of this paper
servicing
the wounded,
reveals, women who wanted to
encountered many female .,
serve and fight were tired of
soldiers. She mirrored the
being told they were unable to
society's attitudes toward
participate on the decisive front
them, stating that their
lines." As the war dragged on,
actions were far from the
women ended their symbolic
most admirable of the war
participation in the war and
effort. 18 Fear of becoming
actually put their lives at risk. 22
a societal outcast kept most
Becoming a soldier on the
female
soldiers
'from
battlefield had other advantages
seeking
any
kind
of
for women. They could expect
recognition from the strict
"Francis Clatin in male military attire."
to be freed from gender
society they lived in.
Women Soldiers, Blanton.
expectations, were able to
Silence eliminated the
travel,
experience
new
possibility of being labeled a misfit as well as
adventures, and receive a regular paycheck. All
prevented the shaming of family and friends.
these factors were especially appealing to
Especially after the war, the actions of service
women of the lower classes.
For instance,
l'-auren C. Burgess, An Uncommon Soldier (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1995),5.
2Opaus4' 203.
21Ibid.

17King 7-8,.
18Massey, 79.

22Hall,49.
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Rosetta Wakeman joined for both the excitement
as well as to assist her family financially.
Rosetta was unable to find marriage prospects
around the same time her family was
experiencing economic problems. She became a
fmancial burden to the large family of ten, and
facing this dilemma, ran away at nineteen to
pursue a more exciting life. 23 Rosetta adorned
herself in male attire and acquired a job working
as a boatman in New York. When approached
by a recruiter she willingly joined the Union
forces. 24
Loreta Velazquez enlisted for a combination
of reasons as well as a few considered
uncommon for the day. She acknowledged the
influence of the French warrior, Joan of Arc, a
heroine who was "idolized in her youth" and
inspired her to go into battle. 25 She also
admitted a desire to make her name famous in
history books, "above the great heroines of
history." Loreta relays her thoughts of enlisting
as well as recorded in her diary the fact that her
husband did not want her to join. She tried to
convince him to let her enlist in the Confederate
army, b.ut stated she was ready to do so without
his consent. Loreta's writings display a keen
sense of her fierce patriotism, which further
motivated her to "realize the dream of her life"
and go off to war. 26 This fervor caused her to
continue fighting even when her first and second
husbands died." Throughout Loreta' s memoirs,
she subtly questioned her sexual identity and
used her role as a soldier to explore this avenue.
She consistently stated that she wished she had

23Meyer, 99.

. 24Burgess, 8.
25Loreta Janeta Velazquez, The Woman in Battle: A
Narrative of the Exploits, Adventures, and Travels of
Madam Loreta Janeta Velazquez (New York: Amo Press,

1972),36-7.
~id,

51.

27Blanton, 32.

been born a man, and at times even courted
other females. 28
. Many of these women were able to enlist as
male soldiers in the Civil War due to the
unstructured standards of the military. Until
then, the military had little to no criteria for the
recruitment process. Boot camp was nonexistent .and volunteers had to· pass trivial
exams, making it easy for women to join. Also,
most volunteers were civilians,' therefore both
women and men were inexperienced in battle,
leaving no clear disadvantage for female
soldiers.
The relaxed nature of the physical exams
used for recruitment made it easy for women to
maintain a male disguise and join the military.
There were no requirements that demanded a
recruit to show proof of gender. 29
. The
examinations were so superficial, that neither
the medical or standard exams ordered enlistees
to strip. T e recruiters only looked for obvious
handicaps such as deafuess, blindness or
lameness, which made the exams effortless.
Leander Stillwell, a female soldier, explained the
relaxed nature of her physical exam. 30
The doctor requested me to stand up
. straight, then gave me two or three little
sort of 'love taps' on the chest, turned me
round, ran his hand over my shoulders,
back, and limbs, laughing and talking all
the time, then whirled me to the front and
rendered judgment on me as follows: 'Ah
Captain Reddish! I only wish you had a
hundred such fine boys as this one! He's
all right and fit for service. ,31
As the army forbade female involvement in
military affairs, women had to fmd ways to
maintain a convincing disguise.
In order to
accommodate the lifestyle of a male soldier,
women found ingenious ways to conceal their
28Kaufinan,
30, 373.
2~id .• 30.
~ng,
3, 31.
31Ibid.,3.
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recorded an experience where she became
intoxicated, a social taboo for women of this
. era. Velazquez' complained about having to sit
and listen to men carry on vulgar conversations,
which she had to endure in order to avoid
drawing attention to herself. 35
Women had to take an array of precautionary
measures in order to remain undiscovered. They
had to deal with issues including bathing, toilet
habits, changing their clothes, and feminine
hygiene; all of which could potentially expose
them if not handled discreetly. However, the
morals and habits of this era were quite different
when dealing with matters of hygiene. For
example, being in one's underwear was akin to
being completely naked. Hence, even to bathe in
one's underwear was considered indecent." For
the most part, there was little time to perform a
time-consuming bathing ceremony.
It was
common for both male and female soldiers to
take part in a quick bath they called "a lick and
a promise." This was a fast and easy ritual that
catered to soldiers on the move and involved
only a cursory washing of the exposed portions
of the body, thus removing the need to undress
in order to become clean. Changing one's attire
was not a major issue for women who disguised
themselves as soldiers, since it was customary
for soldiers to wear the same clothing for as long
as six weeks. There are actual reports of
clothing decomposing on the body due to the
infrequency of change.
With regard to toilet habits and other hygiene
issues, women were on occasion faced with the
possibility of revealing themselves. The latrines,
or "sinks" on the battlefield were composed of
open ditches close to the campsite. These areas
were severely neglected, forcing soldiers to
search for private and less revolting places in
which to relieve themselves. Women simply
imitated accepted behavior and found isolated

sex. First and foremost, they assumed male
names and masculine dress. In addition, women
changed their appearance through various
means: they bound their breasts, padded the
waist area, chopped off their hair, wore shoulder
pads to create a muscular look, and even added
facial hair.32 The inability to grow facial hair Of
being plagued with a high voice was not a
problem since many of those erirolled were still
young boys and generally lacked masculine'
qualities.
However, in a deposition for the
Pension Bureau investigation of Albert Cashier,
a former comrade in the same company as
Cashier stated, "While I was in the service I did
not dream that he was a woman, but we used to
talk about his not having any beard. "33
Women in the nineteenth century had the
ability to disguise themselves as men because
society's gender definitions were based upon
one's outside appearance. Women wore huge
hoop skirts and fancied long hair with elaborate
ornaments.
In addition to the definitions of
dress, it was unheard of to question a man's
authenticity. It is also possible that soldiers
could not even comprehend a woman serving in
the military. All of these factors made it easy
for a woman like Rosetta Wakeman, a petite
woman with "ridiculously" small boots, to
remain unquestioned in her role as a soldier. 34
Loreta Velazquez wore a constricting net in
order to hide the shape of her upper body, added
shoulder pads to her uniform to increase the
appearance of a bulky male physique, and
accented her disguise with a false mustache.
She also developed a masculine walk, puffed on
cigars, and padded her entire uniform in order to
portray herself as authentically male. As she
mingled with other soldiers, she learned to adapt
and conform her demeanor to become
convincingly masculine.
In her diary, she

32Blanton. 30-1.
33Burgess, 5.

3SVelazquez, 89.
3<1Gng, 20.

34Ibid.,4.
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After a similar event, another
soldier wrote home to report
that his sergeant was now the
mother of a healthy baby boy.
He facetiously joked that there
was little use for women if
soldiers in the army can bear
children. One female soldier
was detected because of her
graceful method of putting on
socks. Errors of this nature
exposed females and usually
led to their immediate removal
from military service. Upon
discovery,
it
was
not
uncommon for women to
request that their commanding
officers permit them to remain
under disguise. This practice
was especially common when
women served alongside their
husbands. One wife attempted
suicide when the commanding
officer insisted on her dismissal
from the military. 39

places where they could take
care of issues regarding
feminine hygiene without
ever
exposing
their
femininity." .

Regardless
of certain
precautionary
measures,
women were discovered as
female
soldiers
under
various
predicaments.
Becoming wounded was the
most prevalent circumstance
that led to disclosure. Upon
giving treatment, doctors and
nurses
encountered
numerous female soldiers
among those who were sick
and injured. Other women,
such as Amy Clarke, were
discovered only after being
taken prisoner by enemy
forces.
In Clarke's case,
Union forces did not release
her until she donned the
appropriate female attire. 38
Women experienced a vast
One rather
humorous
array
of
emotions
and
identifying factor was the
adventures on the battlefield
varying methods of looting
while disguised as soldiers.
by male and female soldiers;
They were confronted with life
in one particular instance,
on the front lines, experienced
men collected weapons and
combat,
wounds,
capture,
alcohol from an abandoned
boredom,
excitement,
and
household
while
women
death.
Many saw a more
fought
over
expensive
human side to men as well as a
furnishings,
silks,
and
"Rosetta Wakeman, female soldier in
china. As many as six
the Civil War." An Uncommon Soldier,
new vision for themselves.
female
soldiers
were
Lauren C. Burgess
In
letters,
Rosetta
discovered
when
they
Wakeman detailed her life as a
produced offspring while in military service.
soldier in terms of both military campaigns and
One Confederate officer gave birth to a child
personal struggles. She mentioned experiences
while imprisoned at Johnson's Island, Ohio.
of boredom and seclusion, as well as an
ambition to eventually purchase her own farm.
37Ibid.
38paust, 203.

3'1<.aufinan, 367; Burgess, 5; and King. 5.
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enlisted a group of young boys from Arkansas to
serve under her command. 42
Loreta fancied herself as being quite
attractive in male attire, a dashing young
Confederate officer; she boasted of her success
with women. As she became more accustomed
to her life as a soldier, Velazquez tested her
ability to look and act like a genuine soldier
through encounters with other females.
She
openly' discussed many romantic instances with
young women and insisted her innocent
flirtations were part of the facade she had to put
on to be convincing. However, she belittled the
character of these naive ladies because of their
gullibility and went so far as to rebuke the
actions of girls who were too forward. 43
. Loreta saw herself as more than a woman
dressed as a soldier; she was a skilled and
superior warrior. She was comfortable boasting
about her actions on the battlefield and insisted
that at Manasses, "no one went through the fight
with a stouter heart, or a greater determination
to behave valiantly.?" When Loreta wanted to
make more of an impact upon the outcome of
the war, she decided to become a spy. She
returned to female dress convinced that in
feminine attire she could outsmart any Yankee
who would undoubtedly underestimate her
abilities. Behind enemy lines, Loreta proved to
have great skill m obtaining
sensitive
information for the Confederacy. In between her
spying escapades, Loreta frequently returned to
the battlefield as a soldier, yet never hesitated to
move on when the excitement wore thin. 45
Throughout American history, women have
consistently challenged. the passive role handed
to them by society. Serving as soldiers was just
one example of how women found ways to
overcome gender expectations.
In doing so,
women proved that they too could create

Rosetta demonstrated personal growth as well as
expressed a concern for her family; however, she
gradually became disillusioned with the threat of
impending death and constant warfare that
surrounded
her.
Initially, she showed
considerable interest in the farm at home and
inquired about her father's projects. She had
knowledge regarding farm life and boldly
offered her opinions on the decisions her father
made in maintaining the property. 40
Rosetta reflected feelings of loneliness and
expressed a strong desire to be home with her
family. She sought to repair the relationship
with her father and asked him to forget the
differences they had in the past. When depicting
an engagement on the battlefield, Rosetta
focused on the direct impact it had on her
company. She took great care to list the names
of those comrades who were wounded and
killed. Over time, as Rosetta was exposed to the
grim realities of warfare, her letters expressed a
more pessimistic view in regards to her own
outcome. In later correspondence she expressed
thoughts of returning home, "if I live long
enough." These words proved prophetic, and
shortly thereafter Rosetta died of dysentery in
June 1864, without her true identity being
discovered. 41
Loreta Velazquez left an entirely different
account of the battlefield. Her husband hoped to
thwart her plans to fight in the war by taking her
to gambling houses and taverns in order to
expose her to the vulgar surroundings and
immoral behavior of men. Initially, this was
supposed to deter her, but instead it only
intrigued her. Given her strong nature, it is no
surprise that her first husband gave in to her
wish to become a Confederate soldier.
Determined to valiantly lead her own company
in battle, Loreta forged recruitment papers and

42Velazquez, 53, 83-4.
43Ibid., 53, 75, 89-91, 110-4.
44lbid., 97.
4slbid., 148, 234-5, 396-7.
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41Burgess, 12, 18,60-1, 71-2.
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identities for themselves and gamer experiences
that were previously believed to belong solely to
men.
Women repeatedly demonstrated their
resistance to strictly defined gender roles and
confming stereotypes, constantly pushed social
boundaries, and questioned the portrayal of
women as the weaker sex. These female soldiers
are a few examples of feminine mavericks that
valiantly emerged for others to follow.

"Loreta Velazquez, also known as Harry J. Buford, served as a Confederate Soldier in the Civil War."
The Woman in Battle, Loreta Velazquez.
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''DAGGERIN THE HEART'~
A Brief History of the Watergate Special Prosecutor,
1875-1999
John R. Hanson

The tumultuous Watergate scandal that beset the Nixon Presidency resulted in the
establishment of the special prosecutor, an entity given uncommon license to investigate the
inequities of a political regime, but seemingly unbound by the constraints of partisanship. As
the position has mutated over time, so have opinions of its "absolute authority. " Has the
special prosecutor, re-dubbed the independent counsel, overstepped its intended boundary
and abused its given jurisdiction? Author John R Hanson examines the origin of the special
prosecutor in the administrations of Grant, Harding and Truman and its eventual further
development after Watergate. The reader is left with a sense of the precarious nature of ethics
and power in factional Washington politics.

W

ith the headlines of the Washington Post screaming "5 Held in Plot to Bug Democrats'
Office," oneof the most bizarre scandals in presidential history began. I The break-in at the
Democratic National Committee offices at the Watergate complex on 17 June 1972 signaled the
beginning of the end fo. Richard Nixon. During the twenty-two months following the break-in, the
investigations into Nixon's Republican presidency (1969-1974) revealed what former Attorney
General John Mitchell described as the "White House horrors," a series of illegal and unethical
violations committed by Nixon and various members of his staff.' In its wake, the Watergate scandal
created the need for an independent investigator, someone outside of the Justice Department. To fill
this need, the office of "Watergate special prosecutor" was created. This position would be granted
uncommon independence to pursue an in-depth inquiry of Watergate and other presidential activities.
The special prosecutor, although seemingly unique to Watergate, in reality had been employed prior to
and following this scandal with the consent of both Republicans and Democrats, although the
bipartisanship of the special prosecutor has become increasingly more questionable. Furthermore, the.
Watergate special prosecutor came about as the result of political pressure following the resignation of
Nixon's attorney general, which enabled Congress to legislate its own version of a special prosecutor,
one
that
was
not
within
the
confines
of
the
executive
branch.

lA]fred E. Lewis, "5 Held in Plot to Bug Democrats' Office," Washington Post, 18 June 1972, AI.
Stanley L Kuder, The Wars a/Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard NIXOn, (New York: W. W. Norton, 1990), xiv.
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Haldeman, to have the Central Intelligence
Agency block the Justice Department's Federal
Bureau of Investigation inquiry into the matter. 5
Although initially involved in the investigation,"
Attorney General Richard Kleindienst was
forced to resign because of his ties to former
Attorney General John Mitchell, the head of
CRP.6
Kleindienst's resignation, along with those
of Haldeman, John Ehrlichman, Nixon's chief
domestic advisor,
and John Dean, the
President's counsel, led to the appointment of a
special prosecutor, which helped open up the
case.' Within months of the mass resignations,
Dean implicated Nixon in "the cover-up,
Alexander Butterfield, an aide to Nixon,
revealed the existence of a taping system, and
Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox
had been fired for insisting on hearing Nixon's
tapes. 8 By March 1974, Mitchell, Haldeman,
and Ehrlichman had been indicted by a grand
jury. The House Judiciary Committee voted to
recommend impeachment to the House on three
articles: abuse of power, obstruction of justice,
and failure to comply with congressional
subpoenas to tum over tapes," But before this
vote took place, Richard Nixon, on 9 August
1974, resigned the office of the presidency. to
Watergate, initially labeled a "third rate
burglary," ended in the resignation of a
president and the public's general distrust of the
executive branch. Yet, Watergate also gave the
United States a new system for investigating
governmental scandals.
From the ashes of
Watergate rose the Special Prosecutor Laws
and the Independent Counsel Acts, new

Finally, in the years following the Watergate
affair, the special prosecutor has undergone
major changes, chief among them being a"name
change and an ability to conduct expensive and
inclusive investigations at the behest of partisan
demands with results that are outwardly
inconclusive. One might draw the conclusion
that the special prosecutor position, which
served its purpose during Watergate, has
evolved into a tool that has failed in the years
following the Watergate spectacle.
The special prosecutor has evolved from an
instrument employed solely by thepresident to
its current status as a tool of Congress. This
change was fomented during the Watergate
scandal with Nixon's forced acceptance of a
special prosecutor following the resignation of
Attorney General Richard Kleindienst and the
nomination of Elliot Richardson to that
position. Moreover, Watergate created a need
for a series of reforms known as the Ethics In
Government Acts. These acts formed the basis
of the current Independent Counsel Act, which
is currently under attack as too partisan and too
costly to maintain.
However partisan the
current rendition of the special prosecutor is,
during the time of Watergate it proved an
effective tool, one that netted the only
presidential resignation in history, plus more
than fifty individual and nineteen corporate
convictions. 3
Within days of the Watergate break- in, the
cover-up to hide presidential culpability began
in earnest.
Almost immediately it became
known that the burglary team had ties to the
Central Intelligence Agency, the White House,
and the Committee to Reelect the President
(CRP), Nixon's 1972 reelection committee." In
response, just six days after th break-in
Richard Nixon took control of the cover-up by
ordering his chief of staff, H.R. "Bob"

SKutler, 218-20.
~id., 318-19.
7Edward Knappman, ed, Watergate and the White House,
3 vols. (New York: Facts on File, 1973), 1:36.
8Ibid., 2:19,97.
~utler, 518-20, 529-30.
IOWatergate Timeline, 27 [available 0 ine]:
<http://www.geocities.com>15
October 1998. TIlls is a
comprehensive timeline regarding the events leading up to
the break-in, the course of the investigation, and the events
following the resignation and pardon of Nixon.

3"Lessons of Watergate, Background," CQ Researcher (21
February
1997)
2
[available
online]:
<httpt//hbrary.cq.co .. .Ido_form.pl?cqrsectionOP&Section
_id=Q-CQR>15 October 1998.
"Lewis, Washington Post, 18 June 1972, AI.
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"institutionalizations" of the special prosecutor
position that played' a dominant role in
presidential scandals prior to and during the
Watergate inqu iry and prosecution. 11
However, the call for a special prosecutor to
investigate presidential affairs did not originate
with Nixon and Watergate. Prior to Watergate
there had been three major presidential scandals
in which a special prosecutor conducted
inquiries: the Whiskey Ring of Ulysses S.
Grant; Teapot Dome during Warren G.
Harding's presidency; and the Tax Scandals of
President Harry S. Truman's administration.V

demonstrated the conflict of interest of the
executive branch having to investigate itself. To
combat this, the query took place largely
outside of the Justice Department, most notably
by Treasury Secretary Benjamin Bristow and
others in his department."
Almost one hundred years before Watergate,
the Whiskey Ring, was the first instance in
which a scandal reached into the president's
cabinet, as it involved Grant's secretary,
Babcock. In Watergate Nixon's chief aides not
only were involved, but they ended up being
indicted and convicted for their roles in the
affair. 17 Furthermore, the Whiskey Ring, as
with Watergate, involved the investigation of
the presidency from an outside agency,
although this one was appointed by President
Grant himself while Nixon had no direct role in
the appointment of an investigator." In all, the
Whiskey Ring provided the model for future
executive investigations.

The Whiskey Ring
The Whiskey Ring, during the presidency of
Ulysses S. Grant, became the first presidential
scandal to lead to the establishment of an
outside examiner.F
Uncovered in 1875, this
affair revealed that whiskey income was being
siphoned off by both private and public
officials, including those in the Internal
Revenue Agency.
Estimates concluded that
over $1 million dollars had been lost in St.
Louis, Missouri alone. 14
Ensuing inquiries
resulted in 152 indictments of whiskey
distillers, along with 86 government officials.
The corruption reached President Grant's
private secretary, General Orville Babcock,
who resigned as a consequence of his
involvement. 15
The
Whiskey
Ring
lIJim Mokhiber, "A Brief History of the Independent
Counsel Law" in "Secrets of an Independent Counsel,"
Frontline Online, 2:
<http://www .pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/
counsell
office/history.html>
15 October 1998. Hereafter referred
to as "Brief History."
12"Presidential Scandals In U.S. History," MSNBC On
Air, 3:
<http://www.msnbc.com/onair/msnbcJTimeAndAgainiarc
hivelscanda1ldefaultasp>
15 October 1998
13CQ Researcher, 1; also, Katy J. Harriger, Independent
Justice: The Federal Special Prosecutor in American
Politics (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1992),4.
14J. G. Randall
and David Donald, The Civil War and
ReconstruJ:tion (Boston: D.C. Heath, 1961),657.
15W'II"
1 lam S. McFeely,
Grant: A Biography (New York:
W.W. Norton, 1981),414.

Teapot Dome
Teapot Dome is the first instance in the
twentieth century in which a special prosecutor
investigated a presidential scandal.
This
incident involved the leasing of U.S. Naval oil
reserves in Wyoming and California to private
petroleum companies.
The instigator of the
affair, Albert Fall, President Warren G.
Harding's Secretary of the Interior, leased these
reserves, Teapot Dome and Elk Hills, to
friendly oihnen in exchange for bribes. Once
revealed, these "loans" led to questioning by
the Senate.l" Before the inquiry into Teapot
Dome got too far along, President Harding's
death in August 1923 elevated Vice President
Calvin Coolidge to the presidency, which left
him in charge of the situation. 20 Feeling the
pressure of the Senate examination, Coolidge
1~id.,405.
17Kutler,
18Harriger, 119; also, Kuder, 329.
l~url Noggle, Teapot Dome: Oil and Politics in the
1920's (New York: W.W. Norton, 1962),30-1.
2l1bid.,57-8.
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Newspapers saw the Teapot Dome oil scandal as a monster gripping the Harding Administration.
Draw! Political Cartoons from Left to Right, Stacey Bredhoff.
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instructed holdover Attorney General Harry
Daugherty
to have Justice
Department
employees sit in on the hearings and to be
prepared to respond in the interest of the
government. 21 Committee members resented
the idea and warned Coolidge they planned to
request a special prosecutor.
In response
Coolidge named two prosecutors to the case,
Democratic Senator Atlee Pomerene and a
Republican lawyer, Owen Roberts.
Despite
these appointments, the Senate continued to ask
why the Justice Department dragged its feet in
pursuing the Teapot Dome affair. As a result of
this, Attorney General Daugherty resigned his
commission, although he avoided charges.f
In her book Independent Justice, Katy
Harriger argues that the Teapot Dome scandal
resembled Watergate because of the pressure
from Congress to select a special prosecutor.
Especially similar was the role the Senate
played in the confrrmation of the appointees,
which forced Coolidge to make them bipartisan
and men of integrity. The involvement of the
attorney general and the Justice Department
also paralleled Watergate, specifically the
resignation of the attorney general. Another
similarity was the way senatorial committee
investigations brought the affairs to public
attention. 23
Teapot Dome resulted in the
conviction of Secretary of the Interior Albert
Fall on bribery
charges,
although
the
businessmen behind the bribery escaped
conviction on that charge. 24
Similarly,
Watergate led to the conviction of cabinet
members, but in that case, businessmen also
were convicted."

The Truman Tax Scandals
Events taking place in 1951 and 1952 during

Harry S. Truman's administration are further
21M

.R Werner and John Starr, Teapot Dome (New York:

Viking Press, 1959), 121-22.
22Ibid., 142, 150, 155.
23Harriger, 14-15.
2'Noggle, 201, 210-11.
~utler, 575-76.

examples of special prosecutor investigations.
The incidents that tarnished his presidency
became known as the tax Scandals, charges
that high-ranking members of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue and the Justice Department's
Tax Division conspired to fIX tax collections.
Like Watergate, the Tax Scandals and the.
involvement of the executive branch led to
Congressional inquiries and the formation of
committees to look into the matter. To combat
this) President Truman cleaned house by
forcing those implicated to resign.
Yet,
Congress continued. questioning and forced
Truman to appoint a special prosecutor,
Newbold
Morris,
a Republican
lawyer.
Because Morris went after his job with
extraordinary zeal, even proposing to question
the President, . Truman's attorney general,
Howard McGrath, fired him, apparently on
what he believed to be Truman's orders.
However, the removal of the special prosecutor
raised such an uproar that Truman fired
McGrath.26
Although the firing of Morris as special
prosecutor would mirror Nixon's sacking of
Archibald Cox, which will be discussed at
length later, Harriger saw its results as much
different. The Tax Scandals ruckus died down
within weeks because most officials perceived
Morris to be exercising power beyond his
authorization. Morris did not receive as much
support from Congress as Cox did, therefore he
had nowhere to turn. In Watergate, Nixon's
removal of Watergate Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox was viewed as part of the
continuing cover-up by Nixon and his aides.
Also, in the Tax Scandals the appointment of an
independent prosecutor revealed the potential
for abuse of power by that official and the
responsibility the president is forced to take
regarding the conduct of the investigator,
especially if he appeared to overstep his
boundaries. It also allowed the president to
employ what Harriger felt was the ultimate

2~arriger,
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of a special prosecutor best ensured that justice
would be served. To others, especially Nixon's
cabinet members, the appointment of a special
prosecutor seemed unnecessary. Richard Nixon
believed that the appointment of a Watergate
special prosecutor would in the end be harmful,
that "under the warm glow of press attention
and the adulation
by the Washington
establishment, prosecutorial zeal would assume
a life of its own.,,30 It would prove that Nixon
had no choice but to accept this Frankenstein he
feared."
The break-in at Watergate and the
illegalities the ensuing investigation uncovered
proved the need for this position.
Calls for a special prosecutor began almost
immediately following the break-in at the
Democratic National Committee offices. In the
beginning these. demands came mostly from
Democrats, especially the chairman of the
Democratic
National
Committee,
Larry
O'Brien.
Within eight days of the break-in,
O'Brien asked for the creation of a special
prosecutor to get to the bottom of the incident.f
Nixon wrote in his autobiography that he
rejected the request for a special prosecutor
because he felt it would compromise the
integrity of the Justice Department by giving
the illusion the Justice Department was either
incapable of a thorough investigation or was
somehow involved in Watergate. 33 During the
time between the break-in and the eventual
appointment of Archibald Cox as the special
prosecutor, the cries for the establishment of an
outside investigator began to increase in
frequency and from different sources, including
from Nixon's fellow Republicans.
On 18
September 1972, consumer advocate John F.
Banzhaf applied to the f~eral
court in
Washington, D.C. to have a special prosecutor
appointed in the Watergate case. 34

check, the removal of a special examiner who
abused his authority. The Tax Scandals became
an issue the Republicans exploited in the 1952
election, although they never openly perceived
or implicated Truman's direct involvement.
Over twenty years later, the political attitudes
were different. The Democrats' use of the
Watergate scandal to highlight Nixon's illegal
and unethical actions virtually evaporated all
public support of the Republicans both in the
1974 and 1976 elections."

Demands
for
Investigation

the

Watergate

Throughout these different incidents, from
the Whiskey Ring to Teapot Dome to the Tax
Scandals, the position of the special prosecutor
rose in stature. By the time of the Watergate
break-in, the special prosecutor had evolved
into a broad investigative unit that operated
within the Justice Department, although it was
neither an institutionalized nor a permanent
position.
Special prosecutors
prior to
Watergate received a significant amount of
leeway to ensure the success of their
investigations without being overly hampered
or compromised in any way. However, not
until Watergate did the special prosecutor
position receive the broad and sweeping powers
that allowed it to investigate and prosecute any
aspect and every participant in the matter,
including the president." This position was not
ensured through law until after the Watergate
affair, thereby allowing Nixon to initially resist
calls for one by Congress, the media, and the
public.
Although Harriger argued that the
potentia] for abuse of power by a special
prosecutor should have been realized by both
Congress and the president following the Tax
Scandals, this argument went unheeded.f
It
seemed to many, especially the media and
Democratic Congressmen, that the designation

3<w.chard Nixon, RN: The Memoirs

0/ Richard Nixon

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1978) 909.

31lbid.
32CQ Researcher, 1.
3~ixon, 909.
34Knappman, 1:13.

27Ibid.
28Ibid,20.
25Thid,16.
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By early January 1973, clamor in the Senate
to form committees to investigate Watergate
increased,
especially
from
high-ranking
Democrats like Sam Ervin and Mike Mansfield.
On 7 February 1973, the-Senate authorized, by
a vote of 77-0, a seven-member probe to
investigate all aspects of Watergate and other
areas of the 1972 election."
The committee
consisted of four Democrats
and three

Committee, there continued to be demands for a
special prosecutor."
As more information surfaced in 1973, the
demands for a special prosecutor came from
Republicans as well as Democrats. In March,
Republican Senator Robert Packwood urged
Nixon to appoint a special prosecutor, stating
Watergate had become a "dagger in the heart of
the Republican Party."
Republican Senator
Barry Goldwater warned Nixon that Watergate
threatened to tum out like Teapot Dome, and
urged him to appoint a special prosecutor
before he hurt the party any further. 38
However, Nixon continued to stay the course in
the face of these requests, maintaining his belief
that justice could come from those around hiI14
particularly John Dean's supposed investigation
into the matter. It took a major incident to force
Nixon into accepting a special prosecutor."

April and May Explosions
On 30 April 1973, the forced resignations of
H. R. "Bob" Haldeman, John Ehrlichman, John
Dean, and Richard Kleindienst because of their
alleged involvement in Watergate, paved the
way for the appointment
of a special
prosecutor. Nixon wrote in his memoirs that
these resignations forced his acceptance of a
special prosecutor, that the position became tied
to Senate approval of Elliot Richardson as the
new attorney general."
Historian Stanley
Kutler wrote in The Wars of Watergate that at a
meeting at the presidential retreat of Camp
David between Richardson and Nixon, the
President conceded that the pressure for a
special prosecutor had become irresistible, and
even went so far as to discuss possible
candidates." Richard Ben- Veniste, a member
of the Watergate special prosecutor staff, stated

Nixon and the "smoking gun." Drawl, Bredhoff

Republicans. As Sam Ervin, a Democrat from
North Carolina, chaired the panel, it became
known as the Ervin Committee. 36 At these
committee hearings, John Dean, the President's
counsel, implicated Nixon in the cover-up, and
many other revelations regarding Watergate and
other incidents became known.
However,
despite the evidence uncovered by· the Ervin

3~utler, 256.

~appman,

]:] 8-20.

37Richard Ben-Veniste and George Frampton, Stonewall:
The Real Story of Watergate Prosecution (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1977), 15.
38Knappman, 1"27-8.
3~ixon, 909.
-wn,id., 909-10.
41Kutler, 329.
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disapproved."
Congressmen agitated for a
special prosecutor, these demands coming from
both Democrats and Republicans. Republican
Senator Charles Percy introduced a resolution
to name a special prosecutor outside of the
executive branch.
In the House, a similar
resolution was submitted by a number of
Republicans, including John B. Anderson,
chairman
of
the
House
Republican
Conference. 46
Following Nixon's appointment of Elliot
Richardson as attorney general, discussions in
Congress centered on whether or not to accept
the nomination.
Democratic Senator John
.Tunney announced that he would block Senate
approval unless Richardson named a special
prosecutor in advance. Senate Resolution 109,
introduced
by a number of prominent
Democrats, including Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield, urged Richardson to appoint an
independent special prosecutor. In the face of
this
overwhelming
pressure,
Richar son
declared he would, if confrrmed, name a sp ial
prosecutor to the Watergate case." Nixon, in a
speech at a Republican Party dinner, supported
the decision of Richardson, stating "that the
new nominee for attorney general . . . and the
special prosecutor . . . will have the total
cooperation of the executive branch.',48

in his book, Stonewall, that he believed the
special prosecutor position and Richardson's
appointment became so linked that it forced
Richardson to bring his nominee, Archibald
Cox, along to hearings before the Senate
Judiciary Committee." In his memoirs, Nixon
penned that he made a mistake in allowing
Richardson to appoint a special prosecutor:
Unfortlmately, in my April 30 speech I had
said that I was giving Elliot Richardson
'absolute authority to make all decisions
bearing upon the prosecution
of the
Watergate case and related matters. ' Ihad,
in essence, and as events turned out, put the
survival of my administration in his
hands."

The appointment of a Watergate special
prosecutor turned the tide of the investigation,
as it set the stage for numerous showdowns
between the President
and that office.
Appointing a Watergate special prosecutor
received support from nearly everyone, with the
one big exception of Nixon.
The person
Richardson
nominated
and the sweeping
authority granted caused problems for Nixon
from then on. Indeed, the appointment of
Archibald Cox as the Watergate special
prosecutor could be considered the beginning of
the end for Nixon. It signaled the movement of
the Watergate investigation in a new direction - outside of the sheltered confines of the White
House and into the hands of an independent
investigator."
These April explosions continued to plague
the President into the month of May, especially
in light of Nixon's April 30 speech, which led
to renewed calls for a more complete
investigation.
Polls showed a decline in
Nixon's popularity between May 1-3 with only
44 percent
approval
while 45 percent

Appointment of the
Special Prosecutor

Watergate

May 1973 officially brought the office of
Watergate special prosecutor
into being.
Following Richardson's intimations that he
would name a special prosecutor, pressure
45Ibid, 323.
46Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., 1st sess., 1973, vol.
119, pt. 12, p. 14696, 14700.
47Knappman, 1:39; Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., 1st
sess., 1973, vol. 119, pt. 12, p. 14704; House, Committee
on the Judiciary, Hearings Before the Committee on the
Judiciary, 93rd Cong., 2nd sess., 30 April 1973-1 July
1974, Watergate Hearings, statement of information, book
ix, pt. 1, (Washington, D.C.:GPO, 1974), 140.
48President Nixon's remarks, Hearings before the
Committee on the Judiciary, 9 May 1973, 141.

42Ben_Veniste, 17.
4~ixon, 909.
44Kutler, 330.
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the Justice Department regarding the naming of
subsided from Congress on the subject.
a special prosecutor by those who felt their
Tunney, who had earlier threatened to block
work appeared to
acceptance
of
be at a crucial
Richardson, threw his
stage. According
support behind the
to
Ken
attorney
general
Gormley's
designee, although he
biography
of
insisted
that
Archibald
Cox,
Richardson
be
even
Cox
.prepared to name the
believed
that
special
prosecutor.
Richardson's
Also,
Tunney
nomination
had
proposed
that
Congress be prepared
to be tied to the
to appoint its own
appointment of a
prosecutor
if
special
Richardson failed to
prosecutor.
name
someone
Nixon, in RN,
suitable.49
Senator
asserted that from
Robert C. BYrd, a
the beginning it
Democrat from West
seemed
that
Virginia,
welcomed
Richardson's
the appointment of
nomination
Richardson
as
remained tied to
attorney general and
his appointment
"Creation of an 'independent prosecutor. ,,,
agreed
with
of
a
special
The King and Us, Les Guthman.
Richardson's decision
prosecutor.
to bring the new special prosecutor before the
Furthermore,
Nixon
believed
Richardson
Senate Judiciary Committee, stating, "[I]
yielded to this pressure by actively searching
commend him for suggesting that the Senate
for a candidate and then naming him. 52
.
participate in the selection process. ,,50 The
Elliot Richardson's confirmation hearings
stage had been set for the confirmation of
began on 9 May 1973 and from the beginning,
Richardson and the designation of a Watergate
the main question appeared to be Richardson's
special prosecutor.
intentions regarding a Watergate special
Stanley Kutler writes that while Elliot
prosecutor.
In his testimony, Richardson
Richardson never felt pressured into appointing
appeared frank regarding the responsibilities of
a special prosecutor, he "was fully convinced it
the appointee saying the official would be free
should be done.,,51 Richardson, in a forward to
to investigate any and all aspects of Watergate.
a biography of Archibald Cox, maintained that
Furthermore, Richardson maintained the right
he was responsible for the decision to designate
to be apprised of the investigation ultimate
a Watergate special prosecutor.
Yet, Kuder
authority over the special prosecutor. 53 The
states that there existed res istance from within
senate
Judiciary
Committee
kept
after
49Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., 1st. sess., 1973, vol.
119, pt. 12, p. 14528.

S2Ken Gormley, Archibald Cox: Conscience of a Nation
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1997), xi, 233; Kutler,

son,id., 14423.
SlKutJer, 330.

330; Nixon, 909.
SJKnappman, 1:43.
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Cox appeared before the Senate Judiciary
Committee on 21 May 1973, to answer
questions about the roll of the special
prosecutor and to receive the guidelines for the
office. Cox thought the idea of an appointment
to examine the Watergate affair, although
unusual, to be a good plan, because it made
sense to have someone investigate the case
from an independent position.
Prior to his
acceptance, Cox asked for and received
assurances from Richardson that he would be
allowed to pursue the inquiry wherever it might
lead. 59 Richardson pledged to give all the
support needed and submitted a statement of the
duties of the official. 60 Among the duties
Richardson discussed at the hearing was the
jurisdiction of the office that included:

Richardson, demanding the right to approve
both the guidelines and the nominee. On 10
May 1973, Republican Senate Minority Leader
Hugh Scott addressed the committee regarding
assurances from both' Richardson and Nixon.
Scott stated that he was glad to have the word
of Richardson that the Senate would have the
right to approve the nominee and the
guidelines.
Additionally, Scott specified that
Nixon had assured him that he would in no way
interfere with the special prosecutor nor the
conduct of his office, and that Nixon believed
the investigation must proceed to fmd the full
truth."
Richardson's battle to secure the nomination
·of attorney general continued throughout the
month of May, the main problem being the
degree of independence granted to the position.
Senators wanted a guarantee that the special
prosecutor would operate outside the dominion
of the attorney general and that Richardson
would not be able to remove him. 55 Objecting,
Richardson stated that he believed the attorney
general
must
retain
some
degree
of
accountability
for the special prosecutor. 56
Finally, according to the Washington Post, on
19 May 1973 Richardson accepted the notion
that the appointee would not have to disclose
his investigations to the attorney general,
although Richardson insisted on retaining the
right
of jurisdiction
over
the
special
prosecutor. 57 In this charged atmosphere Elliot
Richardson made his choice for Watergate
special prosecutor, a man he believed to be
impartial and willing to get to the bottom of the
Watergate incident.
On 18 May 1973,
Archibald Cox was appointed to the position
and received sweeping authority to investigate
the entire Watergate affair. 58 Richardson and

. . . investigating all offenses arising out of
the unauthorized entry into the DNe
headquarters at the Watergate, offenses
arising out of the 1972 Presidential
election, allegations
involving
the
President, members of the White House
staff or Presidential appointees, and other
matters which he consented to have
assigned by the Attorney General and that
he would have full authority for
determining whether or not to contest the
assertion of executive privilege or any other
testimonial privilege."
Therefore, Richardson's
guidelines gave
Cox an almost open invitation to investigate
any and all aspects of the presidency.
Richardson retained only the right to dismiss
the special prosecutor
for "extraordinary
improprieties. ,,62 Cox insisted that if he took
the position he must be granted the freedom to
decide what information.he would report to the
attorney general; Richardson agreed to this.
Archibald Cox believed that Richardson made
these concessions to the Senate Judiciary

54Hugh Scott statement, Hearings before the Committee
on the Judiciary, 10 May 1973, 143.

SSElliot Richardson statement, Hearings before the
Committee on the Judiciary, 21 May 1973, 146.
~pman,
1:43.
S7George Lardner, Jr.,"Cox is Chosen as Special
Prosecutor," WashingtonPost, 19 May 1973, AI.

~utler, 331-32.
61Elliot Richardson's statement, Hearings Before the
Committee on the Judiciary, 21 May 1973, 147-149.

s8Ibid., AI.

62Ibid.

s9Gormley,
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Committee because Nixon had given him the
instruction to "do it right" in regard to
Watergate prosecut ion. 63 Nixon viewed the
compromises Richardson made to the Senate
Judiciary Committee and the special prosecutor
a major mistake, and felt "shocked and angry"
when he learned of the powers given to the
special prosecutor. 64
Regardless,
both
Richardson and Cox gained confirmation, and
on 25 May 1973 they were sworn into office,
Richardson as attorney general of the United
States and Cox as the Watergate special
Prosecutor."
On 31 May 1973, Richardson
created the Office of the Watergate Special
Prosecution
Force
(WSPF)
by Federal
Regulation 14688.66

The Saturday Night Massacre
From the beginning,
Nixon resented
Richardson's choice for special prosecutor.
Although publicly he supported the selection,
privately he seethed about Cox and his
Kennedy family connection.
In RN, Nixon
made it a point to discuss Democratic Senator
Edward Kennedy and his mother Rose
attending Cox's swearing in ceremony.
To
Nixon,
Cox
represented
the
"Eastern
Establishment," the group. that had been out to
get him for many years; he protested that if
Richardson had tried to choose a special
prosecutor whom he least trusted, his picking of
Cox . hardly could have been bener."
Richardson argued the other side of the point,
maintaining that if Nixon only had trusted his
nominee instead of resisting he would have
fared better, and that Cox hada reputation as a
person who would only take action if supported
by law.68

63Gonnley, 232.
~ixon, 911.
6sBen_Veniste, 18.
660rder Establishing the Office of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force, Hearings before the Committee on the
Judiciary, 31 May 1973, 150.
6~ixon, 910.
68Gonn1ey, xi.

During the five months that Cox spent as
Watergate special prosecutor,
he fought
numerous
battles with President
Nixon
regarding testimonies, documents, and finally
the President's taped conversations.
Nixon
regarded these tapes as his own personal record
and tried to invoke executive privilege, yet Cox
stood firm and proceeded to win legal battles
for their release. 69 President Nixon continued
to hold on to the tapes, instead suggesting a
plan in which Senator John Stennis, a respected
but aged Democrat, would listen to the tapes
and provide a transcription to Cox.70
Cox
refused the plan and repeated his calls for the
tapes' release, eventually going before the
public to plead his case."
To Nixon, that
became the last straw as he formulated a plan to
fire Cox and shut down the Office of the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force.
On
Saturday, 20 October 1973, in what became
known as the "Saturday Night Massacre,"
Archibald Cox was fired, and Elliot Richardson
resigned as Attorney General, along with
Assistant
Attorney
General,
Wi lliam
Ruckleshaus. Quickly Nixon moved to abolish
the special prosecutor's office." He later wrote
that he had made a mistake in appointing a
special prosecutor and that he knew it would be
difficult and costly to remedy the situation. In
his eyes the only solution could be to fire Cox
and return the investigation to the Justice
Department. 73
Following the Saturday Night Massacre,
there
came renewed
demands
for an
independent special prosecutor, one to be
appointed outside of the executive branch.
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader brought a suit
against Acting Attorney General Robert Bork to
nullify his abolition of the special prosecutor's
office and to have Archibald Cox's firing

~id.,305.

7~utler, 402-03.
71Ben-Veniste, 136.
nKutler, 406-08.
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position and had summarily turned it down. 81
This time, however, he felt it to be his duty to
the American public to help end the Watergate
crisis. In The Right and The Power he writes
that following the firing of Cox, he thought
Nixon gave more independence to the special
prosecutor, and this latitude became one of the
reasons he accepted the position. Jaworski also
believed that Nixon seemed eager to fill the
position before Congress decided for him.
Regardless of the reasons, Jaworski became the
Watergate special prosecutor on 1 November
1973.82
Despite the appointment of Jaworski to head
the Watergate Special Prosecution Force, the
debate continued in both houses of Congress
and in the media.
Jaworski felt doubts
remained about his independence and his
connection to ·Nixon.83 Both the Senate and
House of Representatives had resolutions and
debates calling for the formation of a new
special prosecutor, and both houses judiciary
committees held hearings regarding the special
prosecutor
position."
Democratic
representative Andrew Young wrote that the
appointment
of
Leon
Jaworski
was
unresponsive to the public demand for
independent prosecution of Watergate, and that
the informal agreement between Jaworski and
Nixon did not carry the force of law. John
Seiberling, a Democratic representative, called
for an appointee with no chains attached by the
White
House. 85
Third
Democratic
representative,
John Culver, introduced a
resolution asking that a special prosecutor be

termed wrongful. 74
Action began in both
houses of Congress on a new special prosecutor
bill that would vest the power either in the
legislative or the judicial branch. 75
Public
reaction to Cox's termination had been swift
and fierce, a "firestorm" that had not been
calculated. The firing of Cox had the effect of
strengthening public resolve to get to the
bottom of the Watergate matter. In the process
the Office of the Special Prosecutor was
brought back with an even greater degree of
independence. 76
Congressional
debate
in the months
following the "Saturday Night Massacre"
centered on whether or not to establish an
"independent" special prosecutor outside of the
executive branch. Debate hinged on whether
the prosecutor should operate under the
jurisdiction of the legislative or judicial branch,
along with the constitutionality of such a
position." Meanwhile, following Cox's firing,
Assistant Attorney General Henry Peterson had
been p laced in charge of the Watergate
investigation, as it again came under the
auspices of the Justice Department."
The suit
brought against Robert Bork by Ralph Nader
was settled in favor of the latter, which upheld
the illegality of the firing of Cox and of the
abolition of the Special Prosecutor's Office. 79
Although this suit did not restore Cox to the
special prosecutor position, it did put renewed
pressure on the Nixon administration for a new
one.
In the face of this judgment and
congressional debate regarding the creation of a
special prosecutor, Nixon and his staff began
the search for a replacement for Cox. 80
Leon Jaworski had earlier been approached
regarding the Watergate special prosecutor

81Nixon, 944.
82Jaworski, 5, 13.
83Ibid., 22.
84Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings
on the Special Prosecutor, hearing, 93rd Cong., 1st sess.,
1973,29 October-20 November ]973 (Washington, D,C.:
United States GPO, 1973), 5-6; House Committee on the
Judiciary, Special Prosecutor and Grand Jury Legislation,
HJ Resolution 784, 93rd Cong., 1st sess., 1973, 29
October-8 November 1973 (Washington, D.C.: United
States GPO, 1973),4-7.
8SCongressional Record; 93rd Cong., ] st sess., ) 973, vol.
119, pt. 28, p. 37414,36304.

74Knappman, 1:128.
7SKutler, 413-] 4.
7~on Jaworski, The Right and the Power (New York:
Readers Digest Press, 1976),4-5.
nKutler, 4] 3.
~ixon,
943.
79Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., Ist sess., 1973, vol.
1]9, pt. 27, p. 35760-35761.
8<Kutler, 410-] 2.
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appointed by Judge John Sirica, who had
adjudicated the initial break-in case.86
The
Semite also got involved in the debates, with the
introduction of different bills calling for the
establishment of a special prosecutor by either
the judicial or legislative branches.
Senator
Birch Bayh, a Democrat, introduced legislation
to create in independent special prosecutor
appointed by Sirica. This position was held
accountable only to the judicial branch, which
helped ensure its success in investigating
Watergate.87 Republican Senator Charles Percy
introduced a bill that sought congressional
appointment
of
a
Watergate
special
prosecutor."
Both houses referred the
resolutions to their respective judiciary
committees for further debate.
By the end of 1973, however, little had been
resolved regarding congressional or judicial
appointment. It took a few more years before
the office became institutionalized.
Senate
Democratic Majority Leader Mike Mansfield
announced there would be no further
considerations in 1973 regarding the creation of
a special prosecutor, and the House followed
suit. Jaworski and the existing Office of the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force were left
..
. 89
to run t herr mqurry.
During its existence, the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force attained a great deal. It
netted over fifty individual convictions along
with nineteen corporate ones.
Through its
investigation into all aspects of the 1972
campaign, the WSPF uncovered a number of
illegal activities emanating from the White
House and, coupled with its repeated requests
for Nixon's taped conversations, it helped
uncover the "Smoking Gun" tape which
revealed Nixon's complicity in the Watergate
86Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., 1st sess., 1973, vol.
119, pt. 27, p. 34866-868.
87Ibid, 35076.
88Congressional Record, 93rd Cong., lst sess., 1973, vol.
119, pt. 28, p. 35439.
~atergate Special Prosecution Force, Watergate Special
Prosecution Force Final Report (Washington, D.C.:
United States GPO, 1977),32; Jaworski, 43.

cover up. Ultimately, the Special Prosecution
Force helped hasten the departure of Richard
Nixon, who ultimately resigned on 9 August
1974.90
Following Nixon's resignation, the Special
Prosecution Force continued its investigations
and prosecutions of those involved in the
Watergate affair.
It gained convictions and
sentences for three of Nixon's top advisors,
Mitchell, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman; all three
were given sentences of two and one-half to
eight years."
Although its job appeared
complete, the new president, Gerald Ford, and
his new attorney general, Edward Levi, refused
to terminate the position; 1976 was an election
year and Ford did not want to make such a
politically sensitive decision.
Ironically, the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force later
looked into allegations that as a congressman,
Ford had illegally diverted campaign funds to
his own personal use, an issue exp loited by the
Democrats in the 1976 election .. Continuing
until 1977, the Special Prosecution Force
eventually found the allegations concerning
Ford to be unsubstantiated, and with that the
office went out of existence.f

A Permanent Entity
As an investigative and prosecution division,
the WSPF became invaluable, although its
termination in 1977 is not the end of the· story.
Throughout the Watergate scandal there had
. been a push to enact
legislation
to
institutionalize the special prosecutor position.
From the "Saturday Night Massacre" in 1973
until 1978 these bills underwent debate after
debate until there emerged a permanent office. 93
Historian Stanley Kutler writes about the
changes in government that resulted from
Watergate, listing the act by Congress to create
90CQ Researcher, 2; Kutter, 535-36, 550.
Jaworski , 280-81.
92Ben-Veniste, 390-91; Watergate Special

91

Prosecution
Force Final Report, 75.
93Watergate Special Prosecution Force Final Report, 4041.
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to ensure that the debacle of Watergate would
not happen again and overwhelmingly passed
the law , but soon the newly institutionalized
~
special prosecutor was put to the test.

a Permanent special prosecutor among these
reforms. 94 Included as a part of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, the position became
an entity unto itself. Based neither completely
within nor outside of the Justice Department,
the office received its powers from both the
attorney general and other officials of the
Justice Department, although it worked outside
of
the
department's
investigative
and
prosecutorial systems." The law called for the
attorney general to investigate charges made
against ranking officials and to report the
findings to a panel of judges who would then
decide whether or not to appoint a SPecial
prosecutor.
The prosecutor could only be
removed by impeachment, conviction of. a
crime, .extraordinary impropriety, or physical
•
•
96
incapacity.
Although this act easily passed through both
houses of Congress in 1978, that had not been
the case in the years preceding it. The Senate,
in 1976, had passed a special prosecutor bill,
but the measure failed to reach the house
floor.97 Pro~ent
Watergate investigators spilt
over the issue of a permanent prosecutor, with
Sam Dash, chief of the Ervin Committee Staff:
calling for a permanent position and Henry
Ruth, the chief Watergate special prosecutor
f~llowing Jaworski, believing the position
unnecessary."
Following its passage in 1978,
some
Republicans
assailed
the
Special
Prosecutor Act as unnecessary. Representative
Charles Wiggins, who led the minority of
Republicans who opposed the law, declared that
during Watergate the prosecutorial machine did
not breakdown, nor did the events of the
scandal justify
a permanent
prosecutor.
However, in the end most Congressmen sought

Further Investigations and
Independent Counsel Law

President
Jimmy
Carter's
Democratic
administration (1977-1981) became the target
of special prosecutor queries. .Allegations arose
regarding the supposed drug use of Chief of
Staff Hamilton Jordan and Appointments
Secretary Tim Kraft, and examinations ensued.
Special Prosecutor Arthur Hill Christy inquired
into the assertions regarding Jordan, while
Gerald Gallinghouse examined the charges
leveled at Kraft. These investigations lasted
between six and seven months. In the end both
Jordan and Kraft were cleared of any
wrongdoing.100·
.
Beginning in 1981, the special counsel
provision of the Ethics in Government Act
underwent a review of its effectiveness, with
several reforms being incorporated into the new
law prior to its reauthorization in 1983. Aptly
renamed the "Independent Counsel Law," the
new legislation included changes such as
reducing the number of officials covered, the
attorney general acquiring more power to
remove a rogue official, and changing the name
to independent
counsel
to avoid
any
"prejudicial" conceptions.
President Ronald
Reagan signed the renewal for a five-year
period on 3 January 1983.101 Ironically, his
administration served repeatedly as the target of
this new act.
Reagan's Republican administration (19811989) suffered through
seven different
investigations, the most prominent being the
Iran-Contra Affair.
This involved a $48.5
million examination of allegations that money
from arms sales to Iran had been funneled to

94Kutler, 550.
95Jim Mokhiber, "A Primer on the Independent Counsel
Law," Frontline Online 3
<http://www .pbs. orglwgbh/pages/frontli ne/shows/counsel/
office/ primer.htmJ>15 October 1998. Hereafter referred
to as "A Primer."
~utler, 582.
97 CQ

the

~utler, 582.
IOOCQResearcher, 3; Mokhiber, "Brief History," 3.

Researcher, 2.

lOlMokhiber, "Brief History," 4.

98Mokhiber, "Brief History," 3; CQ Researcher, 2.
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Every presidential

administration
investigation.

since Nixon has been the subject of a special prosecutor
Richard Nixon Library and Birthplace.

help Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
Headed by
Lawrence Walsh, a prominent Republican
attorney, the inquiry spanned seven years and
ultimately ended in reversals of the convictions
it won regarding its prominent figures, National
Security Adviser John Poindexter and Colonel
Oliver North.
President George Bush
effectively ended the investigation in 1992 with
the Christmas Eve pardons ofsome of Walsh's
targets. 102
Along with the Iran-Contra Affair, President
Reagan also endured several other independent
counsel investigations.
These inquiries
included his Secretary of Labor, Raymond
Donovan, on charges that he had connections to
organized crime. Donovan became the object
I02Ibid.,"Brief History," 4; ''Presidential Scandals in U.S.
History," MSNBC On Air, 3; CQ Researcher, 4.

of Leon Silverman's query, although Silverman
never obtained an indictment of Donovan. 103
Michael Deaver, an Assistant to the President,
became the target of an independent counsel
probe stemming from allegations that a conflict
of interest had arisen in his lobbying efforts
after leaving government service. Assigned to
prosecute these charges,
Whitney North
Seymour Jr. received an indictment of Deaver
in August 1989.104 Thus, Deaver became the
first to be convicted under the Independent
Counsel Law.

I03"Independent Counsel Investigations, 1978 to the
Present," Frontline Online 1:
<http://www.pbs.orglwgbh/pageslfrontlinelshows/counsel/
office/chart htm1> 8 December 1998.
I04Mokhiber, "Brief History," 4.
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that it did not interfere with the power of the
executive.
Furthermore, the court held that
independent counsels were inferior to the
attorney general, who retained power over
them.108 This decision paved the way for more
independent
counsel
investigations,
as
succeeding presidencies became targets of these
inquiries.
Republican
President
George
Bush's
administration (1989-1993) soon found itself
the target
of an independent
counsel
investigation regarding influence peddling at
the Department
of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). This inquiry centered on
the practice of giving HUD contracts to
Republican contractors.l'"
The examination,
which began in 1990 lasted six years, and led to
sixteen convictions.
That amounted to more
convictions than in all the previous queries
combined with the exception of Watergate.110
President Bush's administration also endured
three other inquests, two which have been
sealed and a third which dealt with illegalities
surrounding the searching into Democratic
presidential nominee Bill Clinton's passport
file. Brought on during the 1992 campaign, the
probe ended in 1995 without securing any
indictments. III
During the inquiries into BUD and other
areas of Bush's administration, the Independent
Counsel Law expired, though this time it failed
to be renewed immediately.
The Bush
administration opposed reauthorization, and
coupled with efforts by Republicans in both the
House
and
Senate,
the
law
expired.
Republicans
in Congress sought to add
amendments to curb the cost of the independent
counsels, and Senate Republican Minority
Leader Robert Dole blocked consideration of
the bill.1l2
However, on 1 July 1994, the

Lyn Nofziger, another important White
House aide, also faced an independent counsel
inquest, on charges that he had violated
lobbying ethics in connection with Wedtech, a
defense
company. Although
indicted,
Nofziger's
subsequent
conviction
was
overturned by an appeals court, which found
the lobbying restrictions too vague.
Edwin
Meese, Reagan's attorney general, became the
first to be investigated
following' the
reauthorization of the Independent Counsel
Law, although he was eventually cleared.
Meese again found himself under scrutiny
during the Wedtech investigation,
which
concluded he had probably violated criminal
laws, but no prosecution ensued because
"corrupt motives" were not involved.i'" In all,
the Reagan administration languished through
seven investigations, although only three cases
ended in indictments and convictions, with two
of these being overturned in appeals court. 106
Coupled with the prosecutorial problems,
the Independent Counsel· Law came up for
renewal in the midst of the Iran-Contra inquiry,
and it also became the target of a constitutional
hallenge. In 1987, the Independent Counsel
Law expired and with it the ability to begin any
further investigations.
Both the Justice
Department
and President Reagan voiced
serious doubts about the act, yet the Democratic
controlled Congress worked to renew it.
Democrats broadened the Independent Counsel
Law, although they did not secure permanent
status for the law. President Reagan signed the
act into effect in December of 1987, although
he noted the objections of the Justice
Department. 107
Following the battle for
renewal, the law received a constitutional
challenge. A decision by the Supreme Court in
1988, Morrison v. Olson, reversed a lower court
ruling of unconstitutionality.
The Supreme
Court found that Congress did not seek to
increase its own power through the law, and

lO8Mokhiber, "Brief History," 5-6; CQ Researcher, 5.
I~id, "Brief History," 7.
110CQ Researcher, 4.
lII"Independent Counsel Investigations," Frontline
Online, 4.
112Ibid, 4.

IOSCQ Researcher, 3.
I~okhiber,
"Brief History," 4.
l07CQ Researcher, 5.
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measure passed with the sponsorship of
Republicans, who now controlled Congress,
ii
over the objections of Democrats. 113 A shift m
the political atmosphere brought about the
change of heart for both parties, as a new
scandal surfaced. In an effort to bring the matter
to a rest, Democratic President Bill Clinton
(l993-present) sought the establishment of an
independent counsel to investigate his role in
the Whitewater land dealings while governor of
Arkansas. The current Whitewater inquiry is
ongoing, although it has branched into other
areas, including the practice of keeping
confidential files on prominent Republicans in
the White House and a Clinton sex scandal.!"
Along with these probes of President
Clinton, his administration has endured inquests
of numerous members of its cabinet. Henry
Cisneros, Secretary of HUD, faced an
independent counsel inquisition regarding false
statements he made during his confirmation
hearings concerning payments to his former
mistress.
Ronald Brown, the Secretary of
Commerce,
also
suffered
through
an
examination, although the query in shady
financial practices closed following Brown's
death in a plane crash. lIS Clinton's Secretary of
the Interior, Bruce Babbitt, came under
investigation amidst
allegations
that he
provided false statements about campaign
payments during Congressional testimony. An
independent counsel looked into charges that
Secretary of Labor Alexis Herman had engaged
in influence peddling,
with the probe
ongoing. 116 Finally, Secretary of Agriculture
Mike Espy came under scrutiny for accepting
gratuities from corporations he dealt with.
Although he resigned the office, Espy was
eventually cleared of all wrong doing by a.
grand jury, further fueling the debate about the

1l3CQ Researcher, 5.
114Mokhiber,"Brief History," 8-9.
IIsu,id., 7.

I16..Independent
Online, 6.

Counsel

Investigations,"

Frontline

effectiveness of the independent counsel. 117
Time will only tell if Clinton's embrace of the
Independent Counsel Law proves to be costly
for his presidency as he has been impeached by
the House of Representatives in December
1998 and is scheduled to face a conviction and
. I·m th e S ena t e. 118
removal from office tria

The Future of the Special
Prosecutor: Reform or Recede?
The Independent Counsel Law is coming up
for renewal in 1999, and its future remains in
doubt. Bruce Herschensohn, an aide to Nixon
during his presidency, foresees the law expiring
after th~ fmal outcome of Special Prosecutor
.
..
Clint on. 119
Ken Starr's
mvestiganon
0f
Arguments against the renewal of the law come
from Repub licans and Democrats, as both have
questions about the cost and course of the
investigations. 120 Author Cass Sustein argues
that the Independent Counsel Act remains one
of the most ill-conceived pieces of legislation,
and that the real problem with the independent
prosecutor is the unchecked discretionary
power and the unbalanced incentives to
examine minor infractions.
He further
maintains that an announcement
by an
independent counsel that no crime took place
looks like a confession of failure for the
prosecutor, thereby encouraging ongoing and
ever widening investigations to find criminal
offenses in Washington government. 121 Those
who favor the continuation of the law protest
that without it there would be no way of
1 J7 Alan
C. Miller, "Espy Prosecutor Rethinks His
Mandate," Los AngeJes TImes, 4 December 1998, A19.
118Richard A Serrano and Marc Lacey, "Clinton
Impeached," Los Angeles Times, 28 December 1998, AI.
119S. Bruce Herschensohn, discussion with Professor
Harry P. Jeffrey's History 491 class. 22 October 1998California State University, Fullerton, California.
I20CQ Researcher, 7; Mokhiber, "Brief History," 10.
121Cass Sustein, "Unchecked and Unbalanced: Why the
Independent Counsel Act Must Go," The A.merican
Prospect
38
(May-June
1998),
20-1:
<http://epnorglprospect/38138sWlSfs.html>
8 December
1998.
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important role in various presidential scandals
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
It remains to be seen if the special prosecutor
will continue its investigative and prosecutorial
functions, as it is unlikely to be renewed in
1999. While the special prosecutor was an
effective tool in investigating Watergate,
ultimately gaining a presidential resignation, it
has become in the successive years a tool of
partisan vindictiveness, ultimately leading to
the most current events in the Clinton affair, at
a cost of millions to taxpayers. In the wake of
the Clinton scandal a prevalent opinion has
developed that the special prosecutor should
either return to its Watergate roots ~r be
allowed to expire and not be renewed.
Historically, the position of the special
prosecutor has always been subject to change,
and once again many believe an overhaul is
overdue.

effectively probing high-level misdeeds or
crimes.
Proponents also contend that the
Watergate affair proved that without an
independent prosecutor, justice could easily be
obstructed, allowing guilty individuals to
escape punishment. 122 In either case, the act
faces an uphill struggle to be reauthorized in
1999.
The origins of the Watergate special
prosecutor grew out of Congressional desire for
a tool to investigate the Watergate break-in and
from the resignation of Attorney General
Richard
Kleindienst
amid allegations
of
wrongdoings.
President Nixon inadvertently
helped institutionalize the position through the
"Saturday Night Massacre," which led to
renewed calls from Congress, the media, and
the public for a new permanent independent
special prosecutor statute, a position that
operated outside of the executive branch. The
special prosecutor position also underwent
changes throughout the Watergate affair, as it
moved from Justice Department jurisdiction,
appointed at the behest of the attorney general,
to an institutionalized position with certain
requirements placed upon it by law and
Congress.
The need for a special prosecutor position
was not unique to Watergate; it had been used
as far back as the presidency of Ulysses S.
Grant and continues to be a force today.
However, during the Watergate affair, the
position
gained
new importance
as it
increasingly became viewed as a tool for
fighting government corruption. The Watergate
Special Prosecution Force appeared ultimately
justified by its evolution into a law that has
continued to be invoked in the years since
Watergate.
In its current form, a special
prosecutor investigation threatens to remove a
sitting president for the first time in history.
From its inception in 1875 to its current role in
the Clinton sex/perjury/obstruction of justice
affair, the special prosecutor has played n

122Ibid., 26-7.
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"THE fVHOLE BAY OF PIGS
THING"
The CIA's Struggle to Survive in the 1960s and 1970s
Tom Vitzelio

The author examines several events in recent u.s. history, such as the J 960 election, the Bay of
Pigs invasion, John F Kennedy's assassination, and the Watergate scandal which culminated in
the resignation of Richard Nixon, the 3~ President of the United States. Tom Vitzelio carefully
looks at the relationship between these events and the commitment of the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), presenting the alternative interpretation that the Watergate scandal was indeed the
CIA's struggle for its own survival.

F

or Richard Nixon, the thirty-seventh President of the United States, the burglary on 17 June 1972
would prove in retrospect to be one of the defining moments of his life. Nixon, a Republican seeking
reelection that November, seemingly allowed his political operatives to break-in to the Democratic National
Committee offices, the headquarters of his opponents. The arrest of the men at the Watergate complex in
Washington, D.C., and the subsequent cover-up by the President and his administration, became one of the
darkest chapters in the history of the United States. Not only did this "third rate burglary" lead to the only
resignation of an American president, it significantly changed the political climate of the United States. 1
This paper examines both the Watergate break-in, and the relationship of Watergate to Richard Nixon,
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and the Bay of Pigs invasion. Much has been written about these
people and events, but no author has persuasively linked all elements together. Peter Dale Scott analyzed a
possible CIA and Mafia link to John F. Kennedy's assassination. However, he does not thoroughly argue that
the conspiracy began with the failed Bay of Pigs invasion and culminated with the Watergate break-in of
1972. In the book, ZR Rifle: The Plot to Kill Kennedy and Castro by Claudia Furiati, she contends that a
CIA plot was at the heart of John Kennedy's assassination because ofhis actions against the agency following
the failed Bay of Pigs invasion. Furiati only briefly mentions a potential coupling of Watergate and Nixon
to the CIA plot. While the linkage might never be proven, this paper attempts to introduce convincing
evidence.

'Stanley Kutter, The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of Richard Nixon (New York: W.W. Norton, 1990), 180; this was Nixon
Press Secretary Ron Ziegler's description of the June 17 break-in, 188.
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Scene of the crime, the Watergate apartment-office
Watergate Revisited, John R. Woods.
To this

day

Watergate

betrayal, dishonor,
for the crimes

evokes

images

of

Many

an association between the Committee

established

to Reelect the President

and a lack of a clear rationale

committed.

complex.

(CRP)

and the CIA.3

Several items such as bugs and the identifications

individuals,

including Richard Nixon, have described the anti-

used by the burglars can be traced directly back to

Nixon drive after the Watergate break-in as nothing

the agency,

more than "politics pure and simple"; this is surely

arrested at the DNC, wearing business

debatable.

However,

commentators

historians

have debated

logical explanation

and

for years

other
about

a

for the break-in. Until his death

in 1994 Nixon maintained
planning and authorization

his innocence

in the

of the Watergate break-

4

Furthermore, all five well-dressed men

surgical gloves, had ties to the CIA.
had sponsored

suits and

The agency

the Bay of Pigs operation

against

Cuba's Fidel Castro in 1961, and some people have
claimed that a link between the Bay of Pigs and
Watergate exists.'

What Nixon labeled, "the whole

in. If not Richard Nixon, then who did approve the

Bay of Pigs thing," has become one of the biggest

Watergate

question marks of the Watergate affair."

Watergate

caper?

A possible

suspect

in the

scandal lies in Langley, Virginia, home

of America's

supreme spy agency, the CIA.2 Much

of the fabric of the Watergate affair was interwoven
with the Central

Intelligence

Agency.

Several

significant pieces of evidence relating to the reakin link the scandal to the CIA. For example, . .
hours

of the arrests,

police

investigators

had

2A suburb of Washington D.C., Langley, Virginia is the
headquarters of the Central Intelligence Agency.

3Jim Hougan, Secret Agenda: Watergate, Deep Throat and
the CIA (New York: Random House, 1984),218-9.
4Ibid, 18-9.
sRichard Nixon, RN: The Memoirs of Richard Nixon (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1990),514; H. R Haldeman and
Joseph DiMona, The Ends of Power (New York: Times
Books, 1978),27.
6Stanley L Kutler, ed, Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes
(New York: Free Press, 1997),69. Nixon's statement, "the
whole Bay of Pigs thing" was made during his 23 June 1972
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of on O'Brien's
five arrested

phone."

Frank Sturgis, one of the

following the break-in,

commented

that he had not "been in or near O'Brien's office"
during the first break-in. 12Interestingly, Oliver had
connections to both the CIA's Mullen Company, a
public

front for CIA activities,

Howard

Hughes."

and billionaire

This mistake

would

be the

gen~is for the second ill-fated break-in of 17 June
1972.
The CIA engaged in many covert actions that
involved Richard Nixon.

operation to defeat the communist government of
Fidel· Castro by Cuban exiles in 1959, under the

"Offices of the Democratic National
Committee after two break-ins." Watergate
Revisited, Woods.

Dwight

interest

On 26 May 1972, the break-in team consisting of
Virgilio

for different

R.

Hotel to begin their mission,"

several unsuccessful

on 29

May,"

After

During

telephones

the office.

target of the "familiarization

halt the investigation
proclaimed,

Democratic

National

Chairman."

However, several mistakes were made

threatened

Committee

Cuba

by threatening

to, as he

This festering

sore that Nixon

was the Bay of Pigs invasion against

As reported

"Bob" Haldeman,

during the first break-in. One was the placement of
a bug on the phone of

of the

"open that scab" and to start "a lot of

hanky panky.?"

was Larry

O'Brien,

From the onset

Gun" tape of 23 June 1972, pressured the CIA to

The primary

tours"

reasons.

(FBD. Nixon, as heard on the infamous "Smoking

the

and planted numerous bugs on

throughout

of

break-in by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

successful break-in, the conspirators photographed
several documents

a topic

CIA for assistance in obstructing the inquiry of the

attempts, the group made an

entry into the DNC

became

Watergate cover up, President Nixon looked to the

Gonzalez, and G. Gordon Liddy checked into the
Watergate

over the incident

attention in the American government, but this time

Howard Hunt, Frank Sturgis, Eugenio Rolando,

De Diego,

to the

Fifteen years after the Bay of Pigs debacle,

tours" of the Watergate complex.'

Felipe

administration.

the fiasco became an acute embarrassment
CIA. 14

authors Len Colodny and Robert Gettlin termed,

Rico,

presidential

remained a thorn in America's side for decades and

Hunt and other Watergate conspirators made, what

Reinaldo

Eisenhower

This action completely failed in 1961, and Castro

Prior to the break-in of 17 June 1972, Howard

"familiarization

One of which was an

by his chief of staff, H. R.

"'The President's

belief is that

R Spencer Oliver Jr., instead
"Colodny and Gettlin, 137; Ray Price, With Nixon (New
York: Viking, 1977),364.
12Colodny and Gettlin, 138.
13Price,364.
14Ibid., 13-7.
l>nx: "Smoking Gun" tape of20 June 1972 clearly implicated
Nixon in the ordering of obstruction of justice in the Watergate
break-in. The tape eventually spelled the end of Richard
Nixon' 5 presidency (Kutter, Abuse of Power, 69).

with Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman and appears
sources.
7Len Colodny and Robert Gettlin, Silent Coup: The Removal
ofa President (New York: St Martin's, 1991), 135-6.
8lbid.
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this is going to open the whole Bay of Pigs thing up

the

again. And because these people are plugging for,

contends that the CIA, through its former agents,

Watergate

complex.

Historian,

Joan

Hoff

for keeps, and that they [ciA] should call the FijI

Howard Hunt and James McCord, used Watergate

in and say that we wish for the country, don't go

to hinder Nixon's

any further into this case,' period ....
Evidence of CIA involvement

"Hunt

"16

in the Watergate

reelection.

and McCord,

deliberately

According to Hoff,

acting as CIA operatives,

botched

the second break-in

at the

matter appears valid. Howard Hunt, the organizer

Watergate complex because the agency feared that,

of the break-in, as well as Frank Sturgis, one of the

ifreelected,

burglars, had both been involved in the Bay of Pigs

power ....

planning and implementation

weaken Nixon in order to maintain its control over
the entire intelligence community. 21

as employees of the

CIA.17 Nixon had an on-going feud with the CIA
and its director
. presidential
Kennedy,

Richard

election

Helms,

campaign

John F.

that Howard HlIDt, one of those arrested, following

the CIA aided

his retirement from the agency, remained involved

Kennedy." Did the CIA plan, organize and execute
the Watergate

break-in

as a means

to curtail

President Nixon's supposed attempt to disgrace the
agency?

Did Nixon mention the Bay of Pigs as a

signal to the CIA of a deep dark secret he could use
to damage the reputation

of the agency? Nixon's
CIA

knowledge

of covert

Communist

operations

Cuba and Fidel Castro, as well as the

CIA's seeming cover-up of information
assassination
president
retaliation.
would

of John Kennedy,
a prime
Perhaps

target

be the Watergate

against
about the

could make the'

for

the CIA's

a

dishonoring

latest operation

building

Hoff asserts that the CIA hoped to

Authors Ken Colodny and Robert Gettlin stated

since his 1960
against

in which he believed

Nixon intended to weaken the agency's
"20

with CIA personnel

and the Mullen Company."

Colondy

and

Keystone

cops-like break-in actions taken by the

Gettlin

pointed

to

with the CIA.

the

almost

individuals

associated

conspirator,

and former CIA agent James McCord,

contacted the Federal communications
to obtain frequencies

Watergate
Commission

for bugs and walkie-talkies

used in the operation,"

In another unexplainable
in the Howard

break-in act, robbers rented rooms

J ohnson Hotel across from the Watergate complex
on

the

floors

above

and

below

the

DNC

headquarters."
Another possible CIA conspiracy theory comes

and the new

security threat, the President of the United States,

from Stanley Kutler, who has written extensively

Richard Nixon.
not fai1.19

on Watergate.

Several

Some surmise this time they did

prominent

on-going
historians

have analyzed

Kuder agrees with the thesis of an

relationship

James McCord,

between

Howard

Hunt,

and their former employer,

the

what role, if any, the CIA played in the planning

CIA. Richard Nixon's

and execution of the DNC headquarters

also appears evident to Kutler. According to him,

break-in at

bitterness toward the CIA

"The animosity went back to the 1960 campaign.
l~utler, Abuse of Power, 69.
17Howard Hunt, Give Us This Day (New Rochelle, N.Y.:
Arlington House, 1973), 19,20,37.
18~ymour Hersh, The Dark Side ofCame/ot (Boston: Little
Brown, 1997), 157. Hersh contended that Nixon's troubles
with the CIA began shortly after the "Checkers Speech" in
1952, which explained a hidden Nixon campaign fund, Hersh
also stated that Nixon believed that Kennedy was briefed on

the proposed Bay of Pigs operation against Cuba and the
supposed "missile gap" with Russia
I~Ougan, xvili-xix, 213.

2OJoan

Hoff, Nixon Reconsidered (New York: Basic Books,

1994),306.
21Ibid

22Colodny and Gettlin, 113.
23Ibid,146-154.

24Ibid., 135~; Fred Emery, Watergate: The Corruption of
American Politics and the Fall of Richard Nixon (New York:
Random House 1994), 112.3, 118, 119; G. Gordon Liddy,
Will: The Autobiography ofG. Gordon Liddy (New York: St.
Martin's, 1980), 313.
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Nixon

blamed

Kennedy
missile

the

CIA

for

providing

with overly high estimates
capabilities,

thus enabling

John

of 1952. Hughes, an ardent anticommunist,

of Soviet
Kennedy

screenwriter

to

fired

Paul Jarrico after the man refused to

state to HUAC that he had been affiliated with the

exploit a so called 'missile gap' ."25 One ofKutler's

Communist

most interesting theories about Watergate and the

Hughes for his actions,

"Hughes

had

CIA is that the time-consuming

taken a stand 'which deserved the attention

and

issues relating to

Watergate which concerned the president, allowed
Helms, the CIA director,
power struggle

Party of America.

with Nixon over control of the

The HugheslNixon
during Nixon's

connection to the CIA damaged its reputation and

Dwight Eisenhower.

power, especially within the Senate and House of
Representatives."

brother

Watergate break-in.

in the

Emery theorizes that several

Furthermore,

Donald

the loan
Nixon's

men arrested at the Watergate complex still worked
for the agency."

relationship

proved costly

tenure as Vice President

under

In 1956, Richard Nixon's

Nixon

received

a loan in the

amount of $205,000 from Howard Hughes to help
his failing fast food chain in California 32 News of

British writer Fred Emery subscribes somewhat
of a CIA led conspiracy

asserting,

praised

approval of every man and woman who believes the
forces of subversion must be wiped out' ."31

to escape defeat in a

agency." However, in the long run, the Watergate

to the theory

Nixon

spread

like wildfire

during

campaign for President in 1960.

days of the loan disclosure, newspapers

Emery supports the

Richard
Within

across the

country ran the headline "Hughes Loan Scandal"

ideas of Charles Colson, NIXon's campaign advisor

with scathing

during the election of 1972. Colson attributed the

fmancial

contribution

break-in

of the [Howard]

strategist

Dick Tuck used the loan scandal

Hughes empire," as Hughes had been a long time

humiliate

Nixon

friend and benefactor
Nixon. 29

Francisco.

to "feuding

Richard Nixon's

factions

of the CIA and Richard
relationship

with billionaire

in San

to Nixon."

Democratic

Tuck ordered Democratic

to

in San

while he campaigned

campaign

Francisco's

Chinatown,

where

sign read, "What about the Hughes loan?"

campaign for Congress, for which

Hughes contributed money."
association

the billionaire's

Nixon

planned to speak later in the day. In Chinese the

The two men first crossed paths in 1946

during Nixon's

outlining

workers to construct a sign in Chinese to be placed

Howard Hughes had lasted for over twenty-five
years.

articles

Upon

his arrival, NIXon posed for several photos in front

Nixon expanded his

of the sign having no idea what it read."

with Hughes during the House Un-

Tuck's

American Activities Conunittee (HUAC) hearings

"dirty tricks"

continued

following the photo opportunity

Dick

at a luncheon
where Nixon was

surrounded with laughter from Chinese leaders in
~utler, Wars of Watergate, 201.
~id.,203.
27LeRoy Ashby and Rod Gramer, Fighting the Odds: The Life
of Senator Frank Church (pullman: Washington State
University Press, 1994), 490-2. Senator Frank Church's
committee investigation of the domestic operations of the CIA
exposed several of the darkest secrets of the agency.
~mery, 62-3.

attendance.

The reason for their mirth was inside

the fortune

cookies

served on the tables;

each

31Peter H. Brown and Pat H. Broeske, Howard Hughes: The
Untold Story (New York: Dutton 1996), 281.
32Ibid, 3634; Drosnin, 298-300; John Ehrlichman, Witness to
Power: The Nixon Years (New York: Simon and Schuster.
1982), 170-I.
33Drosnin, 299.

Ibid, 441.

29

~chael Drosnin, Citizen Hughes (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1985), 298.
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fortune read, "Ask him about the Hughes 10an."35
This loan proved costly to Richard Nixon in both
the presidential election of 1960 and the election
for California governor in 1962.
As President, Nixon's relationship with Hughes
turned into an obsession. Bob Haldeman, Nixon's
Chief of Staff: commenting on the President's
action in relation to his connection to Hughes,
declared "Nixon seemed to lose touch with
reality. "36 Hughes was still contributing large sums
of money to the Nixon campaign of 1968. Early in
this campaign, Hughes announced "I am
determined to elect a president of our choosing this
year and one who will be deeply indebted, and who
will recognize his indebtedness.'?" In 1968, the
billionaire contributed over four hundred thousand
dollars to the campaigns of Hubert Humphrey,
Lyndon Johnson, and Richard Nixon." Following
Nixon's election to the presidency inNovember of
1968, Hughes made one of his final contributions
in the sum of one hundred thousand dollars to a
Nixon slush fund." The transaction was handled
by Charles "Bebe" Rebozo, a mutual friend of both
Hughes and Nixon." Apparently, Nixon used the
Hughes money to refurbish his Key Biscayne
winter home, as well as his estate in San Clemente,
California."
Many have speculated that this
Hughes' donation to Nixon, and the President's
concern over the knowledge of Larry O'Brien, who
at the time of the transaction had a retainer from
Howard Hughes, led to the Watergate break-in."
Soon after the break-in, Chief of Staff, H. R.
Haldeman became an ardent disciple of the theory
of a CIA led conspiracy against the Nixon White
House.
Early on in the Watergate matter,

Haldeman questioned the real meaning of Nixon ' s
obsession with the CIA and Bay of Pigs." As
Chief of Staff, Nixon gave him instructions to force .
the Central Intelligence Agency to halt the Federal
Bureau of Investigation or else the "whole Bay of
Pigs thing would be opened.?" Haldeman later
thought Nixon walked into "a trap" created by the
CIA to destroy him."
Jim Hougan has devised another CIA
conspiracy theory which some have accepted. He
claimed that a .CIA sponsored call girl ring,
functioning in the Columbia Plaza apartments,
became the true target of the break-in." The CIA
hoped the break-in would allow them to gather
information about the government clientele
frequenting the call girl ring. According to
Hougan, the roots of the Watergate affair might lie
in the "conflicts within the U.S. intelligence
community, or schisms between American foreign
policy makers .... '~7 Watergate, declared Hougan,
"was not so much a partisan political scandal as it
was, secretly, a sex scandal, the unpredictable
outcome of a CIA operation that, in the simplest of
terms, tripped on its own shoelaces.?"
Controversial film director Oliver Stone implies
a CIA conspiracy in his movie "Nixon." Stone
depicted that a vengeful CIA orchestrated the entire
Watergate break-in to destroy the Nixon
presidency. The movie portrayed Nixon as a man
who knew much more about the Bay of Pigs
invasion and other CIA activities than he could
share. Thus, Stone wove the web of a hidden
connection between the Watergate affair, the CIA,
and the Bay ofPigs.49

35Ibid.

4~aldeman and DiMona, 24-5.
44Ibid, 38; Kutler, Abuse 0/ Power, 81.
4~aldeman and DiMona, 26-7.

3~utler~ Wars ofWatergate,
37Drosnin, 296.
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Fonner President Richard Nixon himself
contributed information to support a CIA, Bay of
Pigs, and Watergate connection, Throughout his
autobiography Nixon referred
to a "Cuban Connection," and
"The Bay of Pigs thing. "so
However, his demands for the
use of information about the
Bay of Pigs fiasco, as a club to
influence the CIA, were not
explained in any detail. On the
other hand, Nixon's knowledge
about Howard Hunt prior to his
work on the 1972 Nixon
campaign, raises numerous

danger," and that the "communist satellite" of
Cuba would challenge America's security. 52
Cuba's transformation to communism began
early in 1958. A young Cuban
lawyer named Fidel Castro had
organized a left-wing guerrilla
movement in the Sierra Maestra
Mountains in southeastern Cuba
with the intent to overthrow the
government. 53
The
Revolutionaries' target was the
"""""..>_" ....
corrupt right wing government of
_.~-~'"
Fulgencio Batista. Batista had
been a dominant figure in Cuba
since 1934. His strong-ann tactics
«'

questions
about
the
and support from American
51
Castro,
target
of
the
CIA.
relationship between the twO.
business,
financial,
and
"One Hell of a Gamble, "
Did these men know each
governmental sources allowed
Fursenko & Naftali.
other prior to the Watergate
him to take complete control of
matter? Did their relationship
the country in 1952. Life under
go back to the planning stages of the Bay of Pigs
the anti-democratic rule of Batista was filled with
invasion in the Eisenhower administration?
suffering and sorrow for most Cubans; this opened
In developing a theory connecting Watergate
the door for Castro and his rebellion. 54
with the CIA and the Bay of Pigs, it is necessary to
Castro's revolutionary movement did not, at
analyze the invasion of Cuba. In 1959, just ninety
first, appear a threat to American interests in Cuba.
miles from the shores of southern Florida, a
President Dwight Eisenhower advocated a policy of
communist nation had come into existence. The
peaceful coexistence.
In fact, Eisenhower
anxious climate of the Cold War fostered deeply
instructed the State Department to extend
seated fears of communist penetration of Latin
diplomatic relations and to offer the "sincere
America, including the use of Cuba, by Russia-as
goodwill . . . toward the new Government and
a staging ground to launch a military strike against
the United States. Americans received continuous
warnings of the threat that communist forces posed
to them. During the 1960 election, John Kennedy
S~omas G. Paterson, Garry J. Clifford, and Kenneth J.
stated that Castro appeared a "source of maximum
Hagan, American Foreign Policy: A History Since 1900

~ixon,

(Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1991),540.
s1'rumbull
Higgins,
The Perfect Failure: Kennedy,
Eisenhower, and the CIA at the Bay of Pigs (New York: W.
W. Norton, 1987),39.
54Stephen G. Rare, Eisenhower and Latin America: The
Foreign Policy of Anticommunism (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1988), I 17.

RN, 63l.

"xutler, Abuse

of Power, 79-83.
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people of Cuba.?"
A Castro led communist
dictatorship seemed a remote possibility to several
leading American foreign policy experts. He did
not appear to have affiliation with communist
organizations or with the Soviet Union. In fact,
prior to the signing of t~e Soviet-Cuban trade
agreement of 1959, Fidel Castro did not belong to
the communist party. The CIA certified that
"Castro was no Communist.?"
However,
Eisenhower was still uneasy about the new Cuban
leader. Commenting in his memoirs, Eisenhower
wrote, "If Castro turned out to be as bad as our
intelligence now suggested, our only hope, if any,
lay with some kind of non-dictatorial 'third force,'
neither Castro nor Batistiano. "57
. The Eisenhower Administration's honeymoon
with Fidel Castro did not last long. State
Department officials were among the first to
distrust the Cuban revolutionary. Christian Herter,
Acting Secretary of State, advised Eisenhower to
denounce Castro.
During Castro's visit to
Washington, D.C. in April 1959, Vice President
Richard Nixon expressed concern about the new
leader of Cuba. He declared that Castro seemed
off-course and that the United States would try "to
orient him in the right direction.'?" In Nixon's
mind, Castro appeared "either incredibly naive
about communism or under Communist discipline,"
of which Nixon supported the former thesis. 59
However, in his post vice presidential book
entitled, Six Crises, Nixon took a harsher stance
against Cuba NIXon believed that the Eisenhower
administration should have taken a stronger stand
SSChester' J. Pach Jr., and Ehno Richardson. The Presidency of
Dwight D. Eisenhower (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas,
1991),222.
s~id.
s7Dwight D. Eisenhower, The White Years: A- Personal
Account 195~1961:Waging Peace (New York: DoubleDay,
1965),521.
58Rabe, 124. According to Rabe, this comment was made
during a conversation between Nixon and Castro in a meeting
in 1959.

s~ixon,

RN, 202.

against Cuba and rejected the notion of a peaceful
existence with Castro." Nixon met with Castro
after having been instructed to stand in for
President Eisenhower who had become so outraged
at Castro that he left Washington to avoid meeting
with the Cuban leader."
Central Intelligence
Agency officials also began to reevaluate Castro's
agenda. Colonel J. C. King, CIA chief of the
Western Hemisphere Division, proposed in a
memorandum to agency Director Allen Dulles that
the "far left" dictatorship in Cuba, if permitted to
stand, would encourage the seizure of American
property in Cuba."
Seizing property is exactly what they did.
Cuba's new leader angered Eisenhower and his
administration by expropriating American owned
businesses without compensation. United States
companies had established monopolies in several
key Cuban industries such as sugar and mining."
Gambling, organized crime, and prostitution, all
under the control of major crime syndicates in
America, had been allowed to flourish under
Batista's rule. Castro swiftly ended these. Cubans
rose in support of their new leader and rallied to
support the removal of the presence of the United
States in their country. In 1960 Castro declared,
the Monroe Doctrine dead."
l3Y the end of 1959, Eisenhower and his
administration had come to the conclusion that
Castro and a communist Cuba must be dealt with.
Anti-Castro sentiment, both from Ameri
businesses hurt by the takeover and a disturbed
American public, helped force action against Cuba
upon Eisenhower. The administration imposed
economic sanctions against several major Cuban
industries. Eisenhower hoped that a weakened
economy would lead to discontent among the

~ichard Nixon, Six Crises (New York: Double Day, 1962),
351-2; Rabe, 124.
61Nixon, Six Crises, 351-2; Higgins, 44.
62Higgins, 46.
63Paterson, Clifford, and Hagan, 540.
64Ibid.
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became more involved in the push for action
against Castro. General Robert E. Cushman Jr.,
Nixon's National Security Affairs assistant,
commented how the Vice President continually
inquired about the status of the operation.
According to Cushman, Nixon asked, "How are the
boys doing at the institute [CIA)" and "What in the
world are they doing that takes months?"?' By May
1960, Nixon considered himself the "action officer
within the White House" for the Cuban project,
meaning, Nixon directed the White House side of
the Bay of Pigs operation 7'2 Anything that needed
White House approval had to go through Nixon."
At first, Eisenhower seemed apprehensive about
the use of American military, insisting that only
Cubans be used in the operation. A strong
demonstration of United States force in Latin
America could send shock waves through the area,
puncture the decades old Good Neighbor Policy,
and increase, already growing anti-American
sentiment. Eisenhower chose to implement covert
actions against the Castro government and allowed
the CIA to design the plan. 74
The CIA laid out parameters for the action to be
taken against Cuba in a memorandum entitled,
"Program of Covert Action Against the Castro
Regime.,,75 It was a four front attack against Castro:
(l) "creation of a responsible and unified Cuban
opposition to the Castro regime located outside of

Cuban population, thus enticing them to remove
Castro from office," Cuba's sugar industry, its
basic crop, became ~the primary target of
Eisenhower's economic war as the administration
cut Cuban sugar imports to almost nothing."
Castro reacted by signing the first of many
Soviet-Cuban trade agreements in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. This angered the Eisenhower
administration: the President denounced Castro as
a "mad man" and a "little Hitler.'?" Seemingly,
more drastic action had to be taken even the
possible use of force. Eisenhower declared, "Now
we must look ahead to other moves-economic,
diplomatic, strategic.?"
On 17 March 1960
President Dwight Eisenhower authorized the
Central Intelligence Agency and the National
Security Council (NSC) to formulate a covert
program for the elimination of Fidel Castro."
Vice President Richard Nixon became an
ardent supporter of military action against Castro.
At the conclusion of his meeting with Castro in
1959, Nixon wrote, '''[I am] the strongest and
most persistent advocate for setting up and
supporting' a covert military effort to unseat the
man who had kept him working that afternoon,"
referring to the extensive meetings during the
invasion planning." Nixon had good reason to
advocate the removal of Castro as the presidential
election of 1960 was just months away and a
communist dictator ninety miles off the southern
coast would cause unease with the voters. A
successful invasion would benefit Nixon in his race
for the White House, and as days passed, Nixon

?lIbid,29.
51; Hunt, Give Us This Day. 40; Peter Dale Scott,
Crime and Cover-up: The CIA, the Mafia, and the DallasWatergate Connection (Santa Barbara, Calif.: Open Archive
Press, 1977), 19. Nixon makes no comment of his
involvement in the planning of the Bay of Pigs in his memoirs.
13Hamburg, 40.
74peter Kombluh, ed., Bay of Pigs Declassified: The Secret

7'2Higgins,

65Ibid
~id
67Pach and Richardson,
223; Rabe, 128.
~isenhower,
534.
~,
129; Pach and Richardson, 223; Nixon, RN, 203. In
his memoirs Nixon stated he was present when Eisenhower
gave authorization to the CIA
70peter Wyden., Bay of Pigs: The Untold Story (New Yorlc
Simon and Schuster, 1979), 28.

CIA Report on the Invasion of Cuba (New York: New Press,
1998),24.
7SU.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United
States, /958-1960, voL VI, Cuba, 1027; Rabe, 129; Pach and
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Cuba," (2) "a powerful propaganda offensive"
against Castro, (3) develop a "covert action and
intelligence organization within Cuba" to support
the opposition, and (4) "the development of a
paramilitary force outside of Cuba for future
guerrilla action.'?" Eisenhower approved the

E. Howard Huot Jr.
Blind Ambition, John Dean.

recommendation, allowing the CIA t~ proceed with
the operation." Organization of the covert action
against Cuba was led by Richard Bissell, the CIA
Deputy Director, who had a long and distinguished
career with the agency. He had worked with Kelly
Johnson of the Lockheed Aviation Company, and
E. H. Land, the designer of the Polaroid camera, to
build the U-2 surveillance plane."
His high
standing gave him the ability to gather necessary
assistance that would bring his plan to fruition.

7~ombluh,
24; Richard M. Bissell, Reflections of a Cold
Warrior (London: Yale University Press, 1996), 153.
77Komblub, 24-7.
78Wyden, 11; Victor Marchetti and John D. Marks, The CIA

and the Cult of Intelligence (New York: Knopf, 1974), 34-5.

First on his agenda was to recruit personnel to help
organize and lead the invasion. These individuals
would come from a variety of backgrounds, but
importantly for this paper, some would have an
explicit connection to the 1972 Watergate break•
79
m.

One such person was E. Howard Hunt.
Educated at Brown University, he joined the CIA
following graduation. Hunt believed himself to be
the quintessential spy, He wrote over a dozen spy
and espionage novels' during and after his career
with the CIA. During his CIA stints in Cuba
posing as "Edurado," an engaging Latin, Hunt
maintained a longstanding involvement with Latin
American covert activities." Contrary to Hunt's
opinion of himself, some within the agency thought
of him as maladroit. Jim Flannery, assistant to
Bissell during the planning of the Bay of Pigs,
proclaimed that "Hunt was consistent in is
judgment: 'always wrong' ."81
Questionable
decisions by Hunt surfaced again in 1972 during
the break-in at the Watergate complex. Hunt was
the chief organizer of the botched, and somewhat
comical, attempt to break into the DNC
headquarters."
Bissell selected several other men who later
would be connected to the Watergate affair.
Bernard L. Barker, a Cuban born American citizen,
served as key assistant to Hunt during the planning
stages of the covert action. Barker, code-named
"Macho," worked as an informant for the CIA in
Cuba 83 At the scene of the break-in, police found
Barker's address book, which contained an
important clue establishing the connection of the
burglars to the White House. The clue read; H. H
[HowardHWlt) and W. H [White House].84 During

~ixon,
RN, 625-6, 630-1; Kutler, Abuse of Power, 68-9.
SOWyden, 32; Hunt, Give Us This Day. Hunt lists this name as
his operational alias in the CIA Personnel list of his book.
8lWyden, 32.
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the investigation, Barker was questioned about an
eighty-nine thousand d<?lIarcash withdrawal from
his business account, and a twenty-five thousand
dollar deposit from Kenneth Dahlberg, a
Republican Party fund raiser."
Another person involved was Rolando
Martinez, code named "Musculito" because of his
strong build; he led over three hundred and fifty
missions to infiltrate Cuba. He had been recruited
by Hunt, as a member of the "Plumbers Unit," an
organization created by Nixon to plug leaks in the
administration. After his arrest at the DNC, police
discovered on his person another address book
containing the names "Hunt" and "White House,"
along with a phone number. 86
James McCord joined the CIA in 1951 as a
member of the counterespionage group, which
looked into the background of agency employees,"
In 1961, he transferred to the office of Security
Research Staff (SRS), a CIA department
established to thwart Soviet attempts to breech the
agency. While working at SRS, McCord did some
modest work on the Bay of Pigs project."
Next to Hunt, Frank Sturgis had the strongest
connection of the Watergate burglars to the Bay of
Pigs. Sturgis had several years of experience
dealing with Cuba and Fidel Castro. In May 1960,
he helped to train an anticommunist force in the
Florida Keys for the upcoming invasion. It was in
Cuba that Sturgis became acquainted with Howard
Hunt and Rolando Martinez. 89
It is important to note the lack of influence
Richard Helms, then in a subordinate role as

Director of CIA operations, had on Bissell and the
planning of covert action. Helms became one of
the most outspoken critics of the Bay of Pigs
invasion," Bissell formed the opinion that "this
[Bay of Pigs] was not the kind of operation Dick
Helms wanted to be connected with. '191 As the
planning continued, Helms distanced himself
further from the operation. Despite his efforts to do
so, he would forever be linked with the Bay of Pigs.
During his tenure as CIA Director, 1966 to 1973,
Helms continually faced probing questions about
the Bay of Pigs from a host of sources, including
President Richard Nixon."
With personnel in position and plans near
completion, Vice President Nixon and the White
House pushed for a pre-election invasion of Cuba.
Eisenhower proclaimed to Allen Dulles and
Richard Bissell, "Boys, if you don't intend to go
through with this, let's stop talking about it.'193
John Kennedy, the Democratic nominee for
president, had been running neck and neck with
Nixon, the Republican candidate, and the
communist issue in Cuba had become a campaign
liability for the Vice President. Both Nixon and
Kennedy campaigned as Cold Warriors with the
intention of rolling back communism. Cuba and
Fidel Castro served as a battle ground for the two
contestants. In an article for Reader's Digest
magazine, Nixon later declared, " . . . it was the
Castro issue which forced me to make the most
difficult and, as it turned out, the most costly
decision of my political career.?" NIXon continued
to harden his stance against the Cuban dictator.
During an October political rally in Miami, Nixon
alluded to possible military action that might be
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knew of him as "Edurado,' the flamboyant anti-Castro
American in Miami's Cuban community.

~archetti
and Marks, 34.
91Wyden, 324.
92Nixo~ RN, 641; Haldeman and DiMona, 304.
9iGme, 169. Eisenhower had grown impatient with the CIA's
inability to gather anti-Castro forces in Florida
~ixon,
Richard, "Cuba, Castro and John F. Kennedy,"
Readers Digest, November 1964, 286.

87lbid,9.
88

lbid
89puriati, Claudia ZRlRijle: The Plot to Kill Kennedy and
Castro (Melbourne, Australia: Ocean Press, 1994), 50.
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taken by the United States against Cuba in the very

of the Eisenhower

near future. CIA officials had established

October

Cuba," Kennedy first received a briefing by CIA

of the Cuba

Director Allen Dulles in July 1960.98 According to

1960 as a date for the commencement
invasion."

CIA files, during this session,

As the Cuban issue heated up, Kennedy worked

to establish

plan

to invade

Dulles informed

Kennedy about Soviet military figures and missile

debates." A Hero for Our Time,Ralph G. Martin.

"The Kennedy-Nixon

problem.

authorized

a strong posture on the contentious
As a member of the Democratic

which had been accused by Republicans

data. On two other occasions prior to the election,

Party,

Kennedy

obtained

such as

officials

about

synopses

hot

spots

from other agency
around

the

globe,

Nixon, as being soft on conununism, John Kennedy

including Cuba.

needed an ardent anticommunist

first meeting with Kennedy took place in November

possible

voter backlash.

stance to lessen a

Through his influential

father, Joseph P. Kennedy, John Kennedy initiated

Richard Bissell claimed that his

when he visited the president -elect in Palm Beach,"
However,

in his 1995 interview

with Seymour

CIA.96

They

Hersh, Clarence B. Sprouce, an Army enlisted man,

provided Kennedy with valuable information

such

maintained

contacts with key officials within the
as the "missile
American
(ICBMs).

gap"

between

intercontinental
More importantly,

the Soviet

ballistic

and

missiles

Bissell arranged a private meeting on

Cuba, with Kennedy,
election. 100

several months

before the

they provided details

9smggins, 59.
~ersh,
150, 154. In 1956 Joseph Kennedy was nominated to
serve on Eisenhower's advisory board, known as the
Presidents' Board of Consultants on Foreign Intelligence
Activities. Kennedy served for six months on the board and
observed several CIA operations and kept his contacts after he
left the board.

97Hersh, 155; Higgins, 60; Wyden, 66-8, Nixon, RN, 220-2.
98Hersh, 170; Wyden, 66.
~issen, 160.
10lThid; Hersh. 170. According to Bissen the Democrats were
better able to deal with Cuba. He stated, "What I really mean
is that I believe the Democrats will be far less inhibited in
trying to do something about it [Cuba]." (Bissell, 159).
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Tension

between

the

two

than I was.'?"

communism

presidential

Kennedy

presidential debate.

election is still being debated. However, America

unleashed

his

first

bombshell

newsprint the afternoon

before the debate.

Eight

After

his

ran the headline, "Kennedy
Advocates
U.S.
Intervention
in Cuba. "101 Shocked
by' the

administration

pronouncement,

Esterline,

Nixon

became

outraged.

He

leaks to Kennedy.

administration's

Decades later, still angered by

To Richard

election,

John

a

Kennedy's

the Bay of Pigs invasion.

voiced

clandestine

ploy, Nixon asserted in his

memoirs, "His [Kennedy's]

in one of the

CIA chief of the special

Force,

campaign

in

modified, but did not stop, planning

and organizing

contacted the White House to fmd the source of
Kennedy's

issue,

Nixon, Kennedy's Cuba tactic would remain
festering wound. 105

in

including the New York Times

major newspapers

Cuban

closest races in United States history.

Kennedy

on Nixon

the

elected John F. Kennedy president

and it seemed that

Cuba would be a primary focal point.

and

particular, had an effect on the outcome of the 1960

That debate would focus on

the issue of foreign relations,

debates,

Whether the Nixon-

candidates increased in late October 1960. Nixon
was preparing for the fourth and final televised

a

concern

lack

of

Jacob

Cuba Task

over

the

knowledge

new

of

the

In a 1996 interview he

operation.

stated, "I really thought that what we were doing

statement jeopardized

the project, which could succeed only if it were

should

supported and implemented

coming in should have time ... I put that forward

secret invasion

secretly."!"

With the

stop

and that

to [Deputy Director]

plan for Cuba out in the open,

Castro would now be able to prepare for impending

this new administration
Bissell in writing and got

nowhere. I was told that it was not good to be that
way and that we would go ahead and develop and

attack.
The Cuban invasion was in the open.

continue with our plan."?"

Nixon

Cuban exiles training

knew Kennedy would use the issue in the evening

on bases throughout

debate. Kennedy had the Republican

and Latin America made final preparations

what Nixon called "a heads-he-wins,
proposition."!"

candidate in

invasion.

tails-I-lose

A choice had to be made. If Nixon

no circumstances

forces to be committed
President's

On

United States
for the

Kennedy made it perfectly clear to the

CIA~ "under

did not confront Kennedy on the issue the Vice
President would look "soft" on communism.

the southeast

were American

to the invasion."!"

worry over the United

The

States being

the other hand, discussing the secret mission would

implicated in the invasion, led to a costly decision

spell certain doom for the invaders and give Castro

in the Bay of Pigs operation.

a propaganda
opponents.

Following a meeting

cudgel with which to pommel his

with Bissell on 11 March 1961 ~Kennedy rejected

In his

the CIA's Trinidad Plan, calling it "too spectacular,

Nixon chose the latter course.

memoirs Nixon declared, "I had no choice but to
take a completely

opposite

stand

and

attack

Kennedy' s advocacy of open intervention in Cuba.
04
! Ibid; Nixon, RN. 221. Nixon stated that he never had any
regrets about the decision, This author has his doubts. (Nixon,
"Cuba, Castro and John F. Kennedy," 288); Hersh, 180.

In that debate, Kennedy conveyed the image, to 60
million people, that he was tougher on Castro and
lOIN·

lO~ixon, "Cuba, Castro and John F. Kennedy," 288.
l~ombluh,
261.
I07Haynes Johnson, et at, The Bay of Pigs: The Leaders'

"

Cuba, Castro and John F. Kennedy," 286; Nixon,
RN. 220; Wyden, 67.
I02Nixon, RN. 220.
IXOn,

lQ3...yo

.NIXon,

Story of Brigade 2506, (New York: W. W. Norton, 1964),69;
Kombluh, 285.

"Cuba, Castro and John F. Kennedy," 288.
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too much like a World War Il invasion,"!"
Following the recommendations of the President's
principle military advisory-group, the Joint Chiefs

Bay of Pigs: Cuban exiles surrender to Cuban
soldiers. LIFE: the '60s, ed., Doris C. O'Neil

of Staff (JCS), Kennedy directed the CIA to
change the invasion site from the city of Trinidad to
Bahia de Cochinos, the Bay of Pigs. 109 By ordering
the change in the landing site, he hoped to "reduce
the noise level," of the operation and keep any
possible knowledge of United States involvement
under raps.'" His efforts were met with limited
success.
With the assurance of the CIA and the JCS,
Kennedy allowed the invasion to continue, and on
16 April 1961 air forces began strafing and
bombing the airfield near the Bay of Pigs landing
site. III Initial successes quickly turned to
misfortune as enemy aircraft, relatively unaffected
by early bombing, unleashed a furious assault on
I08Kombluh, 293; Higgins, 96; Bissell, 170-1; Wyden, 100-2;
Thomas Powers, The Man Who Kept the Secrets (New York:
Knopf: 1979), 128-9. The Trinidad Plan was the code name
for the CIA's original invasion plan of Cuba Trinidad was a
town located in southern Cuba approximately 220 miles from
Havana It was the impression of the CIA that the city would
provide a base for a popular uprising of Cuba national in
support of the invaders (See endnote 26).
lO9poWers,128-9.
llOWyden, 102.
lllKombluh,303-7.

the beleaguered invaders. The Cuban Air Force
systematically gunned down men as they waded
ashore in waist high water in the darkness.
Word of the desperate conditions at the Bay of
Pigs quickly made its way to Washington. CIA
officials scrambled to construct contingency plans
to relieve the trapped soldiers. Howard Hunt
commented, "Throughout Monday, War Room
messages from the front turned from bad to worse.
Frantic plans to get the B-26s over the battle area,
but the long flight allowed them only a few minutes
of fighting time."!" Air cover was needed, but in a
surprise move, late on the invasion .day, Kennedy
cancelled air strikes scheduled for the following
day. 113 In Bissell's view, "Cutting air strikes by 80
percent proved to be the operation's death
sentence."!" Meeting with his inner circle of
advisors, Kennedy looked for a way to save the
invasion without turning it into overt United States
military action against Cuba Action was necessary
to aid those involved in the invasion, which had
turned into what one man called "a massacre."!"
Little could be done to rescue the soldiers on the
beaches of Cuba, however in a final attempt to
support the exiles, the President authorized the
United States Navy aircraft carrier Boxer to
provide one hour of air cover for the fleeing
troops.!" All American efforts failed. Bahia de
Cochinos, had been a costly and complete failure
for the United States and the CIA.
Blunders in the Bay of Pigs operation led to
both questioning and criticism among groups
involved in the aggression. It was this criticism
that fostered ideas of conspiracy, and a connection
between Watergate and the "whole Bay of Pigs
thing." For example both Howard Hunt and Frank
112Hunt,Give Us This Day, 206; United States Department of
State, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1961-1963, voL
X, Cuba, 1961-1963,835.
llJaissell, 184-6; Wy~ 168-70; Kombluh, 303, 306; Hersh,
208,211-2.
11~issell, 184.
JJ5Johnson et aL, 131.
116powers,130; Hunt, Give Us This Day, 208-9.
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how Kennedy's
cancellation
of air strikes to
support the invasion ultimately led to its failure. 121

Sturgis would suffer at the hands of President
Kennedy following

the Bay of Pigs.

publicly took full responsibility

Kennedy

for the operation

The director was angry and upset at what had taken

and its failure but still questioned the role the CIA
Tensions

place over the previous days.
Privately, the war of words over the fiasco

between Kennedy and the agency grew to critical

escalated to a fevered pitch with many condemning

had

in the

plan's

shortcomings.

JI7

levels as the finger pointing increased. A New York

Kennedy for the botched invasion. Howard Hunt,

Times article on 25 April 1966 quoted Kennedy
during a conversation with a senior aide following
the invasion, saying he planned "to splinter the CIA
into a thousand pieces and scatter it to the wind.'?"

referring

New Frontier by heaping

Even Nixon acknowledged Kennedy's outrage over

continued

CIA handling

"The Kennedy administration

of the invasion

plans.

to

military

Kennedy

aide,

General

Maxwell Taylor's investigation, exclaimed"
unannounced

In his

aim became

... its

clear: whitewash
guilt on CIA."

his attack on Kennedy,

the
Hunt

arguing

that,

yielded Castro all the

memoirs, Nixon described a 20 April 1961 meeting

excuse he needed to gain a tighter grip on the island

with Kennedy with vivid candor.

of Jose Marti, then moved shamefacedly

He recalled,

into the

"Over and over he [Kennedy] cursed everyone who

shadows and hoped the Cuban issue would simply

had advised him: the CIA, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

melt away.'?" The architect of the plan, Richard

members of his White House staff. 'I was assured

Bissell, blamed the failure on the cancellation of air

by every son of a bitch 1 checked with--all military

strikes as well as "the loss of information,"

experts and the CIA-that
he [Kennedy] said,"'"

by the reorganization

Central Intelligence

the plan would succeed,'
Agency Director

caused

of the Kennedy White House

by the President's Assistant for National Security
Affairs, McGeorge Bundy. 123

Dulles,

clearly shaken by the failure of the plan turned to

Outraged over the failure, Kennedy moved to

Nixon. On the evening of 19 April, Allen Dulles

limit the power and authority

met with former Vice President Richard Nixon to

conduct covert activities throughout the world CIA

brief him on foreign affairs for an upcoming Nixon

officials directly involved in the operation were the

of the agency to

speech. Nixon, noticing the nervous state of his old

first to feel the affect. Project coordinator

friend, asked if he would like a drink to calm his

Bissell vividly recalled

nerves.

An emotional Dulles exclaimed to Nixon,

"I certainly would-I
worst

really need one.

day of my life."

responded, "What's

wrong?"

Dulles replied, "Everything

when the President requested

This is the

An absorbed

his resignation.

"If

this were a parliamentary government, 1would have

Nixon

to resign and you, a civil servant, would stay on.

Confiding in Nixon,
is lost.

Richard

what Kennedy ,told him

But being the system

The Cuban

presidential

invasion is a total failure."?" Dulles told Nixon of

government,

of government
you

will

it is, a
have

to

resign." 124 The ultimate slap in the face of the CIA
121Ibid

l17Hunt. Give Us This Day, 206; Howard Hunt, Undercover:
Memoirs of an American Secret Agent (New York: Berkeley,
1974),131-2; Kornbluh, 320; Powers, 131.
118Mark Lane, Plausible Denial (New Yorlc ThWlder'S Mouth
Press, 1991),93; New York Times, 25 April 1966.

122Hunt, Give Us This Day, 14, 212-13. The Taylor
investigation was an official inquiry under the leadership of
General Maxwell Taylor a member of the Jes. The
investigation laid blame for the ill-fated invasion squarely in the
hands of the CIA
123Bissell, 197.
124lbid., 190.

l1~ixon, RN, 234.

uonm,233.
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came with the issuing of National Security Action
Memorandums (NSAM) 55, 56, and 57. Of the
NSAMs issued, fifty-five proved the most
significant. According to United States Air Force
Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty, a ~IA official in charge
of delivering the documents to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the memorandum spelled doom for the
agency. He recalled, "nothing I had ever been
involved in my entire career had created such an
uproar. NSAM 55 stripped the CIA of its
cherished covert operations role, except for small
actions. It was an explosive document. The
military-industrial complex was not pleased. "125 In
the words of one former CIA official, "The Bay of
Pigs marked the end of what was probably the
CIA's Golden Age."I26
It is unclear why Nixon's warnings of the Bay
of Pigs were made known over a decade after the
invasion. Kennedy launched the invasion, not
Nixon, so why the concern? Could there have been
a secret meaning to Nixon's adamant warnings of
the Watergate affair opening "the whole Bay of
Pigs thing" once again? And why should the CIA
be concerned if information about the individuals
involved in the break-in became public? Chief of
Staff H. R. Haldeman also expressed uncertainty
about Nixon's continued references to the Bay of
Pigs operation. He declared:
. . . then Nixon veered sharply off the money
terrain, as fur

angle into completely

unknown

as I was concerned.

In filet, I was puzzled
this whole

when he told me, 4TeH Ehrlichman
group of Cubans

[Watergate

to the Bay of Pigs.'

burglars]

is tied

After a pause I said, 'The

Bay of Pigs? What does that have to do with
this'? 127

Nixon never answered the question. Haldeman
labored to find some reason for Nixon's seeming
obsession with the Bay of Pigs and its connection
to Watergate. "Nixon obviously knew something

about the CIA that was unknown to me, and I felt
I should check with him before asking [Deputy CIA
Director General Vernon] Walters to help," a
befuddled Haldeman later wrote. 128
Nixon's knowledge of CIA clandestine
operations undoubtedly made him aware of many
secrets within the vaults at Langley. What made
the Bay of Pigs the most significant piece of CIA
dirty laundry? According to author Jim Hougan,
during his role as Cuban action officer under
Eisenhower, Nixon came to be, "in regular contact
with the CIA and with some of the darker precincts
of the Pentagon. It's fair to say then that Richard
M. Nixon knew what he was doing when it came to
covert operations.'?" Vice President Nixon had
knowledge of CIA plots to kill important foreign
leaders who were deemed as a threat to United
States interests around the globe. Operation
ZRlRifle targeted several officials including
Congolese Prime Minister Patrice Lumuba,
Dominican Republic dictator Rafael Trujillo, as
well as Fidel Castro. These assassinations were
authorized for the CIA by the Eisenhower
administration. 130 Two of the three succeeded; one
did not. Throughout the 1960s the CIA made
several attempts on Castro's life and numerous
ventures to destabilize communist rule in Cuba
with no success. Could these secret operations
against Castro be the sore that Watergate might
open?
Even prior to the failed Bay of Pigs operation,
American officials had advocated assassination to
remove Castro from power. In 1960 Eisenhower
authorized the CIA to formulate a plan to eliminate
Fidel Castro.!" Outlandish schemes were
concocted, including dusting Castro's beard with

125Lane

l28Ibid. 32.
l~amburg,
40.
l:WOaniel Schorr, Clearing the Air (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1977) 154;Scott D. Breckinridge, CIA and the Cold War: A
Memoir (Westpo~ Conn.: Praeger, 1993), 116-7, 221-2;

I~archetti
and Marks, 30.
127Haldeman and DiMona, 25.

Rabe, 167-8.
I3l Pach and Richardson, 223.

,99-1oo.
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ihallium salt to make it fallout, thus damaging his
prior to the Bay of Pigs operation.!" Nixon must
image, the use of a
...---_ have known that the Mafia was a
key component of the "whole
"booby trapped" sea
Bay of Pigs thing."
shell
designed
to
Following the CIA failure at
explode when Castro
the Bay of Pigs, Kennedy
went skin diving, the
reorganized Cuban policy and
use of an exploding
pushed for the defeat of Castro.
cigar, as well as the use
of drugs and poison. 132
He instructed Air Force General
Organized crime's
Edward Lansdale to commence
, involvement with the
with Operation Mongoose, an
CIA to liquidate Castro
operation similar to the original
may have been the
CIA Bay of Pigs plan.!" Bissell
genesis for Nixon's
believes that the Kennedys,
warnings.
Richard
especially Attorney General
Some believe that the Kennedys were
obsessed
with
killing
Castro.
"Gamble,
Bissell
met
with
Robert Kennedy, had become
Fursenko & Naftali
Colonel
Sheffield
obsessed with killing Castro. 139
Edwards, Director of
One theory has it that Robert
the CIA Security Office, in late fal11960, to begin
Kennedy's overzealous attempts to assassinate
work on plans to eliminate CastrO.133 Bissell asserts
Castro ultimately led to the murder of his brother.!"
in his memoirs that Edwards came upwith the idea
Contrary to beliefs at the time, John and Robert
to employ the American Mafia to kill Castro. 134 To
Kennedy both supported and repeatedly pushed for
establish a conduit between the CIA and Mafia,
the use of the Mafia to complete Operation
Edwards looked to Robert Maheu, a private
ZRJRifle. Castro's growing power had become
investigator and top aide to eccentric billionaire
alarming to the President. Russian support for
Howard Hughes. 135 In 1960, under the direction of
Cuba increased annually and would lead to the
Maheu, the CIA enlisted some of the most
most worrisome crisis of the Kennedy
notorious mobsters in America: Sam Giancana
administration, the Cuban Missile Crisis. J41
from Chicago, Santo Trafficante from Tampa, and
Another possible explanation for the Bay of
John Roselli from Las Vegas.!" The CIA-Mafia
Pigs warning rests with Howard Hunt. Hunt's
plots against Castro were scheduled to take place
connection to the Bay of Pigs, the assassination of
John Kennedy, and Watergate provides ample
11

137A1eksandr Fursenko and Timothy Naftali, "One Hell of a
Gamble ": The Secret History of the Cuban Missile Crisis
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1997), 135-6.
138Emest R. May and Philip D. Zelikow, eds., The Kennedy
Tapes: Inside the White House during the Cuban Missile
Crisis (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1997), 4424;
Kombluh, 326-7; Bissell, 200-2.
13~issell, 200-2.
l4<Drosnin, 260.
141Mayand Zelikow, 3745; Fursenko and Naftali, 170-85.

132Ibid; see also; Rare, 167; Hersh, 272; Furiati, 234, 47-8;
Wyden,40.
I33BisselJ, 157; Wyden, 41.
l~issen, 157.
13Sorosnin, 68-70; Brown and Broeske, 292; Richard Alan,
The Gemstone File: Sixty Years of Corrupt Manipulation
within World Government Detailing the Events Supporting
the Assassination of JFK (Columbus, Ohio: Grown, 1992), x,
I~in,
68-70; Scott, 19.
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support to a CIA-involved

in. Nixon's

conspiracy in the break-

overt and numerous

concerns about

Hunt's involvement in the break-in raises questions
about the history

of this man.

Writing

in his

lost between Hoot and Kennedy following the Bay
of Pigs failure. According

to Virgillio Gonzalez,

one of the five men arrested

at the Watergate

complex, Hoot avowed, "we're solving the Cuban

"I saw that Howard
Hunt would give us a chance to tum Helm's

situation" by breaking into the DNC.147 What was

extreme sensitivity

the Bay of Pigs and Kennedy,

memoirs

Nixon

remarked,

about the Bay of Pigs to good

advantage."!" In two separate conversations with
Chief of Staff Bob Haldeman on 23 June 1972, the
.President portrayed Hunt as a man with a nwnber
of skeletons in his closet. Nixon propounded, "of
course, this ... Hoot,
a lot of-you

to have

added, "Hunt ...

this thing

go any further."

knows too damn

He

much."'" Did

In another move related to
Nixon

Charles Colson told Hoot specifically

advisor
he would

"like to see the Bay of Pigs stuff" just prior to
Hunt's

hiring by the White House.!" Why this

infatuation with the Bay of Pigs?
Questions have circulated about Howard Hunt's

... that will uncover a lot of,

open that scab there's a hell of a lot of

things in it that we just feel that this would be very
detrimental

"the Cuban situation"?

involvement

in the plot on President

Kennedy's

life. Hunt has denied any claims of being involved
in the assassination;
point

however, some evidence does

him.

toward

Author

Robert

Groden

Nixon mean that questioning Hunt would "uncover

contended that, Howard Hunt, disguised as one of

a lot?"

three mysterious "tramps" arrested in the train yard

Within a day following Hunt's

arrest, the

media connected him and the burglars to the CIA
and the Bay of Pigs. A Denver Post reporter called

shortly after the assassination, participated
murder of John Kennedy. 149 Groden's

Hoot

received support from comedian Dick Gregory in

"one

of the

top

CIA

planners

of the

1973

in the
claim

spectacularly bungled Bay of Pigs invasion of
1961." 144 Why did Nixon order over two hundred

Commission

thousand

man resembling Hunt in Dallas.!" Implicating Hunt

dollars in "hush money" given to Hoot

and his wife Dorothy

following

the break-inv'"

further

when

as

he

presented

with a news photograph
a

co-conspirator

More interesting is the mysterious death of Hoot's

assassination

wife on a United Airlines flight near Chicago in

assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald.

1972. In her purse investigators found
more than ten thousand dollars in cash and

1963, addressed

December

Nixon's

thousand dollars in flight

President's

warning that Hoot's arrest would open

Kennedy's

is a letter written by alleged Kennedy
Dated 8 November

only to "Mr. Hunt,"

Oswald

I would like information concerding [sic] my
position. I am asking only tOr infonnation [sic]
Iam suggesting that we discuss the matter fully

knowledge of a Hunt connection to the
of John Kennedy, as well as events

surrounding

the Bay of Pigs and other anti-Castro

operations.

As shown earlier, there was no love

14~ixon,

showing a

Dear Mr. Hunt,

insurance.!"

a sore for the CIA could have been based on the
assassination

in

Rockefeller

wrote:

evidence that she had taken out two hundred and
twenty-five

the

RN, 641.

143Kutler,Abuse of Power, 68-9.
144TheDenver Post, 20 June 1972.
14SColodny and Gettlin, 214-17, 236; Kutler, Wars of
Watergate, 248-50.
146Colodnyand Gettlin, 236; KutIer, Wars of Watergate, 250.

147Congressional

Quarterly,

Watergate: Chronology

of a

Crisis voL 1 (Washington, D.C.: Congressional
Quarterly,
1973), 10.
148Hunt, Undercover, 147-8.
14~obert Groden, The Killing of a President (New York:
Viking Studio, 1993),48,69, 157.
1SOJudith, Buncher, ed, The CIA and the Security Debate:
1971-1975 (New York: Facts on File, 1976), 14. The photos
in question can be found in Groden, 48, 69, 157.
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assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, left Miami for Dallas.

before any steps are taken by me or anyone
else.

Asked if Sturgis gave any reason for the trip, she
replied "no," but that one of the cars driven on the
trip carried a wide assortment of weapons.!" In

Thank You Lee Harvey Oswald!"

further

Could this "Mr. Hunt" be E. Howard Hunt?
Support for Hunt's

association

with Kennedy's

death grew stronger with the publication
magazine
piece,

articles

"CIA

to

in 1978.
Admit

of two

Involvement

"Edurado"

(later confirmed

in

Kennedy Slaying," placed him at the center of the
assassination conspiracy.

Lorenz

of money between

also

described

an

a man she called
as Howard

Hunt),

Frank Sturgis, and Oswald's murderer, Jack Ruby,
just days before Kennedy arrived in Dallas. J56

Victor Marchetti's

Hunt

testimony,

exchange

Sturgis

remains

further

embroiled

in

the

Kennedy assassination conspiracy by other sources.

Marchetti charged that a

Fabiari Escalante,

secret CIA memo would "admit that Hunt was
involved. in the conspiracy to kill Kennedy."!"

a member of the Cuban State

Security Department, and an expert on the Kennedy

Journalists Joe Trento and Jacquie Powers' article,

assassination,

"Was Hunt in Dallas the Day JFK Died?" theorized

the CIA assassination

Hunt's role in Kennedy's

murder had been to kill

interview with Claudia Furiati, Escalante explained

Lee Harvey Oswald to control the leaking of
information about the assassination 153Clearly, the

"that the assassination was planned in New Orleans

Howard Hunt association to John Kennedy's

Roselli, representing the Mafia; General Cabell, the

.

Howard

Hoot

death

of John Kennedy.

with, "It's now possible to appreciate why Richard

Fellow

Nixon didn't want the famous phone tapes about
the Bay of Pigs to become known,"!" According to

and Watergate

burglar, Frank Sturgis can also be implicated in a

Chuck

conspiracy

Giancana, Kennedy's

against

evidence supporting

Kennedy.

Incriminating

the involvement of Sturgis in

Kennedy's assassination

of mobster

Sam

murder had been carried out

Watergate

break-in: "We did Watergate

because

Nixon wanted to stop the leakage of information on
our role in the assassination of Kennedy." 160

defamation suit brought by Howard Hunt over the
connecting

the brother

1990 newspaper article gave his explanation for the

testimony in the case of Hunt v. Liberty Lobby, a
of articles

Giancana,

by two teams of assassins, including one headed by
Frank Sturgis. JS9 Allegedly, Sturgis in a 7 April

came from the testimony

?f Marita Lorenz, a spy recruited by Sturgis in
1959 to assassinate Fidel Castro.!" During her

publication

were:

Frank Sturgis."!" Escalante concluded his remarks

was not the only Watergate

CIA and Bay of Pigs operative,

of

In
. an

former Deputy Chief of the CIA; and CIA agent

with a connection to the Bay of Pigs

and the assassination

team in Dallas.

in the spring of 1963, and those responsible

had been raised, although not established.
conspirator

claimed Sturgis led a component

him to the

In June 1972, the month of the break-in, Nixon

President's murder, Lorenz placed both Sturgis and

realized something about the Watergate caper that

Hunt in Dallas one day prior to the assassination
date. She stated that on November 15, she, Sturgis,

155Lane,

and several other men, including alleged Kennedy

)~id,

J51Groden,

295~.

295; Groden, 152; Furiati, 132.
157Furiati, 142.
158Ibid.

152.

153Ibid.,

152-4.

15~id, 142, 162.
16l1bid., 166. Even through extensive research I was unable to
locate the article in question which quoted Frank Sturgis's

)~,

288-9; Groden, 152.

comments.

152Lane,130.
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few people knew.

Evidence

does collaborate

hidden meaning to Nixon's comment; "'The whole
Bay

of

Pigs

Watergate."

thing'"

would

be

opened

F eUow Nixon Aide John Ehrlichman

a

described

the meeting in graphic detail.

by

When Haldeman

Richard Helms felt Nixon's statement

hinted that the trail might

lead to the Bay of Pigs, Richard Helms yelled

"Leaving tbe White House for tbe last time with the Fords." Watergate Revisited, Woods.
to be little more than a crass threat to get the CIA

like a scalded cat. 'We're

to halt the FBI investigation

said with more animation than I'd ever seen

Helms believed Nixon's

of the break-in.

comments

little more than an idle threat
Haldeman's
message
Haldeman recalled:

But if

amounted

1972?

I played Nixon's trump card. 'The
President asked me to tell you this entire affair
may be connected to the Bay of Pigs, and if it
opens up, the Bay of Pigs may be blown,'
Turmoil in the room, Helms gripping the arms
of the chair leaning forward and shouting, 'The
Bay ofPigs had nothing to do with this. Ihave

to

was not attractive

161Haldeman

and DiMona, 38.

when

he got excited,

I

thought at the time, and the Bay of Pigs was

As

obviously a very touchy subject.l"

Moreover, why had Helms continued repeatedly

Then

no concern about the Bay of Pigs' .161

in

that urbane gentleman befure. Richard Helms

why the reaction to

of 23 June

not afraid of that! , he

to stonewall President Nixon's efforts to obtain the
CIA records about the Bay of Pigs operationr'"

For

a man having as he put it, "no concern about the
Bay of Pigs," Richard Helms went out ofhis way to
keep information

about it secret, even from his

superior, the President of the United States. Helms'
relationship

with Nixon was precarious

162Ehrlichman,

350.

to say the

163Haldeman and DiMona, 26; Nixon, RN, 515, 641.
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"The Whole Bay of Pigs Thing"
referring to Robert Kennedy's question regarding
Hughes' involvement in his brother' s death,
"Lurking in the background of this tangled
nightmare was Maheu's boss-the
mysterious
billionaire with a burning hatred of the entire
Kennedy family. "170
Hughes' hiring of Larry O'Brien as his advisor
sent shock waves through both the CIA and the
Nixon White House. Could Hughes, who was close
to death, have passed on secret information
connecting the CIA with the assassination of John
Kennedy to O'Brien? And did Nixon, through his
association with Hughes know about this transfer
of the knowledge? Several scholars of Watergate
have concluded that Larry O'Brien's office was the
primary target for the break-in, as he was Chairman
of the Democratic National Committee?"
Nixon, seeing the opportunity to clear his
connection with Hughes and to destroy the agency
which he blamed for his loss in the election of
1960, ordered the break-in, not to gain information
on Hughes' loans and other relationships with the
Nixon family, but to secure any files connecting
Hughes, the Mafia, the CIA, and the government's
Cuban actions to Kennedy's murder. Unbeknownst
to Nixon, the CIA had already collected that
evidence during the first Watergate break-in and
wiretapping. The only reason the CIA had for the
second break-in on 17 June 1972, as Haldeman
theorized "was to weaken the White House and
strengthen the Agency in its struggle for
survival."!"
The Central Intelligence Agency
survived, but Richard Nixon's presidency did not.

least.!" So why did President NIXon insist that, "we
[the Nixon administration] protected Helms from
one hell of a lot of things."? 165
Nixon's use of "The whole Bay of Pigs thing"
may have been a warning of a larger conspiracy
involving the CIA. Haldeman himself exclaimed,
"It seems that in all of those Nixon references to
the Bay of Pigs, he was actually referring to the
Kennedy
assassination.v'"
Coincidentally,
Haldeman suggested to Nixon a project to analyze
the Kennedy death in 1968 but was turned down. 167
Evidence does point to a possible link between
several Watergate burglars, the Bay of Pigs, and
Kennedy's murder. Had in fact Nixon obtained
information about an assassination plot against
Kennedy that originated with the Bay of Pigs
operatives?
A possible explanation for the Watergate breakin, as well as Nixon's statement that the break-in
could open "The whole Bay of Pigs thing," can be
based on the following scenario. Howard Hughes'
knowledge of the CIA assassination plot against
Fidel Castro and John Kennedy,forced both Nixon
and the Central Intelligence Agency to take action
to stop the leaking of information. Hughes had
obtained information about the assassination plots
against Castro from his top aide, Robert Maheu, in
November 1960.168Tensions between the Kennedys
and the Hughes empire had existed for sometime.
"The old Bastard" is what Hughes thought of the
Kennedys, specifically Joseph P. Kennedy, the
father.!" Robert Kennedy, shortly after his
brother' s death, wondered if Maheu, as well as
Hughes, had known who killed the President in
Dallas. Author Michael Drosnin commented,

164poWers, 228-32; Haldeman and DiMona, 25.

16sx.utler, Abuse of Power,69.
and DiMona, 39.

l~aldeman
167Ibid

I7On>id.,260.
171Emery, 29-30; Kutler, Warsof Watergate,202-3.
I72Haldeman and DiMona, 135.

168Dro~69.
I~id., 255, 260.
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ON WINGS OF EAGLES:
An Oral History of Aerial Refuelers
From Vietnam to the Gulf War

Edwin C. Thorell

Using oral history, Edwin Thorell explores the differences between the Vietnam and Gulf War
experiences of Air Force veterans who served in both The author finds that the interviewees
attribute success in the Gulf War to lessons learned in Vietnam

S

addam Hussein sent his forces across the border and invaded Kuwait in August of 1990. The
United States responded with the deployment of air, land, and naval units to the Persian Gulf in
what became the largest u.S. military build-up since World War II. Drawing a line in the sand to
prevent the Iraqis from advancing into Saudi Arabia, the military build up of United States and coalition
forces continued for six months. What followed was an incredible display of military air power which
preceded the one hundred hour ground offensive that resulted in the liberation of Kuwait and defeated
the Iraqi armed forces. Air power would prove decisive in the outcome of this major conflict.
By comparing and contrasting the wartime experiences of Air Force Veterans that served in both the
Vietnam and Gulf War conflicts, it is evident that the victory in the Gulf came as a result of the
experience gained from Vietnam. Specifically, this paper will focus on Air Force aerial refuelers and
uses the method of oral history interviews to compare the two conflicts. The interviewees come from
varied backgrounds yet all arrived in the same profession of a small brotherhood of aviators.

Background
In 1907, four years after the Wright brothers first flew at Kittyhawk, the Aeronautical Division of
the U.S. Army Signal Corps began with one aircraft. In 1914 it became the Aviation Section of Army
Signal Corps, and upon entering World War I it was upgraded to the Air Service in 1918. Downgraded
after the Great War, it was not until 1941 when the threat of a new war loomed that the Army Air
Corps was enlarged and became the Army Air Force. President Harry Truman signed an executive
order in 1947 making the Air Force equal to the Army and Navy as an independent branch of the U.S.
Armed Forces.'
IMaurice Matloff American Military History: vol. 2, 1902-1996 (Conshohocken,Penn.:
78, 189.
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The U.S. Air Force celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary in 1997. In those fifty years the Air
Force has deployed during times of peace and
war, including the Berlin Airlift, the conflict in
Korea, and the war in -Southeast Asia.
In
Vietnam,
the U.S. Air Force suffered
unacceptable losses at the hands of the North
Vietnamese. Prior to Vietnam, the kill to loss
ratio of the Army Air Corps was 8-1 in World
War II, and 13-1 over Korea. However, this
ratio dropped to a disappointing 2-1 during the
Vietnam conflict. 2
The U. S. Air Force that confronted Saddam
Hussein was significantly different from the Air
Force that served in Southeast Asia. Reforms
were implemented in the post-war period due to
a re-evaluation of military policy stemming from
the disappointing performance during Vietnam.
Taking its cue from the Navy's Top Gun
program, the Air Force began its Red Flag
. program in 1975.
Although the new tactics
were employed near the end of the Vietnam era,
formal tactical training was not established until
the mid-nineteen seventies. The purpose of the
new training schools was, according to author
James Dunnigan, " . . . to provide tough and
realistic training to fighter-interceptor crews in
close combat between jets." Red Flag provided
air combat training against jets piloted by
Americans trained in Soviet air-to-air tactics
who performed as adversaries. This exposure to
realistic training gave pilots valuable experience
that would payoff
later in the Gulf War. 3
According to Lt. Col. James Deshefy, veteran of
both the Vietnam and Gulf Wars:
... the school is set up, that when you fly
a mission it is recorded on a computer . . .
when a fighter pilot gets a kill or gets
killed they can take it back, roll it, and
review it . . . they take that mistake and
change something, go back up and practice
it again, so it gave them a chance to adjust
2James Dunnigan, Getting It Right: American Military
Reforms after Vietnam to the Persian Gulf and Beyond.
(New York: William Morrow, 1993),219.

3Dunnigan, 219-24.

and correct their tactics . . . so if a fighter
pilot made a mistake in Red Flag scenario
they usually live and survive .,. when
they did go to Desert Shield and Desert
Storm they just literally knocked them out
of the sky."
Red Flag was one of many reforms instituted
since Vietnam, which also included the
development
of
precision
laser-guided
munitions, stealth technology, airborne warning
acquisition and control systems (AWACS),
along with changes
in doctrine, battle
management, and mindset.
Prior to Vietnam; rockets and bombs were
unguided. By the end of Vietnam, the first
generation of guided weapons was introduced.
This technology was further developed in the
post-Vietnam era. As a result, the current
generation of munitions are guided with lasers
that are able to pin-point a target. This bears
significance as the U.S. Air Force has pursued
precision bombing since World War II, during
which over a thousand sorties of B-1 7 bombers
might have been necessary to destroy a single
target and over a hundred sorties might be
required for a similar target in Vietnam. The
Gulf War air campaign demonstrated the ability
of a single aircraft to destroy a target with one
laser-guided bomb.'
Delivery of precision guided weapons was
the primary mission of the F-117 stealth fighter.
Top Secret stealth technology gave the Air
Force the ability to become nearly invisible to
Iraqi radar. Although the F-117 has become
known as the stealth fighter it was actually
designed as a light bomber. The accuracy of its

"James Deshefy, interview by author, tape recording,
Laguna Hills, Calif:, 13 October 1997. California State
University Fullerton Oral History Project.
SOunni~ 225. The author cites figures on bombing
accuracy. During WWII it required 1,500 heavy bombers
dropping 9 000 one-ton bombs 50% landing within 3 300
feet from target. In Vietnam, it required. 176 sorties of the
F-4 Phantom, fighter-bomber, 500!c» landing within 400
feet from target. During the Gulf War one F-117 stealth
fighter with a single one-ton bomb could be closer than
ten feet from target.
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Candidate School (OCS), as well as the Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) offered at some
four-year colleges. By making a commitment to
attend military science courses, summer training
camps, and serving for a certain number of
years, an ROTC graduate receives a commission
as a second lieutenant. 9
The Air Force Reserves are comprised of
men and women who have enlisted in these units
without prior active duty experience, in addition
to many veterans who have served in active Air
Foree units. This force can be called into active
duty by the President in cases of national
emergency.
During the Vietnam War, few
reserve units were involved. However, during
the Gulf War many reserve units were
mobilized. Another component of the Air Force
is the Air National Guard (ANG). These units
have evolved from state militias that date back
to the Colonial and Civil War eras.
Changes other than technological have been
introduced since the end of Vietnam, these
include doctrine, battle management, and
mindset, in other words, how the Air Force
thinks and fights. Recognizing the Air Force's
relationship with the Army, the Air-Land Battle
Doctrine was developed which called for the air
commander to coordinate the air interdiction
mission with the commander of the ground
forces. This laid down rules dictating who could
attack what, including the Close Air Support
(CAS) mission in which aircraft directly support
the troops on the ground. 10
A major change also occurred in the
management of the Air Force's wartime
operations-- a direct result of the expense of
aircraft and personnel and was an effort to make
operations as efficient as possible. This was
accomplished in several ways. First was the
development of mission management.
This

weapons, combined with the stealth design,
significantly reduces the destruction of civilian
property which results in fewer civilian
casualties and reduces the loss of aircraft and
crews."

In addition to the new technology, there were
other changes in Air Force policies.
The
structure of the Air Foree is like that of a
corporation.
It is under the authority of a
civilian Secretary of the Air Force who is
appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate. The highest-ranking offieer is the Chief
of Staff who serves with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS). The Air Force is divided into eight
commands which organize all its assets and
personnel. For example, Air Combat Command
(ACC) controls most of the fighter and bomber
squadrons.
Air Mobility Command (AMC)
commands most of the aerial tankers and airlift
assets. Air Education and Training Command
(AETC) manages and unifies aU schools,
training squadrons as well as recruiting.' These
commands are broken down into smaller units
within the Air Foree.
The most .basic
operational unit is the wing.
A wing typically includes an operations
group, which includes aircraft, aircrews,
command and staff officers; a logistics group,
which contains the maintenance and supply
units; and a support group, which can include
communications, security, engineering, finance,
and other services. Most officers and airmen are
assigned to smaller units called squadrons within
each group. A wing can include any number of

squadrons."
Within the wings and squadrons the officers
and enlisted personnel make the Air Force
function. Officers can achieve their positions in
several ways, including attendance at the Air
Force Academy, involvement in Officer

"'id.
7MatlotI: 190-1.

sro

m Clancy,
Force Combat
245. Although
his non-fiction

'1bid., 241. Clancy states that seventeen percent of
officers are commissioned
through the Air Force
Academy, while forty two percent get commissions
through ROTC. The remainder are commissioned through
OCS and other special programs.
10James
Dunnigan, 226.

Fighter Wing: A Guided Tour of an Air
Wing (New York: Berkeley Books, 1995),
Clancy is known for his fictional works,
publications are well researched.
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coordinated data from various computer sources
assisting the aircraft's on-board computers in
guidance and in the completion of a successful
mission. Second was the development of the Air
Tasking Order (ATO) .. All requests for air
missions were compared with all the available
aircraft to calculate their most efficient use. The
ATO was then sent to the aircraft units and the
missions were flown. 11
Most importantly was the change in mindset
that occurred after Vietnam. Officers flying
missions in Southeast Asia would later become
commanding officers of squadrons deployed to
the Persian Gulf. These officers vowed that the
mistakes of Vietnam would not be repeated.
This idea is further expressed by Colonel
Duncan Bridewell, " . . . I think., we figured out
if you're gonna have a war with somebody, you
either do it or don't do it, and in Vietnam we
were doing it but we weren't ... we were kinda
hamstrung, truthfully, and we knew we were ..

maintain our aircraft and to limit our
losses..
13
The same concerns were felt by the leaders
and planners who drew the blueprint for
operations in Iraq.
Two who were most
influential were Lieutenant General Charles
Homer, who acted as the air commander, and
Colonel John A. Warden who was involved in
the planning.
General Homer, a veteran of Vietnam, flew
fighter jets.
He rose through the ranks to
become the Commander of the 9th Air Force as
well as Commander of the Central Command
Air Forces (CENTAF). He became the leader
of the most powerful air armada in history. Due
to his experiences in Vietnam, he voiced strong
convictions about problems in policy during
Vietnam that hindered the Air Force's abilities.
According to General Homer:
... I'm a practical person, I'm a farmer, so
when we were sent up to hit some dumb
target and there was a great target
available, I made a mental note that this
would never happen if I was running
things. . . when you have the people in
Washington who think they are running
the war, and they are not on the same
emotional and psychological level, and you
don't have trust, you've got nothing.
Unfortunately. Integrity was the first
casualty in the Vietnam War. 14

"12

One of the biggest criticisms of Vietnam was
the lack of a clear and obtainable objective.
Vietnam was an awkward war that was
questioned by a country that gave mixed
support. This is in sharp contrast to the level of
support shown while U.S. forces deployed to the
Persian Gulf. .Unlike Vietnam, the objectives
were clearly outlined. According to Lieutenant
Colonel James BrODOWSki, veteran of both
conflicts:
. probably the main difference was
objectives and goals and mission . . .
everything was very, very effective. We
had a unified. command, we had unity of
purpose, there was an objective and the
objective was met. . . so there's a lot of
differences, a lot of, maybe criticisms I
have of the operation in Vietnam and
praise I have for the operation in Saudi
Arabia. . . there was concern for the
crew members, there was a concern to

As General Homer

was chosen to lead,
Colonel John Warden III was tasked with the
planning. Warden, also a Vietnam vet, held
similar opinions:
...I was disgusted that we had squandered.
our men and machines for the wrong
reasons in the wrong way. And my
resolution was never to have anything to do
with a war that didn't have identified
political objectives and a coherent way to
engage them .... 15

lllbid., 229.
IZDuncan Bridewell interview by author, tape recording,

Blames Bronowski, interview by author, tape recording,
Riverside Calif:, 11 september 1997.
"Clancy, 37.

MorenoValley,

ISIbid., 38.

Calif., 12 September 1997.
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hundred hours before a cease-fire was called on
the last day of February 1991.
Over the deserts of Iraq, the U. S. Air Force
executed its most shining example of strategic
air power. This capability did not reveal itself
overnight, but was the culmination of twenty~
five years of re-thinking, re-tooling, and refining
principles during which the Air Force deployed
to smaller conflicts in Panama, Grenada, Libya,
and the failed hostage rescue in Iran. The
success of the Gulf War can be attributed to the
evolutionary change of Air Force policy,
planning, and technology, which incorporated
the lessons learned from the Vietnam War.

Warden developed "Instant Thunder," the
plan for the air war against Iraq, which reflected
changes from the Vietnam mindset. Warden
built on the policy of strategic air power. Since
the beginning of combat aviation, the Air Force
has sought to use air power as a tool to paralyze
a country so as to debilitate its war-making
capacities. During World War II, fleets of
bombers attacked oil fields, manufacturing
facilities, and infrastructure.
This destroyed
precious wartime resources, as well as
transportation systems such as roads, railways,
and bridges inhibiting troop movement.
Successful air raids also slowed the production
of war stocks.
Warden refers to these as
"Centers of Gravity."
Considering every
organization, whether it is a government, an
army, or a corporation, they are all systems that
are fragile. According to Warden,

Aerial Refuelers
Aerial refueling was a concept scarcely
explored until the 1950s. Early attempts were
made by men like Wesley May who in 1921
climbed from one flying aircraft to another with
a gas can strapped to his back. Others who
were more successful were Ira Eaker and Carl
"T ooey" Spatz, flying the "Question Mark."
From a hose passed between two aircraft, fuel
was transferred between them. The first
successful refuelers were developed from the B29 "Superfortress."
These big, four engine
tankers were limited in their effectiveness by
their slow speed compared to the high-speed jets
entering service and flying over Korea. In 1956
the KC-135 took its maiden voyage and became
the first all-jet tanker able to keep up with the
Air Force's modem jets. This new capability
gave the Air Force a global reach and the ability
to project its nuclear power around the world. I?
Aerial refueling played a significant role in
the victory in the Gulf War. The obvious reason
for aerial refueling is to extend the range of the
Air Force's thirsty jet aircraft. Aerial refueling,
in military terms, is known as a force multiplier.

... every system has centers of gravity,
which, when attacked, tend to drive the
whole system into lower energy states or
into actual paralysis . . . we had been
discussing this concept for almost two
years; so it was easy to apply it quickly
after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
Warden's
plan was to reduce the
effectiveness of the Iraqi State, its military, and
its will to fight. Warden explains,
. . . the purpose of Instant Thunder was to
impose strategic paralysis on Iraq, so that
it would be incapable of providing support
for its Army in Kuwait, so that it would be
put in an impossibleposition.
This reflected phase 1. Phases n and III of
the plan focused on the destruction of the Iraqi
Army with emphasis on Saddam Hussein's
Republican Guard. 16
These leaders and planners developed and
executed the most effective use of air power to
date. After the air offensive pounded Iraq for
forty days, reducing its ability and willingness to
fight, the ground offensive took less than one
I"'id.
42. Read Colonel Warden's interview
detailed description of the plan and process.

J7Dennis F. Casey and James R.. Davis, Vezzano to Desert
Storm: History of the Fifteenth Air Force, 1943-1991
(Riverside, Calif: Fifteenth Air Force Command History
Office, 1993), 17, 46-7. Rick Atkinson, Crusade: The
Untold Story of the Persian Gulf War (New York:
Houghton Mifilin, 1993),56-63.
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A USAF B-52 bomber approaches a KC-IO
. "Extender" to begin refueling procedure as an
F-4 "Phantom" keeps a close eye.
March Field Museum.

Refueling aircraft are assets that vastly increase
the effectiveness of airborne forces.
At a
fraction of the cost of building an airport aerial
tankers can refuel aircraft when friendly bases
are unavailable, whether over land or the middle
of the ocean.
In- flight refueling requires two aircraft to fly
in a tight and steady formation during the day or
at night. Besides precision flying, refueling
requires the management of other factors equally
important including the timing, navigating, and
balancing of the off load of fuel. All aspects of
in-flight refueling require careful planning.
The .Air Force method for fuel transfer
incorporates a "flying boom" equipped with fins
to steer its telescoping end into a receptacle atop
the aircraft to be fueled flying behind and just
below the refueler.
Because of turbulence
caused by the refueler, it is very difficult to
maintain the necessary formation.
This
procedure requires the skill and concentration of
both pilots and the boom operator.
The
"boomer" is an enlisted man or woman who,
with special training, flies the boom to meet the
approaching aircraft.
The "boomer" controls
the operation from his .position below the
aircraft's tail through a downward facing
window. 18
18Ibid., 17-9.

The 452nd Aerial Refueling Wing (AR W) is
a Reserve unit' assigned to March Air Force
Base (AFB). Arriving from Long Beach in
1960, former home of the unit, the 452nd was
still flying propeller driven aircraft. Later, in
1976, the 452nd ARW transitioned to the newer
jet-powered KC-135s.19 Many joined the unit in
the wake of the Vietnam War, transitioning from
other military specialties into aerial refueling."
The 452nd ARW continued to train and serve in
the post Vietnam era, supporting B-52 bombers
until the end of the Cold War.· The 452nd
served with the Red Flag Tanker Task Force to
provide realistic training for combat aircrews.
Other deployments included participation in the
Grenada operation in 1983, Urgent Fury in
1983, and Operation Just Cause to Panama in
1989.
The 452nd, as noted earlier, was
deployed to Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War
in 1991. 21
Since the Gulf War the 452nd has remained
active. The Air Force has been involved in
downsizing its forces to cut its expenses, while
striving to maintain its effectiveness. During
this process the 452nd ARW has adapted to
changes and survived base closures to remain at
March AFB, now March Air Reserve Base
(ARB).

The

arrators

James Bronowski
James Bronowski was born in 1941 in
Neligh, Nebraska.
Prior to joining the Air
Force, he attended the University of Nebraska in
Omaha and enrolled in the ROTC program,
graduating with a degree in civil engineering.
After graduating in 1964 he joined the Air Force
and received a regular commission as an officer
and was assigned to undergraduate pilot training
in Enid, Oklahoma.
l~can
Bridewell interview.
20James Deshefy interview.
21March Field Story 75 Years of Service, 3d ed. Ed, Tsgt.
Randolph
J. Saunders,
Office of the Historian
Headquarters, 22d Air Refueling Wmg March Air Force
Base, Calif, 102.
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Trained as a pilot, he soon deployed to
Taiwan flying the EC-121 Warning Star, the
predecessor to the modern AWACS aircraft.
The EC-121, with its large radome atop the
aircraft, would fly at low levels above the
wavetops and detect the presence of North
Vietnamese fighter planes (MiGs). Once the
MiGs were detected, controllers in the back of
the EC-121 would direct American fighters to
intercept them, The missions of the EC-121

Vtew from the boom operations or "boomer's

magnify starlight to see at night, Bronowski flew
with a group of night FACs known as
"Sleepytime," who searched for targets after
dark. Flying with the pilot, a navigator using a
starlight scope would scan the ground below for
enemy mortar fire attacking the city of Saigon.
"Sleepytime" pilots would mark the targets with
rockets and call in artillery on those positions.
The 0-2A, able to remain aloft for four and a
half-hours, was, except for its marking rockets,

position" on a KC-IO Extender

refueling a 8-52.

March Field Museum.
were at times as long as nine to thirteen hours.
His second tour in 1967 took him back to
Thailand where he was engaged in a mission
that deceived the enemy. U.S. Fighters flying in
bomber formation attracted enemy fighters to
fight, scoring a victory for the Air Force.
In 1968 Jim Bronowski transitioned to the 02A Skymaster and returned to Vietnam to fly as
a forward air controller (FAC). Flying in small
aircraft, FACs would fire white phosphorous
rockets to mark ground targets for fighterbombers. Using early "starlight" scopes that

unarmed.
Transitioning again to the KC-135 refuelers,
Jim Bronowski returned to Vietnam for his fmal
tour in 1971. Flying from U Tapao, Thailand,
he refueled aircraft in flight. On one occasion
he flew into North Vietnam to rescue a damaged
and thirsty fighter plane. This is significant
because the KC-135, similar to the Boeing 707
passenger jet, is an unarmed flying gas station,
vulnerable to attack. The KC-135, as a rule,
flies in airspace that is secure and where air
superiority has been achieved.
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After the Vietnam War, "Ski" returned to
the States and remained on active duty status in
the Air Force.
Eventually he became the
squadron commander of the 79th Air Refueling
Squadron
(ARS) within the 452nd Air
Refueling Wing.
The 79th ARS flies the newer KC-IO
"Extender." Like the KC'-'135 the KC-I0 can
fuel other aircraft in flight. However, there are

other returning vets were treated to a hero's
welcome quite different from their reception
after the Vietnam War. With over 20 years in
airborne refueling Jim Bronowski retired as a
lieutenant colonel.
He currently lives in
Riverside, California where he now works in
corporate safety for the railroad industry. 22
"Ski," a veteran of both the Vietnam and
Gulf Wars, has many comments on Air Force
effectiveness in both conflicts:
. . . That was one of the big differences
between Vietnam and the Gulf War, ...
the effectivenessof the air mission. I can't
remember the statistics 'off the 'top of my
head but to destroy a bridge in World War
II it took something like two thousand
sorties. In Vietnam it took. like seventeen
hundred, today it takes one airplane, one
bomb. If you look at the history of
bombing North Vietnam, it basically was
totally ineffective--it never slowed themthe shipments of war materials to South
Vietnam down one iota.
I'm trying to think of the name of the
bridge in North Vietnam that they worked
so hard and so long to try to destroy and
they just couldn't do it and they lost
airplane after airplane after airplane. I lost
several friends, a lot of my friends ended
up in the Hanoi Hilton, trying to work and
destroy that bridge ... so we effectivelydid
very little to stop the infiltration, to stop
supply, I think that was one of the biggest
differences between Vietnam and the Gulf
War was the effectiveness of the air war
... till you came to the Gulf War then you
saw the air war had a much more, at least I
feel, a much more effective part of winning
that war because it went in and effectively
destroyed the anti-aircraft, it destroyed the
enemy aircraft, surface-to-air missiles, it
pulverized the Republican Guard and each
air strike was thoroughly planned and
executed. In Vietnam, every day the frags,
[fragmented orders] would come out of
[the] Seventh Air Force in Saigon

Jim Bronowski in Vietnam posing in front of
his 0-2 Skymaster with his survival vest
containing essential gear needed if a pilot was
forced down over enemy territory. "Ski" is also
pictured with the carbine version of the famous
M-16 rifle. Jim Bronowski collection.

differences. The KC-135 itself cannot be
refueled in flight whereas the KC-IO, a newer
and more advanced aircraft, can be refueled inflight by another tanker.
"Ski" deployed with his squadron to Saudi
Arabia in 1991 to participate in Operation
Desert Shield. After the war's end, he and the

22James Bronowski interview.
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we're gonna hit this trail or, we're gonna
hit that suspected supply area. We used to
call it "monkey'killing" 'cause you would
drop bombs in the jungle and had no idea
what the bombs hit.. The frags were made
up daily and there was no objective, no

they did their bombing, they'd be bombing
the same targets that the Air Force was,
completelyuncoordinated; if nothing else it
was more competition. The only time it
got coordinated was when they ended up in
the same room in prison camp. The losses

Jim Bronowski at the controls ofa KC-IO Extender, awaiting the takeoff of the
USAF flight demonstration team, The Thunderbirds. Jim Bronowski collection.

overall plan, and that was the big
difference from the Gulf War. In the Gulf
there was an objective, there was a plan, it
was totally coordinated between the
services except for Marine operations.

we had over North Vietnam were
phenomenal. The payback was basically
nil, it effectivelydid nothing.
Like the effectiveness of the' mission,
planning was also a crucial factor m both
conflicts:

As a side light, Marine aviation has one
function that is to support the Marine on
the ground. It has no other function.
There was a little bickering about, ''we're
gonna put the Marines and the Navy and
the Air Force all together to do this," and
the Marines said, "no, our job is to support
the man on the ground with the rifle."
That's their job and I think that's the
correct way to do it. So all the attacks by
the Navy and the Air Force were jointly
coordinated while the Marines conducted
their own operations. In Vietnam they
weren't. The Navy flew off its carriers,

. . . Planning was a big factor in the two
wars. In Vietnam there was virtually no
planning and Desert Shield was total and
complete planning. Planning docwnents
were very complicat~ but it was well
done. When you'd fly missions in Desert
Shield or Desert Storm, I mean you were
pre-briefed.,the intel was there, the latest
intel, satellite updates, all that stuff: stuff
we never had in Vietnam ... Vietnam was
a lot less complicated as far as radio
control, and command and control. In
Vietnam you were basically on your own.
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In the 135s of course, you'd have to go out

Duncan Bridewell

and fly specific missions and you know
what you had to do, and you were fairly
well briefed.
You were gonna fly a
particular Orange Anchor, Red Anchor,
Lemon Anchor, whatever, and you knew
basically you flew until you either off
loaded to "bingo fuel" or there was nothing
coming up. You'd call back and get
permission to come back 'cause there were

Born in Alexandria, Louisiana in 1947,
Duncan Bridewell grew up in nearby Pineville.
After graduating high school he attended
Louisiana State University, joined the Air Force
and attended Officer Training School. Trained
as a navigator at Mather Air Force Base near
Sacramento, he was next sent to training for the

The C-130 "Hercules" cargo aircraft is the truck of the Air Force, carrying supplies
and material necessary to support military operations. This version of the C-130 is
used for search and rescue missions. March Field Museum.
no strikes going on.
Normally they
wouldn't give it because they wanted you
to stay in orbit so you would not mess up
their arrivals or departures, as it was a very
busy place. But the missions were fairly
well planned, but it was very routine doing
the same thing every day. Crews didn't
mind it. U Tapao, it was a nice place,
except when the club would run out of rice
and you couJdn't figure out how an
officer's club could run out of rice in the
middle of Thailand.

C-130 "Hercules" cargo aircraft. Flying from
Pope Air Force Base near Fort Bragg, North
Carolina,
his training included dropping
paratroopers and over-water navigation. Before
being sent to Southeast Asia, Bridewell attended
two weeks of survival training at Fairchild,
Washington. Following this was one week. of
Jungle Survival School at Clark Air Force Base
in the Philippines. Deployed to Southeast Asia
with a C-130 crew, Duncan Bridewell flew as a
navigator on a cargo aircraft delivering
personnel and supplies.
The C-130 "Hercules," built by Lockheed,
was designed in the 1950s as a troop and cargo
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did that . ... It was a very awkward war;
everything that happened over there had to
come through D.C., . . . I think LBJ
[Lyndon B. Johnson] or his political
advisors had to have direct input to
decisions that were made on scene in the
country. The benefit of this was, I think
we figured out if you're gonna have a war
with somebody, you either do it or don't do
it, and in Vietnam we were doing it but we
weren't doing it, because we didn't have
the political backing, the media was
definitely, I think you'd say anti-war ...
when things started heating up, in sixtyfour and sixty-five, it was kinda cool, you
know, guys would put on their green outfits
and go play in the jungle or whatever. But
that war had lost favor pretty much, I think
by sixty-eight, the Tet Offensive. We took
some major hits and after that point
whatever you did it wasn't going to be
right ... that was a very tenuous Situation,
you're sitting there trying to run a war and
trying to beat somebody, and you've got to
listen to all these toads back in Washington
D.C., many of whom, military advisors
perhaps at that time, were staying in
Washington on purpose, so that they didn't
have to go to the battlefield. I think there's
a battlefield here and Washington D.C.
kinda like our current politics with
Riverside,
California
here
and
Washington. The guys up in D.C. might
not necessarily be able to make the
decisions on a day to day basis that are
critical to winning a war, if you will. You
put those guys there, whoever's running
that war effort wherever it is and say, "hey,
the idea is to win, you do what you have to
do to win, you keep us informed and tell us
if you need supplies and ammo, whatever it
is, and execute that to the best of your
ability." We didn't have that luxury, we
were kinda hamstrung, truthfully, and we
knew we were, I mean, I was a creature of
the sixties.

transport. However, the Hercules became a very
versatile aircraft with many different mission
capabilities. First flown in 1951, the production
of the C-130 continues today, making it
Lockheed's longest running and most profitable
project. The C-130, flown by the U.S. Air
Force, is also exported around the world.
Flying cargo aircraft, known as ''trash
haulers," is not glamorous but is essential.
Cargo planes like the C-130 are trucks in the
sky for the Air Force. Without the transport of
needed supplies like food, spare parts, and
ammunition, operations in the air and on the
ground could not be sustained.
Their
contribution is essential in times of war and
peace.
Bridewell later transitioned from the C-130
to KC-135 refuelers. During the Cold War,
KC-135s would stand alert with B-52 bombers
and their nuclear payloads. Mid-air refueling
would allow the bombers to fly non-stop to the
Soviet Union in case of war. During Vietnam,
the Strategic Air Command (SAC) continued the
refueling mission until the collapse of the Soviet
Union.
Duncan Bridewell, now a colonel, became
the squadron commander of the 336th Air
Refueling Squadron and was involved in
deployment to the Persian Gulf for Operation
Desert Shield. After the conflict ended, he
served as Director of the March Air Force Base
Field Museum and has been involved in local
government. Currently he works in the railroad
industry as an accountant. 23
Colonel Bridewell reflects:

0

... What I consider significant is that, it's
probably been written about a million times
is that, it was a tough war in sight of the
fact that the country wasn't really behind
it; it had lost favor at the point I was there.
We did what we basically felt was right,
and if you were told to join the army and
go do it. But I had a significant number of
friends that didn't do that and stayed back
in the states and really, probably glad they
~can

The guy you talked to yesterday (Ski) is
six years older than me, right at that point
in time there was a major change in
American society, and like Ski would be a

Bridewell interview.
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product of the Benny Goodman fifties, bow
tie, two cars in the garage, three bedroom,
two bath brick house thing, I think. I was
at the very tail end of that ... when sixties
came about. It was a very tumultuous time
in America. Aside from the Vietnam War
there were a lot of other things going on
musically and drug usage wise. Maybe not
in Pineville, Louisiana;" but, certainly in
San Francisco. And things were kind of
jumbled up, and the war was a reflection of
that; the war was a jumbled up deal. I
mean we were there trying to fight a war,
but all the music playing at the officer's
club . . . is protest music and people loved
it 'cause it was great music, but we're in a
very awkward situation and that would be
my main input on the war. I think from
the day you got there, now you talk to a
fighter pilot he would probably say
something different 'cause maybe he was
operating
with a little bit different
mentality, but I think that from the aspect
of our view was that, ''hey, I'm here for
fifteen months, I'm stuck, I'm gonna make
the best I can of it. Hopefully, I'll live and
get out of here and get back home," and I
think that was a fairly common viewpoint.
If you were to talk to some of my buddies
they'd say the same thing. We were just
there to survive and get through this thing,
buy some furniture and some stereo
equipment in the meantime, you know.
(chuckling) So, that to me was the essence
of the war, I mean we just didn't have the
autonomy on the battlefield site to do what
we needed to win. You'll hear a lot of
varying opinions, well I think that war was
winnable, it could've been done if they had
done it properly and given the on-field
commanders the ability to do what they
had to do.
I think the difference, the major
difference . . . in Vietnam there was
tremendous interference and tremendous
pressure from our level up to . . . the
Seventh Air Force and so on to have that
direct input from ... the Pentagon or from
LBJ. I think, in the Persian Gulf: Bush
told [General] Schwartzkopf and Powell

and the guys to, "do your thing." Who was
the Air Force guy? Horten? Homer, he
said, ''you got these plans in place," and I
think there was . . . this particular scenario
in one form or another had been discussed
in command and control planning levels
for years. So...
there was an overall
scheme of things to follow and they
basically implemented the plan, and they
were allowed to do that.
Bush said, "take the ball and run," and
he and his cronies at the White House
kinda let them run the war. He obviously

"Stratotanker" and an F-4 Pbantom
figbterlbomber. Both types of aircraft flew over
Vietnam and Iraq. March Field Museum.
. had input 'cause we didn't go in and kill
Saddam, but I think for the majority of that
effort the on scene commanders had the
call of what to do and what not to do.

James Deshefy
James .Deshefy was born and raised in
Norwich, Connecticut. Prior to joining the U.S.
Air Force he attended college and worked as a
salesman for the Stanley Hardware Company.
It was during a job fair at college that he first
spoke with Air Force recruiters and considered a
career as an Air Force officer. After graduating
from college, he was selected for Officer
Training School (OTS) where he received his
commission as a second lieutenant. Deshefy
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Initially, it was President
[John F.]
Kennedy who sent in advisors to help the
South Vietnamese in training in how to
handle . . . special operations, guerilla
warfare. It started out in small numbers,
as advisors, and then it gradually escalated
and expanded to where, if the military
leaders were given complete control of and
defined a clear cut mission of what we
were supposed to do there, I think the war
could've been ended much sooner and
possibly a decisive victory would have been
achieved. .However, in that era, in the
sixties and seventies, it didn't take that
course because of the fact that here at
home, the attitude of the country and also
the political
involvement
made that
impossible, because President Johnson's
era, he and his staff pretty much ran the
war back in Washington and so it inhibited
and handicapped a lot of the military
leaders in Vietnam. They had one military
leader, General William Westmoreland,
and he was given the overall control of the
Vietnam theater at that time. However, he
was like a puppet on a string, being told
what to do by Washington.
He reported
back to Washington results of losses and
casualties. The American people found out
... they didn't get the real numbers, it was
distorted to make it sound like we were
making progress and we were going to be
victorious but it didn't turn out that way,
because it dragged on and on. The war
was pretty much controlled by Washington
and not the military. It was not a military
war it was more of a political conflict.
And because of that, many, many lives
were lost, needlessly, because the different
phases in the Vietnam War, they would set
one strategy and go in that direction and
then change strategy because . . . "well,
this isn't going to work so let's try this."
So it shifted around quite a bit because of
the political involvement.

spent almost a year at Mather Air Force Base
training to be a navigator.
Second Lieutenant Deshefy's first flying
assignment was on the crew of an AC-130
"Spectre" gunship. The AC-130 is a highly
modified version of the C-130 "Hercules" cargo
plane that bristles with high-tech weapons and
sensors. The primary mission of the AC-130
gunship is to support troops on the ground, fly
reconnaissance missions, and. act as a flying
artillery platform.
The idea of the gunship was first put to test
in Vietnam when the C-47 "Dakota," a veteran
cargo plane of World War IT, was frtted with
side mounted machine guns that the pilot aimed
by pointing the left wing at a target and then
orbiting above. The AC-4 7, known as "Puff the
Magic Dragon," was very successful and led to
the later development of the AC-130 "Spectre"
gunship."
Jim Deshefy was sent to Thailand as the
Vietnam War was just ending. He remained in
Southeast Asia for a while longer in case
hostilities re-ignited in the area.
After the
Vietnam conflict ended, he transitioned from
active to reserve duty as a navigator for KC-13 5
tankers stationed at March Air Force Base with
the 452nd Air Refueling Wing.
Flying with the 452nd, Jim Deshefy deployed
to the Persian Gulf in Operations Desert Shield
and Desert Storm. With close to twenty-five
years of experience, he has seen many changes
in the Air Force during his career. As a
lieutenant colonel, he is currently assigned as an
Individual Mobilization Augmentee (IMA) at
Headquarters AMC, Scott AFB, Illinois, and
also serves as Admissions Liaison Officer for
the U.S. Air Force Academy. 25 Jim Deshefy
expresses his view of the changing Air Foree:
. . . There were no clear-cut objectives
determined by this country, as to our
involvement, in that conflict or war.

A lot of what we accomplished there
[Gulf War] was a result of the lessons we
learned from Vietnam. If you look at the
military leadership, now I'm thinking in
terms [of] the Air Force our· senior

24arr Kelly, From a Dark Sky: The Story of us. Air
Force Special Operation (New York: Pocket Books,
1996), 154-62.
25James

Deshefy interview.
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crossed the line, he's gone too far, the
United Nations supports us and our
proposal, and so we're gonna unite and the
objective is this and the military man in
charge will be Norman Schwartzkopf You
go over, set it up the way you want." The
Joint Chiefs of Staff: the President, the

leadership during this conflict were pilots
who flew in Vietnam, so they knew first
hand what had to be done to make this
campaign successful, and go out and win
it. So that was a definite plus, the fact that
many senior leaders, Air Force leaders,
that were over in Saudi Arabia or ... back

Twilight flight: a KC-IO refuels a 8-52 "Stratofortress"
while an F-4 Phantom flies in formation.
March Field Museum.
in Washington.
They had ... first hand
experience
from Vietnam 'cause they
probably were young captains or whatever,
so they learned over the years how we're
going to adjust and correct . . . from our
mistakes in Vietnam. The other thing is,
the fact that it was decided that President
Bush and the .military leadership and
Congress,
although
there was some
battling initially says, "OK you go, pick a
military leader, tell him what he's got to
do, what his goal and mission is, the
objective of this, and pick the right man
and go, and we'll support him." And they
formed a coalition, obviously the United
States couIdn't do it all itself
There was a series of events that led
up to the United Nations sanctions and
Congress stipulated this, that this is what
the objective would be and we weren't to
go any further than this.
The political
leadership was completely different from
when it was in Vietnam.
''OK, he's

Congress, the country was behind him,
because it was necessary, because of the
fact that he [Saddam Hussein] had gone
into another country and actually violated
that country's sovereignty, so it was pretty
clear cut.

Conclusion
Heritage provides consistency within the
452nd Aerial Refueling Wing and the rest of the
Air Force. Another constant 'is change, change
is always forthcoming. Learning lessons from
the past and adapting to the future are qualities
that help lead to success. It was this learning of
lessons, adapting to changes, and looking to the
future that helped ensure the victory of air
power over Iraq. It is the efforts of those who
were involved in these changes that should be
appreciated the most, they have earned their
country's respect and gratitude.
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A HOME FOR JUSTICE
The Development 0/ San Bernardino County Judicial
Structures/rom Pre-contact to 1927

Timothy L. Miller

Law and justice are important elements in the development of every society. In this sense, the
area that became San Bernardino County is no different. Timothy L. Miller's article
chronicles the administration of justice in this region from the pre-contact traditions of the
American Indians to the establishment of the county courthouse in 1927.

n Western history, justice and law are important developmental elements that are currently
receiving much scholarly attention. A large portion of current western legal scholarship focuses
on large courts and issues that shaped the nature of the west, legal doctrines, and culture. Micro
issues, such as the development of inferior courts, are traditionally limited to explosive events such as
the shooting at the O.K. Corral. This paper traces the development of judicial facilities in San
Bernardino County from pre-contact to the opening of the current Superior Court building in 1927.1
The county courthouse was considered a center or "county seat" for most western counties. They
were built to be grand and intimidating as to adequately represent the power and authority of county
government. The rnajority of judicial business that citizens needed to conduct from "the cradle to the
grave" was accomplished at a county courthouse. Voter registration, deeds, and vital statistics were
stored in these grand buildings. This makes- county courthouses across the west great centers for
genealogical and county development research. These courthouses are symbolic of the importance of
and commitment to law and justice on the part of early residents of California? Formed in 1853, San Bernardino County is the largest county in the United States, with boundaries
larger than some states. The land is extremely varied geographically with its forests, rivers, streams,
mountains, valleys, and deserts. The present-day city of San Bernardino lies within a semi-valley,
sixty miles
east of the city of Los Angeles
and over two hundred
miles

1For current information on the study of the Legal West see The Journal of Western Legal History. The author wishes to
thank: San Bernardino County Archivist Jim Hofer and his assistant Anne Walker for their help and knowledge. This article
was made possible by the Jorice Magg Local History Scholarship.
2Pew counties operate a County Archives, and most material is stored in the County Courthouses and other county offices.
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Water is the most critical element of geography
from its eastern border.
The area is of
that led to the shaping of the county. The
considerable importance to transmigration of
Vanyume, Serrano, Cahuilla, and Mojave
Southern California by trail, rail, and waterway.
Indians were economically and socially richer
Alluvial water streams, fertile land, and close
than the Paiute and Chemehuevi Indians
resources such as lumber from the San
because of their control of water. Bands such as
Bernardino Mountains made San Bernardino a
the Mojave lived an agricultural existence,
vital center of commerce and trade in Southern
while the Chemehuevi lived a nomadic, hunterCalifornia during early American settlement. 3
gatherer existence.
Before Europeans inhabited the county area,
As settlement increased in the county,
bands of Shoshone Indians lived throughout the
criminals,
miners, southern secessionists, and
desert edges, forests, and valleys.
Serrano
pioneers lived in the desert; farmers, merchants,
Indians seasonally migrated from the mountains
and industry resided near riparian areas. Thus, a
to the valley floor. To the east of the valley in
the great Mojave
dichotomy existed, and
Desert, near present
consequently a source of
day Palm Springs,
political,
social,
and
bands of Cahuilla
legal attrition exists to
Indians
lived by
this day.'
streams
and
fan
With
regards
to
palms. Along the
"legal
issues,"
most
eastern edge of the
bands and tribes of the
county abutting the
San Bernardino
and
Colorado
River,
Coachella valleys settled
lived
bands
of
disputes with the help of
Mojave,
Pima,
elder
administrators.
Commanche,
and
The Cahuilla Indians for
Yuma Indians. The
example,
used tribal
Tbe Cabuilla Indians used facilities caned kwas for
northern part of the
medicine
persons
judicial proceedings.
county
was
known as puis and the
inhabited by Vanyume and Paiute Indians and
elected chief justice was known as the net. The
was once home to pre-historic man. The bands
facility for justice was known as the kiva. The
differed socially, politically, and economically
internal dynamics of the kiva and American
from one another. 4
Indian judicial procedure warrants further
Tribal diversity is of particular importance
discussion.
in the development of the county. Geography
The building was a two-level pit with earth
helped to shape the tribes and later inhabitants.
and palm leaves draped in a hut-style fashion.
In the center was a fire pit and around it,
support beams held the hut together. The
3Ha1lock.Floyd. Raup, San Bernardino: Settlement and
council sat around the fire and behind them
Growth of a Pass-site City, (Berkeley: University of
were personal supplies such as water and food.
California Press, 1968), 3, 4, 44-6.
"Roy F. Hudson, Desert HolD'S with Chief Patencio, (palm
A typical trial held in the kiva consisted of
Springs Calif.: Palm Springs Desert Musewn, 1971.);
debating the issue and arriving at a decision.
Dennis Casebier, Guide to the East Mojave Heritage
The
net could veto any decision that the council
Trail: Needles to Ivanpah, (Norco Calif: Trails of the
made. Jurisdiction varied and was commonly
Mojave Road Publishing 1987), 70-89; Richard D. and
Kathryn L. Thompson, Pioneer of the Mojave: The Life
and Times of Aaron G. Lane, (Apple Valley: Desert
Knolls Press, 1995), 31-40.

snompson, 63-81.
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applicable to surrounding tribes. Therefore, if a
neighboring clan member committed a murder,
the common council and the net served justice.
For the most part, the system was acceptable
and efficient when a fair net presided over the
council, but a net that was too harsh or strict
might pronounce sentence too early without
hearing the complete discourse or might simply
administer strict justice. Overall, the system of
justice served the bands and clans well. 6
In 1776, Father Junipero Serra established
the Mission of San Juan Capistrano on the site
of the largest Achemen city. Father Garces
crossed the present-day boundary of San
Bernardino County while trying to map a route
from Sonora, Mexico to Monterey, California.
Spanish justice was administered in the
missions or supporting facilities. In the early
eighteenth century, Father Dumetz built a
CapiIla, or small chapel, on the Saint's Day of
San Bernardino near the present city of Colton.
He hoped to conduct mission activity among
receptive bands of Cahuilla and Serrano Indians
living in their city known as Guachama. His
two major obstacles were desert bands of Paiute
and Chemehuevi Indians who disagreed with
European expansion into the interior, and large
animals such as bears.'
Although
Spanish
missionary
efforts
increased
in
San
Bernardino,
Spanish
government control ended in 1821 with
Mexico's
independence.
The
Mexican
government was divided on the role of the
Catholic Church in California and endured
internal problems as well. As a result, the plan
to establish a chain of interior missions was
eliminated. The land that the small chapel was
established on and several surrounding areas
were sold to Antonio Maria Lugo."

Jose Maria Lugo and Jose del Carman Lugo
received Rancho San Bernardino from their
father. New Mexican pioneers of mixed Pueblo
Indian and Spanish descent occupied the
southern border of the rancho. The New
Mexicans wanted to establish a pueblo culture,
while the Lugos wanted a rancho presence in
the valley. Tension between the two resulted,
but the feudal rancho style structure adapted
better ,than the pueblo structure."
Justice during the Rancho period in San
Bernardino consisted of two elements: structure
and vigilance. The basic Spanish structure
consisted of a town mayor (alcalde) and a
council (ayuntamiento). This judicial body
heard all minor cases. Large offences such as
murder were brought before the Governor at
Monterey. With justice so far away, vigilance
became popular. During, Mexican rule, the
alcalde power was reduced, and greater power
was given to the justices of the peace. 10
Desert Indian raiders attacked the valley at
unprecedented
levels under Paiute Chief
Walkara. In 1851, over two hundred warriors
raided the Lugo Rancho, taking the majority of
the livestock with them. Their booty was sold
at great profit in Utah. The Lugo brothers
mounted a posse to pursue the raiders. Along
the way, two informants were found dead in the
Cajon Pass. The two were popular citizens of
Los Angeles, and the Lugo brothers were
blamed for their demise.
Their trial, The
People v. Lugo, was tried under the American
legal system in Los Angeles. Angry marauders
raided the rancho for revenge and profit. In'
response to the raids, the Lugos hired Juan
Antonio and his band of Cahuillas to defend the
brothers and the rancho during the trial. When
Calif.: Riverside Museum Press and University of
California at Riverside Press, 1977), 10-20.
9yickery, 9-27; Paul Davidson Bailey, Walkara; Hawk of
the Mountains, (Los Angeles: Westemlore Press, 1954),
S0-8.
10Andrew
Rolle, California: A History (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1963), 81; W. W. Robinson, Lawyers
of Los Angeles (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Bar
Assoieation, 1959), 10-4.

~uby
Modesto, Not For Innocent Ears: Spiritual
Traditions of a Desert Cahuilla Medicine Woman,
(Angeles Oaks, Calif: Sweetlight Books, 1980),36-8.
7George William and Helen Pruitt Beattie, Heritage of the
Va/ley: San Bernardino's First Century, (Oakland, Calif:
Biobooks, 1951), 1-54.
8]oyce Carter Vickery, Defending Eden: New Mexican
Pioneers in Southern California, 1830-1890, (Riverside,
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Juan found the marauders, no trial was held. He
and his men shot all but one of them in a ravine.
After their trial ended, the Lugos were tired of
constant Indian raids and legal battles over land
grants and titles. Thus, they decided to sell the
rancho to the highest bidder in February of
1852.11
Missionary efforts by-the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) during
this time spanned the globe. As converts
entered the country, or left their rural areas and
passed through urban areas, they were
susceptible
to
rhetoric
from
other
denominations.
One of the reasons that
Brigham Young, leader of the Mormon faith,
chose to establish a colony in Southern
California was to secure the southern trails and
to gain access to the port of San Diego for
miss ionary efforts abroad. The advantage of
doing so was to, "save three-thousand miles of
inland navigation through the most sickly
climate and county." Young's first step was to
secure a "Mormon Corridor" to the sea by
sending scouts to fmd land to purchase. 12
Amasa LYman and Charles Rich were scouts
sent by Brigham Young to acquire land in
California. They found the lands of the Lugo
Rancho perfect for a Mormon colony. The area
had an ample water supply, fertile land, and
plenty of natural resources. Their colony was
welcomed by southern Californians who were
eager to establish a buffer between them and
the lawless interior. In September of 1851,
LYman and Rich secured a loan from a San
Francisco bank to pay the Lugos for the
Rancho. The cost was $7,000 down and a total
of
$77,500,
at
three-percent
interest,
compounded monthly. This was exorbitant and
one that would prove troublesome to the colony

throughout its existence. Later, that year, close
to one hundred families, of which 437
individuals were Southerners by birth or
descent, came from Utah to colonize San
Bernardino. 13
The frrst families built homes and farms.
LYman occupied the old adobe structure that
had been home to the Lugos. The first night
was cold and rainy, so the adobe had to be
improved upon immediately. By spring 1852,
the Mormons had transformed the adobe
structure into the center of ecclesiastical
activity within the colony; the adobe structure
became the Council house. They also changed
the Rancho style structure into a fortress to
defend against raiders. They pastured herds
and grew grapes, corn, and other commodities.
As 1853 approached, the colony was in
excellent
condition,
and colonists
were
conducting
friendly relations
with local
residents, despite Brigham Young's closed door
policy toward non-members, due to "gentiles"
hatred of polygamy. 14
Daniel M. Thomas, a member of the colony,
circulated a petition to divide Los Angeles
County. The petition was filed and voted upon
at the state level, and in 1853 the County of San
Bernardino was created. Several of the colonists
were appointed to county positions. The county
had four larger bodies of law: district court,
county court, court of sessions, and probate
court. This system ended with the California
Constitution of 1879. The two courts of
importance, the court of sessions and the
district court, were held at the Council house
within the walls of the colony. At the creation
of the county, the Council house was a twostory building with a tiled roof and still

IlVickery, 40-54.
12Edward Leo Lyman San Bernardino: The Rise and Fall

of a California Community (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 1996), 314; Milton R Hunter, Brigham Young:
The Colonizer (Independence:
Zion's
Printing
&
Publishing Co., 1945) 63-73; Donna Hill, Joseph Smith:
The First Mormon, (New York: Doubleday, 1977), 30-6.

13Lyman, 100-98; Beattie, 287-310.
l~e
authoritative work on Mormon polygamy is B.
Carmon Hardy, Solemn Covenant: The Mormon
Polygamous Passage, (Urbana, University of Dlinois
Press, 1992); Lyman, 360-9.
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William Deputy, an aspiring rancher from
northern California, purchased the residence of
Amasa Lyman and the grounds of the Council
house for $3,500. He in tum, sold half of the
interest to a local San Bernardino resident, Dr.
Wozencraft.
Around this time, Deputy was
called to Tulare County by his nephew, John
Stapleford, to tend his property during his
absence. His motive for leaving was one of
necessity.
Stapleford was in debt and was
fleeing his creditors and in the process, turned
the title to his property over to Deputy in order
to conceal it from his creditors.
When'
Stapleford demanded the return of his property
in the following year, Deputy refused and stated
that he had purchased the property, valued at
around forty thousand dollars, from his nephew
for a valuable sum." Deputy then sold the
property in Tulare County for eighteen
thousands dollars. Stapleford sued in the San
Bernardino County District Court and won a
sum of one hundred dollars, and Deputy had to
pay the court costs. Justice seemed to have
failed Stapleford, leading him to tum to
vigilantism. 18
In November 1858, Deputy filed charges for
the events that took place after the first case.
The complaint reveals that Stapleford and his
party took Deputy into the woods and placed a
noose around his neck. They whipped, beat, and
tortured him. They raised the noose several
times until Deputy agreed to deed all of his
property, including the Council house land,
over to his nephew, Stapleford. He filed the
deed and then sold it to Mrs. Williams, a San
Bernardino resident. Deputy asked the court to
negate the deed and return his property to him.
The court found that Mrs. Williams had not
known of the duress and was entitled to the
title. Deputy appealed to the Supreme Court of
California and in 1861, judgment was affirmed

contained the adobe from the Lugo Rancho. It
handled matters of both church and county. IS
The first judge to preside was Daniel M.
Thomas. He had no formal legal education,
which was not uncommon during this period in
California history. The court of sessions was
the precursor to the county Board of
Supervisors, and the day-to-day business of the
county was conducted therein.
The district
court handled matters involving equity, land,
criminal conduct, and naturalization. The
county court also had appellate authority over
the court of sessions. The court system was of
great importance to the citizenry of the
county. 16
In 1857, national antagonism toward the
Mormons had escalated to an unprecedented
level. Aversion to Mormons in San Bernardino
was growing as well. To further compound the
problem, the colonists were still troubled by the
looming debt that was owed on the rancho. The
high interest rate was a continued source of
tension between the colonists and Brigham
Young.
Furthermore, Young's resentment
toward the practices of the colonists was
growing. Young and Lyman continued a bitter
feud that stemmed from personal events that
took place in Nauvoo, Illinois. With the
possibility of war with the United States over
the issue of polygamy, troubles stemming from
administration, crop problems, local relations,
inter-church
relations,
and
ever-looming
financial burdens, the Mormons began to see
San Bernardino as anything but Zion. The
"faithful" were recalled to Utah in 1857, and
Lyman sold the property and paid the debt
owed to the San Francisco bankers. The events
that followed are familiar to western lore.
l~ward
E. Finnage and Richard Collin Mangrum, Zion
in the Courts: A Legal History of the Church' of Latter-day
Saints, 1830-1900, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1988), 100-4; Gordon M Bakken, Practicing Law in
Frontier California, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1991), 1-25; The WPA in San Bernardino County
Collection, (San Bernardino County Archives), boxes 1-4.
1"'yman, 366-9.

17John D. Stapleford v. William G. Deputy, First Judicial
District Court Case #12 (1858).

J8Ibid.
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despite the fact that the grantor had a noose
around his neck at the time of transfer. 19 After
the cases were resolved and title was left in dual
ownership between Dr. Wozencraft and Mrs.
Williams,. another lawsuit blossomed.
Dr.
Wozencraft held one-half interest in the old
Lugo lands. He sued Mrs. Williams claiming
that she had full knowledge that the title was
obtained under duress. The San Bernardino
County
District
Court
decided
on a
compromise. Dr. Wozencraft received full title
to the Lyman grounds and the stockade, and
Mrs. Williams obtained the ranch lands. Clear
ownership to the title of the land was settled.
The Council house served as the county
courthouse until a severe storm cracked the
older adobe that had existed since the time of
the Lugo Rancho.
The Council house was
condemned, and for a few months the county
had no courthouse and had to use residences as
a place for justice until a brick house was
purchased in 1858. The residence of attorney
William Pickett was used as a justice court for a
short time. Pickett was, "brought up to the
trade of a printer" and "was of more than
average ability."
He came from the east
bringing, "a very good law library, at least a
good one for a frontier town. It being the first
law library of any consequence in San
Bernardino."
Pickett's shortcoming was his
temper.
He allowed a newly appointed justice court
judge to use a room in his downtown residence
because the judge did not have a place of his
own and space was hard to acquire. In his
diary, Judge H. C. Rolfe recalls:

wrath, he ordered the court out of his
office, a ruling to which the court meekly
submitted, picking up his docket and hat
and shaking the dust of that office from his
feet, the magistrate directed the jury to
reconvene at another place, but there was
not much reconvening. Some of them went
to the place indicated by the CotD1 but
some tarried by the wayside, some went not
at all and some went the other way. And
. co urt . 20
that was the last of that case m

San Bernardino County grew rapidly from
the 1860s through the 1870s. Lawlessness
remained a problem in the out-reaches of the
county, particularly from groups that favored
the Confederate States of America, in addition
to the ever-present Indian threat.
As these
decades progressed, another culture began to
emerge. The Comstock Lode in Nevada began
to dwindle, and miners began. to explore
Southern California looking for silver and gold.
In 1869, miners began to take risks by settling
in the desert. The first major settlement,
Ivanpah, occurred near the present-day state
line. The mountains of San Bernardino boomed
with the discovery of gold in Holcomb Valley
near today's Big Bear. The county population
grew along with its tax base,"
With the increase in population came an
increase in criminal activity and civil strife;
water claims, lawlessness, and mine disputes
occurred throughout the county. A new house
for the county seat was built in 1874. This
building was a two-story structure with a clock

20 San Bernardino County Bar Association, The Bench and
Bar of San Bernardino
County, California,
(San
Bernardino: Universal Directory Publishing Corp., 1975),
1-45; H. C. Rolfe, "Scrapbook" H. C. Rolfe Collection,
San Bernardino County Archives, 14.
21 John Robinson,
The San Bernardinos: The Mountain
Country from the Cajon Pass to
Oak Glen, Two Centuries of Changing Use, (Arcadia,
Calif.: Big Santa Anita Historical Society, 1989), 50-5;
Dave Walter Lukkarila,
"The Summer
of 1861:
Establishing a Military Camp in San Bernardino at the
Civil War's Beginning: A Review of the Official War
Records," (MA
Thesis, California State University,
Fullerton, 1994), 1-32; Lane, 81-96; Casebier, 308-14.

In a suit before the same justice, in which
Pickett was attomey for one of the parties,
and the trial was progressing before a jury,
the court made several rulings against him
in the admission or. rejection of testimony.
This was more than Pickett could stand in
his own house, especially as the case was
going against him on the merits. In his
19Wi/liam Deputy v, John D. Stapleford;
Judicial District Court Case #11 (1859).

et al., First
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and tower. It succeeded the small brick building
erected in 1858. In 1879, a new California
Constitution reorganized the state court system
by eliminating the court county system and
establishing county superior courts. The county
had the option to organize other inferior courts
below it. The San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors
established ',' justice courts in
townships across the county. The new superior
court served as the appellate court to the justice
courts and to the psychopathic and juvenile
courts. In terms of judicial growth, the 1880s
surpassed the previous decades. 22
The 1880s were an amazing time for growth
in Southern California for one reason: the
railroad.
It connected the county by 1883,
when mining was at its height. The Calico,
New York, Providence, Clark, and Ord mines
were booming. Death Valley, the Mojave River
Valley, and Landfair Valley were gleaming
with activity.
Barstow and Daggett became
connection points from which the railroad
linked Hesperia and the San Bernardino Valley.
The valley was a hub of railway activity and the
major connection point for all of Southern
California. San Bernardino was a center for
commerce as well. A booming service industry
supplied miner, farmer, and merchant alike.
Saloons sprang up throughout the county, with
the exception of Riverside. By the end of the
decade, Riverside enjoyed a booming citrus
culture that was conservative in nature. The
citizenry did not like the fact that a maelstrom
of urban culture surrounded the county seat.
Late in the 1880s, residents of Riverside saw a
unique opportunity. The old courthouse, built
in 1874, was highly inadequate for the booming
county.
Colton, Chino, Riverside,
San
Bernardino, and Redlands began to bicker over
where the new courthouse and county seat
should be located. Redlands traditionally
favored Riverside on many matters but sided
with San Bernardino. Chino was in favor of
splitting the county. In 1887, two bond issues

22wp A Collection box 2.

for the new court failed in the Board of
Supervisors because of Riverside's opposition.
Colton offered two hundred thousand dollars
and a parcel of land for the privilege of
becoming the county seat. A petition for an
election was presented to the Board of
Supervisors but was rejected because several of
the signatures were from one author and some
names did not match the register of voters.
Riverside tried to secede and announced it was
forming a separate county, but the measure was
voted down. 23
Late in 1892, the Board of Supervisors
approved a bond for $78,611 for the building
fund, despite the objections from Riverside. In
February 1893, Riverside secured land from
San Bernardino and San Diego counties to
create the county of Riverside with the
blessings of the State Legislature.
The new
county inherited debt and litigation from both
counties that lasted until 1899. San Bernardino
County had to go to court for' reclassification
because of the population loss."
Riverside
became a county, and San Bernardino built a
courthouse.
The new building was connected to the older
1874 courthouse. It was a gothic-style building
made of turreted thick marble and sespe
sandstone blocks. The front of the building
contained a clock tower like the. older
courthouse to which it is connected. The older
building that was joined to the new building
was refurbished and used for other county
government offices. The new building was the
pride of the county and home to the Superior
Court of San Bernardino County. 25
The county continued to grow and prosper
through
the
turn
of
the
century.

23San Bernardino Bar, 28-39.
Abe N Kumler, Appellaru v. The Board of Supervisors of
San Bernardino County, Respondent 103 Cal. 393; 37 P.
383; (1894) Cal. LEXIS 786.
~d
of Supervisors, 1926 Collection.
24
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The 1874 Courthouse

San Bernardino

circa the 1870's. San Bernardino County Archives.

County made the most of the space available for facilities. Here, the
1874 courthouse can be seen behind the 1894 expansion.
San Bernardino C01UltyArchives.
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Board of Supervisors paid over $60,000 for
alterations and repairs to a building that. had
originally cost them $78,611. The majority of
'. the
county
records
including titles and court
cases were stored in the
basement
of
the
building."
The
OFFICIAL OPENING->
courthouse, according to
the Board of Supervisors,
OF THE
was fast becoming a
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY COURT HOUSE
liability that the county
did not need; the building
AND
was considered a fire
UNVEILING OF THB MEMORIAL TABLET
hazard.
Propaganda
proliferated by the Board
DEDICATING
THE
SITE
of Supervisors in order to
~..~_ ._~
,.-:,.-:::;0,.
pass a bond for a new site,
::.~~i,>
described the worse case
scenario:

Several legal battles waged in the 1880s
were finally settled, and the business of the
superior court continued to grow through
periods of booms and

::s.

A~ethe

c~::. Cc:mVENIR. PROGRAfQ

continuedto grow, the

J

court facilities were ".
strained.
From the turn of
the century through
the mid-twenties, the
new court continued to
serve the county but
with
drastic
modifications.
The
situation
worsened
when an earthquake
rocked San Bernardino
County in 1905 and
the
Board
of
If the Hall of records
Supervisors
had to
[that is connected to the
float
a bond. for
courthouse]
were to
repairs. In 1906, a
suffer a 60-minute fire,
rearrangement
of
in the first or third
floors, a replacement of
departments and desks
county records would
began which lasted for
cost far more- than the
the duration of the
bond
issue proposed,
. SATURDAY, APRIL sou. 1927 .
court's
existence.
and hundreds of court
Stairways were taken
actions
would
be
out, entrances sealed
necessary
to
place
the
Program from the dedication of the new San
up, the lower jails
title of property in the
Bernardino County Courthouse in 1927.
were removed, and
name of its rightful
San Bernardino County Archives.
the
records
were
owners."
placed
in
the
In 1923, the County Board of Supervisors
basement to create more space in the
began to examine the problem and search for a
courthouse. Department Two of the superior
solution. Originally they planned to demolish
court was divided to accommodate office space,
the old building and raise a new facility. The
and Department One was moved back to the old
problem with this was that the county
building by removing the law library. Some
government would be homeless until the
services, such as County Tax Coll ion, were
completion of the new facility.
The Board
moved to nearby office complexes. A hallway
was sealed up on one end creating more space
~inutes
of the County Board of Supervisors, 1905,.
for the District Attorney's office.
Even
Book N, 62; 1906, Book N, 201, 249; 1907 Book 0, 47,
balconies were sealed for office space. From
50, ] 06. San Bernardino County Archives; Board of
Supervisors, 1926 Collection.
the period of 1906 through 1924, the County
27Board of Supervisors, 1926 Collection.
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decided to float a bond issue of $850,000 in
order to acquire land and build a new facility,
which included a new jail, near the courthouse
of 1893. It was determined that the county
could obtain one hundred thousand dollars for
the land that the 1893 courthouse stood on.
Since the location of the 1893 courthouse was
in the heart of the business district, the land
would generate considerable tax revenue. The
Board passed the bond, thereby affirming its
support of county growth, efficiency, record
preservation, and prestige. The bond was only

named Howard E. Jones to design the building,
a task Jones found somewhat difficult, but he
was the perfect person to hire for the project
because he had designed the majority of the
larger projects in the county. Jones traveled the
state to examine county facilities to determine
the best features of each. The Board's only
request was that the exterior be simp le. The
result was a design that conformed to no
specific style of architecture, but resembles
classic Roman and Italian Renaissance.
The
designs submitted to the Board were approved.

Howard E. Jones designed tbe 1927 San Bernardino County Courtbouse.
San Bernardino County Archives.

the beginning of. the workload needed to build
the courthouse. 28
Throughout 1926, the County Board of
Supervisors, of which C. S. Crain of Victorville
was Chairman, was confronted with a myriad of
logistic responsibilities. Immediate problems
included title to the land and designing the
building; The Board hired a local architect

The deed to a portion of the land was obtained
through the generous
donation of San
Bernardino's prominent businessmen, which
was valued at seventy thousand dollars. This
saved the county a considerable sum, the
remainder of which was used to retire the
courthouse bond.
As construction began, Southern California
experienced a wet winter. The Board had the
responsibility
of
approving
everything

28lbid
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associated with the construction and design of
the building.
They were bombarded with
prospectuses on everything from chairs, tables,
and filing cabinets, to wallpaper and safes.
Some bid bonds were awarded to companies as
far away as New Orleans.
In 1927, the
courthouse started to take shape. By late March
1927, the twelve thousand square foot
courthouse was near completion. Some said it
resembled the six million dollar Hall of Justice
in Los Angeles. In the middle of April, the San
Bernardino
Sun announced the day of
dedication."
Saturday, 30 April 1927, was one of the
most celebrated days in the history of the
county. The dedication of the courthouse was a
festive day that attracted over three thousand
county residents.
Family and friends all
gathered to see inside the pillared spectacle. he
county held a large celebration with U.S.
Senator Hiram Johnson as the featured speaker.
It was one event that was not to be missed."
The program began with words from J. C.
Smith of Highland who was the Chairman of
the General County Program Committee. He
introduced C. S. Crain of Victorville, Chairman
of the Board of Supervisors and Master of
Ceremonies. The flag was raised on the new
flagpole, and local writer W. M. Bristol read
"The Flag" by Charles Frazer. Bristol believed
that the flag was not getting the respect that it
deserved, and his speech became a sermon on
the topic. Next, two tablets were unveiled.
One stated the names of the architect and the
Board of Supervisors, and the other reported the
history of the valley. The second half of the
ceremony featured John Brown Jr., son of a
famous pioneer, and other remaining pioneers.
John Brown read aloud from his father's
scrapbook detailing San Bernardino history
remembering pioneers, who as children played
29"Rains Doubled the Total of 1926" San Bernardino Sun,
3 April t 927.
3OftProgram Will Be Conducted on Fort Site: Senator
Johnson
Will Speak at Colorful Ceremony Here
Tomorrow" San Bernardino Sun, 26 April 1927.

around the Mormon Council house. He talked
of Father Dumetz and his church, of Lugo and
his Rancho, and of Lyman and the fort. The
Upland Municipal band played and then Hiram
Johnson gave the address of the day. Senator
Johnson said he was honored to dedicate the
building and in response to John Brown's
speech stated, "what has been said by the
historian
touches
the
heart
of every
Californian." He then proceeded to bash "big
government" in the East and the power interest
lobby fighting Boulder Dam.
Finally, he
dedicated the building "for the aims of justice
for all times." The band played a few more
songs, and the ceremony ended."
After the ceremony, the public toured the
new facility.
The courthouse housed the
majority of county government. As the result
of significant rainfall, garden groups placed
desert flowers all over the courthouse.
The
tourists were in awe over the fancy iron and
brass work, as well as the marble.
The ground floor contained the free county
library, the justice court, and the offices of the
sheriff,
horticulture
commission,
welfare
commission, and traffic officers. The second
floor contained rooms for county tax collection,
the highway commissioner, and the surveyor.
The third floor was home to three courtrooms
of the superior court, a law library, jury rooms,
the district attorney, and other higher county
officials. The top floor drew the most attention.
The top floor of the courthouse was the county
jail. Thirty-eight jail cells were built. They
contained "tool proof bars" and a concrete wall
dividing the facility for men and women. The
county now had a court building that has lasted,
with alterations such as an annex, to the
W. Beattie, "Courthouse Stands on Early Residence
of Don Lugo: Early Record Plot FOWldby Historian," San
Bernardino Sun 1 May 1927' "Pioneers Who Lived in
Fort Given Tribute: Descendents
of Early Leaders
Introduced: Tablets Unveiled," San Bernardino Sun, 1
May 1927; "Courthouse is Flower Bower at Inspection:
All County Departments Hold Open House Following
. Dedication," San Bernardino Sun, 1 May 1927; Barnhill,
3-15.
31G.
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present-day. One of the most striking features
of the courthouse is the plaque dedicated by the
Native Sons of the Golden West on 30 April
1927 that reads:

On this site in 1839 was built the first house
.in San Bernardino, the home of Jose Del
Carmon Lugo, one of the grantees of the
Rancho San Bernardino. Also on this site,
in 1851, a stockade of logs was built as a

OccasionaUy cases were too large for the county justice courts and
were removed to the Superior Court. This picture shows the
Amboy-Ludlow District Justice Court and the judge on the last day
of operation in 1954. San Bernardino County Archives.
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protection against Indians. In it more than
one hundred Pioneer families lived for over
a year. 32

The establishment of a courthouse during
the nineteenth and early twentieth century was
an important event in the lives of western
settlers, whether it was on the Overland Trail, a
justice court, or a superior court. Justice and the
law required a place to conduct the business of
law. It was just as critical to the establishment
of a town as a church or a saloon. It was
important even before the settlers came, for
American Indian justice also required a place to
del iberate. 33
This study illustrates the importance and
priority given to the development of a
courthouse for San Bernardino County. The
establishment of a court required considerable
time,
money,
and effort
from county
government officials and citizens alike. Their
diligence proves that the institution of law was
of paramount importance in the social-political
economic construct.
This study affirms the
hardships, controversy, and collective effort
used to create a building. One can imagine the
significance of the business of the court in
shaping and creating the County of" San
Bernardino and the importance of law in
shaping the California frontier.

In April 1927 U.S. Senator Hiram Johnson
dedicated the San Bernardino County
Courthouse, "for the aims of justice for aU
times." The Elusive Eden, Richard B. Rice,
William A. Bullough, and Richard 1. Orsi.

32Ibid' Board of Supervisors 1926 Collection .
further study see: John Phillip Reid, Policing the
Elephant: Crime, Punishment, and Social Behavior on the
Overland Trail, (San arino, Calif.: Huntington Library,
1997); Dix Van Dyke Daggett: Life in a Mojave Frontier
Town, ed. Peter Wild,
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1997)' John Wonder, Irferio: Courts,
Superior Justice: A History of the Justice of the Peace on
the Northwest Fromier, 1859-1889, (Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1979).
.33For
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'iVOMORE STRANGERS'~
The Faith and Progress of Immigrant Muslims in Orange
County, California.
Kathleen Keithly

The Muslim community in Orange County serves as a microcosm, illustrating change in the
demography of the area Since the establishment of the Islamic Society of Orange County
(lSOC) in 1962, the Muslim Ummah (community) has grown exponentially, and has become
an important contributor to the expanding cultural tapestry of the County. Muslims from
various economic, educational, and national backgrounds have united under a common
religion to formulate for themselves a unique American- Muslim cultural identity. This paper
chronicles their progress, and current efforts to remain unified while maintaining their unique
religious heritage against forces of modernity, change, and acculturation in Orange County.

hirty years ago, a woman walking down the street in any area of Orange County, dressed in
traditional Muslim clothing, with a flowing floor-length black gown, covered hair and veil, would
have attracted stares and comments. Now the sight is common enough that it does not provoke even
the most outspoken little child to make an embarrassing remark. For here, in a county famed for its
"white-bread," conservative population, the number of Muslims has grown enough to change Islam
from an "outsiders' religion" to a minority one. Their houses of worship have multiplied so that there
is a masjid (mosque) within five miles of anyone living in the county.' They have organizations,
schools, and even a shelter for Muslim homeless.' Perhaps most telling is that when The Orange
County Register published an article about the morality of the President of the United States,
representatives of Islam were asked for their opinions, along with Catholics, Jews, and Protestants. 3
However, it is not just their incredible growth that has brought the Muslims acceptance. They have
dreamed, planned, and worked towards raising an indigenous generation of believers. They want their
children to have the blessing of faith in the only home they will probably ever know.

IRiaz Cahauhary, "A Message from the Chairman, Mailis-e-Shura" (Ninth International Sirah
Conference, Garden Grove, Calif: Islamic Society of Orange County, 1998), 8.
2 ageeb Khan, "Caring for the Needy," Alkalima (October-November 1998): 5.
3Carol McGraw and Hieu Tran Phan, "Can President Clinton Obtain True Forgiveness?" The Orange County Register, 24
August 1998.
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In 1962, a handful of Muslim immigrants
from different Middle Eastern countries
founded the Islamic Society of Orange County
(ISOC). They shared a vision to "establish an
Islamic center to serve the spiritual, educational
and social needs of Muslims" living in and
around Orange County." ISOC has grown to
become the largest Muslim organization in the
area, serving the more than eighty thousand
Muslims who reside here. Their facilities
started out in a small house in Fullerton in the
early 1960s. Now they fill a 53-acre complex
in Garden Grove,
which includes a
masjid,
an
elementary
school, a library,
a cafeteria, and
administrative
offices.'
Interestingly,
a
local Protestant
church
previously
owned
the
property and all
the buildings on
it.
Currently,
Muslims at Friday prayer.
ISOC is working
toward building
"Masjid 2000" on this property, a place of
worship that will hold three thousand Muslims. 6
Because an Islamic education is considered to
be of paramount importance, these familyoriented people have founded the Orange
Crescent School, a private school for Muslim
students from kindergarten through eighth
grade. An "Islamic Weekend School," which
has a present enrollment of about five hundred
students from kindergarten through college,

ISOC Profile" (Ninth International Sirah Conference,
Garden Grove Calif.: Islamic Society of Orange County
4.

1998) 33.
sIbid.
~eu

Tran Phan, "A Mosque For the Millenium,"

Orange County Register, 19 February ]998.

The

reaches those who attend other schools. A
Muslim scholar is in residence there, to answer
some of the many questions from Muslims and
non-Muslims alike. For anyone interested in
learning Arabic, classes have been made
available during the week for both adults and
children.
The Garden Grove facilities include other
auxiliary organizations. A Muslim woman's
organization meets for social, educational and
service activities. The Muslim Youth Group
provides classes and activities for teenagers and
young adults.' A bimonthly
publication,
The
Orange Crescent,
provides
community
information as well
as spiritual
and
practical
articles,
and is published at
the facility as well.
ISOC also offers
services such as
religious
counseling,
funerals,
Author's Collection
weddings, and the
five daily prayers.
They
sponsor
an
International
Sirah
Conference, with Muslim speakers from all
over the world, and are beginning to sponsor
charitable activities for both Muslims and nonMuslims. 8 In short, the Islamic Society of
Orange County is proof that Muslims are here
to stay.
The Islamic Society of Orange County
(ISOC) is a microcosm of the Muslim world.
The first Muslim immigrants who came to the
county brought the religion of Islam, as well as
a rich tapestry of cultural appurtenances. They
came from many different countries, most of
them Middle Eastern: Iran, Iraq, Egypt, and
The Orange Crescent, November 1998.
8Ibid.
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from different countries. It is also the issue that
SYmbolizes the main difference between Islam
and other religions in the West. It has marked
them over the years as "different." .
ISOC, along with most other Muslim
organizations in the United States today, have
struggled to clear up misunderstandings over
this issue. Over the years, Americans have
adopted many erroneous ideas about Muslims,
especially those from the Middle East. The
position of women in Islam has been one of the
most misunderstood concepts. The sight of a
woman with her hair, arms, and legs covered is
so foreign to Americans of the twentieth
century that they assume that those women who
are so covered have been forced to do so by a
dominating male culture. In fact, however,
Islam teaches that men and women are equal. 13
Fadia Dawood, in her Minaret article "The Role
of Muslim Women," states that the role of
women in Muslim society has not been
presented to westerners with objectivity. She
further contends that a "myriad of myths,
fallacies, and misconceptions" surrounds the
issue. 14 Islam has always stressed the equality
of men and women. In fact, the Prophet
Muhammad founded the religion of Islam in
partnership with his businesswoman wife,
Khadija." According to a Muslim scholar, Ali
A. Mazrul, prior to the twentieth century,
Muslim women had more rights than their
European contemporaries. Under Muslim law,
called "Sharia," the European custom of
primogeniture, or the practice of the eldest son
inheriting all of the father's property and
wealth, was illegal. Also, unlike European
women, Muslim women have always had the

Afghanistan, to name a few. Others came from
India and Pakistan while some arrived from
countries in the Far East, such as Thailand,
Malaysia, and Indonesia. Some of them were
hiites, and some were Sunnites.? All Muslim
immigrants came for different reasons. Some
came as did Roya Rabii of El Toro, to obtain a
better education for their children." Some came
for better jobs and a better standard of living, as
did Kerry and Mut Udomsak: of Anaheim. 11
Some came to escape the fate of political
prisoners. All of them left behind family
members and loved ones. Many of them
expected to be able to return to their homes
within a short time, but they have remained
here for five, ten, or twenty years. Now they
meet together to worship with brothers and
sisters from other lands and other cultures.
Their enthusiasm for their faith has attracted
many American converts. In fact, in 1998, for
the first time, there were more indigenous
Muslims in Orange County than immigrants. 12
As the believers
from these various
countries and cultures meet together to form a
uslim community (ummah), they have found
that, though they have Islam in common,
cultural differences abound. Many of these
differences have. been dealt with pragmatically.
For instance, at almost all of the masjids here in
Orange County, the sermons are given in
English, and the Arabic and other classes are
taught in English as well. When they have
meals together at the masjid in Garden Grove,
they are offered a variety of ethnic foods.
Some issues cannot be dealt with so practically,
however. The biggest issue Orange County
Muslims are trying to deal with now is one that
concerns women. It is the issue of the hijab, or
head covering.
This issue divides Muslims

ost Muslims are Sunnites. Shiites are usually from Iran.
I~oya Rabii, interview by author, tape recording, EI
Toro, Calif 6 November 1998.
llKerry Udomsak, telephone interview by author, La
Mirada, Calit:, 12 December 1998.
12Esther Schrader
"Thriving
Islam
Enters
U.S.

13 A quote
from the Qur' an illustrates the desire for
equality between men and women: "0 mankind, keep your
duty to your Lord who created you from a single soul and
from it created its mate (of the same kind) and from them
twain had spread a multitude of men and women." Qur' an
4:1.
14Fadia
Dawood, "Tbe Role of Women," Minaret
(November-December 1998): 21.
IS Ali A
Mazrul, "Democracy and the H\J1Dane Life,"

Mainstream," Los Angeles TImes, 3 July 1998.

Foreign Affair (September-October 1997): 118.
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"halal?" food in Orange County is run by a
right to own property independent of their
businesswoman
in Santa Ana.2O
husbands. More recently, Muslim women in
Because Americans form their conclusions
Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, and Pakistan were
about
Muslim
allowed to vote
women
based
early
in
this
upon what these
century.
Several
women
are
have served as
wearing, they do
Prime ministers in
not notice
the
Pakistan,
number
of
Bangladesh,
and
practicing Muslim
Turkey. 16 This is
women who dress
something
that
just as they do
women
in the
themselves. Kerry
"progressive"
Udomsak,
a
United States have
Muslim
from
not achieved.
South
Africa,
The
Prophet
lives in Anaheim.
Muhammad's
She works as a
counsel insists that
labor
and delivery
all poop le must
Women enjoying a meal together at the MasJid.
nurse at a local
seek
excellence,
Author's Collection.
hospital, and no
and
does
not
one would know
exclude
women.
from her clothing that she prays at a Mosque
Roya Rabii, an Iranian, notes that women in
and reads scriptures in Arabic. Kerry .said that
Iran are encouraged to attend college, and that
the issue of clothing, especially the hijab, is the
there are many female professionals in that
country. They are not just teachers and nurses,
biggest issue for Muslims in the United States
today. She mentions that there are web sites on
but work as university presidents, doctors, and
lawyers. 17 In her article, Fadia Dawood
the Internet where people can log on and chat
about this issue at all hours of the day, and she
observes that if Muslim women fail to achieve
says many do. She feels that the extremely
greatness in any area, it is because they are too
modest clothing is mostly a cultural issue.
passive, not because opportunities are not
available to them. "The Muslims who have
Women from Iraq, for example, do not wear the
hijab, but women who have emigrated from
settled here in the United States follow the
same practice of encouraging young women to
other Middle Eastern countries cover up
totally." A second-generation young Muslim
be educated. The principal of ISOC's Orange
Crescent School, Dr. Zakiyyah Muhammad, is a
woman, Nargesh Rabii
iedzwiecki, agrees.
woman. Women are encouraged to be involved
She says that many women from the Middle
East, especially Afghanistan, fear losing their
in business as well. The largest supplier of
identity, and that the wearing of the hijab is a

l~id.
I1Rabii.
18Dawood, "Muslim Women" 24.

~9Hala/ food is permissible for Muslims to eat. It is similar
to kosher food, in that no pork can be eaten, and animals
have to be slaughtered in a certain way.
2OUdomsak.
21Ibid.
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cultural issue for them." However, virtually all
of these women, whether or not they choose to
wear the hijab on a daily basis, cover up when
they pray at their masjid in Orange County."
This sensitive issue is one that will not go away
without some serious thought and discussion. It
is interesting to note, however, that the Muslim
women, in the American tradition, will
ultimately decide this issue for themselves.
To a Muslim, Islam is a way of life, not just
a religion. Their lives are shaped around the
Qur'an and the Five Pillars of the faith. These
are: the creed "There is no deity except Allah
and Muhammad is his messenger; prayer five
times daily; fasting from dawn until sunset
during the month of Ramadan; charitable
giving; and the Hajj, a one-time pilgrimage to
Mecca. This commitment to live a religious life
in a secular American society causes problems,
not the least of which is raising children. Dr.
Abdullah Ghazi, addressing a large group of
Muslims at a conference in Buena Park, noted
at if the children do not accept their parent's
values, there will be no second generation of
Islam.24
For this reason, ISOC has made
education for parents and children a high
priority. In explaining their educational agenda,
they note that "the task of raising a Muslim
family in the twenty-first century is enormous
and quite challenging. As a diverse community
living within the great American experiment of
pluralism' and 'democracy,' Muslims have to
be unified in their struggle to maintain their
Islamic Identity.'?" To meet this need, aside
argesh Rami Niedzwiecki, telephone interview by
author, La Mirada, Calif:, 1 November ]998.
2JKerry Udomsak mentions that when she and her husband
went to a masjid in San Diego, California to pray one
Friday, none of the women wore head coverings. She said
that they were all black, and so, perhaps, all indigenous to
the United States.
Z4 Abdullah Ghazi, "'Iqra'
Program of Sirah and Islamic
Studies," (speech delivered at the Ninth International
Sirah Conference, sponsored by the Islamic Society of
Orange County at Buena Park, Ca., 27 November 1998).
2S..Islamic Weekend School" (Ninth International Sirah
COriference, Garden Grove, Calif.: Islamic Society
of Orange County, 1998),44.

from establishing
the
Orange
Crescent
elementary school, they also offer weekend
classes to teach Arabic, Islamic Studies, and
Qur 'anic Studies. In a new, creative effort,
ISOC sponsors an annual Quiz Competition on
Islamic Knowledge for young Muslims. This
contest, which is open to all children ages seven
to eighteen in Southern California, provides the
winner a free ticket to Saudi Arabia."
The , raising of the second-generation
Muslims within the faith has been given a high
priority by ISOC. Aside from setting up the
Orange Crescent School, ISOC sponsors a very
active youth program, Muslim Youth Group
(MYG- ISOC). Theirs is one of the leading
Muslim youth organizations
in Southern
California, and is the largest one in Orange
County. Their monthly calendar resembles any
other American mainstream church youth
group's, with Friday Night Basketball, College
and Career Fair, and a yearly Magic Mountain
excursion. Yet, some of their other activities
have a different cultural flavor: Ramadan
Potluck Iftars ISOC Eid Carnival, and a Qiyam
a/-Lail program." The mission statement of the
MYG-ISOC states that they are "dedicated and
committed to providing an Islamic atmosphere
and environment with the development of the
Muslim personality and character." Their
objectives include providing a forum for youth
to discuss relevant issues, creating a sense of
community (um11U1h) within the hearts and
minds of the youth, and helping them develop
Muslim youth camaraderie, 28 Though they meet
together several days each week, dating is
strictly forbidden." They do not even sit
together during meetings; the young women sit
on one side of the room, while the young men
sit on the other. They become acquainted
~eu
Tran Phan, "Islamic Religion, History Competition
Is About More Than Just Winning," The Orange County
Register, 6 April ]998.
v"Muslim Youth Group" (Ninth International Sirah
Conference, Garden Grove, Calif.: Islamic Society of
Orange County, 1998), 44-8.
28Ibid.
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Ramadan. 31
On this day of feasting and
exchanging gifts, Muslims from all over Orange
County gather together to celebrate in several
different locations, including the masjid in
Garden Grove.
This is a time of change for Islam in Orange
County. All over the United States Muslims are
emerging from their immigrant cocoons as
American activist butterflies. They have been
encouraged to do so by community leaders, and
they have been
taught how by
some
of the
African
American
Muslim
groups. 32
Earlier this year,
the Imam Sadiq
Safir expressed
his hopes 'for
Southern
California
Muslims.
He
said, "Here in
Besides meeting
Orange County,
Orange Crescent students at Friday prayer.
at the masjids for
.Islam is
Author's Collection.
prayer,
at
the
passive-it's
in a
community centers
transition period.
for activities and classes, and at other public
Especially for Muslims who are immigrants
forums for conferences, Muslims in Orange
here, it takes time for people to understand h w
Coun meet each year at William Mason Park
the system works-America
is overwhelmi z.
in Irvine to celebrate one of Islam's two most
But now it's time to get out of the lull.?"
celebrated holidays, 'Id al-Adha, the Festival
University of Southern California Political
of Sacrifice. This is a time to celebrate
Science Professor, Richard Dekmejian, notes
Ishmael's deliverance from being offered as a
that Islam started out as an immigrant religion,
sacrifice by his father Abraham, and it falls
but that it is now becoming indigenous. He said
during the month when pilgrimages are made to
that Muslims used to be concerned with
Mecca.
This
huge
gathering
attracts
international attention: news broadcasts in Iran
cover the event, which falls on a different date
31Benjamin J. Hubbard, John T. Hatfield, and James A
every ear
uslim holidays are computed
antucci American's Religions: An Educator's Guide to
using
ar rather than a solar calendar). The
Beliefs and Practices (Englewood, Colo.: Teacher Ideas
second eat holiday is 'Id al-Fitr, or the end of
'Press: 1997),87.
during activities, but they do not interact as
other young Californians do: even when they
begin to think about marriage, they still do not
date. However, they do manage to pair off and
marry, with their parents' permission, of course.
It is against the Sharia for a Muslim woman to
many outside of the faith; luckily, Islam
encourages conversion, sa many young men
convert. Roya Rabii's
daughter Nargesh
Niedzwiecki married a young man after he
converted to Islam.
Nargesh said that
for her, it would
have
been
unthinkable
to
many someone who
was not of the faith.
She said she was
lucky because her
husband, who had
previously
been
Catholic,
was
already interested in
Islam when he met
her. 30

I

J<Niedzwiecki.

3~jsa Richardson. ','Islam Speakers Urge Openness about
Faith," Los Angeles TImes, 4 July ]998.
33Ibid.
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survival and improving their image, but that
now they are more stable. 34
Muslims still struggle with improving their
image, as their reaction to the movie, The Siege,
demonstrated.3s The - fact that they feel
comfortable enough to protest in public shows
how much they have learned about American
culture. Some Muslims feel that just reacting to
situations in which they feel threatened is not
enough. In an article urging his fellow Muslims
to be more proactive, author Hamza Yunis asks
why they wait until they have to be on the
defensive. He suggests that Muslims try to
promote Islam, rather than just defend it." The
president of the Muslim Student Union (MSU)
at the University of California, Irvine, has
recently announced that his organization is now
committed to being proactive. President Amana
Rafique states that in the past the MSU has
tended to be passive; they felt that just
providing a comfortable atmosphere for their
members was good enough. But now, Rafique
says, the MSU wants to make the Muslim voice
heard and respected on the campus."
Muslims are trying to make changes within
their community that would make it easier for
them to practice their rei igion. The Council on
American-Islamic
Relations
(CAIR)
of
outhem California has been instrumental in
bringing about some of these changes. In one
instance, CAIR complained to the California
state office of the Department of Motor
Vehicles that a Torrance (Los Angeles County)
DMV employee refused to take a Muslim
woman's driver's license picture unless she
removed her hijab. The DMV apologized;
promised to train their employees at that
location, and teach them that the procedural

manuals do not call for the removal of
"religiously mandated headgear." In another
case, The Department of Public Works decided
to allow their employees to wear religiously
mandated beards after a Muslim ·man
complained through CAIR. CAIR was also
instrumental in having a KCOP billboard,
offensive to Muslims, removed, and obtained a
public retraction from a Los Angeles radio
station talk show host who had misrepresented
Muslims in his broadcast. 38
Some of their leaders now feel that Muslims
need to reach out to improve their new home;
they need to share their faith with Americans.
At a recent ISOC sponsored conference in
Buena Park, attended by nearly one thousand
Muslims, several speakers issued calls to action
on the part of Muslims. One of the Pillars of the
faith is Da' wa, which means outreach, or
charitable giving. The Muslims were urged to
share not only their money, but also their time
and faith. In a revealing departure from quoting
the words of the Qur'an or the Prophet·
Muhammad, Shaikh Tajuddin Shuaib urged his
listeners to "take a page out of the Christians'
book," by giving during Ramadan as much as
the Christians give at Christmas." Another
speaker, Dr. Ahmad Sakr, asked, "Why did
Allah bring you to America?" He went on to
describe the state of agnosticism in the United
States, saying that many Americans are looking
for faith. He encouraged the congregation to
invite others to Islam." Dr. Aslam Abdullah,
the editor of Minaret, also spoke at the
conference. He reiterated what his magazine
has tried to convey over the past few years, that
there are many issues in America which need to
38CAIR Good News Alert (Council on American-Islamic
Relations Southern California, Alert #13).
39Shaikh Tajuddin Shuaib, "Excellence in Community
Relations," (speech delivered at the Ninth International
Sirah Conference sponsored by the Islamic Society of
Orange County, Buena Park, Calif; 27 November 1998).
40Ahmad Sakr, "The Prophet's Last Sermon," (speech
delivered at the Ninth International Sirah Conference,
sponsored by the Islamic Society of Orange County,
Buena Park, Calif; 27 November 1998).

34Schrader.
3~inda Goodstein, "Film Scapegoating Falls on Muslims

and Arabs," The Orange County Register, 1 November
1998.
~

Yunis, "Muslims Should Learn to Be Proactive,
ot Simply Reactive," Alkalima (September-October
1998): 24.
n"A Message from the President of the Muslim Student
Union," Alkalima (September-October
1998): 3.
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be addressed by Muslims. He noted that human
rights did not originate in the West, and that
they have always been implicit in Islam. He
told the people attending the conference that,
"Muslim voices must be heard," on the human
rights issues, not excluding abortion." The
president of the Muslim Bar Association, Dr.
Muddassir Siddiqui, came to the conference
from Washington D.C. to speak about the
Sharia, and stressed to his listeners that if they
would build a good community, made up of
good people, their sense of right and wrong
would stay strong." Several other notable
speakers repeated the idea that it is time for
Muslims to enter the public arena and work to
improve their communities.
Muslims are reaching out to promote
understanding among different faiths. They join
interfaith councils and participate in interfaith
fairs in Orange County. Their goal is for people
to understand that Christians and Muslims have
many similar beliefs, including belief in the
Bible's prophets, even Jesus. Though they do
not revere him as God, they honor him as a holy
man. They actively invite non-Muslims to their
conferences and classes. In a historic meeting at
the Islamic Center of Southern California in
Los Angeles, the leadership of the Islamic
Center, the Muslim Public Affairs Council, and
Minaret magazine, met with Jewish leaders
representing the Anti-Defamation League, the
Jewish
Journal,
the
American
Hebrew
Conference, the University of Judaism, and
others. They met to define the challenges they
face with each other and decided that ''they
would respect each other's right to have
differences on issues and would refrain from

name calling [or] making accusations. "43 Both
groups agreed to speak out against terrorism,
and decided not to let events in the Middle East
affect their relationship in the United States."
This meeting opened a dialogue between the
two groups, which should bear fruit in the lives
of their children so that the next generation of
Muslims and Jews, here in Southern California
at least, can start to work together in an
atmosphere of trust and respect.
. The ummah (Muslim community) in Orange
County wants to teach the value of da-wa, or
outreach, to the children, and they know they
must do so by example. Kerry Udomsak says
that for the five years she has been attending the
masjid in Orange County, the ummah has
increasingly
involved itself in charitable
activities. She mentioned clothing and toy
drives for the needy. ISOC's Haitham Bandakji
has founded the first shelter for homeless
Muslims, especially battered Muslim women.
This shelter aims to provide Muslim women a
place where they can wear the hijab and avoid
forbidden food, such as pork; however, nonMuslims are not turned away.
Muslim
storeowners donate goods, and Bandakji invites
the other members of his community to visit
and offer support." The young people are being
trained to help those less fortunate. Together
with the Northridge Islamic Center Youth
Group and the Cambodian Community from
Santa Ana, the MYG-ISOC collected and
distributed toys at an 'Id al-Fitr party for needy
children."
They also participated
in the
American Heart Association's "Walk for Heart"
in November."

Aslam Abdullah, "Human Dignity: Prophet's Teachings
and Example, (speech delivered at the Ninth International
Sirah Conference, sponsored by the Islamic Society of
Orange County, Buena Park, Calif 27 November 1998).
42Muddassir Siddiqui, "Law and Morality: Islamic
Paradigms" (speech delivered at the Ninth International
Sirah Conference, Buena Park, Calif
27 November
1998).

A Historic
1998): 6.
44Ibid

41
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Meeting,"
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4~ajeeb
Khan, "Caring For the Needy," Alkalima
(October-November 1998): 5.
46gwnaiya Rumaan, "Volunteers In Action,"Partnership
with the Needy (Winter 1998): 7.
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Minaret editor, Aslam Abdullah declares to
his readers, "We are the West.
Muslims in
Orange County believe him. They are working
together with Muslims from all over the world
to establish a presence here in the United States.
They are reaching out to their neighbors;
becoming
involved
in
community
organizations, and trying to offer help with
challenging issues both locally and nationally.
Eileen Ansari, former mayor of Diamond -Bar
(1995-1996) and current member of the city
council, ran in the November 1998 election for
a seat in the House of Representatives. If she
had won, she would have been the first Muslim
in the House.
Local
Parent
Teacher
Associations, Little Leagues, Lion's Clubs, and
other Orange County community organizations
are feeling the impact of Muslim participation.
Muslim young people are becoming more
')48

visible. At Irvine University High School,
Muslim teenagers have been granted the use of
an empty classroom in which to have their noon
prayers." As mentioned previously, the UC
Irvine Muslim Student Union has declared itself
ready to make an impact on society. Both
Muslim immigrants and their Orange County
hosts have learned to adapt to each other's
differences. They have worked together so that
the next generation of Muslims will be able to
live their religion, and feel that they are no
longer strangers, but fellow citizens.

Model of Mosque 2000. Author's collection.

48Juan

E. Campo, "Islam in California: Views from the
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A NEW ARMY FOR A NEW ROME:
The Landmark Reforms of Gaius Marius
Joseph B. Adams

Joseph Adams develops the argument that Gaius Marius made critical changes to the fabric of
the Roman Republic, laying the foundation upon which the Empire was built. Marius
reorganized the Roman military, as well as the role of consul through his reforms, thus
professsionalizing the army and allotting land as a reward for those who proved themselves
through military service. These revisions set the stage for powerful men to use their armies to
dominate the political sphere in Rome and ultimately culminated in the expansion of the
Roman Empire.

G

aius Marius, a novus homo or new man, was a supreme Roman military figure. In time,
Marius would become the first to hold the high magistrate office of Consul seven times, and
be credited with revolutionizing the Roman Army. Gaius Marius made landmark reforms within the
Roman Army that created the power of the commander and his army against Rome, with results that
would change the Republic. It can be argued that such military reforms had an effect on Marius later
in his political life, and also changed the very fabric of the Roman Republic's future. By changing the
qualifications for military service, Marius helped the Roman Army to become, for the first time, a
cohesive and professional fighting unit. He made other military changes including the development of
specialized equipment, a new fighting symbol, gladiatorial training and fighting skills, and rewards for
the men serving in his army. Marius helped build the army's strength to maintain Roman expansion
and protection; he also instigated the precedent of army involvement in Roman building projects
including roads, aqueducts, canals, and bridges.
Gaius Marius was born near the area of Arpinum in central Italy in 157 B.C. The ancient historian
Plutarch wrote that Marius was someone completely devoted to war and that all of his early training in
life had come from the army, not by living as a civilian.' So, Marius was indeed someone who
seemed destined for successful advancement in a military career. As a young man, Marins served
under the famous Roman military commander Scipio Aemilianus, the grandson of Scipio Africanus
who defeated Hannibal in the Second Punic War. Scipio Aemilianus was well known for his conquest
of orth Africa and Spain around 133 B.C. Marius, while serving in Scipio Aemilianus's army,
demonstrated
exemplary
courage
and
efficiency,
winning
a
commendation
from

'Plutarch, The Fall

of the Roman Republic

(Baltimore: Viking Penguin., 1954), 14-5.
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his commander.
Marius then gained the
political support of the house of Metelli, one of
the greatest plebian noble families.
At this

Julia, the daughter of the aristocrat Gaius Julius
Caesar." Between 131 and 120 B.C., Marius,
uninterested in farming, decided to invest his

THE ROMAN PROVINCES 100 BC

o

500mJles
,

The span of the Roman Republic during the time of Gaius Marius.
History of Rome, Michael Grant.

time, with the help of the Metelli house, Marius
held the prestigious magistrate offices of the
quaestorship and tribuneship.'
Magistrates,
public officials of Rome, had executive,
judicial, legislative, diplomatic, military, and
some religious functions associated with each
office.
Hence, Marius was able to make
political contacts and gain valuable experience
that contributed to his stature as a Roman
citizen and military commander. 3 After serving
in the magistrate office of praetor, Marius was
sent to Farther Spain, and for the first time
acquired
his own
independent
military
command.'
When Marius returned from his
command in Farther Spain, he developed
additional political ties in Rome by marrying
2prank. Burr Marsh, A History of the Roman World
(London: Methven, 1953),77.
3Jo-Ann Shelton, As the Romans Did: A Sourcebook in
Roman Social History (Oxford: Oxford University Press
1988),210.

money. This is the point where many historians
believe that Marius aligned himself with the
- Equestrian class, a landless merchant group
involved with public contracts and trading."
Then in 119 B.C., Marius presented himself as
a popularis, the political approach of enhancing
the well-being of the common people, and
succeeded in establishing himself as a true man
of the people. 7 This move would influence his
later military reforms.
Marius's military career resumed inl09 B.C.
with the war against the Numidian King,
Jugurtha, who rebelled against Rome in North
Africa. Q. Caecilius Metellus, commander of
"Marsh, 77.
sGeorgina Masson, Ancient Rome: From Romulus to
Augustus (New York: Viking Press, 1973), 100.
6W.. E. Heitland, The Roman Republic vol. 2 (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1969), 329.
~L. De Blois The Roman Army and Politics in the First
Century before Christ (Amsterdam: 1. C. Gieben, 1987),
18.
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the Roman Army, was charged with bringing
order to Africa. Metellus selected Marius as a
member of his staff during the war. Marius
became a popular figure with his men since he
accepted the hardships of the rank and file.
Marius shared rations and helped in trench
digging with the men in his command ..8 Thus,
with
such
humble
behavior,
Marius
successfully won the admiration of his men and
paved the way for his eventual assumption of
command of the Roman Armies in Africa.
Marius had been influential in convincing many
Romans that he, not Metellus, was the
individual that could bring an end to the war. In
107 B.C., Marius was successfully elected
Consul with the purpose of ending the war in
ica.9 This is when he began his landmark
reforms of the Roman Army that would forever
change the Roman Republic.
Previous to Marius's military reforms, men
were recruited by conscription methods that
applied to all citizens who owned some amount
of property. Thus, the bulk of Roman citizens
serving in the army were small farmers. The
army would also recruit citizens of certain
wealth, who were able to afford their own
equipment. Furthermore, most of the officers in
the army were usually Senators or members of
the ruling and land-owning class." However,
by the time Marius took command of the army,
the government was experiencing a scarcity of
troops caused by a reduction in the number of
small peasant farmers. 1 I The Senate, between
109 and 108 B.C., was faced with the
unwillingness of some Roman men to serve in
the army.12 Marius had difficulties building the
sizeable army needed to fight the war against
Jugurtha, so he enacted recruitment reforms.
After his election as Consul, Marius chose
not to continue the unpopular conscription

ewRome
policy of the past, and accepted any male fit for
service regardless of the previous property
qualifications.
This decision permanently
changed the look of the Roman Army. 13
Marius also called up auxiliary troops from
Italian allies, recruited soldiers from Latin
towns that had served with him, and accepted
those who came with recommendations. Lastly,
through personal appeals Marius was able to
convince retired veterans to join his army in
Africa. 14 It then became customary for these
volunteers to serve for twenty years.15 Hence,
Marius's volunteer system introduced the
professional soldier to the Roman Army." The
immediate effect of such vast recruitment
demonstrated a definite advantage to be gained
by the appointment of a common middle class,
or novus homo to the consulship.i"
Since
recruitment became voluntary, there was no
need to fall back on the old system. The army
now had men who enlisted because service held
greater advantages than civilian life. These
men viewed military service as an occupation. 18
Some historians view the new recruitment
policy as mercenary, and note that men who
desire power get the most use from the poorest
men since they have no regard for property and
will do anything ,for their commander, for
which they receive pay." The Senate accepted
Marius's
army
reform
due
to
their
unwillingness to give up public land holdings,
and hoped that such recruitment would alleviate
the large number of landless citizens and quell
any agrarian agitation. 20
13Mars~ 78.
14Sallust, The Jugurthine War [and] The Conspiracy of
Catiline, trans. S .A Handford (Baltimore: Penguin, 1963),
116.
ISShelton, 250.
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17J.

85.
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18Ibid. 134-5.
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Blois, 62, 66.
~aphtali Lewis and Meyer Reinhold, Roman Civilization
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12William V. Harris, War and Imperialism in Republican
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Marius arrived in North Africa in 107 B.C.
and trained his newly organized army through a
series of attacks on ill-defended townships
before he attacked Jugurtha's military forces."
This
offensive
coincided
with
further
administrative changes in the army. A decline
of the military tribune occurred and was
replaced by legates. Previously, six military
tribunes had been the sole leadership of a single
legion, and they were ranked next to the
commander of the army in importance. Marius
increased the power, which had been held by
the military tribune, to the legates who were
often common people. 22
Marius furthered his populist image by his
willingness to work alongside his men. The
ancient historian Sallust quoted Marius: "I shall
be with you on the march and on the field of
battle, to be your guide and to share your perils;
and I shall claim no special privileges for
myself. ,,23 Sallust continued this description of
Marius stating: "The Consul saw to everything .
. . as though he had no subordinates . . . going
round to every section of the army and
distributing praise and reprimands as they were
deserved . . . he compelled [his] soldiers to
follow his example.Y'
Plutarch expressed
similar praises when he wrote, "By showing ...
he could live as hard [and] endure as much
[had] the effect of making the labour not seem
forced . . . a Roman likes . . . to see . . . his
general eating his ration of bread with the rest,
or sleeping on an ordinary bed, or joining in ...
digging a tren~h.,,25
Marius successfully
maintained the discipline of his troops by
allowing his soldiers to keep their plunder from
the various raids in which the army engaged. ~6
Consequently, Marius's practice of using a
spoils system with his men would be imitated
by other commanders attempting to win the

21Bury

126.

22Harris, 14.
23Sallust, 121.

2AIbid.,135.
25plutarch, 19.
26Sallust, 127, 136.

favor of their own troops.
This made the
soldiers loyal to their commander, rather than to
the Senate or Rome.
The result of Marius' s first major military
reform would become increasingly important in
the years to come. By allowing the army to
have open enlistments, Marius took the decisive
step of creating a standing force of professional
soldiers."
This creation resulted in some
commanders trying to fmd an excuse for
keeping their army together once a war had
come to a close.28 Moreover, since at this stage
of military development there were no money
pensions, soldiers relied on their .commande
to reward them with plunder and allotments of
land when the army unit was demobilized.f
This expansion of military service also marked
a difference in how the citizen body had once
been joined as well. Prior to this, three groups
made up the citizen body, voters, tax-payers,
and soldiers. By changing the qualifications for
military
service,
Marius
inadvertently
influenced the citizen body of the Roman
Republic. 30 Historian F.R. Cowell strongly
believes that, "What [Marius] changed was not
merely the organization of an army but the very
fabric of the social body in Rome. ,,31
Marius successfully defeated Jugurtha and
brought him to Rome in chains. However,
another crisis in Northern Italy arose that
brought about more changes in the Roman
Army. The Cimbri, a German tribe, wiped out
two Roman armies in 105 B.C. and proceeded
to join the Teutons, another German tribe, in
invading Italy.
With Marius's reorganized
military, he orchestrated victories over both
groups and removed the threat of barbarians

Cary and R R Scullard, A History of Rome: Down
to the Reign of Constantine (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1975) 219.
. 28Bury 136.
29Sallust, 151.
3<Michael Crawford, The Roman Republic (Boston:
Harvard University Press, 1992) 125, 168.
llF. R Cowell, Cicero and the Roman Republic (New
27M.

York: Chanticleer Press 1948),39.
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from the Roman people for centuries." In the
ummer of 104 B.C., Marius, en route to fight
the Cimbri and Teutons, inaugurated
new
methods of training and organizing his army.
Training included running, long marches,
carrying one's own equipment, and preparing
33
one's own mea Is.
In addition, Marius' s
men were highly
trained duelists, a
technique of fighting
modeled after the
gladiatorial schools.
esprit de corps
was developed that
was quite foreign to
older militia units."
This
training
produced
more
skillful recruits, but
it would take a
considerable amount
of time to turn a raw
recruit
into
an
effective soldier of
the Roman Army.
Historian
W.E.
"German Teuton Migration."
HeitJand describes the
reorganization of the
legions by Marius, how "Marius . . . adopted
the cohort as the effective tactical unit . . . the
normal strength of a full legion was 6000 men
in ten cohorts of 600 each. Each cohort, as
formerly each maniple, had a standard ...
[which was] a silver eagle on a staff.',3S Before
the creation of the cohort legion however, the
maniple had consisted of groups of soldiers
arranged into three lines that were intended to
be independent fighting units." Thus, the front
two lines of the maniple consisted of young, fit

32lbid, 166.
25.

men known as hastati and principes who armed
themselves with two javelins, a sword, a shield,
and body armor. The rear line of the maniple
consisted of older men armed only with long
spears who were seasoned veterans who would
stand firm in a crisis."
Therefore, by
abandoning
the
maniple as a separate
fighting unit, the old
distinctions of age
and
weaponry
between maniples of
hastati, principes, and
triarii were changed.
Everyone
in
the
cohort legion now
carried
the
same
weapons.
Marius
further consolidated
the
cohorts
by
making
them
the
standard
units
of
maneuver,
thus
building a fighting
line under
highly
disciplined
soldiers
commanded
by
World Book Encyclopedia.
centurions."
So, the
old
divisions
of
hastati, prmcipes, and triarii became only
means of distinguishing the rank of centurion in
the maniple legion." The only distinctions that
existed in Marius' s reorganized army ~ere
between higher and lower officers. This change
made it more difficult for common soldiers to
gain promotion beyond the centurion rank."
Yet it also made Marius' s new army vastly
more professional than the past armies of the
old Republic. As Heitland observes, "From the
military point of view this amounted to the

31Simon Goodenough, Citizens of Rome (New York:
Crown Publishers, 1979), 152-3.
38Bury 147.
J~.
M. D. Parker, The Roman Legions (Cambridge: W.
Heffer and Sons 1958), 31.
"'Marsh, 85.

33p1utarch,

34Cary,219.

JSHeitland, 367.
Chester G. Starr, The Ancient Romans (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1971), 109-10.
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sticks that could rest on the
soldier's back.
This was a
more
efficient
means
of
carrying
equipment,
and
could
Marius
not
only
be quickly laid aside in times
reorganized the legions of the
of emergency."
Because
Roman army,. he also took
Marius made his army carry its
away the many kinds of spears
equipment, as well as tools for
and weaponry being used and
public works, they became
required all his soldiers to
extremely mobile and soon
carry the pilum.
Plutarch
earned the nickname Muli
mentioned
how
Marius
Mariani, Marius' s Mules.45
improved the design of the
The innovation of soldiers
pilum spear during the CimbriTeutonic War. He attached the
carrying their own digging
pilum to the staff with a
equipment soon led to another
wooden nail, whereas it had
change.
When Marius' s
been earlier attached by iron
soldiers were tired of drilling
pins. This innovation caused
and were not able to be
the pilum to break on impact,
dismissed, he had them build a
lodging it in the shield and
canal near and around the
making it virtually impossible
Rhone. The canal was known
for it to be thrown back. 42
as the fossa Mariana, and was
During the war with the
quite a significant achievement
Germanic C imbri and Teuton
of the time. This event was
tribes, Mar ius once again
very important because it was
displayed superior leadership
the forerunner of other public
and continued to develop the
works done by the Roman
Roman Army into a
Army
later
in the
professional
fighting
Republic, and throughout
"Roman Legion Soldier of Late Republic."
unit. Plutarch contended
the
Empire
period. 46
The Ancient Romans, Chester G. Starr.
that Marius' s actions
Historian Jo-Ann Shelton
towards his men were
further
exp lains that,
accepted enthusiastically, noting how Marius's,
"When not engaged in actual battles, they [the
"Fierce manner of command. ..
[and his]
Roman Army] continued to train and occupied
inflexibility in imposing punishments . . . got
their time building roads, bridges, and
the [soldiers in] habit of discipline and
aqueducts . . . Marius' s soldiers with their
obedience, [which they viewed as] right and
construction equipment . . . [could be] sent to
proper ... what ... pleased the soldiers was his
work at ... various constructions projects.'?"
uprightness in dispensing justice. ,,43 Marius
The end of the Cimbri-Teutonic invasions
also made equipment more specialized during
ushered an entirely new Roman Army into the
the war with the North. He decided that each
field. Such changes would lead Marius into a
soldier would carry his own provisions and
political career around 104 B.C. and create a
cooking equipment packed in a bundle with
organization
homogeneous
Line.',4}

41Heitland, 367.
42plutarch, 37.
43Ibid. 26.

of
a
great
Infantry of the

44Heitland, 369.
45Cary,219.
~ury
147.
47Shelton,250
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the two of them win the popular support of the
proletariat in Rome. 50
Marins's concern for the common soldier
did not preclude a continuing association with
the Equestrian class. Marius was a new and
different type of leader who was neither linked
to the nobility or to the Equestrian agenda.
Marins's only use of the land overseas was for
his war veterans. 51 He also got the soldiers who
had served under him to join in the public
assemblies. This organization of a party of
veteran soldiers was useful in opposing, and in
eventually overwhelming, the Metelli faction in
Rome.f . In all, many historians agree that in
the end, Gaius Marius s greatest successes
came from his military career rather than his
political career. 53
In 91 B.C. M. Livius Drusus, Tribune of the
plebians proposed a law granting citizenship to
all Italian and Latin peoples in Italy. Some in
Rome opposed such an idea. Opposition soon
led to the assassination of Drusus and his laws
were quickly repealed.
His assassination
sparked a revolt in 90 B.C. of the Italian and
Latin peoples called the Social War.54 The war
lasted only one year, but it devastated the
Italian countryside.
The Social War
consequently marked a brief resurgence of
Marius's military power as he once again
commanded a legate. under one of the Consuls .
However, by the end of 90 B.C., the Julian Law
was instituted which granted citizenship to the
allied communities that had not taken up arms
against Rome. This law, which Marius had a
hand in creating, helped quell the Italian revolt
and ended the war.55 The Social War also had a
major effect on the organization of the Roman
Army by ending the distinction between the
legions and their Italian allies. From then on,

"Legionaries (Regular Troops Of The Line). One
soldier is carrying his equipment upon a
~Marius's Mule,' a staff arranged to serve as a
apsack, invented by Marius about 107 B.C."
A Day in Old Rome, William Steams Davis.

different kind of military leader in the years to
come. Historian Frank Burr Marsh believes
that Marius, bound by his military reforms, was
forced and obligated to enter politics. He states
that Marius, "Had still to redeem the promises
by which he had gathered his recruits. He must
. . . take an active part in public life until the
necessary measures had been passed. Marius ..
. was forced by his military success . . . to play
a leading part in politics." Marius formed a
coalition with L. Appuleius Saturninus to
accomplish the task of supplying land to his
veterans. Saturninus, elected Tribune of the
plebians in 103 B.C., first sponsored.a bill for
the distribution of land in Africa for Marius' s
war veterans," then in 100 B.C. put forth
another bill which provided allotments of land
in the colonies of Sicily, Achaea, and
Macedonia." Saturninus supported Marius's
mission to acquire land for his veterans to help

~ury,

168.
Badian, Roman Imperialism in the Late Republic
(Great Britain: Western Printing Services, 1967),42, 51.
52Plutarch, 42.
s3Masson, 106.
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and Cultural HzStory(BostOll: D.C. Heath, 1977),91.
5~arsh,
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all Italians who lived south of the Po River
were considered full Roman citizens, which
meant that they could serve in the Roman
legions. 56 Historian W.E. Heitland notes that
the disbanding of Marins's armies scattered
over Italy a vast number of trained soldiers who
were waiting for any call to arms. 57 So, the
disbanding of Marius' s veterans had an impact
on the beginning of the Social War, and the
Italian allies' recruitment into the Roman
legions was a logical extension of the military

Aqueducts

were one of several projects Marins's soldiers constructed when they
were not engaged in battle. Photo courtesy of Mary Hardy.

reforms Marius had initiated years earlier.
After the Social War, Marius
was
increasingly drawn into competition with his
rival, Sulla. Marius wanted a command toward
the east in Asia MinOT, and initially was
successful in receiving the appointment that had
originally been Sulla's. Sulla refused to accept
this betrayal and relied on the loyalty of his
army to march on Rome and exile Marius to

S6Sir John Hackett, Warfare in the Ancient
York: Facts on File Press, 1989) 173.

Heitland, 422.

57

North Africa. 58 After several years in exile,
Marius gained the loyalty and support of a new
army, and following the example of his rival
Sulla, marched on Rome himself. 59 At this
time, Marius would be elected Consul for the
seventh time, but unfortunately died of pleurisy
while in office on 13 January 86 B.C.60
What is important in the later years of
Marius's
life is the total control that
commanders like Sulla seemed to have over the
soldiers serving in their armies. Soldiers, when

World (New

disbanded, were more loyal to their commander
because of the promises of bounty and land. It
was inevitable that commanders like Sulla and
Marius were able to use an army to march on
Rome for the first time in the Republic's long
history.
In conclusion, historian William V. Harris
viewed Marius:

S8Michael Simkins Warriors of Rome: An Illustrated
Military History of the Roman Legions (London:
Blandford Press, 1988), 41.
s~arsh,
104.
~asson,
114.
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as the first [who] ... seriously threatened to .
destroy
the oligarchical
equilibrium.
[Marius had by] his military successes ... ,
his loyal veterans ... , his imperfect respect
for the constitution _. . . , and his alliance
with Satuminus, alarmed and antagonized
the nobilitas.,,61

As a consequence of Marius' s reforms, a
vast number of soldiers were unable to afford
the expensive equipment required. Thus, the
tate had to provide for the soldiers in the field
and made deductions from their pay to outfit
them sufficiently.Y The long and continuous
service provided by this new army eventually
led to a demand for pensions as a reward and
soldiers began to choose military service as a
professional occupation for which they would
take an oath promising to serve for twenty
years.63 Had the Senate quickly acknowledged
the claim by soldiers to a promised livelihood,
and made the soldier loyal to them for their land
allotments, the Senate might have been able to
successfully sustain the old Roman Army.
Instead, by giving military responsibility to
their commanders, the Senate of the late
Republic helped to create circumstances where
some men could use such forces as their own
private armies/" Therefore, the soldiers were
now totally dependent on their leaders for their
basic livelihood. Such was the potent tie that
united soldiers and commanders in the late
Republic. This dangerous union then made
possible civil wars. Marius's reforms in the
recruitment of soldiers probably had more of an
impact than any other major factor in causing
the civil wars.65
This relationship made it
possibIe for men of power to use their armies
even against Rome if necessary.
In time,
individuals would seek military commands for
the quickest and best means of getting the
power they desired. The striking warfare in the
6lHarris, 158.
62Simkins, 132..
6JHeitiand, 368.
64Cary 221.
6saury, 133, 137.

time of Gaius Marius had a great and important
legacy in the history of Rome. The professional
army had been established which sparked
extraordinary military achievements at the end
of the Republic. The army became not only an
active force in politics, but marked the eventual
downfall of the Roman Republic.f The age of
Marius and his landmark reforms was truly a
turning point in Roman history.
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THE CONSERVATIVEROOTS
HUNGARIAN FASCISM

OF

Daniel A. Borses

Hungary, as the "nation in the middle, " absorbed cultural influences from the east and west.
This circumstance engendered conflicting sentiments among the nation's peoples over
national and cultural concepts. Daniel Borses 's article provides a synopsis of these struggles
during the period between the two World Wars, one of the most tumultuous times in modem
Hungarian history. He describes the movements that developed as conservative reactions to
the rise of communism in the 1920s and the Treaty of Trianon which effectively split the once
proud kingdom into small ethnic enclaves. He discusses the resulting changes in Hungarian
politics during the 1930s, most notably the rise of fascism.

ungary was a nation in chaos. The world-wide Great Depression of the 1930s set in motion the
country's economic free fall. The political situation, plagued by unresolved post-war tensions,
experienced a period of renewed agitation and instability. Admiral Miklos Horthy, the country's
conservative regent, promised salvation in the form of a restored Greater Hungary. By 1932, however,
the real seat ofpower--the prime minister's chair--was empty, recently vacated by Count Istvan Bethlen,
who had used Hungary's limited-franchise parliament to stave off increasing fascist influence with his
"old right" political agenda. Bethlen's resignation, triggered by new economic problems, paved the way
for the rise of new "radical right" forces led by Gyula Gombos, an avowed fascist who desired to
recreate Hungary's political system after the Italian model. After GombOs's death in 1936, Hungarian
fascism outgrew the limits placed upon it by Gombos and manifested itself in the form of competing
mass movements. The brown shirts and swastikas of the Gombos era gave way to green shirts and the
Hungarian Arrow Cross. It was during this time fascist support coalesced around the utopian ideologue,
Ferenc Szalasi, Though not an ethnic Magyar, Szalasi was a fervent Magyar nationalist. His ideology,
dubbed "Hungarism," combined traditional Magyar nationalism with fascist ceremony and violence.
While German fascism celebrated a national purity based on Atyanism, the Hungarian form celebrated
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Turanianism, tracing the Magyar race back to
noble and virtuous ancestors. Through the
practice of hi ideology, lila i promised a
futur in which
agyar would take their
rightful place a leader of a vast Carpathian
utopia.
orian
tudyin
th e complex
even
equently poin
0 a clear
line of
demarcati n
u arian f cis
and
urvivin prelite. I ow ver, when

the imported trappings of fascism--its symbols
and ceremonies--are stripped away, it becomes
clear: the Hungarian fascists and conservative
agyar nationalists shared a basic ideological
core. Indeed, the goals and methods of
Hungary's political conservatives were in
essence identical to those of the fascists.
Gombos and Szalasi shared the territorial
revisionism of the traditional Hungarian right
and e en its anti-Semitism but injected a degree
of fascist chauvinism and utopianism that had
not previously surfaced in Hungary.

re- orld War One and the
" ungarian ation"
The earliest traces of Hungarian fascism lay
in the period prior to the First World War.

and-owning magnates and gentry were the
primary political center of the country. These
magnates were wealthy enough to control vast
tracts of lands as well as own entire villages.
ore th abolition of serfdom in 1848, many
owned th peasants in the villages as well. The
n
w re often not as rich as the magnates
bu om held substantial plots of lands. Both
th magnates and gentry benefited from ties to
th
absburg monarchy, which governed
thr ugh th
perpetuation
of aristocratic
pri iIe . Because these classes wielded the
political power, they often referred to themselves
th
ungarian Nation," excluding the large
n n- a ar non-noble population.

eli

n: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995). What
d
not consider is that the differences
e n th tw
ors of the right wing in se eral
tri
including Hungary are less apparent when
tripped of th ir ceremony and mass appeal. Pa)11e is
rrect in arguing that the two sectors of the right wing
them 1
as interminable enemies and rivals for
th publi
affection. Pa)11e is also correct in arguing
that th fasci
mastered the art of propaganda and mass
to a degr
that always eluded the forces of the
.
righ
but he nonetheless holds to the
terrain I
of the time despite the close similarities
een conservati e and fascist ideology.
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Hungarian
The Magyar-speaking magnates and gentry
ruled over a mixed population. Much of the
peasantry was Magyar in ethnicity, but in fact,
the majority of the residents of Hungary. were

"Bela

Fascism
revolutionary Laos Kossuth, believed that
Hungarian ties to the Austrian-dominated
Habsburg Empire (The Emperor of Austria was
also the King of Hungary) prevented the

un give an address in Kassa." An Outlaw's Diary, Cecile Tormay.

non-Magyar. The rural areas of Hungary had
majorities of Romanian, Ruthenian, and Slovak
peasants, and the towns were inhabited by an
even greater variation of ethnicity.
absburg
rule had encouraged the settlement of Germans
throughout the Hungarian state, and the
Austrian partition of Poland had greatly
increased the number of Jews that moved into
Hungary's
capitol
city
of
Budapest.
Furthermore, the aristocentric nature of the
Hungarian state tended to keep the Magyar
aristocracy out of the cities, ensuring that
Magyars were more of a minority in urban than
in rural areas.
When nationalist ideas swept across Central
Europe in the nineteenth century, the Hungarian
gentry became its greatest proponent. Displaced
members of the gentry hoped to modernize
Hungary with liberal ideas out of love for the
Hungarian state. Some nationalists, like the

nationalistic flowering of the Hungarian State
and sought to free Hungary from the Habsburgs,
in spite of the threat to the political power of the
"Hungarian Nation. ''2
Conservative forces
crushed Kossuth's revolution and damaged the
liberal gentry movement. The torch of
Hungarian nationalism was passed back to the
more traditional members of the Hungarian
nation, while the liberals would have to wait
until the end of the First World War to have
another day in the sun. The Hungarian nation
shared Kossuth's
desire
for Hungarian
independence but replaced the liberal model with
a conservative one. They based their claims on

lbis term was often used by members of the traditional
ruling class to describe themselves. The fact that the term
applies only to the nobles and not to the general
population says much about aristocratic dominance of
political power in pre-war Hungary.
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"Countryfolk going to draw rations."
Outlaw's Diary, Tormay.
whatever credibility left-of-center forces had in
Hungary.
Just as Karolyi's failure led to the quashing
of democratic ambitions in Hungary, so did
un s brief tenure in power result in the
d truction of the socialist left. During his few
months in power, Kun had managed to alienate
nearly all members of Hungarian society.
ationalists were alarmed and insulted when
un ordered the destruction of statues of
national heroes, prohibited the display of
national patriotic symbols and forbade the
singing of the national anthem. Hungary's
bourgeoisie meanwhile, were angered by the
propriation of their wealth. Peasants too, were
unhapp with un, disliking the regime's ilIconcei ed agrarian policy, especially forced
r uisitioning carried out by his hated "flying
squads
who spread the "Red Terror'
throughout the countryside. Resen1ment toward
his policies and the "Red Terror" was
further expressed by rising anti-Semitism aimed
at th leader who was Jewish as were thirtyo of hi forty-fi e commissars. Indeed, the
r
of anti-Jewish sentiment in this period
pro ed to be an unfortunate legacy of Kun's
r

ith

left and center effectively
undermined, Hungary s conservative right wing
mobih;
in counter-revolution. In French
upied zeged, the former Austro-Hungarian
admiral,
ikl6s Horth,
and Staff-Captain
G la Gombos the latter of whom had been
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ousted from the Karolyi-era republican anny for
his anti-Semitism, 3 forged an army from idle
troops and displaced civil servants. The rightist
movement was far from homogeneous. Included
in its number were members of the "old righf'
conservative aristocrats, and former Habsburg
military officials, as well as peasants petty
bourgeois Magyars and returning soldiers who
would later constitute the new 'radical right.

crown and the national colors in the dust,
she has clothed herself in red rags .... My
soldiers took up arms to restore order in
the country. Now their hands are held out
unencumbered to you in friendly greeting;
but these hands remain ready to mete out
punishment and to strike blows should the
need arise.'

Whether or not he believed that the need for

SOWJET· UNION

"Hungary and surrounding countrie after the Treaty of Trianon. "
With the Hungarian Independence Movement: 1943-1947,
Istvan Szent-Miklosy.

This joint force formed the core of the National
Army that entered Budapest under the leadership
of Admiral Horthy on 16
ovember 1919
intending to "relentlessly [sic] stamp out even
the germs of Bolshevism.'?'
As a representative of the ancient ruling
class, Horthy was angry over what he found in
Budapest. In a speech that betrayed the
paternalistic manor in which he viewed
Hungary, he told the people of the city:

punishment had arisen, the counterrevolutionary
forces under his command certainly meted it out.
Szeged forces replaced the hooligans in red rags,
and a reign of terror began. The counterrevolutionary forces had instigated the "White
Terror," a highly destructive, avowedly antiSemitic campaign which served to root out
remaining oppositional elements, and firmly
establish the right's preeminence."

The Hungarian Nation has always loved
and admired Budapest, this city which, in
recent months, has been its degradation ....
This city has disowned her thousand years
of tradition, she has dragged the holy

5Admiral Miklos Horthy, speech, 16 November 1919, as
quoted in S. Szilassy, Revolutionary Hungary-19181921 (Tampa, Fla.: Danubian Press, 1971), 127.
~orthy clearly intended to use force to tum back the
clock on political events, assailing liberal democracy as
much as communism. The Red Terror controlled by the
Bela Kun regime, had resulted in nearly six hundred
deaths but paled in comparison to the succeeding
reaction. The White Terror" resulted in five to six
thousand deaths. Members of Kun' s government were
especially hard hit so were members of the Karolyi

310seph Rothschild, East Central Europe between the Two
World Wars ( eattle: University of Washington Press

1974) 148.
"Ibid, 151.
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The "White Terror" contained elements onto
which future
ungarian fascists would latch.
he counterrevolution set a precedent for the
popular use of violence for political means and
became part and parce of th fa ci ts' methods.
orthy's 'White' troops later became the core
of the militaristic national socialist Arrow
ross party. taff aptain Gyula Gomoos in
19 2 becam th nati
st fascist premier.
h country'
leader
n w shorn of the
I itimacy 0 ce afford them by the Habsburg
r im
becam d
dent n the military
] d
wh mad up th core 0 th
ungarian
fa ci t m vern nt in rd r to maintain their
ition in
emrnent.
T,·

non nd tb

rvati e

government instead appointed Miklos Horthy
regent for the king. In this way, contemporaries
disparagingly came to call Hungary and Horthy
the "kingdom without a king, and the admiral
without a fleet.:" These events set the stage for
inter-war Hungarian nationalism. Hungary
became a revisionist state intent on reunifying
the Lands of the Crown of Saint Stephen, which
had constituted the medieval Hungarian
Kingdom. 9
In the years following the signing of the
rianon Peace Treaty, Hungarians protested
unremittingly. The slogan Neml Neml Sohal
o! o! Never!) reverberated throughout the
country, in schools and at political gatherings,
signifying that the Trianon borders would never
be ac epted in Hungary." Hungary's leaders
realized that the country, in its truncated form,
as in no condition to reclaim territory
militarily. Instead, its leaders began an
intellectual
assault
on
the
ideological
justifications that th Allies and the successor
tates had used to dismember millennial
ungary in the first place. This intellectual
as au It wa the core of the conservative right
ideology in the inter-war period.
One of the clearest articulations of their
argume t can be found in the writings of Count
lbert pponyi. 11
pponyi had the dubious
h nor of traveling to France in 1920 to
participate in the negotiations for the despised
reaty of Trianon, which made him uniquely
qualified to di cuss its ramifications. 12 Like
oth r members of the Hungarian nation,
Appon . used the term "mutilated" to describe
8Ibid..373.

~

Lands of the Crown of aint Stephen include all of
nt-da
Hungary and
Iovakia as well as
Trans lvania, the Vojvodina, and Carpatho-Ruthenia,
hi h are now parts of Romania, Yugoslavia, and
pr

.ne respecti el .
gger and
her. 372.
IICount Albert Apponyi

The Historic Mission of
and of the tates Aggrandized to Her
triment," Justice for Hungary (London: Longmans
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of ancient Rome. The Count believed that
Magyar stewardship over the Carpathian basin
allowed cultural growth among the non-Magyar
people in the Lands of the Crown, the same way
the Pax Romano protected and fostered growth
among the non-Roman peoples of the West in
ancient times. The Pax Romana allowed the
expansion of the entire Christian world and
protected the region from the 'perpetual strife of
tribes. "14 The treaty impaired the ability of the
Magyar nobility to fulfill its historic mission. It
was for these reasons, Apponyi argued, that the
Treaty of Trianon was an abomination for all
involved. Ironically, eight years later the future
Arrow Cross leader Ferenc Szalasi resurrected.
this argument while championing the "Pax
Hungarica. "
The growth of Hungarian fascism was
directl tied to the frustration felt by the
conservative right over the Treaty of Trianon.
The Hungarian nation suffered a loss of prestige
caused by the wartime dismemberment of
millennial Hungary and also at the hands of the
communists. However, the privations affected
other Hungarians, Magyar and otherwise, who
held bureaucratic and civil service positions in
territory that Trianon allotted to other states.
Rather than become second class citizens in a
foreign-run state, they returned to Hungary and
found that Jews, whom they blamed for
Hungary's plight, now held the jobs they
coveted. The pre-war middle class in Hungary
had been primarily German and Jewish. in
composition; after the war the Magyar educated
classes recognized their exclusion for the fIrst
time. Similarly, members of the armed forces
were moved toward fascism by their inability to
maintain their lands and status in the face of the
emerging rival states of Central and Southern
Europe. The educated and military classes were
further edged toward fascism by secret societies,
which became hotbeds of fascist ideas. IS This
shame combined with the feeling that they had

"Count Albert Apponyi."
The Memoirs of Count Apponyi.

post-Trianon Hungary," a term fascists would
later appropriate for their own ideology. He
believed that every nation had a historic mission
to fulfill, and that Hungary's mission was two
fold. Hungary would serve as a bulwark against
encroaching
"Oriental"
culture
while
simultaneously transmitting Western civilization
to the east. Apponyi firmly believed. that the
Magyars were particularly suited to the task,
since they had immigrated from Asia and
successfully assimilated the best that Western
culture had to offer, including Christianity. Over
the course of a thousand years, he argued,
Hungary had performed cultural services that
benefited all mankind.
Similarly, the Magyar's hegemony over nonMagyar culture allowed Hungary's subject
nations to develop along their own paths in
preparation for their own historic missions.
Apponyi compared the role of Hungary with that

14Ibid,5.
15

13Apponyi,

1. Eros "Hungary," in S. J. Woolf: ed., Fascism in
Europe. (New York: Methuen, 1981).

"The Historic Mission," 13.
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been wronged by events of the ar fueled the
rise 0 fascism in ungary. For many, fascism
was a tool by which to restore the lost greatness.
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the country .16 He enforced his system in the
countryside with the help of security forces,
many of whose members had been based at
Szeged during the counterrevolution. Like the
fascists, Bethlen operated through a tightlycontrolled party apparatus, in his case the
Government party. Also, like the fascists,
Bethlen was extremely anti-Semitic, defining an
anti- emite as someone "who detested Jews
more than necessary.'?" Yet, while the economy
was strong, Bethlen was able to safeguard the
premiership for the Hungarian nation. But the
shadows of the fascist collaboration followed
him, preventing a true return to the past. All
pretense of a return was forgotten when the
economy turned bad at the end of the 1920s.
orthy replaced Bethlen with GombOs, a selfstyled fascist without ties to the Hungarian
aristocracy.
rom the beginning of the counterrevolution,
the destiny of Gombos and his followers was
intertwined with that of the conservative right.
h aristocratic Hungarian Nation wanted
c unterre olution and they needed the Szeged
t rror in order to effect it. The counterrevolution
had brought together everyone opposed to the
Bela un regime, and at the same time created
pposition to the democratic process. The Allied
o er at first insisted that Hungary have a
democratic go ernment, but the harsh terms set
b th Treaty of Trianon undermined the
d m rae they attempted to create. After the
ha of a communist Hungary, the Allies were
. ling to accept whatever government could
provide stability in Hungary and protect the de
jure results of the Paris Peace Treaties. The
un arian nation needed the force of arms that
th fascists could pro ide and the fascists
n
ed th old aristocrac
as a means of
I .imization.

I

nd r B thlen s 1 dershi p 001 2701<.of the country
had a right to ote. Deale, 375.
1
i h las
. agy-Tala era, The Green Shirts and the
Others:
History of Fascism in Hungary and Romania
tanford, Calif. Hoover Institute Press 1970) 64.
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The government structure of the 1920s
intermittently showed the fascist influence and
helps to explain how a new fascist movement,
eventually purified of its aristocratic influence
could take over the country during the 1930s.
The conservative right wing and the radical right
wing shared many political goals. Both believed
that authority should be concentrated in the
hands of the privileged few. For the Hungarian
nation, historical rights were the basis of
aristocratic power, and for the fascists, power
came from the use of force and terror. In "1919,
in order to meet Allied demands for recognition,
Premier Istvan Friedrich instituted the Friedrich
Franchise, which allowed thirty-nine percent of
the country to vote using the secret ballot, but
by 1922 Count Bethlen succeeded in reducing
the Franchise to twenty-seven percent, with
allowances for an open ballot in the countryside.
This voting scheme, when coupled with
ubiquitous security forces, kept the voters in
line. 18 Gombos and the former Szeged men
provided the intimidation. Their presence in the
countryside helped preserve the Government
party's overwhelming majority in the ational
Assembly. Like the conservatives, the Szeged
men supported the monarchy in order to
preserve Hungary's territorial claims, but
disliked the Habsburgs. They believed that the
Habsburgs
had been too supportive of
separatism in Hungary's half of the Dual
Monarchy, and that a restored Habsburg
monarch would make too many compromises
with the minorities in the Lands of Saint
Stephen. 19
While Bethlen had a conservative agenda in
the 1920s, Gombos had a radical one. Gombos
was the unofficial head of a blossoming group of
secret societies. In the final years of the war,
Gombos founded the Association of Hungarian
ational Defense, Magyar Orszagos Vedero
Egyesuletet (M.O.V.E.), and maintained ties to
other organizations
through his military

contacts." In 1923, he planned to overthrow the
counterrevolutionary government as part of a
series of putsches which included Hitler's
infamous Beerhaus putsch." At the nadir of its
independence,
M.O.V.E.
advocated
an
equalization of classes and limited land reform
in the form of confiscation of Jewish-owned
estates.
Despite their methodological differences in
the 1920s the conservatives and radicals came
to share a common pillar in their anti-Semitism.
Before the war the Hungarian nation had its
best success in assimilating Jews to the Magyar
culture. By the time of the war, the Jews had
become the sole commercial class as well as
leaders of industry. After the war, their
prosperity relative to the majority of the Magyar
peasants, along with the prominence of Jews in
rising intellectual movements (such as the
Hungarian Communist Party), made them the
favorite targets of aristocrats and fascists alike.
In his memoirs, Horthy argued that he was
not anti-Semitic but some of his statements
seem contrary to his argument. First;: he said
that it was "humanly understandable" that the
actions of the Bela Kun government were
attributed solely to Jews because "nine-tenths of
the higher positions" in Bela Kun's government
were occupied by Jews." While the movement
did contain a large number of Jews (Bela Kun
was himself Jewish, as were thirty-two of the
forty-five commissars), 23 Horthy did not
consider the cultural causes for the high
proportion of Jews in the Kun regime. The
Magyar population in Hungary was divided
between two social classes, the Aristocracy, or
Hungarian nation, and the peasantry. The
Hungarian aristocracy was too grounded in its
historical role to. find radical new ideologies
appealing,
and the peasantry
was too
impoverished to have the leisure time for
~id
2lIbid, 70-2.
22Admiral

!Nagy-Talavera,

I

55, 58.
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Hutchinson, 1956), 174.
23Rothschild, 148.

1~id.,73.
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position. 27 Admiral Horthy appointed him to
the premiership in 1932, a position he held until
his death in 1936. Gombos operated through the
officially-sanctioned Government party and
played a key role in the diplomatic maneuvering
that closely aligned Hungary with Italy and
Germany. Gombos planned to make Hungary
great again by taking advantage of the power of
fascist anger against the status quo, and he did
so through official offices.
The fascist movement under Gombos was
slow in reaching the Hungarian masses. The
movement's backbone was the landed Hungarian
gentry, many of whose members had had their
land confiscated by the successor states after the
Trianon treaties. As members of the gentry, they
had enough social contacts to organize secret
societies. Communist sources are quick to note
that the landed gentry was joined by Christian
industrial leaders and other members of the
ungarian middle class. As the Hungarian
middle class was almost exclusively nonungarian, the members were mostly ethnic
German, known as wabians, rather than
agyars. Mo t significantly, the movement
contained former military leaders who lent to the
mo ement its feeling of militarism and its
potential for violence.
In 1935 Gombos accomplished two coups
de grace that assured continued fascist influence
in th country. First, with Horthy's approval,
ombos dismissed Parliament and replaced all
but
enty-fi e of the 170 Government party
ea
with new representatives."
Second, a
candal in olving the assassination of King
r1l.,,,, ... ander of Yugoslavia allowed Gombos to fill
th higher posts of the military with men loyal to
him, rath r than to the Hungarian nation. 29
ombo
actions assured that even the
conservative re ival, which followed Gombos'
r ignation from the premiership, could not
r er Hungary' drive toward fascism.

~H rth .139.
Rothschild, 174.
~id
175.
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By 1936, Admiral Horthy was, in his own
words, "increasingly estranged" from Gombos's
policies. The Regent was about to ask for his
premier's resignation, but instead recommended
he get medical attention for his failing kidneys.
Gombos died soon afterward, but Horthy knew
exactly the situation in which Gombos had
placed Hungary. Horthy notes that Hitler sent
Goring to Gombos' funeral as a sign of his high
regard. 30 In addition to setting the stage for a
mass fascist movement in Hungary, Gombos
had tied Hungary's fate to that of Germany. By
1936, Germany played the most important
economic and diplomatic role on the continent.
Hungary would not be able to escape its
influence.

Fascism
The poet was, in fact, correct in noting that there
were no vast ideological disparities in the Arrow
Cross movement and indicated a willingness
among its members to seek out a leader.
One potential leader, in particular, seemed to
have a wide enough appeal to capture the spirit
of the Arrow Cross movement: Ferenc Szalasi.
Entering politics as the founder of the Party of
ational Will in the early 1930s, Szalasi
claimed to represent "God, peasant, citizen and
soldier.?" His long-term program was vague,
and the appeal of his party was limited. In 1936,
Szalasi visited Germany and saw the success of
the German National Socialists, then returned to
remold his party." Szalasi succeeded in
increasing the appeal of his party enough to
attract the attention of Kalman Daranyi, the
Hungarian premier. Daranyi promptly outlawed
the party as part of his efforts to limit the
political power of the Hungarian radical right. 34
Szalasi's political misfortune only increased
the viability of a zalasi-led Hungarian National
Socialist movement. Various factions began to
see zalasi as an acceptable leader. The banning
of the Party of ational Will coupled with
Szalasi's time spent in prison in 1937, gave him
the appeal of a martyr for the cause of
Hungarian ational Socialism. Szalasi also had
good relations with the Hungarian armed forces,
having graduated with honors from the
Hungarian War College and becoming "one of
the best officers of the Hungarian General
Staff "35 The armed forces, while nominally
loyal to Horthy's regime, contained elements
that shared Szalasi's ideology. Szalasi, like
Horthy, also had strong ties to the Germans,
who had gained prestige among some
Hungarians
for reversing
the territorial
restrictions of the Versailles Treaty; many
Hungarians hoped to have similar successes in

Ferenc Szalasi and the
Conservative Right
Gombos died before fascism achieved its
status as a mass movement. But, because a mass
movement requires direction, it was natural for
the Hungarian
ational Socialist movements to
coalesce around a single leader. For one
Hungarian fascism was in fact "socialist" in
nature. The
ational Socialist movement
appealed to a broad spectrum of Hungarians by
stressing the unity of the Magyar character, and
the importance of protecting this unity through
an expanded national state. The Treaty of
Trianon had deprived many Arrow Cross
members of their property by assigning their
plots to other countries, and this shared
experience drew its members together. Despite
this commonality, there were dozens of National
Socialist
parties
in Hungary,
and the
fragmentation of the movement deprived it of
some of its dynamism. The lack of successes
along the political front led a contemporary poet
to write "Brethren, if our purpose is common, it
makes no difference who our leader will be.""

32Lacko, 13.
33lbid,
34lbid.

3<Borthy, 142.
31From a poem by Jozsef Erdelyi, as cited by Miklos

14.

3~ugen
Weber, Varieties of Fascism; Doctrines of
Revolution in the Twentieth-Century
(Princeton, N.J.:
Van Nostrand, 1964) 156.

Lacko, Arrow-Cross

Men, 'aiional Socialists, 1935-1944
(Budapest: Akademiai Kiad6 1969), 18.
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reversing the Trianon Treaty. The German
newspaper Berliner Tageblatt noted "the
enthusiasm with which the masses surround
[ zalasi' ] movemen" and spoke of zalasi's
magnificent role and lofty mission in
Hungary's
istory. 36
ascism became something. more peculiar
under th lead hip of erenc zalasi, By the
im
zalasi headed the Arrow Cro s the
di content pawned by the war and the Treaty 0
riano had been churning for a long time. The
worl
a I certai p ace; Germany had
achieved econ mi d minance over Central
ur
and wa on th verge of achieving
rnilit
dominanc.
ther than deal ith th
fruati
of th
real world,
zalasi
rechann led th en r of th
un dan fascis
into th pirituaJ T lm. Th realpolitik 0 th
traditional
ci
a aba doned by zalasi
hi h finally functioned in
dir t opposition to the
t th fa c· t h tred 0 J w
r no 100 r nemi ju t
un but fo being alien. 11
d n in f vor
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of futur
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and of th
teph.
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nd dfined i as:

im," trans. b

From this short passage alone, it is clear that
Szalasi intended to speak for the Hungarian
nation as a whole, but that he lacked a cogent
articulation of what it was he believed. For this
reason, he more closely defined his vision of
Hungarism by what it was not, rather than by
what it was. His vision was utopian in nature,
speaking to the interests of all Hungarians, and
was catered to fit the needs of the Hungarian
people. Hence he said his beliefs were "not
Hitlerism,
not fascism, not anti-Semitism,"
though his ideology contained significant
elements of all three.
zalasi's ideology differed from Hitler's in
that Szalasi' s was concerned not just with
lebensraum and racial purity, but with the
spiritual happiness of his people. Szalasi also
said' Hungarism is not fascism," yet the Arrow
ross movement used violence and myth-making
(the myth of a great utopian Hungary) just like
proclaimed fascists in other European countries.
zala i also said his movement was not antiemitic
though anti- emitism played a
ignificant rol in Szalasi's ideology.
In spite of zalasi's statements, Hungarism
i at its core fascism. The Arrow Cross
mo ements shared the authoritarian tendencies
of th conservative right wing movements. The
conservatives depended on a strong leader in the
on 0 the Regent, Miklos Horthy, while the
erne right depended on the leadership of
zala i after 1937. This dependence on strong
leader hip figures was characteristic of other
int - ar fascist movements as well, including
G nnan
ational Socialists· Hungarism,
th efore was not unique in its authoritarian
traits.
zalasi
followers came from the same
clas
of society as fascists in other countries.
ccording to the historian Miklo Lacko there
thr
strata of Hungarian fascists. The
higher ranks came from the Hungarian gentry
di po
ed b th treaty of Trianon and beset
b po
. A second stratum as formed by the
. dustria middle class that included Magyarized
bians as ell as the few native Magyars
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who entered industry after the war. Lastly came
the class of civil servants and army officers who
staffed the multitude of political secret
societies. 38

the rightful heir of the Habsburg dynasty. ,?42
That idea is echoed in Szalasi's The Way and
the A im. In that document, Szalasi sketches the
"Pax Hungarica" in which Magyars would
benevolently rule over the Carpathian-Danube
basin, gi ing the non-Magyar people "cultural
autonomy (language, popular education, selfgovernment, and justice). "43
Anti-Semitism was a different matter. In The
Way and the Aim, Szalasi introduced a racial
theory in order to explain why Jews were alien
in Hungarian society:

Hungarism's nationalist focus was not
unique among inter-war ideologies either. Italy
and Germany both had territorial demands in
Europe. Italy fought to establish a new
Mediterranean Empire and to bring ltalianspeakers along the Aegean Sea (especially along
the Dalmatian coast) into the Italian state.
Germans used diplomacy and war to extend the
boundaries of the Reich around Germans in the
Sudetenland, in Austria, and in Poland.
The Hungarist ideology's focus on the
vitality of the moment and the irruninent rebirth
of society also counters Szalasi's argument that
Hungarism was not fascism. Szalasi wanted to
mobilize the peasantry and the workers under
the guidance of the nation's intelligentsia.
Together, they would help build Szalasi's ideal
"socialnational" which would be "built on work,
on right and on appreciation. "39 zalasi wanted
to bind the moral spirit of the Hungarians
together to create a national economy that would
benefit those whom Szalasi saw as true
Hungarians.
Like all fascist movements,
Hungarism therefore had its impossible dream.
In fact, Hungarism' s underlying national
mythology
also
mirrored
that
of the
conservatives. Horthy quotes Count Raday a
member of the conservative right, "the majority
of the Magyars want to live, as Hungarians have
done for a thousand years, under the Crown of
St. Stephen.?" In other words, Horthy wanted to
turn back the clock to a time when Hungary was
"resplendent in its former glory" when Magyars
ruled over a large kingdom." As late as 1950,
Horthy wrote of the value of a centralized,
multi-national state in Central Europe, saying "I
should rejoice if, at the helm of a mighty and
happy federation of Danube states, I were to see

The Jews are a foreign race which has
nothing in common with the Hungarians.
They never brought any sacrifices for the
Hungarian community and therefore have
no right to live in the midst of this
Hungarian moral people. Hungarism does
not
proclaim
anti-Semitism
(antiJewishness) but asemitism (immunity from
Jews). Hungarism would not introduce
Jewish laws because laws imply rights,
whereas the Jews have no rights. 44

This strict defmition of Jewishness and antiSemitism set Hungarism a step apart from the
conservative ideology, but the roots of Szalasi's
belief could be found in the writings and actions
of his ideological forbearers. The conservatives
used anti-Semitism to explain the loss of their
prestige under the Bela Kun regime, and the
fascists developed it further. The "White
Terror" claimed a disproportionate number of
Jewish victims, and revoked Jewish rights to
belong to the Magyar nation. Szalasi' s next step,
taken under the guise of Hungarist ideology,
took away their humanity as well. Through it
all, the chauvinism of the period shines through.
The Magyar people were, according to this
ideology, strong, and thus immune to the alleged

42Ibid.,257.
zalasi, 157.

43
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39Sz3Jasi, 161.
~orthy,
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Klein, Hungarian Politics from Beth/en to

Gombos: The Decline of Liberal Conservatism and the
Rise of Right-Radicalism (Ann Arbor Mich: Columbia
University Dissertation, University Microfilms, 1967),
202.
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moral debasement caused by the presence of
Jews in the Hungarian Kingdom.
The same
ea . e in which Szalasi
proclaimed immunities from Jews unfathomably
contains a ignificant number of accusations
again t Jew
who can undermine the
ocialnational.
'The realization of the
ungarian national ocialistic economic sy tern
and th
olution 0 th Jewish question are
in eparable' h wrote,' one follows from the
other the two tasks are two sides of the arne
coin.?" Any move zalasi made to effect his
ocialnational'
ould clearly have disastrou
ramification
amon
th
nation'
Jewish
population.
"contaminated by
xceptin J w and th
zalasi
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chauvinism that drove the Hungarian nobility
gained a racial base in Turanianism, which
stated that Magyars were great because they
were descended from Ural-Altaic Turanians.
According to this myth, several important
historical characters, including Jesus, were
members of this Turanian race." Szalasi used
this idea in his ideology to accentuate the
dominant role of the Magyars in his Hungarist
"socialnational."
In addition to a series of beliefs that
mimicked those of the Hungarian nation, Szalasi
held a variety of beliefs that were profoundly
different from any which had come before. He
believed in the totality (supremacy) of the
nation, which was capable of bringing its
members to an unspecified salvation. He
dreamed of the day when Hungarism could
protect the "socialnational," a system in which
the working class was the builder of the nation,
and the intelligentsia was the nation's leader.
zalasi further believed that the peasantry was
politically inert and must be transformed to
mak it participate in the "socialnational."
While zalasi sought the ideological high
ground, which would effect the "socialnational,"
hi ollowers were content to wreak havoc in the
material world. early one quarter of the Arrow
Cro member had criminal records and used
their ideology as justification for further
troublemaking."
Historian Lacko included
eralletters from Arrow Cross men that reveal
th dominant mentality within the movement.
an had no desire to be guiding forces of the
movent.
One wrote
I do not engage in
politics.
II I wish is a glorious Greater
Hun
. I onl wish to be the sword, and gain
icto . '50 Another man talked about traitors,
and 0
such persons must disappear" or be
kn
ed down by a car." They had no worries
about the effects of their actions. 'Let us just

a
h

ak,

78.

6 discusses the varied crimes of these men, ranging
from tit ft and fraud to military crimes and assault and
batt
, 3-4.
son,id. 35.
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German attack, or by direct Hungarian military
action. As German influence became stronger in
Central Europe Hungary no longer needed to
cater to the interests of Western Democracies.
Horthy's first revision was peaceful enough.
With the First Vienna Diktat, which took place
on 2 ovember 1938, a month after the Munich
agreement, Hungary began to reclaim territory
lost at Trianon. The Germans ordered the
go ernment of Czechoslovakia to restore a thin
strip of southern Slovakia and CarpathoRuthenia to Hungary. The area was primarily
Magyar in character. 55
Events during the next year were less
peaceful. Hungarian aspirations for control of
its historic territory conflicted directly with the
reemergence of a West Ukrainian national
movement among the Ruthenians in a small
section of land called Transcarpathia. The
Hungarians were willing to use force against the
Transcarpathian Ukrainians to attain as much
former Hungarian territory as they could. On 2
ovember 1938 the Vienna Diktat awarded the
regional capital Uzhhorod/Ungvar, to Hungary,
forcing the Ukrainian government to move its
headquarters further north. According to
Horthy, the city, along with another Hungarian
border town, was subject to "a well-organized
attack" at the beginning of 1939.56 Because of
these attacks, and because of "irresponsible
elements" in the Sich Guards who were
harassing Hungarian soldiers, Admiral Horthy
ordered an invasion of the remainder of
Transcarpathia." In blatant defiance of the spirit
of the Paris Peace Treaties the Hungarians used
military might for the purpose of territorial
revisionism.
The Hungarians used the chaos as immediate
justification for an invasion of Transcarpathia,
but to hold onto it, they needed an ideological

stick to our primitive fist-law," the same man
said, "and we'll always be right.'?'

The Hungarian Nation Regains
Control
The year 1938 marked the high-point of
Szalasi's influence. For the next six years, two
contradictory shifts occurred which altered
Hungary's political landscape. First, Hungary's
conservative right attempted to e elude the
fascists
from power.
Second, Germany
increasingly came to dominate the actions of
both the Conservative Right and the Radical
Right. Ideologically, the Germans had far more
in common with the fascists than with the
conservatives because the Arrow Cross and the
azis shared national-socialist tendencies. 52
However, relative to the German
ational
Socialists, the Hungarian fascists were anarchic
and decentralized. The Germans therefore used
the revisionist aspirations of the conservatives to
make Hungary a more malleable client state.
The old aristocracy of Hungary was perfectly
willing to use fascist methods to attain a partial
reversal of Trianon.
In his memoirs, Horthy made every effort to
differentiate
Hungarian
revisionism
from
German revisionism. He writes, "We desired
revisionism, yes, but revisionism by peaceful
means. I am not writing this with the wisdom
gained after the event. "53 At the beginning,
Horthy did try to ensure that the transfer of
territory was done without force of arms," but
in the years leading up to the war, the changes
were in fact backed either by the threat of
51Ibid..41.

52Horthy found the Nazi movement as distasteful as the
Arrow Cross movement. In his memoirs he said that
'the pseudo philosophy of the ational Socialists and the
methods of Hitler [were] profoundly repugnant" Horthy,
172. This did not keep Horthy from using them to revise
Hungary's borders.
53Ibid.• 159.
S4In December 1921 Premier Istvan Bethlen revised
Hungary's border with Austria (the Burgen1and) in favor
of the former without resorting to violence. Rothschild,
163.

5sne Hungarians called the area the Felvidek, the
Hungarian Highlands. Paul Magocsi Historical At/as 0/
East Central Europe (Seattle: University of Washington
Press 1993) 134.
~orthy.
170.
57Jbid.
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justification. The Hungarian government dusted
off the old aristocratic cause of historic rights.
Clearly, the Hungarians had taken a particular
interest in Transcarpathia because it had been
part 0 the Lands of aint tephen. Without
tho e historical ti , he ungarians might still
have been loathe to risk damaging their image in
the face of the increasingly impotent western
alIi.
or the duration of the war,
Transcarpathia becam an integral part of the
ungarian
Kingdom,
and
agyarization was
impl mented through ut
th resion' educational
y tern.
h
peech
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the cultural and economic sphere. This
equality, however, involves not only rights
but also. duties, the duty of full national
loyalty, of full emotional fusion with US.58

This ideology did not translate well into
practice. In the areas of the Hungarian kingdom
that were not ethnically Magyar, the Magyars
remained the ruling class. The subject people
had their own national allegiances and their own
national languages and had no wish to be part of
a
revived
Hungarian
kingdom or to
have the Magyar
tongue
replace
their
native
languages.
An
"emotional fusion"
as proposed by
Kallay was never
a likely result of
Hungary's
reintegration
of
Transcarpathia.
Instead,
Hungary's
conquest of the
region exposed the
shallowness of the
aristocracy's claim
to represent the
authentic
selfdetermination
of
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once belonged to the Hungarian crown. Lacko
writes that these troops had "semi-legal" status
and were sent by Horthy's opponents. 59
According to a memo written to Horthy by a
Government Party deputy, ''the arrow-cross
menace is at the door. The incensed mob may
explode at any moment .. part of the staff of
officers cheers Szalasi.?" The conservative and
radical right had entered a competition to
achieve their shared revisionist goals and both
sides were using force of arms.
The virulent anti-Semitism that was a staple
of fascist ideology came out of the woodwork in
the years leading up to the war. In April 1938
Premier Koloman Daranyi passed a law limiting
employment of Jews to twenty percent in certain
occupations. Horthy defended this action from
charges of anti-Semitism by stating that the
definition of Jewishness was taken from religion
not race. Later that year, Daranyi's successor,
Bela Imredy reduced the number to six percent
and redefmed Jewishness based on race.
Nonetheless, Horthy did not exercise his power
as regent, which would have allowed him to
dismiss the Premier. Instead, Imredy resigned
when news of his own Jewish descent was
printed in the papers. 61 The law remained in
effect despite "the innate Hungarian sense of
fairness and justice" of which Horthy was so
proud. The differences between fascist and
conservative ideologies were erased in a
sweeping array of territorial revisionism and
legislated anti-Semitism.

This time they were able to regain a significant
portion of the land lost in the Treaty of Trianon.
Germany tried to pull Hungary deeper into its
wartime alliance and eventually the Hungarian
leadership balked. The Hungarians faced
de astating losses against the Soviet Union,
against whom they had no territorial claims. The
war effort hurt the country, and Premier Miklos
Kallay
successfully
reduced
Hungary's
participation in the war. In response to Horthy's
attempt to make a separate peace with the Allies
in 1944 an increasingly desperate Germany
occupied Hungary in order to expedite the
transfer of materials needed for the war. The
Nazis e iled Admiral Horthy and the
conservative leadership and sponsored Szalasi's
a umption of the premiership. Under German
occupation the Hungarians fought to maintain
their territorial gains from the beginning of the
war thereby making themselves, once again, the
enemy of the allied powers.
oviet forces occupied Hungary in April of
1945. Hungary had again fought on the losing
side of a major conflict and lost all its territorial
gains. Hungary's alliance with the Axis powers
had Jed to the downfall of the conservative and
radical right alike.
Ferenc Szalasi, the only major Hungarian
fascist leader to survive the war, abandoned
Hungary with his German allies when Soviet
troops invaded. His country no longer needed the
justification provided by the fascists in order to
continue the war. The Hungarian armies
continued to fight the invading Soviet armies not
because the Soviets had an opposing ideology,
but because the Hungarians were fighting for
. their homeland. Hungary did collapse, but not
because it lost the strength that fascism
provided. It collapsed because a more powerful
invader was determined to destroy it. Szalasi
was executed for treason in 1946, still
purporting the validity of his ideology."

Conclusion
In 1938, the conservative right attempted to
regain control of the radical right but found too
much benefit in the alliance they had forged with
ational Socialist Germany, which was
ideologically closer to Hungary's fascists than to
Hungary's ruling conservatives. As in the time
of the "White Terror," the conservatives did not
hesitate to take advantage of the radical right.

a speech made at his trial in 1946, Szalasi stated, "If
truth is the servant of life then truth will be victorious
and not transient moods." Weber, 164.
62In

S~ck6.

33.

6Olbid.
6Ilbid., 175.
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Admiral Horthy survived the war, but like
zalasi, outlived his usefulness to his country.
The same way that the ungarian left found
itself discredited after the collapse of Bela Kun' s
go emmen
orthy and the conservative right
had lost'
stature among ungar ian society in
the econd
orId ar.
or a .few years after
the war, a regime reminiscent of Karolyi's brief
e perimen in iberal democracy functioned in
ungary until a econd communi t re olution
wept i away. h
oviet Army had not been
pr ent in 1919 to back e)a un's government,
but a er orld War wo oviet troops ensured
that communi m
ecur
ungary. orthy
a ain f u d himself an e ile from his native
country and pent th remainder of his life in
Portu al wher h died in 1957.
a ci m had boa
rna mo ement in
u ary bu d pit it
upport amon th
di nchanted cla
0 th
c untry's oci
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:v r
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characters. In many ways, fascism was. a
manifestation
of the ideological turmoil
experienced by the Hungarian Nation at the loss
of its historic position.
By the end of the war, Hungary had come
full circle. Once again, it experienced a short
period of liberal democracy and then a
communist take-over, this time under foreign
auspices. Counterrevolutionary Hungary had
been destroyed. Hungarian fascism, born out of
the desperation of Hungary's conservative right,
died with its parent in 1945.
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- THE RAPE OFASIA:
The Japanese Government's Wartime Atrocities,
1920-1945

Shira Miess

World War Two has often been touted as the last "Great War," but for those civilians in
Korea and China who found themselves at the mercy of the Japanese govemment and its
merciless Kwantung Army, both the circumstances leading up to the war and the war itself
were anything but great. Events such as the Mukden Incident, ihe Marco Polo Bridge
Incident, the Rape of Nanking, and the institution of Korean comfort women all constitute
some of the horrific wartime atrocities committed by, as author Shira Miess argues, an allknowing and unapologetic Japanese government and Showa Emperor.

D

uring the second half of the nineteenth century, European nations were colonizing as many
countries on as many continents as they could. America was just as imperialistic and full of
nationalistic fervor as the Europeans, and when Commodore Matthew Perry steamed into Tokyo Bay
in 1853, not only was Japan "opened," but a Pandora's Box was opened as well. The reverberations of
Japan's introduction to the modern Western world are still felt today . Westerners, in their arrogance,
believed themselves so vastly superior to the people they were encountering that they never stopped to
consider the resentment that might develop as a result of their high-handedness. Moreover, the idea
that the leader of this "savage" nation of Japan might follow in their imperialistic footsteps never
crossed the minds of the Western nations. 1 However the Japanese emperor set out to do precisely this,
and in the process he condoned the perpetuation of horrible atrocities in the nations his armies were
colonizing.
Japanese leaders recognized that they would soon share in China's fate-divided and colonized by
the West-if they did not begin to adjust to and adopt Western technology. Furthermore, the Japanese
had long viewed themselves as superior to their neighbors. Korea, in particular, was a nation whom
the Japanese had traditionally thought of as their colony. Thus, the Japanese government believed that,
if any nation had the right to colonize Asia and the surrounding islands, it was Japan. The plan of the
imperial government became a simple one: learn from and then challenge the West. Industrialization,
education,
and
modernization
all
focused
on the
goal
of
enabling
Japan
to
'Edwin P. Hoyt, Japan's War: The Great Pacific Conflict, 1853-1952 (New York: Da Capo Press, 1986),5-11.
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catch the West. According to historian Edwin

P. Hoyt,
Japan was the only nation in Asia so
determined, and by being determined
[Japan] managed to escape the fate of
China and the other countries: political and
economic colonization. The foreigners
came and taught and Iearn ed, but as the
Japanese learned, they eased the foreigners
out.
ubtly they resisted all foreign
encroachment 2
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supported Russia in its stance that it should not
have to pay reparations. The Japanese people
perceived their military victory as ultimately
resulting in a political defeat and resented the
United States' role in this humiliating situation.
Seeds of resentment had been planted some
three decades prior when the American
Congress passed the Exclusion Acts of 1860
that limited to some extent the emigration of
Japanese into the United States. The tone of
such events led the Japanese people to
eventually view the United States as the one
nation in the world who wished it harm. At the
end of World War I, the general resentment felt
toward the United States and the West was
exacerbated when Japan was not accepted into
the League of at ions as a fully functioning
member due to the racist contentions of the
leaders of Europe and the United States. This
did not bode well for the future. 4
In the early 1920s, secret cliques began to
form in the Japanese army attracting many of
its younger officers. These cliques and secret
ocieties owed to reorganize the army and to
rid it of aristocratic elements. The officers in
these factions unrealistically believed the cause
of the Emperor to be higher than the laws of the
land, they believed in a Japanese manifest
destin unequivocally hated communism, and
believed that there was no greater honor than to
die in battle. S
Th e were many members of these cliques
in the wantung Army, the army that had been
stationed in China to protect Japanese interests.
B 1920 this group was not only Japan's most
po erful military force due to its distance from
o 0 it was also the most independent. The
leader of the wantung Army were among the
more ultra-nationalist members of the secret
liques. The decided that it would be in the
arm
best interest, and that of the nation's , to
eiz political power in Japan.
They also
d med it necessary to eliminate any of the
Emperor' advisor who might have prevented
41bid. 36-8.
sIbid 57.
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the army from achieving their goals. In 1929
twenty-four officers of the Kwantung Army
were involved not only in this effort, but also in
a conspiracy to further the colonization of
China. These officers included some as highplaced as the army's commander and the chief
of Military Affairs Bureau down to the
Japanese general staff: and a minor regimental
officer. "Incidents," such as blowing up bridges,
were manufactured. to legitimatize the army's
intervention and subsequent take-over in China
and Korea. When minimal or no action was
taken by the Japanese government to control the
conspirators for acts that, according to the
Japanese constitution, warranted the death
penalty, the conspirators continued. By the end
of 1931, the army controlled Japanese political
life and the Kwantung Army controlled all of
Manchuria. The war crimes trials that followed
World War II, called the International Military
Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE), revealed
that after his initial reservations, Emperor
Hirohito condoned the Kwantung Army's
actions."

Japanese Emperor Hirohito. Hirohito:
Emperor of Japan, Leonard Mosely.

World War II: The Invasion of Asia

Korea
With the end of the Russo-Japanese War in
1905, Korea officially came under Japanese
influence. Upon its total annexation in 1910 ,
various Japanese systems, imposed upon the
Koreans, became law. Prostitution was among
these
cultural
systems
that
became
institutionalized.
Japan had a well-organized
and open system of legalized prostitution, and
when the Japanese army stationed itself in
Korea, it seemed logical that prostitution would
follow. The practice of the 'red light districts"
was to license the prostitutes and provide
provisions "for medical checks and reporting of
infection. However, as a health measure, the
licensing system was less effective in Korea

than in Japan, probably because medical
services were less developed. "7 Women who
were employed with the sole purpose of serving
the Japanese Armed Forces were called
"comfort women."
This term is typically
misunderstood by Westerners to be a quaint
oriental euphemism for the "camp followers"
generally associated with armies and seen on
military bases almost everywhere since the first
record of armed combat.
The Japanese military-political police, called
the kempeitai controlled the system of licensed
prostitution in Korea. There was the general
prostitution district, which the common man
could visit, but more to the point, during World
War II there were "comfort stations," which
were established exclusively for Japanese
soldiers. Comfort stations were systematically
established nearly everyplace Japanese troops
were stationed throughout World War II.s
7George Hicks, The Comfort Women: Japan's Brutal
Regime of Enforced Prostitution in the Second World War
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1994),28-9.
slbid,21.

6tIerbert P. Bi "The Showa Emperor's Monologue' and
the Problem of War Responsibility," Journal of Japanese
Studies 18, no.2 (1992): 299; Ho}'4 51 78 80-1,92 95-7.
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The sexual exploitation of women during
war has a long and ignominious history, which
may play a small part in why the story of
comfort women is seldom discussed. Unlike
other atrocities of WorId -War II, their storyyoung women who were forced into sexual
slavery for the Japanese military...with the full

The most obvious reason, and the most tragic,
is that the Japanese government has denied any
and all ties to the comfort women. An attempt
was made to systematically destroy all
documentation
of
the
government's
involvement in institutionalized slavery at the
close of the war. Moreover, many comfort

women ere /cilled in an attempt to hide the
e idence of a practice that their captors surely
ew was wrong. 9
Th truth of the matter is this: ot only did
Japan introduce legalized prostitution to Korea
in the years prior to and during World War II,
according to historian George Hicks, the
apan e government "officially sanctioned and
organized [the] comfort system, involving the
continuous rape of thousands of women b
Japan e troop ."10 Local authorities and the
kempeitai forcibly recruited· comfort women.
Th
ere brought to the Japanese troops from
th different areas where Japan had colonies;
ho ever nearly eighty Percent of the comfort

~id. 21 25 47 8].
IOlbid 21.
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women came from Korea, the majority were
between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. I I
In 1945, when some 2.5 million Japanese
troops surrendered to the Allies, most of those
allied troops would -have known about the
comfort women. Indeed, the Allies knew of
and even expatriated them. However, by the
time the first investigations of comfort women
began in 1962, a collective amnesia appeared to
have overwhelmed both Japanese and Korean
populations alike. Today, one seldom fmds any
reference to comfort women in textbooks. t
will probably never be known how many of
these women existed, but it is estimated that
there was a ratio of fifty soldiers to every one
woman, which would make the total number of
comfort women approximately 139 000.12
After World War Il very few people cared
about the comfort women's degrading role in
the war, let alone their future existence. In
more recent years it has become a human rights
issue and since the late 1980s, former comfort
women have been coming forward to tell their
stories. They are filing a class action suit
against the Japanese government, demanding
compensation and an admission from the
government that they recruited comfort women
against their will. To this day, the process
slowly continues. A small furor has raised the
level of consciousness of some Japanese that
pushed for and received a fact-fmding
committee to investigate the issue of these
comfort women to whom the government
continues to deny any ties with. On 6 July 1992
the disappointing "Results of the Investigation
into the Question of the 'Military Comfort
Women'
Originating
From
the Korean
Peninsula,"
which
also
included
other
nationalities,
was
published.
Relevant
documents from the Police Agency and the
Labor Ministry were not released; it is largely
assumed that these documents would have
revealed that the comfort women were forcibly

recruited as a common policy of the Japanese
military, as survivors claim. Additionally, the
Japanese
government's
knowledge
and
accommodation of the comfort system would
have been revealed. This provoked a great deal
of criticism on the shortcomings of the
investigations. Several agencies produced little
or no documentation, despite the well-known
fact that they did indeed possess and had
readily available the full records. At present, the
government has taken the official position that
it was indeed aware of the existence of such a
system, but that the comfort women themselves
olunteered. The evidence against this claim
comes directly from the women themselves.
As Hicks succinctly states,
In the final analysis of course, the comfort
women issue is about the position of
women in the world at large. not just in
Japan . . .. It is not just the Japanese who
have failed the human rights test. The
Allies also failed, by not seeing that justice
was done when they had the power to
enforce it. The lapse reflects the poor
record
of mankind
to women-kind,
especially in war.
J)

C ina
The role of Japan in China is a long and
inglorious one, justified by manifest destiny and
a rationale similar to that of Westerners who
claimed to have saved Africans by enslaving
them. As early as 1928, the Japanese began
their "emancipation" of Asia, beginning with
the Mukden ncident. On 4 July 1928, Chinese
Marshal Chang
so-lin was murdered in
Manchuria in a train explosion planned and
carried out by a clique in the Kwantung Army.
This manufactured "incident," carried out
despite explicit imperial orders to the contrary,
represented the first overt army move to project
itself into the formulation of governmental
foreign policy.
The ultimate goal of the
Mukden Incident was to gain complete control

lKeith Howard, ed. True Stories of the Korean Co1Tifort
Women (New York: Cassell 1995),25; Hicks. 17.
12Hicks 12-9 169.
I
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of Manchuria, and to make this the base from
which a revival of Asian preeminence would be
brought about.
However, the obviously
manipulated incident received a good deal of
negative international reaction, which caused
the conspirators to move a bit more cautiously.
The goal remained the same, .however, and
more incidents were contrived. By the end of
1931, the army had taken over Japan's political
life and the wantung Army had gained total
control of Manchuria. Again in the IMTFE
transcript it is revealed that Emperor Hirohito
was directly involved in these actions despite
hi initial misgivings. 14
h last member of the Manchu dynasty was
forced, lit rally at gunpoin to agree to be the
head of a ne country: the Japan e pupp tate of Manchu o. egardless of the fact that it
wa a puppet- tate and oat an official Japanes
territory thi repr eoted the fir t step in the
"emancipati n of
ia. Th
ino-Japanese
War (1937-1945) officially b an after y t
anoth r incid nt died
b th
waotung
call d th
arco Polo rid e ocident in
uly 1937.
Like ther incid nts that had
occurred r nearl a d ad prior to the official
de larati n of ar th
hin
r tak 0 b
urpri
and lit rall thou and 0 oldi r
om
and childr 0
r
lau ht ed.
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hands of Japanese soldiers between 1928 and
1945 did not count. 15

anking and the Role
Japanese Government

of

the

After the Japanese troops successfully
invaded Shanghai in November 1937, they
launched an attack of massive proportions
against the newly established capital of the
Republic of China. Historian Iris Chang
recounts,
When the city fell on December 13, 1937,
Japanese soldiers began an orgy of cruelty
seldom if ever matched in world history.
Tens of thousands of young men were
rounded up and herded to the outer areas of
the city, where they were mowed down by
machine guns, used for bayonet practice, or
soaked with gasoline and burned alive . . ..
Years later experts at the International
Military Tribunal of the Far East (IMTFE)
estimated
that more
than
260,000
noncombatants
died at the hands of
Japanese soldiers at anking in late 1937
and early 1938 though some experts have
placed the figure at well over 350,000. 16

Despite the widespread horror inflicted upon
o many Chinese civilians by Japanese troops
during a short time there is little awareness
outsid of academic circles of the seven-week
period that has come to be known as the Rape
of anking. An estimated twenty to eighty
thousand women were brutally and repeatedly
raped. How can it possibly be that in today's
n ironment of political correctness, sexual
harassment suits and cultural sensitivity so few
people are a are of the significance of a city
called anking? As with the issue of comfort
worn n in
orea, the fault lies with the
Japan e and Allied governments failure to
brin thi atrocity to light. At the time the
lSHo 80-92· Brackman, 137 141 171-4.
16Iris Chang, The Rape of 'anking: The Forgotten
Holocaust of World War Il
e York: Basic Books,
1997) 4.
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international press did its best to alert people of
the Rape of Nanking.
ot only were the Allies
kept informed through daily news coverage the
Japanese
newspapers kept
people in Japan
well- informed.
Remarkably,
before it became
aware
of
international
condemnation,
the behavior of
the
Japanese
troops in Nanking
was a source of
pride
to
the
Japanese
government.
Soldiers
were
lauded as heroes
and pictures were
published
of
members of the
Kwantung Army
A Chinese prisoner is used for
preening
over
Japane
recruits. Rape of
the piles of dead
Chinese citizens.
When the government later attempted to hide
what its army was doing and replaced actual
reports with propaganda, a few American
journalists stayed in the city long enough to
report to the world the magnitude of the
atrocities committed. 17
The Japanese government faced a problem
that had been fomenting for years by the time
anking was so brutally sacked. The army had
taken nearly complete
control
of the
government by this point and was essentially
beyond the control of those who were officially
charged with the duty of guiding and
controlling the army.
Therefore, when it
became clear that the international community
was intolerant of such behavior, rather than

17Ibid 6 11-3 143-7
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make a final effort to control the army's actions,
the government launched a massive-and
in
retrospect, absurd-e-campaign of propaganda.
First, the Japanese
media proclaimed that
all was back to normal
in the city of Nanking.
Then
there
were
carefully planned tours
of the city for Japanese
visitors
who
were
carefully
herded
through the few streets
cleared of corpses.
Finally,
Japanese
photojournalists
arrived in Nanking in
order to stage pictures
to be disp layed in
Japan and throughout
the world.
On 8
January 1939, in the
Sin Shun Pao,
a
Shanghai
newspaper
under
Japanese
bayonet practice by
control
an
article
Nanking, Chang.
appeared
under the
headline
"The
Harmonious Atmosphere of Nanking City
Develops Enjoyably" which read, "the Imperial
Army entered the city, put their bayonets into
their sheaths and stretch forth merciful hands in
order to examine and heal." This is in startling
contrast to the killing contests held by some of
the Japanese soldiers, the live burials, the
mutilation, the setting of large crowds of people
on fire or intentionally freezing them to death in
iced-over ponds, the tearing apart of bodies by
German shepherds, and the incessant rape of
men, women, and children, both young and old.
All of this took place, in spite of the comfort
houses located near by. One clearly sees, then,
that the issues of rape and comfort women were
not about sexual gratification, but about the
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Japanese soldiers' training to subjugate and
humiliate the enemy. 18
The debauched behavior of the Japanese
troops in Nanking is a truly chilling story.
However the fact remains that most people
know absolutely nothing about this segment of
Japan's past; this is even more haunting. Again,
one questions how this can be. One explanation
may lie in the manner in which Japan and the
Allies went about handling Japanese war
crimes. With postwar Germany, it was clear
that the entire government was to be held
responsible for the nation's actions during the
war, not just individual Nazis, whereas Japan
refused to implicate its emperor. Indeed, a great
deal of effort was made by the government to
see that the Emperor appeared to have remained
ab olutely removed from any sort of association
with politics in general and the army in
particular.
Governmental documents that
showed the Emperor to be aware of and even
condoning many of the wartime atrocities were
destroyed, as was previously done in the case of
the comfort women. Other documents wer
manufactured so that there would be no ties to
the Emperor with war crimes of any type. The
Emperor was to remain, in the eyes of the
people above politics. 19
The Japanese go eroment has never made
any attempt to e amine its collective role and
guilt in World War IT. Chang states "As a
result, although some bravely fight to force
Japanese society to face th painful truth, many
in Japan continue to treat the war crimes as the
isolated acts of individual oldiers or e en as
events that, simply did not occur.?" Another
reason that so many people remain ignorant of
the Rape of anking, proposes Chang is the
popular idea that is currently circu lating which
testifies that the Japanese fought the war in a
solely defensive effort to be certain of its own
survival and to keep Asia from imperialism.

18lbid. 83-95 149-50.
l~i
299' Chang, 200.
2°Chang, 200.

History demonstrates
fabrication. 21

that

this

is

pure

The Japanese Government's Role
in the Asia-Pacific War and the
IMTFE
At the close of World War IT, the Allies, in
particular the United States, put together two
trials for Japanese war criminals. The first was
held in Tokyo by the Allies for major war
criminals, the International Military Tribunal
for the Far East (lMTFE). The second tribunal
held by the Allies was for the '''less important"
war criminals. They were tried by the war
Crimes Branch of the United States General
Headquarters of the Armed Forces in the
Pacific, commonly referred to as the Manila
Tribunal." The two trials definitely had their
shortcomings, little else can be expected of the
first trials held by the victors of a war of
aggression. The Manila Tribunals can be seen
as a clear example of a victor's justice.
Lieutenant General Masaharu Homma and
General Tomoyuki Yamashita were tried
swiftly and perhaps rashly in the Manila
tribunals set up by United States General
Douglas MacArthur. While it is true that there
clearly needed to be someone to take
responsibility for the crimes committed in the
Pacific Islands these generals were guilty by
default. Homma and Yamashita were found
guilty and held liable for the atrocities
committed by troops under their respective
commands, even though they never ordered nor
sanctioned the acts.
They were tried and
convicted under the concept of "command
r pons ibility" which varies drastically from
the azi defendants at uremberg who were
accused of instigating and ordering crimes

21Chang, 201.
Lawren
Ta lor A Trial of Generals: Homma;
Yamashita, MacArthur (South Bend: Icarus Press, 1981)
129.

22
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against humanity as a formal policy of the
progressed, so did the Cold War. It becomes
Hitler
Regime.
increasingly clear that
l\ccording
to
as the West alienated
historian Lawrence
itself from the Soviet
A.
Massengill
Union,
it
became
"That Homma's and
more
sympathetic
Yomashita's forces
toward the Japanese,
committed
many
its new economic ally
atrocities has never
against
communism.
been
disputed.
Thus there was a
Less
known,
marked shift from the
however, are the
beginning of the trials,
roles
these
where the accused
commanders
were quite likely to be
played and to what
executed, to the end,
degree they were
where many soldiers
personally
and
government
responsible
for
agents
who
were
their
troops'
genuinely guilty were
barbaric actions." 23
treated leniently and
The
IMTFE
received little if any
occasionally
punishment
referred to as the
whatsoever."
Tokyo Trials, had
The transcripts of
its shortcomings as
these
trials
are
well, although not
available,
but they
as blatant as those
Chinese officials inspect rna graves during the 1946
have received far less
seen in the Manila
ar trials. Rape of 'anking,Chang.
attention
than
the
Trials.
It is clear
Nuremberg
trials in
today that justice was oft n meted out
which the Nazis were tried. What emerges
a~cording to contemporary politics, and by
upon examination is a clear picture not only of
Western, particularly .American, standards of
the trials, but also of contemporary passions
justice.
Westerners could not (nor did they
and the causes of both the China and the Pacific
make any attempt to understand) the standards
Wars. Additionally, it becomes clear that the
by which the Japanese had fought the war. The
Japanese imperial government was inextricably
accused were not tried by their peers but by
tied to the events that were taking place
victorious and at times vindictive world leaders.
throughout the years prior to and during the
Today the legal lapses that occurred are more
war." Based on the availability of the trials to
obvious than they appear to have been at the
the general public, though they are not well
time of the trial. 24 Furthermore, as the trials
25philip R. Piccigallo, The Japanese on Trial: Allied War
Crimes Operations in the East. 1945-1952 (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1979), 9-34.
26Andre G. Kuczewski, "The Tokyo War Crimes Trial:
The Complete Transcript of the Proceedings of the
IntemationalMilitary
Tribunal for the Far East" Asian
Profile 10 (December 1982): 605, 607.-8.

23Lawrence A Massengill, "The Manila Tribunals:
MacArthur's Revenge?" The Military Review (NovemberDecember 1995): 77.
24C. Hosoya,
. Ando, Y. Onuma, and R. Minear, eds. The
Tokyo War Crimes Trial: An International Symposium
(Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1986): 19.
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responsibility for Japan's war of aggression
known, the Japanese government's suppression
against Asia, the
of historical fact,
Pacific Islands, and
and its denial of
the
United States."
events and actions
Understanding
of which it was
the
fact that not only
clearly convicted is
was the Japanese
astounding.
imperial
The
Japanese
government
aware
emperor
was
of the atrocities its
portrayed
as
a
military
was
pacifistic
committing,
the
constitutionalist
emperor
knew,
who
had
no
despite the worldknowledge
of
wide
belief
that
military
affairs
Hirohito
was
a
during the time the
pacifistic
man
Japanese army was
completely
making its attempts
at imperialism. Yet,
manipulated by his
a close examination
military cabinet, one
of
the
IMTFE
must come to accept
transcripts
reveals
that the Japanese
this depiction to be
government
false.
Instead,
accommodated
the
Hirohito
was
military in its brutal
directly involved in
conquest of Asia
military
decisions
and
the
Pacific
and after his initial
Islands.
The most
reservations
he
obvious instance is
Hirobito meets witb General
ac rtbur in September
condoned
the
that of the comfort
of1945.}{irohito,~osely.
Kwantung
Army's
women. According to
actions in China. An
Hicks, where there
elaborate plan was conceived by the Japanese
were comfort houses installed, the reports of
government to disas ociate Hirohito from the
rape fell off markedly, "providing a rationale
war crim
of World War II' General
for the subsequent expansion of military
MacArthur was directly involved in this. The
prostitution. "28 There were more comfort
Emperor's "Monologu "which was the speech
stations established in anking after the strong
he delivered via radio to the Japanese people to
international disapproval of the army's revolting
announce Japanese surrender to the Allied
display. The women for these houses were
troops and the subsequent end of World
ar II
oreans from a community in Japan, which
was part of this largely successful plan. Many
implicates the military, Home Ministry, and the
of Japan's top leader have acknowledged
police in recruiting comfort women, clearly
Hirohito's direct involvement in the military's
actions during World War II. Some of these
same leaders have gone so far as to call him a
27Bix, 295-341.
war criminal condemning him for not taking
28Hicks 21.
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showing
that
the
government
was
accommodating the military in its actions."
Perhaps, the most starkly chilling, clearly
depraved
instance
of the government's
accommodation of the military's atrocities can
be seen in the Pacific Islands. Evidence clearl
shows that Japanese forces committed acts of
cannibalism in the Philippines and New Guinea
during the Asia-Pacific War. This was not just
when the troops were starving but when food
supplies were abundant.
They cannibalized
their deceased compatriots and deliberately
murdered members of the Allied troops as well
as Asian POWs and locals. This was part of a
"systematic and organized military strategy,
committed by whole squads" indicating that at
least a few officers must have been aware of the
practice. 30
Cannibalism was' expressly forbidden within
the Japanese Imperial Army and by the Geneva
Convention of 1925. Despite this, high-level
officers who were aware of the practice turned
a blind eye to the whole matter. Indeed, the
practice was so widespread, that officers
reasoned that there was little alternative to
feigning ignorance; the entire army could
hardly be punished. "Indeed, documents exist
demonstrating that the Japanese command took
steps to accommodate
the practice
of
cannibalism." Ultimate responsi ility, then, for
the practice of cannibalism lies with Imperial
Headquarters for not only failing to stop the
practice but for accommodating it."
The actions of the Japanese military during
the years leading up to, and during, the Second
World War were acknowledged, condoned, and
even
accommodated
by
the
Japanese
government. Excerpts from the IMTFE clearly
demonstrate that Emperor Hirohito was fully
aware of the behavior of the Japanese troops,
both on the Asian continent and the Pacific
Islands. That so many of the crimes committed

against humanity have not been brought to
justice is a responsibility which none of the
nations involved can avoid: the situation in
anking was, broadcast internationally, the
Allied troops freed comfort women across the
globe and local communities witnessed what
took place in Japanese prison camps. People
now scoff at residents in communities across
Europe who claim not to have known what was
happening in German concentration camps;
similarly, the world was largely aware of what
was occurring in Japanese-occupied areas. If
blame is to be assigned, it must also lie
collectively with the Allied nations who did
not pursue justice unilaterally.

29lbid. 45-7.
3l>yuki Tanaka, Hidden Horrors: Japanese War Crimes in
World War II (Boulder: Westview Press, 1996) 126.
31Ibid., 129.
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WAR AND SOCIAL CHANGE:
The Impact of World War Two on British Society

Michael Brown

The Second World War had a tremendous impact on the lives of the British people. Both
external and internal forces created a shift in the ocial and political processe . To what
degree the conflict was responsible for these changes is the debate that the author moderates
in this work

erceptions of the experiences of the British people during the Second World War have been
shaped by a combination of myth and nostalgia. These perceptions accompany images of the
Blitz on London and Winston Churchill's speeches commemorating the "Finest
our." It also
encompasses such concepts as the "Dunkirk spirit" and the "people's war." Indeed this was the era
when mass media was coming in 0 its own and for the most part followed the government's lead. There
is no doubt that the war reached the British public on an unprecedented scale. People of all walks of life
were affected in some way by the destruction and dislocation caused by air raids, mobilization of the
economy, and rationing of resources over the course of six years.
Politically, the war was framed by the fall of the Conservative Party in 1940, which had dominated
British politics during the inter-war years, and the ascendancy of the Labour Party in a surprise
landslide vote in the general election of 1945. The victory of the Labour Party brought dramatic change,
at least in appearance, to the role of govenunent with the establishment of a welfare state and a mixed
economy. That the war played some part in this amazing transformation seems at first obvious, yet there
has been a long and considerable debate among historians over the relationship between the war and the
social and political changes which followed 1945. The purpose of this discussion is to trace the
development of historical interpretation regarding the impact of the Second World War on the social and
political history of Great Britain. The implications are even broader as this topic calls into question the
nature of the relationship between war and society. oon after the war, the foremost historian to frame
this
debate
was
Richard
Titmuss.
As
a
contribution
to
the
official

P
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history of the war, he traced the development of
social policy during the war, focusing
particularly on' evacuation, hospital services,
and care for those losing their homes to

itself m calls for social reconstruction
paralleling the government's expansion of
responsibility for "sustaining the health and
working capacity of the people" during and after

"Three children who have been left homel
by the random bombs of
German night raiders, it outside the wreckage of their home."

Historyplace.com.

Titmuss believed the conditions imposed upon
society by the war created a shift in public
attitudes. Evacuation had created a greater
awareness of social problems among th middle
and upper classes. The threat of invasion
following Dunkirk in May 1940 created
unprecedented public solidarity which expressed

the war. 2 Taken together, these arguments
formed the basis for what has become known as
the war and social change thesis.
The work of Titmuss and other early
historians of the war has come under fire by
later historians who have questioned the validity
and utility of the war and social change thesis.
The People's Wor, written by Angus Calder,
has become the standard work on the social
history of Great Britain during the Second
World War. The choice of title underlies the
irony of Calder's thesis. The war was indeed
fought and won b the effort of the people of
Great Britain, and yet concerning social change
'the effect of the war was not to sweep society
onto a new course, but to hasten its progress

IRichard Titmuss Problems of Social Policy (London:
H.M.S.D. 1950) 506.

2Ibid 508.

bombing. Titmuss found that by the end of the
war the government had:
Through the agency of newly established
or
existing
services
assumed
and
developed a measure of direct concern for
the health and well being of the population
which, by contrast with the role of
government in the nineteen-thirties
was
little short of remarkable. ]
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along the old grooves. ,,3 Calder argues that
though the government had to offer better
conditions to the scorned and underprivileged
sections of society, which it had depended upon
for victory, the old forces of wealth,
bureaucracy, and privilege survived with 'little
inconvenience," and were strengthened by new
forms of capitalism, state bureaucracy, and
.paternalistic corporations which arose after
1945.4
This argument is supported by Henry
Pelling, the highly regarded twentieth century
British
historian,
and
Tom
Harrison
anthropologist
and
founder
of
Mass
Observation,
an important social survey
conducted throughout the war. Pelting, in
Britain and the Second World War, argues that
victory reinforced the perceived superiority of
existing institutions with some room for limited
improvement. 5 In more scathing language,
Harrison attacks the myths of national unity and
heroism, and criticizes the attitude of the
establishment and the inadequacy with which it
handled the problems caused by air raids."
Though admittedly focusing on politics and
not the larger social context, in The Road to
1945, Paul Addison seeks to provide a
corrective interpretation of the social and
political debates concerning wartime Britain.
His thesis focuses on the development of a
'middle"
consensus
reached
between
Conservatives and Labourites which resulted in
only "very modest changes in society itself."?

Angus Calder The People's
Cape, 1969), 15.
4Ibid. 18.
3

Addison points to 1940 as the pivotal year; the
establishment of the Coalition government
served to give the Labour party an equal status
with the entrenched Conservatives signaling a
leftward shift in politics which lasted for a
decade. At the same time the mobilization of
society for total war 'bred the demand" for a
better postwar society and a shift in public
opinion to the Left as evidenced by the general
election results of 1945. According to Addison,
the ne middle ground consensus was a break
from the party rhetoric of the previous decade
made positive and purposeful" in character due
to the demands of wartime mobilization and
•
8
postwar reconstructIon.
Addison also emphasizes the role of the
progressive Center, composed of non-socialist
intelligentsia and technocrats such as William
Beveridge and John Maynard Keynes, who,
despite their marginal positions in the 193Os,
formed the basis of Conservative and Labour
compromise and framed the planning of postwar
reconstruction. As evidence of the consensus,
Addison points to the fact that all parties went to
the 1945 polls committed to programs based on
pragmatic reform and a mixed economy despite
different emphases."
Finally, Addison credits the limited degree of
social change after 1945 to the moderate outlook
of Labour
leadership, which upon its
ascendancy in 1940, consolidated and went
beyond its efforts in the Coalition govenunent to
create a managed economy and welfare state in
the years between 1945-51. For the Labour
leadership, hardened by the experience of
working within the system instead of opposing it
from without, any substantial increase' in
working class welfare was tantamount to
revolution, and Addison points to a lack of any
evidence indicating the rank and tile wanted any .
more than what they received after 1945.

War (London: Jonathan

~enry
Pelling, Britain and the Second World War
(London: Collins, 1970) 326.
6As cited in Arthur Marwick, The Homefrora: The British
in
the Second
World
War (London:
Thames
and Hudson, 1976) 11.
7PauJ Addison, The Road to 1945: British Politics and
the Second World War (London: Jonathan Cape, 1975)

8Ibid., 14.
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Further, experts like Keynes and Beveridge,
though oncemed about making capitalism more
human and efficient, stopped short of attacking
the roots of exploitation and injustice. Despite
his qualifying emphasis ori politics, Addison also
contributes· to the debate on social change and
the war. In recognition of the subtleties of
historical interpretation, he frames the argument
in subjective terms; the question of how much
the war changed society lies in the ideological
commitments of the historian, and therefore
upon the criteria by which any comparison of
.
d 10
C hange IS rna e.

--~

"Because of ar damage The ational Health
Service's first ospita Is ere often prefabricated
bui dings--yet everyone was given good medical
care itbout charge." A History of England,
Clayton and David Roberts.

Contemporary to Addison's work is Arthur
Marwick's The Homefront: The British in the
Second World War. While recognizing the
myths as ociated with the homefront, Marwick
sets out to investigate the social consequences of
the war following the line of Addison and other
revisionists though with a different approach.
He argues that there is some truth to the myths
that the war was a 'people's war" that there
was an important aspect of heroism, and that the
war did profoundly change society. As for the
le>n,id 272, 276-7.

people, he cites the obvious fact that ordinary
people were on the front line during the Blitz
and that the direct participation of all people
was vital for survival and victory. Perhaps, less
obvious was the genuine influence given by the
war to the voices of those who viewed
themselves as representative of the people and
not the establishment such as J. B. Priestley and
other publicists, film-makers, and temporary
civilian workers. He admits that the heroism
aspect has been colored by subsequent
propaganda but that it did exist and needs to be
neither glorified nor minimized.11 Regarding
social change, Marwick argues there had been
significant change, and following Addison's
point of view, the extent of the change needs to
be qualified by a recognition of what criteria is
being used to judge the nature of the change.
Although the traditional upper class was still
influential in the Labour government of 1945,
the importance of the working class could no
longer be taken for granted. Government
attitudes
were characterized
by a new
"universalism" emphasizing the inclusion of all
members of society. Marwick criticizes those
who have minimized the relationship of the war
with social change for exaggerating the
revolutionary nature of change and for failing to
recognize that change towards an ideal or
utopian concept of society in a linear fashion
does not correspond to the reality of social
change. 12
Marwick concludes that many characteristics
and institutions of the old traditional system
persisted, but the changes that did occur were
brought about as the result of "mechanisms
touched off b the war rather than the conscious
action of any politicians or social leaders.,,13 In
this regard his argument differs from Addison,
despite their agreed criticisms of those opposing

"Marwick, 11, 180-1.
12Ibid. 182.
13Ibid.
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the social change thesis. In a broader context,
because it simply labels aspects of war which
Marwick offers a four dimensional theory of
influence society some quite self-evident, rather
categorization to understand the impact of war
than provide an analytical or explanatory
on society with the added disclaimer that
development of their function. The strength of
theories should never be imposed on history but
Marwick s work lies in the variety of sources
should be welcomed as an aid to understanding
used in his research, including film and war
historical
photography.
Of
development. These
particular interest are the
dimensions include:
comparisons of photos
(1) the destructive
that were released and
and disruptive effects
those that were censored
of war, (2) war as a
or delayed in release by
"test" of institutions,
the government,
and
(3) war involving the
what this indicates about
participation
of
the nature of media,
previously
perception,
and
underprivileged
propaganda during the
social groups, and
war.
(4)
war
as
a
Having
considered
psychological
the foundations of the
•
14
expenence.
interpretations
and
debates over war and
Marwick points to
the readily apparent
social change in Great
aspects of the first
Britain during the 1940s,
three dimensions and
it is important
to
the more complex
consider
what
more
nature
of
the
recent
research
has
psychological
added to the discourse.
aspect, which is A woode cburcb wa built in ide a bombed out hell in With the aim of laying
related
to
the
Eltbam. The Homefront, Arthur Marwick.
aside
the
Polemical
nature of the past debate
and casting their assessment within the
framework of ideology and the social rights of
citizenship, David Morgan and Mary Evans,
both sociologists at the University of Kent,
examine the impact of the war in The Battle For
Britain: Citizenship and Ideology in the Second
World War. Their stated intent is not to settle
the historical debate over the social change
thesis but rather to cere-interpret the experience
of the war as a contemporary social and
historical fact that has shaped the nation's
perception of its past and throws into sharp
relief the political preoccupations of the present

others. In particular
he argues that a "heightening of consciousness"
occurred simultaneously when the ruling class
was ready and willing to make concessions while
the under-privileged groups were "more willing
than ever to stand up and make demands. ,,15
The utility of the model is somewhat limited
14While this

framework

is mentioned

in Marwick's

previously cited work, it is more fully treated in his War
and Social Change in the Twentieth Century: A
Comparative Study of Britain, France, Germany, Russia
and the United States (New York: St. Martin's Press
1975).

15Marwick, The Homefront

183.
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,,16 Th
..
t nne.
ey contend that the consensus of

1945 was an ideological deviation in the long
history of British class politics. Socialism was
never on the agenda for the Labour government
that simply translated wartime radicalism into
reconstruction programs. They trace the origin
of this radicalism to the exposure 'to total war
which "lit up as if by lightning divergent strains
of vitality and resistance in British society which
tempered the spirit of the war effort and
subsequent direction of social change. ,,17
The resulting consensus was a pragmatic,
though weakly integrated, compromise between
corporatism, capitalism, and the welfare state.
The consensus was founded on what the authors
view as the misguided assumption that equality
and efficiency were mutually compatible within
a predominately capitalist state. It was a
contradiction that inhibited an irreversible break
with the ruling assumptions of the past. This
particular blend of innovation and continuity
with the past eventually undermined the
consensus in the face of the complex realities
brought by peace in the postwar world.I8
The broader context forms the origin of the
Conservative reaction during the Thatcher era
critiques of which by the authors introduce a
new polemic to the debate. In keeping with the
debunking of myths Morgan and Evans make
the point that the promise of equal social
citizenship wa undermined by the inequalities
and divisions inherent within a capitalist
economy and that the war was less of an
emancipatory e perience for women than has
been proposed. Though women's contributions
to the labor force did increase, most women
remained in domestic wor an image reinforced
by wartime propaganda. 19
l~vid

Morgan and Mary Evans

The Battle for Britain:

Citizenship and Ideology in the Second
(London: Routledge 1993) 4.
17Ibid. 3.
I8Ibi d. 9.
l!1bid., 82-3.

World

War

A woman performing domestic duties in the
yard of her prefabricated home in Lendoa,
1944. The Homefront, Arthur Marwick.

While Morgan and Evans' sociological
framework, based on ideology and social
citizenship, is an engaging approach, it is not
always well integrated or clear. Further, the
polemics which the authors propose to eschew
are resurrected in the contemporary critique of
Thatcherism. Still, the attempt to place the
debate over the social impact of the war within a
larger social and political context is useful in
understanding the war's impact on British
politics and society.
The Documents in Contemporary History
series focuses on topics in post-1939 British
history and combines the latest research trends
with elections from pertinent primary sources.
Two selections from this series are devoted to
the political and social history of the war. In
War and Reform: British Politics during the
Second World War, Kevin Jefferys follows the
transformation of British politics from the
enterprise" society of the 1930s to the welfare
state and mixed economy of the late 1940s.
Jefferys indicates that recent research continues
to question the validity of the social change
thesis. There is no doubt that there was a debate
o er a new social order, yet the leading role was
pIa ed b writers intellectuals, the press, and
other pressure groups. This widespread pressure
did not equate to a new consensus since the
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government was only able to agree on war aims
and after 1942 was divided along party lines
over reconstruction. 20

rather than the result of an agreed wartime
consensu for reform.
In explaining the ascendancy of Labour in
th 1945 general election Jefferys contends that
traditional e planations of the leftward shift in
political opinion oversimplify the true nature of
the change. Jefferys argues there were two
pha es to the shift. The early phase was between
1940-42 when the Conservatives were the
targets of public criticism over the energy and

Regarding the Coalition government and the
reconstruction program post-1943, Jefferys
makes three points: it deliberately limited and
postponed reform activity, it did not take as
binding commitments the various plans and
reform proposals and it remained in the
planning stages of reconstruction as late as

"Winston C urchill av to e ere d after peaking at the Broadway,
Waltham Cr
on an elec '0 ee . g to r, 2 July 1945."
The Homefront, Arthur Marwick.

1944. Further, this process came to a halt when
the victorious conclusion of the war effort
removed national unity as an imperative.
Jefferys contends that no consensus was possible
because of the 'intractable differences between
the major Coalition partners. ,21 In this light, the
reforms after 1945 were the product of a
victorious Labour party acting out its program

efficiency of the war effort. The second phase of
th hift occurred in 1943 when Churchill and
other Conservatives failed to respond to the
Beveridge Report. The result was that the
Conservative party lost any chance it had to
shape and guide public expectations concerning
social reform after the war.
or this reason,
Jefferys states that the exaggeration of the
radicalization of public opinion makes the
election results of 1945 misleading. While many
embraced the reform platform of the Labour
party, it may be true that just as many

UXevin Jefferys, War and Reform: British Politics during
the Second World War (Manchester:
Manchester Press, 1994), 10.
21Ibid. 1 I.
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responded to the polls out of a negative reaction
to the lack of direction, disengagement, and
cynicism displayed by the Conservatives. In this
sense Churchill, by paying only lip service to
reform and by the tone of 'his election campaign,
bears personal responsibility for "winning the
war" and then "losing the peace.,,22 '"
Harold Smith provides a review of the recent
trends regarding the impact of the war on
society. In Britain in the Second World War: A
Social History, Smith fmds that research on
particular groups and policies, in light of
recently
available
documents,
seriously
undermines the idea that the war created social
unity and a consensus for change. Instead there
was a continuity of pre-war social conflicts and
divisions between Conservatives and Labourites
over policy. Smith recognizes evidence of
solidarity in 1940 but believes the idea of a
"people's war" obscures how different groups
experienced the conflict. Smith states the
weakness of the concept is that it views society
"top-down'
and
ignores
the
problems
experienced by ethnic minorities, by the increase
of gender conflict and by rising crime and
juvenile
delinquency
cau ed
by
social
disorganization and the persistence of class
conflicts. Smith argues that class' conflicts in
the form of resentment against the wealthy by
the poor, p rsisted throughout the war.23
Regarding the idea of political and social
consensus
mith shows how the deliberations
over specific social policies reveal that
reconstruction programs were more often the
result of self-interested pressure groups rather
than idealistic policymakers. In a broader sense
Smith argues that the traditional view of a warstimulated consensus over the e pansion of the
state fails to recognize the strong reaction

against collectivism, which intensified towards
the end of the war. The consensus interpretation
of the 1945 general election also fails to
emphasize the heated ideological debate between
the parties during the previous year, and the fact
that an electoral defeat, not the war, led
Conservatives to reluctantly accept Labour's
reform program. While war time conditions
increased public support for expansion of stateprovided social services. Smith quotes Jose
Harris's argument, based upon an "artificial
sense of social solidarity." This built false
expectations that most of the emergency
apparatus and submersion of private interests
required by the war, would be "permanently
acceptable. ,,24
The relationship between war and social
change is highly complex and has been the focus
of an ongoing debate regarding the history of
Great Britain during the Second World War.
Initially, historians recognized the apparent
substantial
political
and social changes
associated with the rise of the welfare state in
1945, as a direct result of the war. This
interpretation, the social change thesis, has since
been modified or rejected. Later historical
research tended to limit or discount the impact
of the war and the estab lishment of the postwar
welfare state as agents of social change. That
the destruction and dislocation caused by six
years of war had some effect upon society
cannot be denied. The central question so greatly
contested is to what degree, for better or worse,
was British society changed?

22Ibid. 14.

23Harold Smith, Britain in the Second World War: A
Social History (Manchester: Manchester University
Press 1996) 3.
24Ibid 27.
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CLASS, RACE, CAPITALISM, AND
RELIGION:
Development of Slavery
In the United States and the New World

George

• Otott Jr.

Slavery's economic aspect has always been a controversial subject. In this essay, George
Otott examines and compares works on the topic by five prominent authors. After reviewing
these writings, he concludes that certain facets of the authors' arguments are legitimate, in
particular the idea that class, race, capitalism and religion all played a role in the
development of slave economies.

S

lavery as a European institution has antecedents dating back to classical Rome. It thrived off
and on within Europe through the Middle Ages and into the Early Modern period, but was
never pervasive throughout the subcontinent. In the ew orld, however, the European colonizers
found slavery to be an extremely profitable solution to the problem of producing enormous tracts of
fertile land in the absence of abundant labor. Particularly in the form of the plantation, slavery rose to
enormous proportions in countries from the United tates to Brazil.
According to author David Eltis, the colonial lave societies of the European ew World had the
most obviously economic foundations of any slave societies in history. This is to be expected given
the rise of capitalism and commercialism in Europe during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Still, the development of ew World slavery varied between regions and colonies according to
differing traditions, institutions, political structures, and economic systems' of the mother countries.
Most historians today agree that capitalism formed the basis of aU New WorId slave societies, but they
have different ideas on how capitalism combined with other traditions and institutions to shape slavery
along economic, class, and racial lines.
In 1947, Frank Tannenbaum published a comparison of ew World slave-based societies entitled
Slave and Citizen: The Negro in the Americas
ew York: Knopf). In it he argues that differences
today between race relations in the United States and in Latin America can be traced to historical
differences in the character of slavery in the two regions. In 1959, Stanley M. Elkins built upon
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Tannenbaum's conclusions to publish his own
work, Slavery: A Problem in American
Institutional and Intellectual Life, in which he
examines both similarities and differences
between American and Latin American slave
societies.
Elkins's ideas influenced many
American historians to study the -problerns in
their contemporary
understanding
of the
historical development of slavery in the New
World.
Elkins's book was published just one year
after a very influential article by Alfred Conrad
and John Meyer appeared in the Journal of
Political Economy.
In "The Economics of
Slavery in the Ante Bellum South," Conrad and
Meyer used capital accounting theory to
estimate the profitability of slavery in America.
Their work spawned an intense thirty-yearlong interest
in the economic
history
(cliometrics) of slavery in the ew World
Historians that have contributed important
new
ideas
and
interpretations
to the
comparative and economic history of New
World slavery since Tannenbaum, Elkins, and
Conrad and Meyer include David Brion Davis,
Carl N. Degler, David Eltis, Stanley L.
Engerman, Robert W. Fogel, Eugene D.
Genovese, Herbert S. lein, and James Oakes.
A host of other historians and students have
contributed a great volume of regional and local
research and analysis to the historical study of
slavery. Six works from the literature of the
history of slavery are reviewed in this essay.
They were selected so as to offer a range of
ideas regarding the capitalist origins of slavery
and whether that institution in the United States
came to be dominated by race relations class
distinctions,
or
simply
by
economic
considerations specificall capitalism.
Stanley M. Elkins, in his 1959 book Slavery:
A Problem in American Institutional_and
Intellectual Life, • compares the histories of the
different systems of African slavery that
• For this review essa Elkins s thesis is summarized
. from Slavery in Capitalist and Non-Capitalist Cultures

developed in the New World. Taking his cue
from
Frank
Tannenbaum's
1947
groundbreaking study, Slave and Citizen: The
Negro in America, Elkins emphasizes the
differences
in institutional
and cultural
backgrounds between Spanish and Portuguese
New World slave societies on one hand and
Anglo-Saxon slave societies on the other hand.
He suggests that differences are due primarily
to the influence of non-capitalistic Iberian
institutions
upon Latin American
slave
societies, versus the capitalistic Anglo-Saxon
economic system upon American and British
Caribbean slave societies.
Elkins found that Latin American slavery
under Spain and Portugal contrasted with
American
slavery mainly because Latin
American slavery was far less circumscribed
and self-contained. There were more "points of
contact" between slaves and free society in
Latin America, and there was, to a degree, a
blurring of the distinctions between races (15).
Elkins attributes the nature of Spanish and
Portuguese slavery to the cultural histories of
the mother countries.
To begin with, slavery was familiar to
Spaniards and Portuguese due to the existence
in their countries of slave laws and customs
dating back to medieval times. The primary
effect of this historical experience was the
development of a cultural view that slavery was
'against both reason and nature," although
paradoxically it was sanctioned everywhere
(16). This was in part due to the existence in
Spain and Portugal of a less developed
commercial class than in any other country in
Europe; there were institutional concerns other
than those involved with production. The most
important of these institutions were the
monarchy and the church.
The Spanish
monarchy was more paternalistic in controlling
its colonial affairs than was the English Crown,
and the Catholic Church exerted a greater
degree of influence over Iberian colonials than
did English churches over English colonials.
The traditions brought to the New World by the

in Foner and Genovese Slavery in the New World 1969.
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Spanish monarchy and church prevented the
complete dominance of capitalism in the slave
societies that grew up there. What this meant
for the slaves was that both legal distinctions
and religious attitudes tended to mitigate the
more inhumane aspects of slavery. The effect
of these influences was the development of a
master-slave relationship where human rights
were somewhat balanced against property
rights. The color of skin, according to Elkins
was in itself "no grave disability against taking
one's place in free society .... " (26)
To compare New World slave systems
Elkins examines four major legal distinctions of
slavery: term of servitude, marriage property
and other civil rights, and disciplinary power
over the slave. In the Latin American colonies
the term of slavery was not always for life:
there were many ways for slaves to gain
freedom.
Slave marriages were recognized
under law and sanctified by the church in
Spanish and Portuguese colonies.
lav had
not only the right to purchase and own property,
they had the right to purchase their own
freedom. Finally, in their disciplinary powers
Latin American slaveholders were to a large
extent restrained by Spanish courts and church
traditions.
By applying the same legal distinctions he
used to describe Latin America slavery Elkins
found American slavery quite different.
In
America, a slave's term of ervitude as for
life. To prevent any legal status among slaves
from interfering in the absolute power of the
master, marriage was given no standing under
the law. Slaves were denied any and all civil,
legal, and property rights under the law, even
the rights of education and worship, leaving
them totally dependent upon their masters.
Finally, although American slavery was
characterized by a laxity of discipline,
slaveholders still had absolute control over that
discipline. For a variety of legal reasons and
extralegal traditions American slaves were not
provided protection by the courts from cruel
and undeserved punishment inflicted by their

masters. Even when punishment resulted in the
murder of a slave, courts rarely assumed
jurisdiction except to resolve the pecuniary
interests of the owner. American slavery was a
unique form of the institution in that it was
characterized b complete dominance of master
over slave in every aspect of the slave's life.
uch a state of dominance says Elkins was
brought about b the influence of capitalism
and r ulted in the development among
outhern slaveholders of a race-consciousness
more tenacious than that of any other society.
Capitalism had stamped the status of slave
upon the Black with a clarity hich elsewhere
could ne er have been 0 profound, and had
further defined the institution of slavery with
such nicety that the slave was in fact,
dgrad d (14). Unfortunately for the slaves
among
nglish slaveholders there were no
monarchical or church traditions inherited from
the mother country to temper the racism
brought on by capitali m. Thus, Elkins seems
to imply that the influence of capitalism upon
American slavery was not manifested so much
in its effect on the development of social
clas es a it wa in its effect upon the
development of race-consciousness
among
slaveholders.
In a 1961 review of lkins' s Slavery
published in the American Anthropologist,
idney W. Mintz,
a Yale University
anthropology
professor
specializing
in
Caribbean society, takes issue with both sides
of Elkins' bimodal interpretatio of ew World
slavery.
First, Mintz contends that Elkins
oversimplified
the uniformity
of Latin
American slavery systems.
In Cuba, for
example, the institutional constraints of the
monarchy and the church may have hindered
the maturation of slave-based agricultural
capitalism, but they did not prevent it or its .
dehumanization of the slaves. Second, Mintz
presented evidence suggesting the presence of
pre-existing English legal and institutional
precedents for British West Indian and orth
American slavery. These precedents were in
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the form of villeinage, a system in which
peasants were obligated to enforced labor to a
lord as well as to contributions in kind or
money. Although most villeans had no legal
rights, they did enjoy' some protection- in
custom and tradition.
Thus, Anglo-Saxon
and Iberian slave
societies, says Mintz, were not differentiated on
the basis of the presence or absence of slavery
precedents and mitigating traditions. Instead,
they were differentiated on the basis of whether
or not those traditions effectively transferred to
the colonies (32).
There was an effective
transfer of mitigating traditions in the Iberian
case while at the same time such traditions did
not transfer to the colonies in the Anglo-Saxon
case. Most important to the development of
slavery were the economic and political
structures of the home country rather than the
ideological structures. In the case of England, a
tradition of representative government meant
that slaveholders made the slave laws entirely
in response to market pressur . In the Spanish
and Portuguese colonies, however, the mother
country made the slave laws initially, allowing
for the effective transfer of institutional
traditions that hindered extreme capitalism. But
as plantation slavery became more capitalistic
with time, the slaveholder class became more
powerful. As a result, the master class tended to
dispense with traditions that worked against the
dehumanization of sla ery, Thus, capitalism in
every case of New World slavery eventually
mounted
an
economic
onslaught
upon
institution and tradition" (32).
The difference between northern European
and southern European slavery therefore was
due to a different rate of emergence of the
capitalist slave plantation. The different rates
of slave plantation growth, according to Mintz,
'did not hinge on matters of race, civil liberties
protection of the rights of individuals slave and
free, or the presence or absence of one or
several religious codes' (33-34).
Instead,
differentials in plantation growth turned on
other factors such as the power of the colonial

planter class to change or reverse "existing
norms of behavior with reference to social
inferiors" and to ignore political decisions made
in the mother country, all in response to the
pressures of the market (34).
Eugene D. Genovese first presented his
Marxist interpretation of the development of
New World slavery in his 1965 book, The
Political Economy of Slavery, in which he
posited the idea of an essentially pre-capitalist
and pre-bourgeois ruling class in the Old South.
In The World the Slaveholders Made, published
four years later, Genovese responded to
criticism of his earlier work that centered on a
lack of supporting evidence for his thesis and
on a failure to place southern slavery in context
with other New World slaveholding regimes.
orne of Genovese's ideas in explaining the
cultural origins of New World slavery are
similar to those of Elkins and Mintz. He found
most British, Dutch, Danish, and French
ew
World slaveholding regimes to be more
bourgeois as a result of their capitalistic Old
World influences and found Spanish and
Portuguese regimes to be more patriarchal as a
result of seigniorial Old World systems. In
terms of race relations, Genovese found the
former to be stem and exploitative and the latter
to be milder and more paternal. However, the
dominant historical context of Genovese's
thesis is one of class formation, confrontation
and struggle. Race relations, especially in the
Old South, he maintains, were of less
importance in understanding slavery.
Genovese departs profoundly from Elkins's .
and Mintz's assumptions that the slaveholding
economy of the southern United States was
essentially capitalistic.
In The Political
Economy of Slavery Genovese defined the Old
South as pre-capitalist and pre-bourgeois in the
sense that slaves could not sell their labor as a
commodity in the market. The relationship
between the ruling class and the slaves was
paternalistic and more akin to earlier societies
that were built upon reciprocal rights and
responsibilities.
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According to Genovese, slavery was a very
inefficient system of labor and the slave-based
plantation system was self-limiting because
there was no way within slavery to increase
productivity.
Rather
than
growing
economically, the plantation system could
maintain itself only by spreading into newer
areas.
At the same time demands by the
planters impeded the development of industry
in the South by retarding the southern market
for industrial goods and by hindering
technological
innovations.
Inhibition of
industry caused the South to fall behind the
capitalist economy of the orth and Europe.
As the planter class became entrenched as an
aristocratic, slaveholding elite with its own
values and codes emphasizing an anti-capitali t
life of luxury and ease it became less able to
compete with the industrial-capitalist work
ethic of free labor in the orth. This master
class of planters ruled not only slaves but nonslaveholding whites as well. Here Genovese
firmly differentiates southern society on th
basis of class: a ruling slaveholding white class
a subordinate non-slaveholding white class and
the slave class.
Genovese modified and clarified hi
interpretation of American slavery in The
World the Slaveholders Made. He backs away
somewhat from his earlier thesis that a prebourgeois ruling class dominated the outh.
Instead he recognizes the hybrid nature of the
ruling class and its inability to entirely rid itself
from the influences of modem capitalism.
What Genovese makes clear, however, is that
class forces determined patterns of race
relations within American slavery and that
those forces cannot be understood without
considering the ruling-class hegemony.
As
evidence of the class nature of slavery
Genovese cites the outherners' own claims of
their benevolent treatment of African slaves
relative to the treatment of peasants and
workers in Europe. The claim suggests that the
cruel treatment dispensed by white American
slaveholders stemmed much more from an

attitude of rich to poor, lord to peasant,
bourgeois to human commodity than from an
attitude of white to nonwhite" (15-16).
Genovese goes so far as to state "that, on
principle no general theory of race relations is
possible (14).
Also in The World the Slaveholders Made,
Geno
e elaborates on his earlier idea that the
sla eholding cla
of the Old outh in a
re er al of the worldwide trend of capitalist
e pan ion, evolved into a highly paternalistic
la e-based ocie.
By the late eighteenth
century the tobacco planter clas had peaked
and jh future of laver wa problematical.
The estward expans ion of cotton production
reinvigorated slavery and provided impetus for
th con olidation of slaveholder into a single
r gional ruling cia s. Concurrent with the
cotton boom the closing of the slave trade
required slaveholders in an already patriarchal
s stem, to raise a creole slave force in order to
keep pac with world market demand for
cotton. Rai ing a creole slave force required
adequate tandards of humane treatment of
slaves: in fact, the Old outh slave class
repre ents th only ew World slave cla s to
have successfully reproduced itself.
Thus,
commercial pressures reinforced pre-existing
paternalistic tendencies of the slaveholders to
form the highest order of paternalism in the
ew World.
laveholders developed a
pros lavery argument that represented a mature
worldview as a class. Genovese sees George
Fitzhugh, a 19th century Virginia planter and
slaveholder who maintained slavery to be the
proper relationship of all labor to capital as
most representative of this view.
James Oakes's The Ruling Race: A History
of
American
Slaveholders
challenges
Genovese's
class-conflict
interpretation
of
slavery. Oakes sees the southern slaveholders
as emerging from paternalistic roots but with
time evolving toward a liberal polity defmed by
racial dominance. In this view, race relations
determined the patterns of slavery, not class
distinctions.
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According to Oakes, the racial ongms of
American slavery can be traced to English
antecedents. The first Englishmen to arrive in
America brought with them a belief that a
stratified social order was not only natural, but
was divinely inspired. It was logical for such
men to eventually embrace a paternalistic social
order that included slavery. Here is a point of
agreement between Oakes and Genovese. Both
scholars characterize the planter class as
paternalistic, but not in the popular sense of a
benevolent
class.
Instead,
paternalism
consisted of a consciously elitist social class
perfectly capable of the entire range from
kindness to cruelty in its treatment of the slaves.
As evidence of the presence of a paternalist
ethic in England, Oakes cites some of the
writings of old-country English nobility, such
as Richard Brathwait's The English Gentleman
and Daniel Defoe's The Compleat English
Gentleman. As evidence that human inequality
was taken for granted in England, Oakes cites
the fact that so few of the early English
slaveholders in America felt compelled to
justify their efforts at building a slave society.
Although it was with some difficulty, the
inherited "ideal of paternalistic
hierarchy
formed the nucleus of a complex and
sophisticated social ethic that accommodated
itself . . . to the emergence of chattel slavery"
(5). More importantly according to Oakes, the
English and other Europeans brought with them
to America inherited prejudices against the
African race. Africans were viewed as savage
heathens and ape-like.
In short, Europeans
were racially biased against Africans prior to
the settlement of the New World. Colonists
perpetuated the view that blacks were less than
human.
Because the paternalistic view held by the
slaveholders
was
anti-materialistic
and
grounded in social stratification, it soon came
into competition in the New World with the
ideals of material acquisition and equal
opportunity.
Rather than fight the new ideals
however southern slaveholders embraced them.

It is an irony that the slaveholding

class of
southern leaders emerged from the small
number of white immigrants that benefited
most from equality of opportunity. Thus, even
as these men adhered to a paternalistic slave
system,
their
egalitarian
New
World
experiences diluted the influence of that
paternalism.
With time, the more democratic traditions of
working class English, Scotch-Irish,
and
German
immigrants
further
diluted
the
paternalistic traditions of the early English
slaveholders.
As these men accommodated
slavery into their worldview in order to rise in
social standing, they were increasingly able to
justify the bondage of black men. It was these
men that carried slavery into the western lands
beyond the Appalachians
in the great
migrations of the eighteenth century.
Also
during this time the demands of the market
economy contributed to the further erosion of
the "elemental principle of the paternalist ethos:
that masters were obliged to look to the needs
of the slaves in return for the diligence and
fidelity of the bondsmen" (22). Thedemand for
profit led to an increasing reliance on physical
punishment to maintain discipline among the
slaves. Eventually, whatever restraints against
the dehumanization, of the slaves were present
in paternalism gave way to the 'invisible hand
of the marketplace" (25). Dehumanization of
slaves became a manifestation of their status as
property.
Thus
by the time of the American
Revolution, Oakes sees a complete linkage
between the dehumanizing effects of plantation
discipline slaveholding capitalism, and an
inherited racism.
The result was a white
slaveholding society fully able to defend the
revolutionary principle of the equality of men.
Paternalism had been rejected. In its place,
slaveholders built a new defense of slavery
based upon racism that they embraced until the
Civil
ar. Along with racism, at the heart of
the new defense of slavery was a 'gospel of
prosperity' that had grown from the personal
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struggles, upward mobility, and westward
expansion of the slaveholder class during the
eighteenth century. The gospel of prosperity
cast the defense of slavery in pragmatic terms.
White men had a right to make a profit and
slavery allowed them to do that. According to
Oakes, at the outbreak of the Civil War the
dominant ideology of slavery combined racism
and the gospel of prosperity.
David Eltis in "Europeans and the Rise and
Fall of African Slavery in the America: An
Interpretation,"
offers
different
ideas
concerning the origins of slavery in the
Americas. Eltis's conclusion that economics
are inadequate in explaining those origins
conforms to the views of both Genovese and
Oakes. Eltis's overall interpretation, however
departs from Genovese and is much closer to
that of Oakes in its elevation of race relations to
the position of prime motivator of the actions of
the ruling class.
Eltis's approach is to examine which groups
of humans were considered by Europeans to be
ineligible for slavery, or 'insiders'
versus
which groups were considered to be eligible for
enslavement, or outsiders (1400).
By the
fifteenth century, insiders had come to mean all
natives of the European subcontinent.
t that
time the distinction was not rigidly racial or
ethnic, however. Exclusion from insider status
often hinged upon religious belie s rather than
race when it came to enslavement.
Where it
existed, slavery was generally confined to nonChristians and natives of Africa. By the time
slavery spread to the ew World, however it
had developed along more exclusionary lines.
In Eltis's view, it developed along racial lines.
Economic motivations
for slavery were
subordinated to insider/outsider status based on
race. This view departs dramatically from the
class and interest arguments of economic and
Marxist historians, particularly the argument
that slaveholders resorted to African slaves as a
lower-cost alternative to other forms of labor.
Eltis maintains, in fact, that the racial
attitude of the Europeans toward slavery was

e ceptional in the world at that time.
Furthermore the view that enslavement was
inappropriate for Europeans yet appropriate for
Africans
spanned
class
divisions
and
ideological differences among Europeans.
According to Eltis 'for elite and non-elite
alike enslavement remained a fate for which
onl non-Europeans were qualified (1419).
Eltis bases his interpretation on economic
arguments that run counter to the prevailing
vie
of mo t modem historians. First, African
sla
w re not the only low-cost labor
alternativ.
Previous authors he notes only
consid red coerced natives and indentured or
free- age uropeans as alternatives to African
slav . Th e authors ignored other alternatives
a ailable to earl modern Europeans some that
had b n tried and orne that had not. He cites
e amp 1 of variou forms of impressed labor
in urope uch as judicial proc ses that sent
men and women to plantations and convicts to
gall y. Poor people and convicts were often
forced into labor by variou countries. Other
means of forced labor included impressed
ervant
indentured servitude and military
captives.
econd, lti suggests that uropean slaves
wou ld have been cheaper than African slaves
for several reasons. Shipping costs the greatest
source of price for any source of imported
American labor, would have been lower for
European forced labor. During the eighteenth
century at least, English and Irish convict
laborers were one-third the price of African
slaves in America.
inally, factoring and distribution costs of
European slaves would not have been any
higher than for African slaves. Thus, it had to
have been for reasons other than cost that
Africans were preferred as slaves to other
Europeans. The main reason, says Eltis, was
the 'insider' status that Europeans universally
accorded to themselves. Persons living outside
of Europe could become slaves, but for persons
living within Europe, slavery was a fate worse
than death. It simply was not considered.
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The historical works covered in this essay
encompass perhaps the most widely held ideas
concerning the relationship of N ew World
slavery to European capitalism, class and race.
All of the authors accept the ideas that
capitalism was the economic foundation of
slavery and that old-country institutions and
traditions affected the development of
ew
World slavery.
From there, however, they
differ.
Elkins and Mintz attribute the development
of slavery somewhat narrowly to economic
factors. Elkins's comparative history stresses
differences between the slave systems of Latin
America and those of the British colonies that
suggest different institutional influences from
their mother
countries.
Although his
interpretation does not address directly the
debate between a race-dominant versus a classdominant ruling class in the American South,
he mentions the formation of a raceconsciousness among Southerners that resulted
in the degradation of the slaves. Mintz, on the
other hand, stresses similarities rather than
differences among old-country influences upon
New World slave societies but sees differences
in their rate of transfer to the New World.
Without addressing directly the debate between
a
class-based
and
race-relations-based
American slaveholding class, Mintz suggests
that economic factors a~ least, are more
important in understanding. slavery than race
relations.
Genovese, Oakes, and Eltis directly argue
the question of whether class struggles or racerelations were the primary movers in the
development of American slavery. Genovese s
Marxist interpretation posits a class-conscious
Southern elite that evolved to a highly refined
form of paternalism as it became increasingly
isolated, by its own actions
from the
capitalistic outside world. The rise and fall of
slavery in America was a class struggle
between the hegemonic, master clas and the
slave class but also included the involvement
of a white yeoman class (not discussed b

Genovese). Oakes counters with an opposing
idea that American slavery gradually shed
paternalism under the pressures of liberalism
and capitalism.
At the same time, a preexisting racism against Africans among the
slaveholding .class had more to do with the
development'
of
slavery
than
class
considerations. Finally, Eltis casts his defense
of a race-dominant, American, slaveholding
class also in terms of inherited racism from
Europe. But it was not only because Europeans
were racist. What prevented Europeans from
enslaving other white Christians was the widely
held belief among them that it simply was not
an option.
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REPRESSION AND RESILIENCE:
The Chinese and Japanese in Western America

Paul R. pitzzeri

The arrival of Chinese and Japanese immigrant in America during the latter half of the
nineteenth century sparked unprecedented hostility and animosity on the part of the white
majority, creating a legacy of anti-Asiatic sentiment in the we t. Author Paul Spitzzeri
reviews the following six works focusing on the Chine e and Japanese in American history
from 1850 to 1950, and their historical role a targets of racial hatred and discrimination.
The works reviewed highlight various discriminatory policies enacted against both Asian
groups, as well as their shift in social status from economic and military threats, to the new
model minority.

T

he history of the Chinese and Japanese in America from 1850 to 1950 reflects both significant
measures of repression by the white majority and a determined resilience by the members of the
two ethnic groups to maintain and obtain rights ostensibly guaranteed to all residents of the United
States. As with all ethnic groups, both went through the process of revulsion by the majority to a
grudging toleration, and eventually to the status of "model minority,' though even this positive
association has to be tempered with the realities of their experiences. In the listed works, the views of
white Americans about the Chinese and Japanese have been filtered through different lenses of
acceptance.
The two books, Charles J. McClain's In Search of Equality and Gary Y. Okihiro's Cane Fires,
focus on the experiences of the Chinese and Japanese in the two areas of the nation that have
experienced the greatest number of Asian emigrants, California and Hawaii. Though the conditions in
each state differed from the another and from the rest of the United States, many of the characterizations
made by whites regarding the Chinese and Japanese were similar, and both groups demonstrated a
marked ability to organize and resist the most overt attempts of repression. This positivization of the
reactions of the Chinese and Japanese against white racism and legal oppression generally counters
earlier studies depicting both groups as rather ignorant and helpless victims in the face of white
brutality.
McClain is explicit in his aim of counteracting such works as Gunther Barth's Bitter Strength and
Robert G. Cleland's History of California: The American Period. McClain examines how the
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Chinese community, primarily in San Francisco,
utilized the cultural concept of the community
association, the tong, to push for judicial
resolution against the discrimination that was
pushed upon them by a hostile municipal
government.
McClain's objective is clear:
previous historical studies of the" Chinese in
California exaggerated their passivity and
ignorance of judicial redress in the face of
oppression, or over-emphasized the dominance
of the tong as an authoritarian force, filled with
corruption and ineptitude.
Instead, McClain
examines an impressive number of court cases
that show conclusively that the Chinese
community was indeed very attuned to the
importance of seeking assistance from lawyers
and the courts in fighting conditions against
them.
Though it is doubtful if any antiimmigrant movement in America was as virulent
as that of the anti-Chinese movement in
California,
McClain's
exhaustively
mined
research demonstrates that the Chinese did
remarkably well in deflecting most of the more
heinous attempts at denying them fundamental
constitutional rights.
This well documented recitation spans the
period from the Foreign Miners' Tax of 1852,
an odious tax on all alien miners to the
smallpox epidemic of 1900 in San Francisco,
where attempts were made by the authorities to
apply discriminatory quarantine regulations
upon the Chinese and forcibly remove them from
the city. Although historians such as Barth and
Cleland identified the Chinese as unable to
defend themselves in the face of anti-Chinese
sentiment, McClain shows quite conclusively
that the Chinese and their tong associations were
able to muster considerable support for judicial
challenges
against
discriminatory
statutes
through open letters to the newspapers alliances
with sympathetic whites and the establishment
of ties with lawyers willing to press suits on
their behalf. Despite some losses, the Chinese
were able to win lawsuits that challenged the

constitutional basis of anti-Chinese legislation,
including the I862 police tax, immigration,
lodging, the laundry business, the shearing of
men's queues, and forced removal. Even with
the California Constitution of 1879 and its
measures to provide for the removal of the
Chinese and deny them privileges as electors, the
Chinese were' able to use the civil rights
legislation of the Reconstruction era Congress
and the Burlingame Treaty of 1868 to defend
their civil rights. In addition, the thorough and
generally fair rulings of circuit and Supreme
Court judges like Lorenzo Sawyer and Stephen
J. Field also helped to combat the determined
efforts of some whites to deny the Chinese basic
rights and privileges accorded to them by treaty
and federal constitutional legislation.
What is especially notable in McClain's
book is not only the sophisticated methods the
Chinese used to pursue their causes, but the
importance of those judges, whose overriding
and abiding concern for the rule of law
counteracted
much
of the
opprobrious
discriminatory tendencies of Americans and the
basic protective provisions of the law itself, such
as the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. These
three factors, the use of American legal
procedures by the seemingly unassimilable
Chinese, the overall adherence to the rule of law
by the judiciary, and the conditions of the law
itself especially constitutionally, are the areas in
which McClain is strongest at adducing.
The flip side, however, of McClain's
meticulousness is that the constant barrage of
cases, legal arguments, and issues can be
numbing to the reader who is not well versed in
legal history. All the same McClain's work is
extreme I valuable in showing that the Chinese
were not helpless victims but rather acti e
agents of resistance to egregious examples of
white oppression, such as the anti-laundry and
immigration laws.
A more localized approach to anti-Chinese
sentiment is found in one of the earliest surveys
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sociall than politically) in an emerging urban
en ironment, but instead tends to be undersubstantiated and over-generalized without
taking into account the social dimensions along
with the political connotations of anti-Chinese
sentiment.
Another aspect of the Chinese experience is
the transformation of the Chinatown from a vice
district (a la the opium dens and prostitution
hOll es of Locklear's "Nigger Alley" in Los
Angel ) to a tourist attraction, as outlined in
I an Light s From Vice District to Tourist
ttraction: The Moral Career of American
Chinatowns 1880-1940.' As Light points out,
though there were bordellos opium houses
gamb ling dens and organized crime (via the
tong) in Chinatowns "there seems no doubt that
the dollar of white visitors enabled American
Chinatowns '(368) to support these institutions
and, in fact, man of th crimes committed in
th e areas were by rowdy drunken, and
brawling whit ' (373). Light points to the
whit
that committed the atrocitie in Los
Angeles in 1871.
ather than portray
Chinatowns as e elusively Chinese domains as
many writers have Light explicates white
culpability in the image that these areas had on
th Victorian era American imagination. This
in fac is an interesting psychological and social
phenomenon-Americans
were both repulsed
and fascinated by the exoticism they imagined in
these communities. While the former signified
the vice district, the latter informed the idea of
the tourist attraction.
.
Light also modifies the theory that the
transformation of Chinatowns from vice districts
to tourist attractions was purely a result of a
normalization of the sex ratio among the
Chinese.
n other words, the conventional
theory states that the presence of more Chinese
women led their men away from the sordid
activities of earlier days. Instead, Light argues
that in addition to the ameliorating influence of
omen, the persistence of restaurateurs and

on this topic, William R. Locklear s 'The
Celestials and the Angels." Locklear contends
that though the animus toward the Chinese was
centered in San Francisco, Los Angeles's most
famous contribution toward the movement, the
massacre of October 1871, brought nationwide
attention to anti-Chinese feelings and obscured
the fact that the city s reactions were generall
much tamer than those of its larger sister to the
North.
While there is little doubt that Locklear is
correct in surmising that anti-Chinese sentiment
in Los Angeles was less marked and consistent
compared to that of San Francisco, there are
considerable problems in his account. Locklear
attributes the massacre of 1871 to "a dying
breath of a period of general lawlessness '(245)
and "blind racism"(244), rather than to a general
feeling of anti-Chinese sentiment. Identifying
the anti-Chinese movement as "an attempt to
drive the Chinese from town"(Locklear, 244 he
seems to think the vicious slaughter of nineteen
Chinese was not a movement, downgrading the
crime in relation to the wider anti-Chinese
movement, and yet support for his statement is
unsubstantiated.
He points to favorable
comments in one Los Angeles newspaper about
the treatment of the Chinese to support his
contention that there was little or no support for
a general anti-Chinese movement, yet, the
aftermath of the massacre of 1871 actually
revealed much anti-Chinese sentiment in the
press, even amidst the deprecation of the
lynching and murder of the Chinese. Clearly
there was anti-Chinese sentiment, even if as
Locklear notes, it was not as rampant or as
structurally organized as in San Franci co.
Moreover, it can be argued that anti-Chinese
conditions in Los Angeles were more social than
political, which Locklear tends to favor as the
operant of an anti-Chinese movement. "The
Celestials and the Angels" has the potential of
being an early study into the invidious effects of
racism and anti-Chinese feeling (even if more
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shopkeepers in combating tong influence and the
vice associated with them was also key in the
change. He cites. as reasons for such resistance
the desire to protect their families along with
economic interests. Ironically, another factor
was the increasing presence of white visitors
curious to view the exotic Chinatowns of a
partially realized, but more often fictive, nature.
Increasingly, the restaurateurs and shopkeepers
began to cater to white tourists, who in tum
helped to convey a better image of Chinatown
than that reflected by prostitutes, opium dealers,
and gangsters. As white tourism increased, this
empowered merchants to push more effectively
for control over tong activity and to promote
Chinatowns as safe, healthy places to visit,
especially after the denouement of the tong wars
of the mid-1920s. Whereas McClain focuses on
the positive energies of the tong in pursuit of
justice, avoiding real or imagined criminal
activity Light examines the institution from a
social and criminal perspective.
Some of the
consequences
of the
transformation of Chinatowns included staged
fights over Chinese female slaves by opium
dealers, and the 'Orientalizing" of Chinatowns
through architectural regulation that tended to
romanticize these areas with ''the same fairytale
quality as a visit to Disneyland"(Light, 391). In
the quest for respectability, many Chinese were
willing to sacrifice something of the authenticity
for the security and fmancial reward tourism
brought.
Even the tongs reconstituted
themselves
as merchant
associations
or
chambers of commerce to enter the legal field of
tourist development. In another bit of irony
tongs did a 180-degree turn and served as a sort
of police entity patrolling their Chinatowns to
prevent petty crimes and delinquency, and
assisting municipal police forces in regulating
behavior. Together Light posits the merchants
and the tongs once enemies in the battle for
hegemony over Chinatowns later became allies

in the common cause of economic benefit from
the tourist dollar.
Light's work is an illuminating study,
especially in that he covers the Chinatown of
New York in addition to those in San Francisco
and Los Angeles and gives something of a more
national character to his analysis of Chinese life
in America. His rather detailed analysis of vice,
and the earlier character of Chinatowns, is much
more
thoroughly
explicated
than
later
developments in the "tourist-making" phase, so
the latter could have been better teased out, but
as a general survey, the work serves its purpose
in showing one dimension of the transformation,
not just of Chinatowns, but of the Chinese as
more accepted members of the American polity.
Later arrivals than the Chinese, the Japanese
may have found less overtly violent repression
and discrimination, but their experiences were
pretty squarely within the paradigm of resistance
to newcomers by the white American majority.
There were of course regional variations, as
illustrated by Gary Y. Okihiro's Cane Fires:
The Anti-Japanese Movement in Hawaii, 18651945.
Okihiro's concern was in learning
whether a historical continuum of anti-Japanese
feeling provided a context for the more
egregious discrimination against the Japanese
during the martial law regime in Hawaii during
World War II. Okihiro proffers the theory that
the anti-Japanese movement in the islands is
traceable to an era of American imperialism
during the 1890s.
Further, he asserts that
contrary to his prior belief that the Japanese in
Ha aii were better treated than their mainland
compatriots most of whom were interned unlike
the Hawaiian Japanese, the discrimination was
not dissimilar and there was a palpable
connection between island and mainland
Japanese.
Okihiro is determined to promote those facets
of the Ha aiian Japanese experience that
demonstrate resistance to white repression.
Much like McClain, he is adept at providing
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example after example of individual, group and
institutional responses.
These include the
formation of labor unions to counteract harsh
working conditions and low wages in the sugar
plantations, and the significant numbers of
volunteers for the armed services during World
War II.

(Buddhism) and education (Japanese-language
schools) and from the 1920s attempts were
made to dilute 'Japanism" with a full-bore
program of Americanization.
Again, the
Japanese mounted resistance attacks including
the successful campaign waged by language
schools before the Supreme Court in 1927 to
maintain their right to operate.
The latter
aspect was the concern of military and
intelligence leaders over the classic "loyalty to
th Emperor' paradigm and whether or not the
Japan e could be counted on to rush to the
support of their home nation in the event of an
in a ion.
temming mainly from the postorId
ar IJRed Scare period, military and
F.B.I. cooperation led to a sophisticated
program of activities carried out against
Hawaii Japan e in case of an attack. The
as umption throughout, moreover was that the
Japan
even Ni ei (econd
generation,
American-born Japanese) were more apt to
support Japan than the United tates and that
proactive measures by Hawaiian military and
political authorities were essential.
The
systematic development of suspect lists allowed
military officials to round up alleged Japanese
sympathizers within hours of the attack at earl
Harbor and the remarkably rapid deployment of
measures such as temporary internment camps,
a pass
ystem or Japan
and curfew
regulations is due to the extensive (if
overwrought) planning conducted in tbe years
prior to the outbreak of the war.
Whether or not it can be properly termed .
resistance, the uniform commitment of Hawaii's
Japanese to maintaining solidarity with local
officials and especially the propensity, when
finally allowed after 1943, of young Nisei to
join the armed forces, where they distinguished
themselves with notable bravery on the
battlefield, demonstrates that the Japanese were
able to resist white attempts to cast them as unAmerican. Okihiro's conclusion, however, is
that the full range of Japanese resistance-from

After an introductory section outlining the
conditions of Hawaiian agriculture and bow the
need for outside labor manifested itself after
1850, Okihiro analyzes the importation of
Japanese laborers, starting with an abortive
attempt in 1865, and progressing more
successfully in the latter 1880s. While the
Japanese were prized by white American
plantation owners for their hard work,
submissiveness to authority (or at least 0
perceived), and moral character the sheer
numbers of laborers imported soon became
viewed as a threat as the Japanese soon became
the majority ethnic group in the islands.
Furthermore, tbe plantation elite found quite
early on that the Japanese did not always prove
to be as docile and yielding as tbey had earlier
assumed. Early strikes occurred over harsh and
violent treatment by lunas (overseers).
The
increasing organization into unions (though
unrecognized by owners) and the growth of
Japanese-owned newspapers led to wellorganized strikes with sophisticated platforms
calling for improved conditions and wages.
Though the gains were initially few, mainland
political conditions often had a marked impact,
as was the case with the 1920 strike, which
occurred during the Red care on the mainland.
The Japanese continued to assert themselves in
forms of resistance that were consistently nonviolent and respectful, even if the planters did
not reciprocate these feelings.
Correlative to these developments on the
labor front, Okihiro points to social, military
and civilian intelligence efforts to maintain
control over the Japanese. In the former arena,
the concerns were largely centered on religion
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the earliest protests against maltreatment on the
plantations to the actions of Nisei soldiers
during World War IT-sought the same access
and
opportunities
to
rights
guaranteed
constitutionally to all Americans. This, in turn,
bore fruit, as the Nisei launched a political
movement that led, after 1954, to their powerful
presence in Hawaiian government and society,
which continues to the present.
Cane Fires is an impressive work, especially
in the sense that it conveys not only a continuum
of systematic repression applied by white
planters, territorial government, and military and
intelligence figures against the Japanese, but
also in that a corresponding series of resistance
movements by the Japanese appeared in the
form of labor unions, legal challenges, and
demonstrated
corrunitments
to
American
principles and values that were assumed to be
inimical to the Japanese character. Considerable
research and attention to detail, moreover, does
not inhibit the readability of this narrative, as
was often the case with McClain's work.
While Okihiro details the repression of
Hawaii's Japanese in terms of labor, social
conditions, and within political and military
realms Dudley O. McGovney's "The AntiJapanese Land Laws of California and Ten
Other States" examines another dimension,
discrimination
against the Japanese over
landowning rights.
Although anti-Japanese
feelings were certainly manifest from the end of
the nineteenth century, in 1913 California was
the first state in the Union to enact a statute
prohibiting land ownership. By the 1940s ten
other states, most in the West, followed the
Golden State's lead with similar discriminatory
legislation.
McGoveney immediately embarks on a
discussion of the racial nature of these land
laws, noting that considerable confusion existed
in defining who constituted an alien ineligible for
citizenship, the criteria that go erned all of the
statutes
with the exception of the 1943

Arkansas law, which specifically prohibited
Japanese ownership. Though the Japanese and
Malaysians were in the ineligible class, Chinese,
Filipinos, American Indians, Blacks, and other
people of color were not affected by these laws,
though these people were subjected to other
pernicious forms of discrimination in America.
By delving into the "patternless craziness"(lO)
of racial ineligibility, McGovney shows the
irrationality of the various statues.
McGovney also deals with the numbers of
ineligible aliens and how this squared with the
threat perceived to have existed in the eleven
states that enacted these land laws.
For
example, the 1940 census revealed just over
48,000 Japanese aliens, while there were almost
80,000 Japanese American citizens. Moreover,
there were nearly five million aliens in the
country, so only one percent of the alien
population was ineligible Japanese.
Even in
California, where an estimated 25,000 Japanese
resided after World War II, enjoyed a very
minute percentage of the alien population, which
was over one-half million. The concern
historically, however was the preponderance of
the Japanese to own and successfully farm lands
in comparison to other ethnic groups. Yet, in
1920, the Japanese farmed but 75,000 acres of
owned land and just fewer than 400,000 acres of
leased or contracted land in a state with millions
of arable acres.
Furthermore, almost sixty
percent of the Japanese alien population lived in
urban centers and less than half (a little over
10000) engaged in farming occupations and
would, therefore, have been likely to own farm
land and compete with whites.
McGovney focused on California because the
number of Japanese residents there appeared to
present the greatest perceived threat to whites.
In all the other states with land laws on the
books in the 1940s there were fewer than 4,000
Japanese aliens combined. Oregon had the most
with 0 er fifteen hundred, but Louisiana had
thirteen in 1940 Kansas ten nd Arkansas an
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imposing two. In his careful analysis of the
workings of the California statute, McGovney
points out that there were amendments in 1923
and 1943 and an appropriation of funds to
enforce the law in 1945, yet given the numbers
of potential Japanese owners and their perceived
threat, it was striking to him that such a law
continued to be justified.
More than the question of racial definition
and numbers
however is the issue of
constitutionality. Here McGovney embarks on a
detailed analysis of English common law
precedent, noting that alien real property rights
were almost null and subject to reversion to the
crown if an alien received land by gift, sale
lease or other measures. The concept naturally
passed to the American colonies. Despite
Reconstruction era legislation regarding the civil
rights of aliens as well as citizens that abrogated
common law restrictions the upreme Court in
1923 upheld Washington State's Alien Land
Law, as well as that of California. McGovney
faulted the court for a "failure to appreciate the
peculiarities
of the legislation
it was
considering"(35). In other words, California's
law was entirely different, being built upon the
specific exclusion of aliens by race mainly the
Japanese, while Washington's law concerned
aliens not intending to become citizens.
Overarching all of this, however, is that the
Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil Rights Act
of 1870 serve to guarantee the rights of resident
aliens, but some leeway is made for reasons that
'rationally justify the difference in treatment"
between aliens and citizens; that is, reasons
related to "health, safety, morals or [the]
general welfare"(McGovney, 37). McGovney
argues that the alien land Laws do not concern
such
matters
and
fall
under
racial
discrimination, which is forbidden by the above
legal codes. This criticism is especially
important if the question of rational justification
applies to only 30,000 ineligible aliens, but not

to over 500,000 other aliens who mayor may
not seek citizenship but do have the choice.
McGovne s article is remarkable for its
direct attacks against the California legislature
(which had only recently passed specific antiJapanese legislation) for what he saw as blatant
racism and inequitable treatment of the Japanese
in relation to other aliens as well as to citizens.
He also contends that the upreme Court failed
to' appl basic constitutional doctrine and to
acknowledge the invidious intent of alien land
law.
Though often employing language that
mocked the intent of the laws and the strange
twists of logic employed to justify their passing
and continued existence McGovney succeeds
best in his insightful analy is of the notion of
ineligible racial characteristics the numeric of
perceived Japan e threats the history of land
owning restrictions the specifics especially of
California's Alien Land Law and the misguided
approaches of a upreme Court that sought to
rationalize the law by deference to state's rights
rather than those of individuals or races.
Just as Light's article demonstrates the
transforming nature of Chinese American life in
relation to Chinatowns, Harry H. L. Kitano
discusses
in "Japanese
Americans:
The
Development of a Middleman Minority" how a
similar process affected this group. In this case
however Kitano posits the idea that middleman
ethnic groups are utilized by the majority or
power elite as a buffer between themselves and
the minority or lower classes. In the case of
Japanese Americans, the middleman status is
definitely one with mixed results.
Kitano
analyzes experiences of the Japanese in both
California and Hawaii, noting that there were
significant differences (which Okihiro tended not
to acknowledge) between the two. First, the
Hawaiian Japanese were a large, near-majority
group living in a society which had a modicum
of racial tolerance not found in the former, and
because they were closer to direct contacts with
Japan. Second, there were what Kitano refers to
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as "special Japanese vocabulary" differences.
Third, there were cultural attribute distinctions
among the Japanese in California seen by their
Hawaiian'
counterparts
as
taking
on
characteristics
of Californians
in general
(appearance-obsession and overt materialism,
for example.) Finally, because
their large
numbers, Hawaiian Japanese achieved power in
the economic, political, and social spheres that
their Californian brethren did not.
Kitano emphasizes that the Issei or first
generation came from a culture that stressed
group characteristics
and where upward
mobility was limited. Therefore, the middleman
attribute of knowing where their place was in the
social structure is part of the Japanese American
experience. On the positive side, hard work,
loyalty, perseverance,
and other qualities
smoothed the way for the white American view
of younger generations of Japanese as time went
on. Because the Japanese neither expected to
achieve levels of leadership or elite status, nor
did they expect to be at the bottom of a social
structure, the middleman position seemed easier.
As Kitano notes, the Japanese definitely
began their Hawaiian experience in the lower
echelons of society as cheap plantation labor.
Emboldened by greater numbers by 1920 they
desired to better their lives and demand more
concessions from plantations.
Meanwhile in
California,
the
much
smaller
Japanese
population (which never exceeded one percent of
the population while Hawaiian Japanese were
over forty percent by 1920) arrived mainly after
1890 and worked as railroad labor, in factories,
and in mining. Soon, the Japanese began to
move into agriculture where as noted by
McGovney, their perceived "invasion" of the
farming profession led to the passage of the
1913 California Alien Land Act and its 1920
amendment, which restricted Japanese land
ownership.
Still middleman positions as
laborers
or
lessors
until
1920)
and
circumvention of the law with illicit ownership

of

continued.
In both Hawaii (where most
privately owned land was held by the oligarchic
plantation elite) and California, many Japanese
became independent businessmen, another
indication of middleman status. Though there
was some success, there were also high costs,
long hours, and modest returns which identify
the middleman position.
Another crucial factor was the tendency of
the Japanese to maintain rather closed cultural
structures: intermarriage, language and cultural
schools, churches, and a lack of active
participation in politics.
This was also
engendered in the cooperative nature of Japanese
American social and economic cultures, the
latter leading to something of a vertical
arrangement within the group.
Even when
World War ITimpacted the Japanese Americans
rather severely (counter to Okihiro arid typical
of most historians, Kitano maintains that the
Hawaiian cohort fared much better), the postwar
period saw a remarkable transformation of the
fortunes of the Japanese, this time in the Nisei
generation.
This brings up the idea of the 'model
minority," when education levels and entrance
into professional
positions
marked
the
e periences of many more Japanese than
imagined in pre-war days.
Yet, despite
impressi e educational and professional gains
Kitano explores the realities of the "glass
ceiling.'
In Hawaii, where the occupational
positions were more scattered and variable, the
presence of the Japanese among the political,
social, and economic elite was striking, a
consequence in large measure of their numbers
which allowed for voting blocs and association
advantages harkening back to earlier cultural
attributes of social cohesion and cooperation.
California s Japanese being such a small
percentage of the population and much more
diffused throughout the state were much less
able to move into the highest positions of
soci
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While Kitano is convincing in his assertion
that many Japanese maintain the group cultural
attribute of not expecting positions of leadership
while simultaneously looking to rise above
common laboring professions and the attendant
status, much is overly generalized or not ery
prophetic as to why they are often stuck in
middleman positions. The author speaks of the
feelings of many Japanese Americans using
buzzwords and hot phrases like "status anxiety ,
"fear of marginality," and "identity," yet
provides no data to support his suppositions.
When he speaks of political glass ceilings, he
questions why enator Daniel Inouye of Hawaii
was consciously ignored (though Kitan does
not say how) as a presidential candidate and
then answers his question, wondering if being
from a small (and, it might be added,
geographically and culturally remote) stat was
a factor. In the end, Kitano cites a recent book
that refers to Japan as a middleman-economy.
This may have been true in the very early 1970
but this was just before the country blossomed
into an economic powerhouse with worldwide
dominance in several high-tech industries and
cou ld hardly be called a middleman economy
like Korea or Singapore:
Finally, there is the problem that cropped up
in the beginning. Though Kitano recognizes
great differences between Hawaiian and
Californian Japanese, he tries to make concrete
links to common experiences in generalized and
vague psychological and sociological terms
without providing much support for such
statements. The fact is (and Okihiro does a
better job in elucidating, for example, common
internment experiences) the Japanese in Hawaii
fared far better than their compatriots in
California due to a host of factors: numeric
strength, a relatively more encompassing racial
climate and access to political power that
enhanced economic and social opportunities.
Even in Hawaii, the early 1970s did not see the
apogee that followed when George Ariyoshi

became governor so Kitano did not allow for
future d velopments in Hawaii.
California,
meanwhile is much larger, more diverse, and
more stratified than Hawaii making it much
more difficult for the Japanese to have the
prominence th had in Hawaii. Kitano would
have better supported his thesis by looking at
on state or the other and then deciding on which
side of the pendulum the Japanese American
e perienc wung according to the peculiarities
of local conditions.
Th
works e amined in this essay
demonstrate that white American views of the
Chinese and Japanes g nerally metamorphosed
from thorough su picion and disgu t to
t nuou ly-held toleration and fmally in recent
years to th status of' model minority," which
ha
its
own
set
of
problems
and
mi representation. Alternately the Chinese and
Japan e r ident of America stereotypically
viewed as rath r docile yielding, and unwilling
to engag in open resistance to repression, are
instead viewed in these works as generally
resilient and resistant. Whether pursuing the
quest for constitutionally guaranteed rights in
the courts a McClain demonstrates, or working
within their own community structures to
counter views held by whit a expostulated by
Okihiro and Light, it is clear that these ethnic
groups have been anything but passive.
Locklear's analysis suffers by contrast by not
shedding light on the Chinese perspectives of the
anti-Chinese sentiment of white Los Angeles
residents.
McGovney, however, thoroughly
picks apart the 'patternless craziness" of antiJapanese land law, demonstrating the strangely
contradictory
character
of
American
discrimination
in that regard.
tano
summarizes much of the dialogue in the above
works in his analysis of the "middleman
minority" thesis. These studies present a picture
of growing acceptance, tempered by the realities
of modern concerns, that moves away from
questions that focus on tolerating people's
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ethnicity toward a recognition,
people's humanity.

instead,

of

Anti-Japane e entiment

a evident in California in the earl twentieth century.
Strangers from a Different Shore, Ronald Takaki.
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UNDERCLASSES FROM THE CIVlL WAR
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The term "underclass" connotes the criminal
poor of the black urban ghetto. This term also
tends to suggest a causal relationship between
poverty and behavior. In The Dispossessed,
Jacqueline Jones attempts to provide the reader
with an alternative explanation for poverty in the
form of economic displacement in American
society. As an author of several works on African
Americans, she chose instead to look at both the
black and white races because "poverty abides no
line drawn by color or culture and therefore creates
more than one so-called underclass (1).

The theme of Jones's work, dispossession, is
that the changing economy left some people unable
to cop with the unforeseeable future job market.
The economy shifted from agriculture to industry,
and th n shifted again in the post-industrial era;
th e two shifts created underemployment and
pov rty. Blacks and whites who fell victim to this
er 'not only trapped by lack of capital and abuse
b mploy rs but they also had no means of
uniting bi-racially since the caste system of the
outh divided the two groups.
h book covers the period of the Civil War to
th 19 O. he first four chapters discuss the lives
of black and white sharecroppers.
lavery had
provided th ideal work force for staple agriculture.
Th plantation owner did not have to worry about
the probl ms of eas nallabor as he did after the
lave syst m was dismantled. After the war
plantation owners became employ rs who wanted
to retain absolut control over their workforce.
h neoslavery of sharecropping was resisted by
freed people who knew that they had alternatives to
dep ndence on th plantation owners' they
supplemented their lives through gardening and
nonagricultural work, and protested poor conditions
by leaving one plantation for another. The
instabili of work made the family the stabilizing
force in the workers lives.
Th ivil War also created economic hardships
and social changes for poor whites. They were no
longer "legally" superior to blacks and poor whites
and blacks had more in common after the war
destroyed their previous economic and social
standings. Both were uneducated, both appeared
shiftless to the white elite, and both groups became
sharecroppers. However, the white elite preferred
to hire anybody other than native whites. If black
labor was unavailable employers resorted to
European or Chinese immigrants. This led to
friction and violence, instead of to a united "rural
proletariat." harecropping was a hard life for all,
and the whole family had to work. Some family
members worked in the field, some foraged, fished,
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Jones states that she will
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After Jones describes the lives of sharecroppers,
she discusses
the only alternatives
that the

discuss the poverty of both races because the idea

dispossessed

whole (x), but she almost completely ignores the
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other

This type of work led to a

"perpetual transience"( 166). Eventually, migratory
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races that face poverty in America.
The

author
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not
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underclass, except to say that it is unduly attached

labor became common along the Eastern seaboard
as those who were willing to do anything to make

to race. Her title implies that she is going to prove

a living-except

that America

live under the neoslavery created

by the old regime-would

go from one seasonal

However

has more than one underclass.

she continually refers to the advantages

crop to another. Some chose to leave sharecropping

that the white poor had over the black poor.

for other industries in the South, while others chose

J ones does not prove that there is more than one
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Great
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Southern than American,"
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of
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is too superficial

coverage

underclasses"

the

In regard to the period, there is a definite lack of
consistency in the evidence used. The author relies

thus

obscuring the fact that twice as many whites lived
in poverty.
Jacqueline

.and she continues to refer to 'the same

racial divisions that she decries as obscuring
condition of poverty.

This superficial

difference that manifested
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she provides

for herself in her chapter
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in chapter six East Coast

is a story that is "less

migratory laborers are to be discussed during the

yet the information

period 1890 to 1990. However, during much of the

she
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chapter the discussion wanders without any concern
for chronology and without ever demonstrating the
changes that occurred in a logical manner.
As a whole, The Dispossessed presents the
reader with a promising topic that offers insight
into the lives of those under poverty in America.
She does show how the poor are trapped in the
system by their lack of capital and abuse of those in
power. She counteracts the inherent victimization
of such a portrayal by showing how the poor, black
and white, use their resourcefulness to survive. The
themes of poverty and survival are well described
and punctuated with vivid images. However these
descriptions are left as the only support for the
author's ideas, and the analysis needed to tie the
images to her points is not there. The reader is left
to construct the argument for the author.
Reviewed by Alexandra Kindell
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AMERICAN IND~""lS AND WORLD
WAR D: TOWARD A NEW ERA IN
INDIAN AFFAIRS.
BY ALISON R BERNSTEIN.
NORMAN: UNIVERSITY. OF
OKLAHOMA PRESS, 1991.
TO'

Earlier this month, in the wee hours after a·
restless night, I was "channel surfmg' and came
across an interesting old black and white movie
titled The Outsider, (1961). The movie is based
on the true story of Ira Hamilton Hayes the
Pima Indian who helped fellow Marines raise
the American flag at Iwo Jima.
The lead
character played by actor Tony Curtis is
portrayed as a man desperately trying to adjust
to living in a white world during the World War
II era. Hayes, or "Chief' as he was called by
his white buddies because of his warrior-like
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fighting skills, had all the qualities of a
protagonist tom between two worlds. In the
movie, as in real life, he found it extremely
difficult to adapt to dual lifestyles: one of
isolation on a traditional reservation, versus one
of assimilation into white society. As a result,
he turned to alcohol. Curtis's portrayal of the
Indian warrior-turned-alcoholic
is a typical
Native American stereotype. Ira Hayes. died in
1955 at the age of thirty-three; sadly, his
passing was not the death of an honorable tribal
warrior, but one that represents the destitution
and isolation that
ative Americans often
faced.
Not all American Indians fared so
poorly; however, most historians agree that
World War II brought unprecedented change to
their way of life. At present, one of the most
comprehensive studies of American Indians in
World War IT is Alison R. Bernstein s
American Indians and World War II: Toward a
New Era in Indian Affairs.
According to Bernstein, the significance of
World War IT on Indian affairs has often been
overshadowed by the Indian
ew Deal and
Termination eras in American Indian studies.·
The author, however, draws attention to this
epoch and analyzes how the experience of
World War II affected individual American
Indians their tribes, and the direction of federal
Indian policy. Her thesis contends that the
period between 1940 and 1945 was a definitive
phase in
ative American history because
widespread
participation
in
war-related
activities ended reservation
isolation and
initiated a reversal in policy of assimilation into
white society. Furthermore, she claims that the
war
experience
fostered
a
political
consciousness that has become increasingly
important to Native American movements,
Bernstein's ideas are not necessarily new;
however, the extent to which they are
• Termination refers to the twentieth-century shift in
America's Indian policy. During the 19505, Congress
called for the termination of special federal programs for
ati e Americans. It was hoped that these new policies
would hasten assimilation into the larger white society.

Reviews
documented makes it a welcome addition to
American Indian literature (although it does
have its limitations).
Bernstein develops the main ideas by
chronologically organizing her material into
eight chapters that loosely follow e ents from
1941 to 1947. She first· provides the reader
with a brief summary of Indian affairs prior to
World War II, emphasizing the fact that the
philosophy of the pre-New Deal assimilationoriented administration was not so different
from John Collier's New Deal "isolation
Collier s reliance on non-Indian
entities such as constitutions and business
charters actually continued a polic
of
assimilation into white society.
Bernstein
claims that earlier emphasis on individual
assimilation changed to an emphasis on a
"corporate assimilation" paradigm' a change
that stopped the wholesale allotment of ative
American land. Bernstein's interpretation is
somewhat questionable and lik ly to bring
debate.
The chapters that follow support Bernstein's
thesis. She chronicles the mass e odus from
reservations by thousands of ative Americans
to either engage in war work or to enlist: a
movement that Bernstein claims brought
unprecedented change. Indians were exposed
(many for the first time) to the white man's
world which transformed their understanding of
their future.
Indian veterans and factory
workers wanted material benefits and real ized
that assimilation was the fastest way to obtain
that goal. Bernstein also concludes that the
increasing mobility of Indians weakened the
authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B )
during the war years.
For many, this
accelerated the assimilation process. Greater
political participation by American Indians was
demonstrated through involvement in local and
state politics. This trend was best dramatized in
policies."

• John
Indian
sought
ative

Collier was FranJdin Roosevelt's commissioner of
affairs in the 1930$. Collier favored legislation that

1944 b the organization of the National
Congress of American Indians (NCAl). After
the war Indian eterans and defense workers
were unwilling to accept their prewar status.
ore than ever the lived in two worlds, one
embracin their nati
culture and the other
whit ociety. Adaptation did not come easy.
Bernstein notes solutions for the problems
as ociated with a similation were not provided
b .World
ar II but whites and Native
American did shar a level of consciousness
regarding the difficulties encountered by both
groups.
Bernstein surveys the diverse aspects of
h r ubjec sh discus es
ative American
e· perienc
in th military and the impact of
th
ar on res rvation.
or instance, Indian
achie ements lik those of Hayes and the
avajo
Code
Talkers
(communications
speciali t usin the avajo language to send
coded mes ag ), wer a sourc of pride in
tribal communitie.
Bem tein also considers
asp ts uch as increased income from nonr rvation ources the loss of land, the neglect
of reservation programs and a growing interest
in the out ide world.
he highlights growing
oppo ition to the BIA and is one of the fir t
historians
to properly
acknowledge
the
emergenc
of the National Congress of
American Indians.
er chapter on the
beginning and triumph of the
C
as an
effective lobbying tool to secure rights,
including the vote in the states of Arizona and
ew Mexico and the ability to purchase
alcohol
off
reservation,
is especially
informative.
Likewise, she provides an
important analysis of the deterioration of
reservations and the conditions leading up to
term inat .on, and gives proper emphasis to the
movement toward cities and the beginning of
significant urban Indian populations. Indeed,
Bernstein captures the milieu of that era in the
final chapters that deal with the post-war
uncertainties encountered by returning Indian
veterans.

to reverse the pressure to assimilate and thus allow
Americans to retain their traditional lifestyles.
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American Indians and World War II:
Toward a New Era in Indian Affairs is
generally clear and well written. Bernstein is
to be credited for amassing and organizing a
tremendous amount of information.
She has
consulted
government
records
in state
depositories and the national. archives.
Her
extens ive bibliography of secondary works,
government
documents,
manuscripts,
newspapers, periodicals, journals, and doctoral
dissertations is a valuable source for students
and professional scholars alike.
Bernstein
clearly builds on these secondary works: The
Navajo and the New Deal (1976) by Donald L.
Parman,
American Indian Policy in the
Formative Years (1962) by Francis Paul
Prucha, and Lawrence C. Kelly's The Assault
on Assimilation: John Collier and the Origins
of Indian
Policy
Reform
(1983)
and
successfully contributes to our understanding of
the experiences of Native Americans in the
twentieth century.
However, as insightful as Bernstein's work
is, she is not totally convincing. Her assertion
that Collier's Indian New Deal was not as
radical as he and critics believed discounts the
ideological
intent
of Collier's
principal
legislation--the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934. The outcome of Collier's policies would
have been quite different had he not
encountered resistance from both assimilationoriented Indians and government officials.
Clearly, Collier's Indian Reorganization Act
(IRA) proposed a reversal of the previous
administration's assimilation philosophy. The
shortcomings of Collier's initial goals are better
understood
when other issues like his
(unfortunately) misguided policies of herd
reduction and soil conservation (which created
distrust and division, thus weakening his
stance) tribal and government resistance to
those policies
and the impact
of an
unforeseeable war are taken into consideration.
Collier's use of non-Indian .political and
cultural organizations was necessary in dealing
with federal agencies and furthering his
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philosophy of preservation. It is necessary to
understand that he had few choices and
relatively little control of the outcome, but
interpreting the consequences of his original
goals is highly debatable. Bernstein writes that
Collier "returned to the earlier, more radical
rhetoric of cultural pluralism after he left
government service in 1945" (170). Arguably,
he never lapsed in his efforts to reach his ideals.
Bernstein is not convincing in her argument
that few Indians shared the white assumption
that Indians wanted to assimilate into the larger
white society after 1945. The fact that onethird of the Indian population moved away from
the reservation seems to contradict her claim.
Her failure to present a stronger argument
points to a major weakness in her methodology.
Bernstein's
interpretations
fall short
of
representing the Native American perspective.
This is not totally surprising considering the
nature of her sources which consist of either
government documents (which appropriately
contributed to a strong chapter detailing the
political attack on the BIA) and a synthesis of
secondary works (which are primarily Anglo,
male authority-vested).
Her analysis and
interpretation
would
have been
greatly
enhanced by conducting interviews with ative
Americans, thus, giving the book a more
realistic and vivid dimension.
owhere is this more evident than in her
assessment of the contributions of
ative
Americans to the war effort. Bernstein's use of
official and popular sources to depict the ative
American war experience clearly lacks balance:
These glorified
images were used as
propaganda to ~ain support for the war effort
and clearly they do not portray a balanced
picture. She does note that her sources are
incomplet
however she still submits their
evidence as objective.
Oral histories would
have provided some sense of balance in this
chapter. The use of stereotypical pictures and
Bernstein s insensitive use of ethnic terms and
descriptions leaves the reader with little
knowledge of the Indian perspective and

Revie
instead offers a new version of the 'warrior
stereotype.
With these weaknesses taken into account, it
is hard to believe that the occurrence of World
War II, not to say that it did not ha e a
powerful impact was the primary impetus
behind nearly every gain in the status of
Indians.
Giving sole credit to the econd
World War would not only discount Collier s
IRA administration, but would also belittle the
accomplishments of the Red Power movement,
the Civil Rights
movement, and other
significant influences.
till the strengths of
American Indians and World War II: Toward a
New Era in Indian Affairs outweigh its
weaknesses.
However, selective reading i
recommended.
Clearly, a book that
ill
provide a better-balanced portrayal of th
Indian perspective of World War II is needed.
Unfortunately the new works will probably fall
somewhere in between the protagonist character
portrayed by Tony Curtis in The Outsider and
the glorified warrior presented in Bern tein s
book.
Reviewed by baron Owen.
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Heritage House at the Fullerton Arboretum
Heritage House and its surrounding garden and landscape is
preserved as a middle-class residence and doctor's office,
representative of the 1890-1910 period of American history.
It is a repository for collections of riginal artifacts, visuals,
documents, and plants appropriate 0 the time, with special
emphasis on those related to Orange County and the practice
of medicine.
The Fullerton Arboretum is a 26 acre botanical garden and
living museum of rare plants from around the world. With its
ponds, streams, and wildlife, it offers a tranquil retreat from our
fast growing urban life. It is located on the northeast comer of
the California State University Fullerton campus.

Open for docent-led tours Sundays 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., weekday tours by reservation
only. Adults $2, Children $1, no tours January and August. Grounds are open
daily from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Closed major holidays and special events.
Sponsored by the Friends of the Fullerton Arboretum, 1900 Associated Rd.
Fullerton, CA 92831
For information call 714.278.3579
http://arboretum.fullerton.edu; E-mail: farboretum@fullerton.edu
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1999 PRIZE WINNERS
Theta Pi Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta has awarded prizes this year for the best paper in the
following categories: Best Paper, Western History, and European History. An awards
committee selects the winners.
The final edited versions are printed in this year's
Welebaethan. A total of $150.00 is awarded to the winning authors. The 1999 prizes were
awarded as follows:

Lawrenee B. de Graa(Prize for Best Overall Paper:
Sharon Evanshine:
A Cartoon Is Worth a Thousand Words: From Bloomers to Ballots in the
American Woman Suffrage Movement

William B. Langsdorf Prize (or Western Historv Paper:
Paul R. pitzzeri:
Repression and Resilience: The Chinese and Japanese in Western America

Ric Miller Prize in European History
Daniel A. Horses
The Con ervative Root of Hungarian Fascism

The year 1999 i a pecial year for California State University,
Fullerton and the History Department as it marks the fortieth
anniversary of the University and the twenty-fifth anniversary of
the Welebaethan
Journal of History.
ith the approaching
millennium we celebrate th
two milestones.
In S ptember 1957 California authorized the establi hment of an
Orang County tate college campu. The Hi tory Department
wa cr ated the following year and in 1959 Dr. William B.
Lang dorf wa appointed pre ident of the Orange County State
Coll ge by the tate Board of Education. At the time there were
452 tudent attending only upper division and graduate cour es:
by 1974 enrollment had surpa ed 20 000. After several name change the college became
known a California State Univer ity, ullerton. In 19 9 a atellite campu opened in
Mission Vi jo and in 1993 th one hundr d thou andth degree was awarded.
Phi Alpha Theta came to the California tat Univer ity Fullerton campu in 1962 and in
1974 th W I ba than began a a impl
tapl -bound compilation of tudent paper
produc d within th Hi tory D partm nt. Th journal evolved into a piral-bound edition. In
1992 the Welebaethan taff began an ffort to prof! ionalize the quality of copy editing and
layout of the journal. The Weleba than you ee today i the re ult of the past twenty-five
years of learning e perience ad an
in t hnology and a commitment on the part of the
History Department tudents faculty and taff.
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Phi Alpha Th fa
International Honor oci ty in Hi tory
Theta pz Chapter
California tate Univer ity, Fullerton
Departm nt a/Hi tory, Bo 4150
Fullerton. CA 92634

You are invited to appl for member hip in Phi Alpha Theta,
the International 0' or ociety in istory.
What Phi Alpha Theta Offers to emb r :
•
Affiliation with a pre tigiou ,internationally no n honor ociety.
•
A connection to historical trends throu hre i nal and national conference, the quarterly
journal, The Hi torian, and a ne lett r.
•
The opportunity to participate in ocial and cholarlyevent with faculty and students
interested in history.
•
Your academic achievement recognized by your peer both locally and nationally.
Requirements for Member hip:
Graduate tudents:
At least nine units of hi tory at
with a minimum GPA of3.2 in those
courses.
ndergraduate Student:
At least twelve units of hi tory cour e at
, ix of which mu t be upper
division, with a minimum P of 3.2 in the e course .
A minimum GPA of3.0 ( per on ho e
fal below thi minimum may be
accepted with two letter of recommendation from profe or and a review of the
student's application by the e ecu ive board and the faculty advisor of the
chapter.)

A degree in history serves as preparation for hi torical writing, teachin ,law, government, and
other professions. A history degree is also the foundation for advanced study at the graduate
level.
Degrees offered: B.A., M.A.
Possible career opportunitie : Adverti ing anager, Criminal nve tigator, ditor, Foreign
ervice Officer, Intelligence Analyst, Political ampaign Aide, ublic istorian, and Public
Policy Advisor.
Special programs offered: History Internship, Oral History rogram, and ublic History.
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